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This dissertation documents the process of building curriculum materials
on the Middle East by organizing and editing passages from a wide variety of
Middle Eastern literature. The primary source material was evaluated and
selected with both content and reading level in mind. The materials are
presented with the intention of letting Middle Easterners discuss their own
culture in their own words.
The first chapter of the dissertation outlines the present state of Non-
Western studies curriculum development at the secondary school level.
Criteria is established for the purposes of distinguishing the degree of
ethnocentricity in textbooks, and principles are developed for the selection of
primary source materials written by Middle Easterners. The emphasis of the
dissertation is on the development of two units based on the criteria developed.
In Chapter two a look is taken at the state of curriculum development on
the Middle East. Curriculum materials from all the major publishing companies
are examined and analyzed. The deficiencies of the various approaches are
noted.
Chapter III is the first of two units on the Middle East developed accord-
ing to the criteria outlined in the first two chapters. This unit focuses on
the traditional family in the Middle East and the process by which children are
socialized. An introduction precedes the unit, and short editor's introductions
precede each reading selection. The selections are taken from Middle. Eastern
2novels, short stories, anthropological studies and autobiographies. The
materials represent various social science concepts such as the transmission
of culture and the modernization of women. Each selection is carefully edited
in terms of content and reading level*
Chapter IV is a second unit on the Middle East covering the process of
modernization. This unit reviews some of the traditional beliefs outlined in
the first unit and introduces others. The way in which these beliefs are
changing and the difficulties of experiencing rapid cultural change are explored.
As in the first unit, introductions precede the reading selections.
The last chapter of the dissertation recounts the initial testing of the
materials in a Connecticut high school and summarizes the results of the
student and teacher questionnaires. Recommendations for future use or the
materials are made.
The basic response of both the students and teachers to the material v:as
positive. The personalized nature of primary source material was valued. The
reading level of the material appeared to be about right.
It is recommended that the curriculum material continue to be revised
=nd
evaluated. The development of a teacher's guide is necessary. The continued
use of primary source material through which Middle Easterners can speak
.or
themselves is recommended.
THROUGH MIDDLE EASTERN EYES:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM MATERIALS ON
THE MIDDLE EAST
1CHAPTER I
THE NEED FOR MATERIALS ON THE MIDDLE EAST FROM
THE POINT OF VIEW OF MIDDLE EASTERNERS
General Problem : The lack of non-Western studies in our schools.
America s provincialism and its need to develop a world view has been
increasingly discussed by educators in the 1950's and ' 60
' s . The call for
the study of other cultures has gone under many names, "World Affairs,"
World History" and "Non-Western Studies," to mention a few, and numerous
articles by educators such as Harold Taylor, Howard Anderson, James Becker,
Ward Morehouse, Harland Cleveland, and Betty Reardon have for years been
advocating a drastic expansion of the international dimension in our public
schools.^ In isolated cases a great deal has been accomplished, and the
curriculum has been internationalized from the kindergarten to the twelfth
2grade, but by and large the call has gone unheeded.
It has been stated that what we need to know about the non-Western world
is not being taught. We do not need to know a country's annual rainfall or
major crops nearly so much as we need to understand its culture and values.
There is a need to develop empathy toward other cultures and encourage an
appreciation of other values and life styles. Students must learn to recognize
the degree to which their perceptions are ethnocentric and culture-bound. But
this is not being done. A great many of the social studies textbooks that do
1 For example, see H. Taylor's The World and the American Teacher , AACTE '68,
and Becker's "Conceptual Lag and the Study of International Affairs", and
Anderson's "Education and Social Science in the Context of an Emerging Global
Society" in International Dimensions of the Social Studies , 38th yearbook,
NCSS
,
1968.
^Harold Long and Robert King, Improving the Teaching of World Affairs , The Glens
Falls Story, Bulletin No. 15, National Council for the Social Studies,
Washington, D.C., 1964.
2deal with the non-Western world tend to look down on Non-Western cultures and
give them such labels as "underdeveloped," "primitive" and the like. The non-
Western world needs to be understood on its own terms as well as ours. Other
cultures should be studied because they are intrinsically interesting and
valuable and not because we need to develop them in some way.
American students need to conceive of the world as "spaceship earth" and
think of man as one species whose social systems are inter-related and
complementary. In order to accomplish this world view, stereotypic thinking
must be combatted and the ethnocentric tendencies of all human beings under-
stood and analyzed. Students must develop the perceptive skills of social
science inquiry so as to be able to analyze the dynamics of societies. With
inquiry skills students will be able to see. the fantastic variation of
cultures in the world and to understand the dynamics of culture change. The
achievement of these goals leads back to a student's own culture, for by
understanding others better he will gain the tools and the perspective to
understand himself better.
Needless to say, these idealistic and ambitious goals are far from being
met, and therefore there is a vast need to develop curriculum materials which
will help meet these goals. However, despite the numerous articles on the
place of World Affairs in the curriculum, global goals are generally bypassed
for more nationalistic goals. If the United States, the argument goes, is to
meet its foreign policy goals, maintaining peace and combating Communism,
Americans must understand how other people think. An explicit statement of
this philosophy comes from the New York State Department of Education 1970
Social Studies Tentative Syllabus for their 9th grade "Asian and African
Culture Studies" courses.
3Today’s headlines tell the story; from all indications, they will
continue to point up the imperative need for Americans to under-
stand others whose heritage is not Western. In almost any
section of the newspaper, one sees Americans going overseas. The
various "policing actions" in which United States has participated
since World War II have been most frequently on Asian and African
soil. Our business interests in the emerging nations have
multiplied so greatly that commercial enterprises must hire
employees prepared for overseas travel, and the visas sought are
usually non-Western. Our government is represented in so many
different ways that "diplomatic service" describes a small sector
indeed of the total manpower investment of the United States
abroad. Students and teachers alike are encouraged by government
as well as foundation grants to turn their attention to the
situations and problems of the emerging nations. Even the society
columns now carry increasing space devoted to the casual tourists
who are looking forward to the attractions of Asia and Africa.
It is clear from this statement that the author feels there is nothing
intrinsically valuable about the study of non-Western cultures. As stated,
the reasons we need to study about non-Western cultures relate to our
responsibility to keep peace in the world, to more effectively carry out out
"policing actions", to increase our business interests, to allow us to more
successfully accomplish our foreign policy goals, and to enable our tourists
to be more comfortable in the world.
This is not to say that there are no pragmatic reasons for studying about
the non-Western world or to imply that pragmatic reasons are less valuable
than idealistic reasons. Perhaps the most important reason for studying the
non-Western world is that the survival of the world may depend on it. How-
ever, the above-quoted rationale is distressingly ethnocentric and is
taken
from one of the most progressive states in the United States in terms of
the
encouragement given to the teaching of non-Western cultures. New York
State
was the first state to institute a mandatory ninth grade social
studies course
dealing with Asian and African cultures, and the State Department
of Education
has taken the lead in financing non-Western Studies
curriculum development
4projects, non-Western Studies workshops for teachers and study tours to the
non-Western world for teachers.
As would be expected, curriculum materials made available by publishing
companies usually reflect these ethnocentric goals. Until recently the non-
Western world has hardly been touched upon in American schools, for the
curriculum materials available were almost exclusively oriented toward Europe
and the West. To the extent that non-Western cultures have been dealt with
in courses bearing impressive sounding titles like "World History" or "World
History and Cultures," they have been examined in a European context, usually
in relation to the Colonial period. In a study of textbooks being used in
Western Massachusetts, George Urch and John Medeiros have documented the
ethnocentric tendencies of most textbooks. ^ For example, in a 760 page
textbook entitled "World History: A Cultural Approach", only twenty-five pages
are devoted to the non-Western world, or seven per cent of the total number of
pages. The unmistakable conclusion a student would have to make is that little
of worth has ever been done in the world except by Western cultures. In this
type of textbook the value of the study of non-Western cultures is seldom, if
ever, attributed to any intrinsic values within the cultures. The cultures,
the reader is told, are valuable only in relation to the West.
School systems, even with the best of intentions, are often totally
dependent on mass-produced curriculum materials put out by major publishing
companies. As Urch and Medeiros have demonstrated, until recently the vast
majority of such materials either dealt with the non-Western world in an
ethnocentric and superior manner or barely dealt with it at all.
3 George Urch and John Medeiros, "Treatment of the non-Western World in
Secondary Social Studies Textbooks", unpublished manuscript, 1970.
5Though the state of non-Western studies is fairly dismal, there is hope
for the future. The study of foreign cultures is gradually gaining momentum
in the public schools and the curriculum materials available to the schools
are getting better. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that the slowly grow-
ing demand for non-Western Studies in the schools will be matched by the
development of increasingly sophisticated materials and that the superficial
and ethnocentric materials heretofore available will become a thing of the
past.
Nowhere is the need for the development of non-ethnocentric, cultural
materials greater than in the study of the Middle East. In the following
section, and in Chapter II, a look will be taken at the state of curriculum
development on the Middle East and the strengths and weaknesses of the
curriculum materials available.
Specific Problem: The poor quality of curriculum materials on the Middle
East.*
One of the greatest needs in the development of non-Western Studies
materials is in the Middle East. In recent years Africa has received a great
deal of attention from curriculum developers and a great deal of new material
is available on Africa, including some developed from the point of view of
Africans. Asia, and to a lesser extent Latin America, has also received a
great deal of attention and adequate curriculum materials are available. The
cultures of the Middle East, on the other hand, have had relatively little
work done on them in recent years, with the exception of politically-oriented
material, usually analyzing the Arab-Israeli conflict. Investigation found
*A1 though the term 'Middle East' is itself ethnocentric (as it refers to the
distance from a central reference point, England) I have chosen to use it due
to the lack of a widely-known alternate term. The Middle Eastern countries
covered in this dissertation are defined in the Research Design Section.
6few materials on the Middle East which relied primarily on Middle Eastern
source materials. The primary source materials available are organized
chronologically rather than thematically and tend to emphasize the glories of
the past rather than illustrate the way people live in the Middle East today.
Furthermore, these source materials are collected in books of readings which
are intended to supplement expository textbooks and not to stand on their own.
The cultures of the Middle East have the advantage of having certain
elements in common with Western cultures and yet provide a distinct enough
difference from Western cultures to provide fertile ground for both the com-
parison and contrast of cultural variables. For example, all three religions
found in the Middle East, Islam, Judaism and Christianity, spring from a
common cultural source, and the root of much of Western culture lies in the
Middle East. On the other hand, the Middle East has historically been the
meeting place of East and West and thus has Eastern roots as well as Western.
Many elements of Eastern thought exist in the Middle East side by side with
elements of Western thought. Thus, the study of the cultures of the Middle
East are valuable not only for examining some of the origins of Western thought
but also for providing a link to cultures whose patterns are considerably more
alien to the Western mind.
In the section which follows, a methodology for developing cultural
materials on the Middle East will be discussed and criteria for the selection
of primary source material developed.
7Research Design
As stated previously, there is a need for the development of cultural
materials on the Middle East which are based on primary source materials
Materials will be developed that allow Middle Easterners to speak for them-
selves so as to avoid the kind of ethnocentrism common to most of the published
curriculum materials on the Middle East. Primary source material from Middle
Eastern literature in English and sociological and anthropological articles on
the Middle East will be collected. The selections will present the main
characteristics of Middle Eastern culture in a concrete and personalized rather
than an abstract and depersonalized form.
Primary source material will be collected which will cover the Moslem
Middle East including the Arab States (plus the Sudan) and the Non-Arab
Moslem States of Turkey, Iran and Afghanistan. For the purposes of this
dissertation, Israel will not be included. Material will be collected and
developed in the following areas:
(1) traditional life in the Middle East;
(2) the socialization of children in the Middle East;
(3) the effects of modernization and industrialization on the traditional
cultures of the Middle East.
After the collection, editing and organization of primary source
materials on traditional life and the socialization of children in the Middle
East, the materials will be evaluated in a high school classroom, to determine
how the students and teacher respond to the new materials. Their opinions
will be obtained by questionnaires (see Appendix A and B) and by interviews.
On the basis of information obtained by this evaluation, material on the
pro
cess of modernization in the Middle East will be developed. The questionnaire
was developed with the collaboration of two professors experienced in
8questionnaire design. An open-ended interview technique will be used in con-
ducting the interviews.
Procedure
The primary research method will involve a thorough study of Middle Eastern
literature in English along with the sociological and anthropological
documents. The library research will involve the examination of books dealing
with the three main areas outlined above. The following procedure will be
used
:
(1) extensive library research of literary, anthropological and
sociological materials on the Middle East in English;
(2) survey of place of Middle East studies in the kindergarten to
twelfth grade curriculum of the fifty states;
(3) survey and analysis of published curriculum materials on the
Middle East;
(A) organization of collected material according to criteria outlined
in A Conceptual Model ;
(5) evaluation and critique of material on traditional life and the
socialization of children in the Middle East by means of
questionnaires and interviews.
9A Conceptual Model for Materials Development on the Middle East
There are many ways that non-Western Studies material can be organized,
each having its distinctive advantages and disadvantages. The developer
of curriculum materials must not only know of these approaches and select
among them, he must think of how new combinations of approaches can be made in
order to minimize the disadvantages of any one approach and maximize the
advantages. Ultimately materials construction becomes a matter of selection;
there is too much relevant material to be covered adequately if one does not
select according to some prearranged criteria.
The initial difficulty is the establishment of criteria for the
selection and/or development of material , criteria which will allow one to
choose from the infinite possibilities before him. Objectives and goals must
thus be set first, for if one begins to select materials first, the strong
tendency will be to extract objectives from the materials at hand rather than
to select materials on the basis of objectives. This putting of the materials
cart before the objectives horse may well lead one away from the vaguely
formulated objectives one originally had in mind. The task, then, is to make
one's unconscious objectives conscious.
Ash Hartwell has, in an unpublished manuscript,^ outlined ten possible
overall objectives for curriculum in non-Western Studies which would apply to
the Middle East. Each one of these possible approaches implies a different
kind of content and thus different criteria for selection of material.
4
Ash Hartwell, "Goals in International Education," unpublished manuscript,
1972.
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1* Students will learn to recognize and understand common stereotypes that
are held about peoples and areas of the non-Western world. A curriculum
based on this objective would focus on students' and society's attitudes
towards culturally different peoples of the world, and move towards a
balanced and un-ethnocentr ic view.
2. Students will recognize the possibilities of alternative life styles
through a study of the alternatives offered in other cultures. In a
curriculum based on this general objective students would learn how non-
Western peoples see time and space, and the values they have toward work,
friendship, status and family.
3. Students will understand man as a species, evolving toward a world
society. A curriculum such as this might begin with a study of man in
relation to other biological organisms, then to a study of man's
evolution, the proliferation and diversity of cultures, and the present
movement toward a world-wide society.
4. Students will develop an understanding of the role that culture plays in
the development of the individual. This is essentially an anthropologi-
cal approach in which students would learn of the forms that education,
religion, marriage and work play in both Western and non-Western societies.
5. Students will learn of the differences and similarities of Western and
non-Western cultures. This would be a curriculum based on the
comparative study of peoples, and would include the interrelationships
of geography, economic and social systems and cultural values.
6. Students will broaden their factual knowledge about the major areas of
importance in the non-Western world. These would probably include India,
China, Sub-Sahara Africa and South America. The emphasis would be on
building a factual base from which generalizations would be made. The
disciplines used would include economics, geography, political science
and demography.
7. Students will understand the major problems facing the non-Western world
in its move toward modernization. These problems would include:
population growth and control, agricultural production, attempts to
broaden the base of education, the problems of political control and
stability, building a national identity in the face of tribal and
sectional loyalties.
8. Students will gain appreciation and knowledge about past civilizations of
non-Western peoples. This material might include studies of the Inca,
the Ghana and the Indian civilizations.
9. Students in minority groups, particularly Black students, will gain a
sense of pride in the past and current achievements of non-European
peoples. Such a curriculum would include a study of African civiliza-
tions, the movement for independence and the establishment of nationhood
in Africa. If there are quite a few Spanish-speaking students, the
11
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It is not difficult to see that a curriculum organized around the concept of
man as a single species would differ considerably from one organized around the
problems of modernization. It is also evident that each of these categories
is quite broad and allows for many more narrow and specific approaches within
each category.
Accordingly, one must not only choose from the general objectives stated
above, one must develop specific objectives and criteria for selection of
material from within each of the generalized categories. It is the task of
this dissertation to formulate goals and approaches appropriate to the develop-
ment of curriculum materials on the Middle East.
An examination of the strengths and weaknesses of some of the above-
mentioned general categories will help the process of focusing and the
selection of criteria.
One of the primary advantages of the problems of modernization approach
is that its focus is inherently current. As American society is so quickly
changing, a student may have little difficulty understanding the kinds of
strains a traditional society has in becoming modern. The student may then
5
This is clearly less relevant for the Middle East, for the absorption of
Middle Easterners into the American melting pot has been less difficult than
for Afro-Americans, Puerto Ricans or Chicanos.
6
This category is my own. I have added it to Hartwell's list as I felt it
worthy of a distinct category.
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identify with the kind of generation gaps apparent in other cultures.
One of the major problems of this approach, is the almost inevitable
association of "modern" with "good" and the implicit assumption that what
everyone should be doing is modernizing.
The foreign policy approach has the advantage of being interesting, due
to its being current, and demonstrates the complexities of foreign policy
issues. Its chief strength lies in its potential for allowing students to
identify within the framework of a real situation, i.e., what would you do if
you were the Secretary of State? However, this very strength is its chief
weakness, for the hidden message of this approach is that the real reason for
studying other peoples has nothing to do with their intrinsic worth but has to
do with learning about other people in order to use them better, to make it
more likely that America will attain its foreign policy objectives.
An examination of the factual approach elicits the question of how to deal
with history. Most factual approaches deal with history chronologically and
encyclopedically. As there are always too many facts to cover and as chronology
alone does not give one the organizing concepts or principles upon which to
select which facts to include, the result is often an uninteresting collection
of unrelated facts due to an overemphasis on the past. Hundreds of topics are
covered superficially and often in unrelated sequence. It thus seems that
history must be organized according to some conceptual framework other than
chronology.
Bearing in mind the advantages and disadvantages of the ten possible
approaches outlined by Hartwell, approaches one to four have the best
potential for the development of a curriculum on the Middle East.
Although the first approach, "abolishing stereotypes" is clearly an
13
important goal and although In some cases, such as In the study of Black or
African culture. It might be considered the only major goal of the curriculum,
in relation to the Middle East, it seems to constitute an important sub-topic
rather than the one main unifying goal for a curriculum.
The third approach which is organized around the concept of man as a
species, on the other hand, is so grand and all-consuming that doing it justice
would almost totally preclude any kind of in-depth study of a single culture or
conglomeration of similar cultures. It thus seems that these two approaches
need be eliminated as the primary focus for a curriculum on the Middle East.
With the elimination of these approaches, one is left with two possible
approaches, an examination of the role culture plays in the formation of the
individual, and the examination of "alternative life styles," of the way other
cultures see time and space and formulate their values. There is a great deal
of overlap in these two approaches, and they can usefully be combined with the
"abolishing of stereotypes" approach to form a composite method of developing
curriculum materials on the Middle East.
The question thus becomes how one combines these three approaches and
decides on priorities within each. Recognizing that one must start where the
students are, both cognitively and affectively, is the first step. As most
students undoubtedly have certain stereotypes of the Middle East, it is
necessary to deal with the stereotypes before one can do other things, or at
least while one is doing other things. In all probability many children will
have to unlearn some things before they become free to learn other things.
Thus, the initial thrust of the curriculum as is suggested by this approach
must help the students deal with the recognition and understanding of their
stereotypes so as to clear the slate for the ultimate goal of enabling them
14
to see with Middle-Eastern as well as American eyes. Excerpts from "American
Images of the Arabs"7 and exposure to films and magazine articles may be one
of the ways this can be done.
The next step is to determine how to combine the approaches. The second
of Hartwell's approaches, the alternative life style approach, emphasizes the
goal of understanding alternative life styles or alternative world views by an
examination of how other people view such concepts as time, space, work, friend-
ship and family. This approach concentrates upon the end product, the culture
as developed, and organizes the examination of the culture according to con-
cepts like time and space which cut across cultural institutions such as
marriage and religion. Hartwell's fourth approach, the anthropological approach,
emphasizes an understanding of the role culture plays in the formation of an
individual through a more traditional anthropological or sociological approach,
which would include the viewing of society through its educational, religious,
and marital institutions. This approach would focus more on the process of
culture and how institutions form individuals.
These two approaches, though similar in their general goals, imply
slightly different emphases. The alternative life style approach implies the
organization of curriculum around the comparison of two cultures. One of the
few men who has tried this, Edward Stewart, an anthropologist from the
gUniversity of Delaware, has designed cross-cultural curricula for Peace Corps
training and organizes his curricula around basic cross-cultural questions
7
Cindy Laydon, "American Images of the Arabs", Mid-East , May/June, 1969.
8
Edward Stewart, Aspects of American Culture : Assumptions and Values that
Affect Cross-Cultural Effectiveness, George Washington University, Human
Resources Research Office, 1966.
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such as "How do people approach activity?" "How are roles defined?" "What is
the basis of social control?" The main difficulty with this type of
approach is that it is so new that relatively little research has been done
on it. Thus
,
the curriculum developer is in the position of either having to
set up his own studies to validate his own perceptions about certain cultural
values or having to rely on intelligent guessing and personal experience.
The anthropological approach, on the other hand, grows out of a large
body of anthropological research and thus can rely on a great deal of relevant
material collected over the past fifty years by anthropologists and sociologists
in the field. This approach also lends itself to cross-cultural comparisons
and contrasts and has the advantage of being able to deal with a particular
cultural institution, such as marriage, in great detail. The major problem
with this approach is that the available materials tend to be developed along
disciplinary lines and some work is necessary to delete anthropological
material relevant only to specialists and to create an interdisciplinary
perspective out of a disciplinary one.
An interesting combination of the alternative life style approach and
the anthropological approach exists in the form of Leon Clark's series
9
Through African Eyes
. This series is organized along both thematic, conceptual
lines and along anthropological and sociological lines, i.e. how the
institutions of a culture help in the development of the individual. In
dealing with the concepts and themes, Clark has created an interdisciplinary
approach, utilizing most of the social sciences as well as literature and
philosophy.
9
Leon Clark, ed., Through African Eyes, Praeger, 1969.
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As a result of the examination and analysis
Non-Western Studies, the following principles for
have been developed.
1. People should be discussed on their own
own words.
of the various approaches to
curriculum material design
terms--preferably in their
2
.
3.
An examination of a people should’ be interdisciplinary in approach.
Material should be as current
something current. History,
examined in relation to some
as possible or be directly related to
for example, might be most appropriately
current event.
4.
Certain cultures should not be considered better than or worse than
other cultures. Cultures are organized according to different
principles and must be considered, at least at first, solely within
the context of those principles.
5.
Concepts must be examined in enough depth to emphasize their
complexity; concepts that can only be treated superficially should be
dropped.
6. Material must be selected with which students can identify.
7. Students should be trained to view an event or culture from more than
one point of view.
In conclusion, it is a combination of the alternative life style approach
and the anthropological approach that will be utilized as a basis for the
development of curriculum materials on the Middle East. It is this combination
of approaches that most adequately covers the criteria developed and outlined
above. As Clark's work so closely demonstrates how these criteria and these
principles can be met, it will serve as a guide in the development of the
curriculum materials on the Middle East.
Limitations of Study
The focus of study is on the collection and organization of primary
source materials on the culture of the Middle East. It is not intended to be
a statistical analysis of how students react to the materials developed. The
main concern of the testing to be done is not on attitude measurement or on
17
attitude change. No attempt will be made to set up control groups for the
purposes of attempting to make an accurate statistical measurement of student
or teacher likes or dislikes. The questionnaire and interviews will be
designed to determine whether or not the student and teachers responded posi-
tively to the new materials. The focus of this dissertation, then, is on the
discovery, development and organization of materials from the point of view
of Middle Easterners relating to certain conceptual themes important for the
understanding of Middle Eastern culture. Selections using British spelling
will not be revised to conform to American spelling standards.
In Chapter II the state of curriculum development innon-Western Studies
in general and the Middle East in particular, the grade-level of Middle
Eastern Studies in the schools and an analysis of existing Middle Eastern text-
books will be discussed.
CHAPTER II
EXISTING CURRICULUM MATERIALS ON THE MIDDLE EAST
18
Preliminary Survey
Prior to the investigation of existing curriculum materials on the Middle
East, a survey was taken to determine the! level at which Middle Eastern Studies
was being taught in the school curriculum of the fifty states. A letter
(see Appendix C) was sent to the supervisor of social studies in each of the
State Departments of Education in the fifty states asking whether school dis-
tricts in their state were teaching about the Middle East and if so, at what
grade level.
Of the fifty supervisors questioned, thirty-three replied. Fourteen re-
plied by saying that they did not have any record of the level at which the
Middle East was studied in their state. As each school district was
autonomous there was no information concerning the study of the Middle East.
Of the nineteen social studies supervisors that had information con-
cerning the study of the Middle East in their state, thirteen stated that the
most likely grade for such study was the tenth grade. ^ The Middle East was,
in the majority of these states, also studied in the sixth or seventh grades.
As a result of this survey, the decision to develop materials on the
Middle East for high school use was confirmed, and the materials on
1
Though the Massachusetts social studies supervisor did not have information
at the State level, a survey of the place of Non-Western Studies in
Massachusetts schools shows that the tenth grade is the most likely grade for
the study of the Middle East. These findings are summarized in "A Manual for
the Implementation of Non-Western Studies in School Curriculum," by George
Urch, Stephen Guild and Robert Wilk of the Center for International Education
at the University of Mass, in their final report to the National Endowment
for the Humanities which sponsored the project.
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traditional life and the socialization of children in the Middle East were
prepared and tested at the tenth grade level.
In Chapter I the general problem of Non-Western Studies in American
schools was discussed, including such deficiencies as the ethnocentrism of
many curriculum developers, the over-emphasis on facts, the neglect of the
inter- disciplinary study of cultures and the way different peoples of the
world live. In this chapter a more detailed look has been taken at the
specifics of curriculum materials development in Non-Western Studies with
primary focus on the Middle East. A look at what has been done in curriculum
development in Asian, African and Latin American Studies has been taken with
the intention of seeing how this work might influence needed additions to
curriculum development work on the Middle East.
In Chapter I reference was made to Urch's and Medeiros' study
2
of Non-
Western Studies textbooks used in Western Massachusetts schools. On the most
obvious level, that of determining the percentage of pages in a textbook
actually devoted to Non-Western cultures, this was what Urch and Medeiros
found.
Op cit
.
, pp. 4-5.
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Title of Textbook
Africa: emerging nations
Total
Number
Pages
Number
Pages on
Non-West
°L Pages on
Non-
West
below the Sahara 40 40 100
China: troubled Asian giant 40 40 100
India and Pakistan sub-
continent in transition 40 40 100
Japan: Asia's busy island
giant 40 40 100
Southeast Asia 40 40 100
The Middle East 40 40 100
Colonial Kenya 60 60 100
Communist China 60 60 100
Tradition and Change in the
Republic of South Africa 80 80 100
Africa and the World Today 60 60 100
\
America's Role in the
Middle East 60 60 100
Chinese Dilemma 60 60 100
India and the World Today 60 60 100
Japan: ally in the Far East 60 60 100
Southeast Asia and American
Foreign Policy 60 60 100
China 160 160 100
India 140 140
100
Japan 140 140
100
Tradition and Change in
Four Societies 340 262
77
Our Widening World 740 385
52
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A Global History of Man
Geography and World Affairs
Great Decisions 1970
World Geography Today
The World Around Us
Story of Nations
Building the Modern World
Our World History
World Geography
A World View
Men and Nations
A World History: a cultural
approach
Living World History
The Human Adventure
(Volume II only)
The Pageant of World History
World History and Cultures
The Shaping of Western Society
African Kingdoms
Comparative Economic Systems
Comparative Political Systems
780 289 37
470 150 32
100 30 30
540 113 21
490 83 17
790 102 13
730 88 12
760 68 9
560 67 12
400 32 8
830 66 8
760 25 7
720 25 7
270 14 5
610 31 5
650 26 4
360 11 3
180 0 0
220 0 0
270 0 0
As can easily be seen, the textbooks in world history often had no more than
thirty per cent of its pages on the' non-Western world. Textbooks with such
intriguing titles as "Our World History" and "A World View" had only nine and
eight percent of 760 and 400 pages on the non-Western world. They were, by and
large, revised textbooks from the 1 40 1 s and 1 5
0
1
s with new covers and titles on
them.
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But even if a textbook honored the non-Western world with more than eight
or nine percent of its pages, little was known about the quality of its
material or about the degree of e thnocentr ism with which it was written. Urch
and Medeiros, in dealing with the qualitative aspects of these textbooks, set
up some standards by which textbooks could.be measured. Some of the desirable
aspects they outlined are as follows:
- Explains the variations of cultures on a continent
- Explains attitudes toward life
Explains the impact of Western influences, positive and negative
- Explains the behavioral results of attitudes
Some of the negative aspects they outlined include:
- Describes poverty without explanation
- Describes lack of technology without explanation
- Describes imitation of the West without explanation
In analyzing as many as forty different textbooks on the basis of the
above-mentioned criteria, Urch and Medeiros found that the vast majority of the
texts displayed an ethnocentric, Western orientation manifesting some of the
following characteristics:
a. Comparisons between the Western and non-Western worlds were made on
the assumption that Western values were better.
b. Economic or political differences in the non-Western world were taken
as evidence that the non-Westerner had difficulty governing himself.
c. Imitation of the West is the best and most efficient path of progress.
d. Regions of the non-Western world constitute "trouble spots" and
Westerners need to understand the dynamics of these "trouble spots" in
order to come in and help solve the problems (the implicit assumption
is that without the help of the West these problem spots will never be
cleared up)
e. Non-Western peoples are easily swayed by propaganda and need to be
brought into the Western camp soon or they will be seduced by inter-
national Communism.
The chief problem of these texts thus appeared to be one of perspective.
Non-Western life most frequently was examined out of context and judged by
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Western criteria. Little attempt was made to explain non-Western cultures in
their own terms, explaining why their values are the way they are or how they
make sense within the total context of the culture. A simple example of this
might be the citation of a fact without putting the fact into context. A
farmer's yearly income in country X may be cited as $90 a year without an
explanation that $90 in that country is worth $900 in the United States and
that the farmer doesn't need to buy food as he grows everything he needs. A
more sophisticated example might be the mention of arranged marriages without
any explanation of how that institution makes sense within its own cultural
setting.
The chief deficiency, then, was that there was often no attempt to present
a foreign people on their own terms, in the way that they see themselves, and
no attempt to place cultural phenomena that might seem strange to Americans in
the proper context. What was lacking was the explicit or implicit statement
that non-Western cultures need to be studied because they are intrinsically
worthwhile and that Americans need to learn from them as well as about them.
This approach would also counter the message of many of the culturally oriented
texts which gave the impression that non-Western cultures are worth studying
because they are exotic or quaint. Such texts referred to non-Western people's
everyday clothing as "costumes," and tended to put non-Western cultures on
display, as oddities.
A few of the most recent textbooks analyzed by Urch and Medeiros met their
basic criteria for good texts. They seldom explained cultural phenomenon out
of context and by and large they avoided ethnocentrism. Textbooks like
3
Stavrianos' A Global History of Man and the American Education Publications
3
Leften Stavrianos, A Global History of Man , Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1970.
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Series rarely failed to give explanations or demonstrated ethnocentrlsm.
The chief drawback of the Global History of Man was Its expository nature,
lor though It was accurate In content, and gave the necessary explanations to
put customs In their cultural context, It remained abstract and the word never
became flesh. The American Education Publications Series was somewhat more
successful in this regard for It made its concepts and abstractions concrete by
means of case studies. A series which Urch and Medeiros did not examine, Leon
°lark ' S trough African Eyes
,
went even farther in this direction. Rather than
creating case studies to demonstrate the realities of culture, Clark let
Africans speak for themselves, and collected an excellent sampling of African
writing including excerpts from novels, autobiographies and poems to demonstrate
social science themes such as urbanization and African cultural values in con-
crete terms.
Clark's work was discussed in Chapter I and exemplified a textbook which
meets Urch's and Medeiros' criterion for a non-ethnocentric text.
In the examination of the textbooks reviewed by Urch and Medeiros, in
addition to the concept of using primary source materials, two other curriculum
materials development approaches seemed of use in considering the development
of Middle Eastern materials. One was the use of case studies, as exemplified by
the American Education Publications series^ and the Laidlaw Foreign Relations
6
Series
,
and the other was the use of cross-cultural concept exercises which
sometimes follow case studies in the American Education Publications series.
The case studies, though having the disadvantage of not being primary source
4
American Education Publications, Public Issues Series, Middletown, Connecticut,
5 t , .Ibid., Colonial Kenya, pp. 20-21.
6
Laidlaw Foreign Relations Series, Laidlaw Brothers, River Forest, Illinois, 196
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materials, had the advantage of being personalized, of being built around
interesting conflict situations and of exemplifying a foreign or a bi-cultural
or multi- cultural point of view. The cross-cultural concept exercises which
followed some of the American Education Publications case studies help sharpen
the students' ability to form concepts related to a cross-cultural framework,
thus enabling them to see a situation from more than one point of view.
There were, then, hopeful developments in curriculum development work in
areas outside the Middle East; the situation in regard to existing Middle
Eastern materials, however, was bleak.
Curriculum Material on the Middle East
Little attention in recent years has gone into the development of curri-
culum materials on the Middle East. Although the most creative work has been
done on Africa and Asia, some worldwide series such as the American Education
Publications series and the Laidlaw Foreign relations series had good, if some-
what limited materials on the Middle East. The American Education Publications
material is discussed later in this Chapter. The Laidlaw material presented an
excellent case study on the American foreign policy dilemma of whether or not
to recognize Yemen after the revolution there. The chief problem of this
material was that it was presented solely from the American point of view and
by its very nature failed to deal with the culture of the Middle East. It
thus was more about Americans and their problems than it was about Middle
Easterners
.
In surveying the textbook materials on the Middle East put out by the
7 n
following publishers (Allyn & Bacon ; Scott, Foresman
0
;
Harcourt, Brace &
World Holt, Rinehart and Winston^; Ginn'*’'*'; Silver, Burdett ;
$ see following page for footnotes 7-18.
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Leften Stavrianos, ed., Readings in World History (Boston: Allyn
& Bacon, Inc., 1970).
8
T. Walter Wallbank and Arnold Schrier, Living World History (Glenview,
Illinois: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1969).
Zoe Thralls, Edward Biller, William Hartley, The World Around Us (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965).
10
Lester Rogers, Fay Adams, Walker Brown, Story of Nations (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968).
11
Daniel Roselle, A World History: A Cultural Approach (Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1969).
12
Philip Curtin, The Islamic World (Morristown, New Jersey: Silver Burdett
Company, 1970)
.
13
Paul Welty
,
Readings in World Cultures (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company,
1970)
.
14
Laidlaw Brothers Publishers, Laidlaw Foreign Relations Series (River Forest,
Illinois: 1967).
15
Don Peretz, The Middle East (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969).
16
L. S. Stavrianos, The Epic of Modern Man (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1966).
17
Op . cit ,
18
Frank Tachau, The Middle East (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1970).
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13Lippincott^; Laidla^V Houghton Mifflin 15
; Prentice-Hall^. American E(Juca _
tlon Publications (AEP) 17
; Macmillan 18 ; it was found that the vast majority
of this material was (a) expository and (b) organized historically. Of the
thirteen textbooks reviewed, seven took a historical approach (Allyn Sc Bacon;
Scott, Foresman; Holt, Rinehart and Winston; Ginn; Silver, Burdett; Lippincott;
Houghton Mifflin); three (all supplementary) were primary source material
(Lippincott; Prentice-Hall; Allyn and Bacon), one took a geographical approach
(Harcourt, Brace and World), one took a foreign policy approach (Laidlaw) and
one a case study approach (American Education Publications). The only material
(with the exception of one history text (Allyn and Bacon) and the case studies)
which dealt with cultural material in any depth were the supplementary readers.
(The geography material (Harcourt, Brace and World) dealt with culture to some
extent, but only as it related to geography, the relation between clothing and
climate, for example.) The readers, which were collections of primary source
material, had the advantage of not being the usual expository material, and, to
some extent, dealt with cultural material. However, these readers were all
organized along historical lines and not on thematic or conceptual lines.
Furthermore, they did not represent primary textbooks for courses, but were
supplementary texts, which to some degree were intended to make concrete some
of the abstractions of the expository texts which they accompanied.
The historical texts emphasized historical facts which were explained to
the reader by an American interpreter in abstract, depersonalized terms.
The Islamic World (Silver, Burdett) took a straight chronological approach
and covered the history of the Middle East from the beginning of Islam to the
revolution in Algeria. The Middle East (Houghton, Mifflin) was similarly
organized chronologically. After discussing the geography of the
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Middle East, it traced the history of the Middle East from the ancient Middle
East to modern times. AWyld History (Ginn) was not specifically concerned
with the Middle East but referred to the Middle East as it recounted the
history of the world. Its chapter on the modern Middle East was extremely
ethnocentric and emphasized the problems the Middle East is facing. The
section headings reflected this bias: "The Middle East Is Plagued by Many
Problems," "Tensions Increase in Lebanon, Iraq and Jordan." Story of Nations
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston) only dealt with the ancient Middle East. Every
major part of the modern world was dealt with as a separate unit with the
exception of the Middle East. Living World History (Scott, Foresman) also dealt
with the history of the world chronologically and had separate sections on
"The Arab Golden Age" and "The Spread of Islam." As with many of the other
textbooks, its section on the modern Middle East emphasized the tensions in the
modern Middle East.
Man s Cultura l Heritage (Lippincott) although organized chronologically,
differed from the other world history textbooks by its comprehensive coverage
of Non-Western societies. Almost one hundred pages of it were spent on the
Middle East. Though it was basically historical, it dealt occasionally with
cultural material: "Woman in the Middle East," "Social Changes under a Modern
Turk." A great deal of the book, however, was spent cataloging all the
countries in the Middle East with one paragraph descriptions of such countries
as Kuwait, Yemen and Muscat and Oman. An opportunity for a more detailed
examination of important themes in the Middle East was thus lost.
The major problem with the historical texts was that by their very
nature their emphasis was on the past and the past glories of the Middle East.
There was very little material on the modern Middle East and thus the material
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was depersonalized even further. As a consequence, there was practically no
way a student could begin to think of the Middle East as being composed of
real people who in their everyday lives faced more or less the same problems
as he did. It was difficult for him to see that this way of life was not
strange and exotic but was natural and was based on the way a Middle Easterner's
culture had evolved to meet problems faced by all of mankind.
The one history text which dealt adequately with culture was Stavrianos'
book A Global History of Man
. His unit on the Middle East was broken down
into four parts (I Basic Facts; II Politics; III Economics; IV Culture) and in
all but the first Stavrianos attempted to put whatever was being said into its
proper cultural context. He was very careful to explain the reasons for any-
thing that at first sight might appear strange to American students.
Nevertheless, his explanations were of an abstract, expository nature and thus,
for one not acquainted with the Middle East, were difficult to understand. For
example, Stavrianos explained the element of ritual in a Moslem's life:
In fact, like most people throughout the world, they
simply do not think of the fundamentals of their religion.
Rather they observe its rituals, and we have seen that in
the case of Islam these rituals are very impressive and
binding. The prayers, the fasting, the almsgiving and the
pilgrimages to Mecca, all provide a cement that gives
Muslims a strong feeling of unity and brotherhood. ^
One did not see, however, as Stavrianos asserted, how impressive and
binding these rituals were. The reader was told they were such but there was
little opportunity to experience this truth for himself. What was missing
was primary source material that could make such abstractions conciete. If
one had a passage describing how a Moslem felt while in the company of his
fellow Moslems on the Hajj(the pilgrimage to Mecca), the students could
19
Op cit . , A Global History of Man , p. 677.
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extract the meaning of ritual from the passage and not have to be told about
it in an abstract way.
The American Education Publications materials met some of these objections
in that they emphasized the present and introduced some cultural material by
means of case studies, but by and large the emphasis was still on the politics
of the Middle East and the negative aspects of social change. The titles of
their case studies indicated this: MA Sheikh Suffers Ordeal by Oil," "Should
Girls Go to School? A Prince Wonders." The case studies were all quite short
with the bulk of the book expository, and the selection of the case studies
indicated a subtle bias against the Moslem way of life, a sort of sophisticated
enthnocentrism. It is probable that most Moslems in the Middle East would not
see their world in the same light.
The published material on the Middle East reviewed above all had major
deficiencies. This material was either expository in nature, and thus abstract
and generalized, historically oriented, and thus neglectful of culture, or
culturally biased in favor of Western values, and thus unfair to a Middle
Eastern point of view. The only material on Non-Western cultures that avoided
these pitfalls and met the criteria outlined by Urch and Medeiros was Clark's
Through African Eyes
. For this reason, an attempt has been made, discussed in
Chapter I, to develop a Through Middle Eastern Eyes which would meet the above-
mentioned criteria for Non-Western Studies material. The two chapters which
follow consist of this newly developed material based on the criteria and
methodology outlined in Chapter I.
.
Chapter III consists of the first of these
units, The Traditional Family in the Middle East while Chapter IV is the second
unit, The Process of Modernization in the Middle East .
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In developing these two units, careful attention was paid to the
criteria outlined in Chapter I. The primary source material collected was
written by Middle Easterners and was obtained from Middle Eastern literature
or sociological or anthropological studies in English. The editor's intro-
ductions were intended to put the selections in context and to help the
reader understand the major cultural themes exemplified in each selection.
C H A p T E R III (UNIT I)
THE TRADITIONAL FAMILY IN THE MIDDLE EAST
32
One hand alone cannot applaud
Arab Proverb
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Introduction to Unit I
Not everyone in the Middle East lives in the same way, just as everyone
in America does not live the same way. In this Unit we will show how many
Middle Easterners live and what kind of family life they have. The way people
live in the Middle East is changing rapidly and boys and girls today will not
live the same kind of life their parents did. Even in the most traditional
villages life is changing, and old people, as well as young people, have to
adapt to new circumstances. Boys whose parents do not read or write have a
chance to go to school and become the first educated people in their families.
Girls, too, are going to school for the first time, and may, unlike their
mothers, have a say in whom they marry. Change, then ,is the strongest force
in the Middle East today.
One of the changes slowly taking place in the Middle East is in the
family
,
that is the mother, father and children. In America grandparents,
uncles, aunts, and cousins generally are not part of this nuclear family as
most often they do not live in the same neighborhood or household. A diagram
of a nuclear family might look like this:
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As the children grow older, the nuclear family Is liable to get smaller rather
than larger, for when the children marry, they normally leave the household of
their parents.
The structure of the family in the Middle East, however, is different.
The immediate family is much larger; grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and
the families of the married sons usually live in close proximity to one
another and may even live in the same household. In addition, in Moslem
families a man may have more than one wife, and thus there may be more than one
set of children. This larger family unit is called an extended family
.
Children may have many 'parents' and with so many people around, privacy is not
valued as much as in Western cultures.
In some parts of the Middle East, where change has been slow to come, a
whole village may contain one or more extended families. A group of these
extended families makes a clan. A group of clans make a tribe. A diagram of
this relationship might look like this:
In the diagram, the overlapped areas represent intermarriage between extended
extended
families and
clans
Until recently, Middle Easterners were often reluctant to trust someone
outside of their clan or tribe, for it was expected that people related to
each other would naturally look after their own interests first. For example,
if you ask some people in the Middle East who they are, they may tell you what
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tribe they are from, rather than telling you what country they are from. Tire
custom of people putting loyalty to their family, clan or tribe before loyalty
to the nation-state is a real problem in the Middle East for those who want
people to think of the nation before themselves.
The extended family is thus an extremely important group in the Middle
East. One is born into the security of a large family and is always conscious
of his responsibilities to it. With so many 'parents', 'brothers' and 'sisters'
a person has a great many people to call upon in time of need, but at the same
time, he is expected to help others in his family at any time and to help main-
tain the reputation of the family. A person's individual wishes must often be
sacrificed to the welfare of the total group. An older brother may have to go
without an education if there is no one else to run the family store.
But the family in the Middle East is in a process of change. As people
move into cities and health conditions improve, large families are less practi-
cal. Some young married couples are beginning to want to live by themselves,
away from their families, and loyalties to families are giving way to loyalties
to one's job or to the nation.
In the following selection you will be introduced to some families in the
Middle East and you will learn how some Middle Eastern families live and how
they pass on their traditions and values to their children. As you read,
compare family l,ife in the Middle East with your own family life. Can you
imagine yourself in the families you are reading about? Think of what things
are the same and what things are different.
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The Importance of Children
And a woman who held a babe against her bosom said,
Speak to us of Children and he said:
Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of Life's
longing for its self.
from The Prophet
*
Editor's Introduction: Until very recently and even today in some parts
of the Middle East, health conditions have been very poor and many children
died before they reached the age of four. In the past most people were farmers,
and large numbers of children, especially males, were counted upon for work in
the fields. As a man and wife never know in advance how many of their children
would live, large families grew to be preferred. Even for city-dwellers
large families were important, for if only one man found a good job, it became
his duty to support the rest of the members of his family. For this reason,
the birth of a child was and is a very important event in the Middle East and
women who cannot have children are often divorced.
Among traditional families in the Moslem Middle East, it is customary for
the bride to move into the household of her husband, and it is often said that
she needs children to replace the mother and family she has left. In the
selection that follows, however--an adaptation of a short story by the
Egyptian writer Yusuf Sharouni--the married couple is modern and live by them-
selves separate from their families. Nevertheless, they are traditional in
two respects; they each married their cousins, and they share a strong desire
to have children.
"Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet
,
Alfred Knopf, New York. 1964.
'"‘Yusuf
,
Sharouni, "The Man and The Farm" in Denys Johnson-David ed.,
Modern Arabic Short Stories, Oxford U. Press. 1967.
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The Man and the Farm
Part I
At ten o'clock in the evening Munira felt the first small pains and at
eleven her husband, Badawi, went off at a run--in spite of his size--to call
the doctor.
Badawi was lucky: the doctor had no other delivery that evening, though he
was not in his clinic when Badawi got there. One of the nurses telephoned him
at the club where he was on night call. So he told the nurse to go and find
out how urgent it was and to judge for herself as to when he would be required.
Panting, Badawi got back to the house with the nurse to find that his
mother-in-law- -whom he had sent for--had come to sit through the hours of
labour with her daughter. At midnight the doctor arrived.
It was a somewhat cold March night, with the moon not yet up. The doctor
and Badawi sat on the balcony which was just above the ground floor level,
sipping coffee, gazing at the stars, and listening to the rustling of the
trees in front of them. Meanwhile the two men strained their ears towards the
woman within. The doctor had given her some drops of medicine to assist her
during labour; after that she had left it to nature to complete her work while
he merely acted as watchman and assistant.
Badawi and Munira were no newly-weds: they had been married for seven
long years without having either sons or daughters and during these years they
had come to feel that their marriage was like a barren fruit tree.
Badawi was a farmer or, to put it more exactly, the owner of a market
garden near the city of Cairo. On marrying he had left the market garden to
his brother and had settled with his bride in one of the suburbs of the capi-
tal. Though Munira was his cousin, she had spent her life in the city.
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QUlte P0SSlWy She herself WOuld "Ot have objected to living in the country
but Badawi, ever-watchfu! for her cohort had moved to a small modern home
.
His share of the work consisted of looking after the transportation of the
produce and selling it by auction to the traders in the city markets; from
time to time he also advised his brother about a certain crop so that it could
be sold out of season at double the price. Badawi's sparetime hobby was read-
ing: papers, magazines, and the occasional book, for he had the opportunity of
studying up to secondary school level and had also learnt how to wear a
European-type suit; his brother's education, on the other hand, did not extend
beyond the village school and he continued to wear a galabia.*
One month of their marriage, then another, passed. They wanted to have a
baby. The earth had taught Badawi that he should wait, that he should allow
time, after sowing and watering, for it to produce its first small green
shoots
.
But after a while they began to be disturbed. Badawi did not wish to
upset his bride
,
though he knew she was in fact already worried and that her
mother-
-who was now standing beside her during her labour-had also begun to
share their concern. Their need for a child was an instinctive one, the need
for the next step after marriage. Each began wondering: Is there something
the matter that we .can't have children? A year passed, a second year began.
It is not however, in the make-up of a farmer to resign himself to the
infertility of his land. The soil of the farm which Badawi and his brother
now cultivated had been regarded as barren more than fifty years ago. His
grandfather, buying it for next to nothing, had begun to till it, at first
planting it with rice, then with beans. Then his father had taken over and
a galabia is a long robe traditionally worn by Egyptians.
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had treated it with chemical fertilizers until he managed
to make it yield a
fine crop of vegetables both summer and winter.
When no children came Badawl and his wife came to
have experience of
doctors as they went from clinic to clinic, from
laboratory to laboratory,
being examined and analysed. They came to know
other childless couples, enter-
ing a world of doctors. Badawi felt that he
was like the branch of a tree and
that he did not want this tree to be cut
down; he wanted it to be handed on
after his death in the same way as he had
taken it over from those before him.
They went away from the doors of these
clinics and laboratories told that
they should be able to have children,
yet somehow no plant grew. And so they
gave up medicine, more uncertain than
ever what the matter was.
Badawi wanted to have a son of his own,
a small branch that would grow
from his own branch; he wanted to
enjoy seeing his own features coming to life
in the growing child. He wanted
him to be sturdy, intelligent, and
full of
energy like his father.
, ot i v,-- „ mother-in-law insisted more and more
that
Two years passed, and his n
medicine was nothing but humbug and
robbery. Otherwise why did they
not have
Children when neither of them was
in any way to blame! Despite
the fact that
Badawi had studied up to secondary
school level, despite his
readin = o
magazine The Doctor and his being
well aware that it was chemical
fertilizers
which gave life to the land
and not charms or magic, he
still fell back on a
childhood filled with superstition
in his moments of despair.
So he left the
whole thing to his mother and
mother-in-law. The two of them
agreed that evi
spirits must be the cause.
_
And so it was that their
home was thoroughly cleaned,
sprinkled with s n ,
and decorated with roses
and other flowers; at the
same time
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water, and several pounds of sweets were thrown out on the ground. Incense
was burnt, drums were beaten, and no one was allowed Inside. These rites were
carried out for a whole twenty-four hours. The old woman who had been called
In also ordered that a sheep be slaughtered and that by dawn no single piece
of It should be left; every scrap of meat had to be eaten before midnight and
the bones buried before daybreak.
Badawi and his wife were told to wait for a month for the results. The
month passed and there was indeed a pregnancy. The trouble was, though, that
it wasn't Munira who became pregnant but her mother, who was nearly forty- five
and whose youngest child was ten years old. In explaining this away it was
said that the spirits must have lost their way.
This disaster had a bad effect on Badawi and his wife, for having previous-
ly tried out scientific methods with scientific calm they now took to
superstitious methods. As for Munira, she felt real jealousy of her mother. It
was as though she faced one of Fate's puzzles: why should it give something to
someone who didn't want it while denying it to someone who did?
*
The Man and the Farm
Part II
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Editors Introduction: Beliefs in the Middle East are in a process o£ change.
As you have seen in Part I, Badawi is in some ways a modern man. He has gone
to high school and enjoys reading. He believes that science in the form of
chemical fertilizers helps plants grow, and he and his wife go to doctors for
tests to see why they can't have children. And yet Badawi is at the same time
a man of the past. He cannot see the chemicals working in his field, and he
cannot see for himself what the doctors tell him. Modern science, then, is an
act of faith for Badawi, and when it fails he is ready to turn to other methods.
His beliefs are thus in the process of change, and he does not fully believe in
either the old or the new ways. What he is sure of is what he feels in his
heart; as a farmer and a father he wishes to have a child so the process of his
life can continue.
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The Man and the Farm
Part II
An atmosphere of tragedy settled on the house The h „. hot weather had ruined
the tomato crop of which Badawi had had high hopes. Though Munlra was In no
way responsible for this, her husband beta™ quick-tenpered, and rude towards
her. When at her wit's end she would burst Into tears and say: '! know the
reason. It's because 1 haven't given you children. You know it's not my fault,
though: ' to which he would reply furiously:
'Well, it certainly isn't mine.' But before long, little by little, his
heart would relent and he would wipe away her tears.
The previous su» r Badawi' s mother had died at the farm. On the night of
the funeral, after the flood of crying had died down, Munlra learned from the
women who came to pay their condolences that a strange bedouin* woman had
rrived at the village three days earlier. This woman claimed to have the power
g lost things, curing the sick, and helping women to have children.
Though Munira's faith In such matters had gone down since she had given gifts to
the spirits, she was like a drowning person grabbing at any straw. On the
following day, therefore, she sent for the bedouin woman and told her of the
thing she wanted. The woman asked for a piece of gold jewelry, and said she
would return it at dawn the following morning. She also gave Munlra two small
rolls of wool, telling her to place one of them on her stomach till morning
and, with the help of God the One, she would become pregnant.
In her hope Munira had given the bedouin woman one of her gold bracelets-
worth no less than twenty pounds**-
a
v, a a . ,F and had then carried out her instructions
to the letter. The next morning she had waited for the woman to return with
a bedouin is a nomad
a pound is worth about $2.80.
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b^ x bracelet as promised
* But the woman never came back, and on asking about
her Munira was told that she had left the village on the previous evening
Realizing that she had been cheated, Munira opened the two toUs o £ woo! and
found that one contatned what looked like seeds together with some white powder,
while on the other there was a piece of paper written on in such smal! and poor’
handwriting that she was only ah!e to make out a few words such as 'At your
service...' Complaining about her bad luck more than the loss of the
bracelet, Munira threw the lot away.
The days passed and Munira returned to Cairo with her husband. On one of
their nights together, outwardly laughing at her stupidity but with a sad heart,
she told her husband of the story of the bedouin woman. But despite this
unfortunate experience, Munira believed she was pregnant. She waited a few days
and then told her husband.
Badawi had toyed with the idea of divorce but had found it distasteful and
had therefore rejected it. Munira was his cousin; he had grown accustomed to
her and did not want to change. Besides, they loved one another, and just as
the fault was not his so, too, it was not hers. More than once he had been
told that if he were to marry some other woman children would be born to him.
More than once his friends had urged him to take a second wife. * This, too, he
knew was impossible, for it would hurt Munira to her very depths. Moreover this
would be a new thing in his family, neither his father, grandfather, nor--he had
heard--his great-grandfather ever having taken more than one wife.
Badawi did not allow such ideas to take root in his mind but he fought
against them, putting them away from him bel ieving--as did his wife--that
everything was determined by fate.
under Moslem law a man is allowed four wives as long as he treats them equally.
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When his wife told him she was pregnant, a ray of hope spring up within
him. Eventually, Munira confirmed the good news, for she and her mother had
gone to a doctor who told her that this time she really was pregnant-after
six years and three months of marriage. Badawi, in spite of his huge size, had
danced with joy. Now the barren land had been fertilized just as his grand-
father before him had made his land fruitful. Now it was up to him to guard
it, and care for it, until its fruit was born, live, warm, real.
Arrangements for welcoming the baby were begun and the two of them gave
much thought to the question of a good name. Would it be a boy or a girl?
Munira started to make baby clothes, a small mattress, a small pillow, a small
blanket
.
Badawi could not help but wonder if the old bedouin woman had been success-
ful. Perhaps those two rolls of wool, with that white powder in one of them,
had been responsible? After all, he was not the only man to whom such a thing
had happened. It had, for instance, occurred in the case of the former omda <v of
their village after ten years of marriage, and to Sheikh"“Maihoub after no less
than twelve.
He remembered the first night of the funeral when all the people had left
and Munira, in the living-room on the flat roof of the house, had exhausted
herself with crying. Now here she was— nine months later--in labour. Being
his first experience of such matters, it was quite impossible for him to reveal
his fear and feeling of helplessness. Six hours had passed and the roosters
had begun to call like muezzins from the neighbouring roof-tops. He had
mayor
,f* a Sheikh is a religious man who has memorized the Koran, the holy book of
the Moslems
/wv
“ a muezzin is a man who calls the people to prayer from the tower of the
mosque
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slipped into her
into these hours.
room for a moment. The six years' struggie had become focused
He sard a few tender words of encouragement before being
ordered out by the doctor.
Badawi had the highest respect for the doctor, for his calmness, gentle-
ness and experience; he held in his hands the keys of life for his wife and
child. Badawi was also struck by the doctor's great kindness; and the money he
would be getting seemed to Badawi quite inadequate for being kept up so late
and for all the care and attention he was giving. Furthermore, the doctor's
cheerful manner and smiling face helped Badawi to feel confident.
The doctor talked to him about his two children, a boy and a girl. The
girl, though the younger of the two, was the cleverer and was in a higher class
than her brother. Badawi talked to him about his farm, methods of fertiliza-
tion, the seasons for the various vegetables, and the way prices rise and fall.
The doctor spoke about the government hospitals, their lack of equipment, and
about the poor shape they were in. Badawi told him about his long struggle to
produce a child, about the doctors he had met, and the facts he possessed
about the pregnancy, as though wishing to make quite sure that it was genuine.
Once again, as a faint moon appeared in the east, they drank down a
couple of cups of coffee. While the doctor reassured Badowi about his wife,
the first light of dawn came, the first early morning breeze stirred. The
doctor then went inside to see how things were progressing. A matter of
minutes before sunrise--at seven-thirty a.m.-- Badawi heard the crying of his
newborn child and was himself moved to silent tears.
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The Extended Family
Editor's Introduction: Life in a large, extended family can be quite different
from life in a small, nuclear family. If you were a child in an extended
family you would hardly ever be alone and you would grow up wanting people
around you. As you would have many 'parents' you would be able to turn to
your aunts and uncles as well as your mother and father. If y0ur mother or
father were angry or away from home, you would almost always have an aunt or
an uncle or an older brother or sister to comfort you and take care of you.
In the Middle East a child's anger is rarely directed at his parents.
Aggression against one's parents is strictly forbidden, and children, from an
early age, are taught to respect their parents in every way. Even as adults,
children often will not smoke in front of their parents as a sign of respect.
Directly contradicting one’s parents is also considered in bad taste.
In the following excerpt from his autobiography, Portrait of a Turkish
.
Family
,
Irfan Orga describes an incident from his childhood.
Irfan Orga, Portrait of a Turkish Family
,
MacMillan Co., N.Y. 1950.
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Portrait of a Turkish Family
I became suddenly troublesome at home and at school, being angry with my
teachers, who promptly reported this behavior to my father. One night 1
refused to eat my dinner, demanding that Incl should serve me with the sweet
course first. When she refused, I bit her hand and, knowing that trouble would
'
arise from this behavior, pinched her hard. She howled with pain and rushed to
tell my mother. My father was very angry. He beat me with a stick, then sent
me to my room without anything to eat. In my room I angrily kicked all the
furniture, thereby hoping to damage it. For the first time I used some of the
swear words I had picked up from the other boys at school, half expecting the
house would fall on me with the wrath of God. When nothing happened, I used
the words more freely, shouting them aloud to the empty room. To make matters
worse
,
I could see children playing in their garden, uncaring of my misery.
I was so hungry I wanted to cry. After Mehmet and Inci slept, I debated
with myself whether I dare go downstairs and get some food from the kitchen.
Before I could gather enough courage, however, my grandmother crept into my
room with a slice of bread and white cheese and a glass of milk. I ate hungrily,
and she whispered that she had been unable to bear the thought of my hunger but
that I was not to tell my mother that she had given me anything. I promised and
soon went to sleep.
Women's Work
Editor's Introduction: Every child is taught by his parents and by the society
at large the rules of his own culture. "Eat with your fork", "Don't push at
the drinking fountain", "Stay in line" and so forth. Some of these rules apply
to everybody, regardless of sex, while others are applied to men but not to
women and vice versa. As children grow up they learn to act in certain ways,
and after a while these actions feel "natural". Because certain actions feel
natural to us, we expect all people to do things in this way. However, what is
natural for some groups of people, is not at all natural for others. For
example, Americans feel very natural blowing their noses in a handkerchief in
public; in the Middle East this is considered very rude behavior.
Many of the rules we learn depend on whether we are boys or girls. If you
are a boy you are encouraged to act in a certain way, to learn certain kinds of
things; if you are a girl you are encouraged to act differently and to learn
different kinds of things. In our culture, boys have traditionally been given
cars to play with and girls dolls because their parents expected that when the
boys grew up they would deal with automobiles while the girls were raising
children. Parents naturally want their children to practice tasks which will
be useful to them when they grow up.
Out of this idea of different roles for boys and girls has grown the idea
that certain kinds of work are right for men and others right for women. In
/V
the following selection from Isaak Diqs autobiography, A Bedouin Boyhood , he
tells of his mother's insistence that he not do woman's work. The author grew
Isaak Diqs, A Bedouin Boyhood , Praeger, New York. 1969.
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up m a semi-nomadic Bedouin family in Palestine
the establishment of the state of Israel in 1947
and became a refugee after
Isaak received his educa-
boarding school, and became a teacher of agriculture and literature
in Saudi Arabia.
/ - '
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A Bedouin Boyhood
! wish that I had a daughter/ my mocher often says. 'Then she would
help me. Girls are kinder than boys'.
I have heard these words said by my mother on different occasions, but
especially „hen she has a lot of work to be done. words are most sincere
When she sits near the big tub, washing the family clothes. Her face becomes
red and the sweat runs down her cheeks, to mix with the clothes-washing water.
I can always picture her washing the clothes, then walking slowly to hang
first, on the tent ropes, later on the ropes between the tree and a
ring fixed in an outside wall. She used to walk slowly, and sometimes stop for
a moment's rest before reaching the rope. It did not come to my mind to help
my poor mother until I went far from her and personally felt the great troubles
she had and the truth of her words.
Before I went out from the home, the words were just an ordinary complaint
which I did not pay attention: but now, to me, they are more than the words
of a normal complaint. More than once I have tried to wash with her, but she
always refuses.
I do not forget how one Friday she got up early in the morning, prepared
our breakfast, then went under the big, thick tree with the hanging branches
and began her job— to wash our clothes. I felt that she was in need of help,
because she had been complaining of a severe headache for the past two days.
'Shall I help you. Mother?'
She smiled, as she was wringing one of my brother's shirts with her hands,
and said, You are a man and this job does not suit men--and anyway you can't
/V
do it. If Abla We re here, she would help me, but I have to work till I see
his younger sister who had died
you married. Perhaps your wife will help me'.
I tried t0 convince her than I could do the work, and told her how I did
it all by myself for a full year. But she refused, and showed her sadness fo
the trouble I had met near the washing basin.
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Learning What to Believe
Editor's Introduction: If you were a boy or a girl in an average town or
village in the Moslem Middle East you would probably grow up playing with both
boys and girls. Sometime before becoming a teen-ager, however, you would find
that you would not be allowed to play with children of the opposite sex. As we
saw in the last excerpt, boys are not allowed to do women's work as boys' tasks
differ from girls' tasks. Generally speaking, girls do work inside the house
while boys work outside the house, in the gardens or the fields. As in all
cultures boys and girls learn their roles in many ways. They learn by being
told what to do and they see what others do. Boys watch their fathers and
older brothers and imitate how they behave; girls watch their mothers and do
what they do. By constantly hearing the same things said and watching the same
things done, children learn the right way to behave in their culture.
In the Middle East religion is a very important part of everyday life. In
the excerpt that follows
,
Taha Hussein relates how he spent much of his spare
time as a child. He and his brothers were allowed to sit and listen to the men
tell stories as long as they were quiet and did not interfere with the adult
conversation. The author of this selection was a remarkable Egyptian who in
spite of being blind received University degrees in both Egypt and France and
rose to become the Minister (director) of Education in Egypt. The selection
which follows is taken from the first part of his autobiography Early Childhoodf
Taha Hussein, Early Childhood
,
Routledge & Sons, Ltd. London, 1932.
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from Early Childhood
He became fond of ... listening to stories and legends. His great delight was
to listen to the songs of the bard (minstrel) or the conversation of his father
with other men or of his mother with other women, and so he acquired the art of
listening. His father and some of his friends were very fond of story-telling.
As soon as ever they collected round one of them, who would recite to them
tales of raids and conquests, and of the adventures of Antarah and Zahir
*
Baibars and narratives about prophets
... (saints and holy men); and he would
read them books of sermons and the religious law.
.
**
Our friend would sit at a respectful distance from them, and although
they... (did not pay attention to him) he was in no way unmindful of what he
hears... (and saw) the impression these stories made upon the audience. So it
was that when the sun set, people went to their food, but as soon as they had
said their evening prayers they assembled again and conversed for a great part
of the night. Then came the bard and began to recite the (famous) deeds of the
(past)... and our friend would sit listening during the early part of the night
just as he did toward the close of the day.
The women in the villages of Egypt do not like silence, nor have they any
talent for it, so that if one of them is by herself and cannot find anyone to
talk (to) she will... (pass the time) with various kinds of speech; if glad, she
will sing, and if she is sad. .. (because of a death) she will lament the
deceased. .. .Best of all when they are by themselves do the village women like
*
'Antarah and Zahir Baibars. 'Antarah was a pre-Islamic Arab poet and hero..
Zahir Baibars was a one-eyed slave, who became one of the most famous of the
Bahri Mamluks, who governed Egypt during the Middle Ages. His charge at the
battle of Mansura, in A.D. 1250, won the day and led to the defeat of the
French Crusaders.
“v
the person telling the story refers to himself as "our friend"
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to recall their troubles and eulogise (praise) those who have departed this
life, and very often this eulogising causes them to shed real tears.
Our friend was the happiest.
.when he was listening to his sisters singing
or his mother lamenting.
.. the lamentations of his mother used to move him very
much and often reduced him to tears. Somewhat after this fashion our friend
learnt by heart many songs, many lamentations and many tales both serious and
amusing. He learnt something else which had no connection at all with this...
passages of the (Koran''
) which his old blind grandfather used to recite
morning and evening.
This grandfather of his was to him an unattractive
.. .person, who used to
spend every winter at the house. He became
... (very religious) and so he used
to pray the regular five times a day and the mention of God was incessantly
(always) on his tongue. He would get up toward the end of the night in order
to re cite
. .
.
(at) dawn and would sleep ... after the evening prayer and recite all
manner of ... prayers
.
Now our friend slept in a room adjoining that of the old man and thus
could hear him.
.. (chant) and learn by heart what he
.. (chanted)
,
so that he
memorised a great number of .. .prayers
. ...
So it was that before he was nine years old he had accumulated a very fair
collection of songs
,
lamentations, stories, poems... (and) prayers..., and
learnt them by heart, and in addition to all that he had learnt the ... (Koran)
.
*
the Koran is the holy book of the Moslems
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Going to a Koranic School
Editor's Introduction: As we have seen in ,m the last selection, boys and girls
in the Middle East learn a great dea! from listening to their parents talk. In
this way the traditions of the fatally, village and nation are passed along to
the next generation in an informal setting. Taha Hussein thus knew a great deal
before he even went to school from listening night after night to his father's
and mother's friends and to his grandfather.
In the West we rarely think of learning in relation to the home, when we
think of learning, we usually think of schools. Middle Eastern children learn
in schools too. The first schools in the Middle East were located in mosques
(the Moslem place of worship), where the students learned to recite their holy
book, the Koran, and understand its meaning. The teachers in these mosque
schools were called mullahs, faihs o r hojas depending on which part of the
Middle East the schools were located. As Europeans began to come to the Middle
East and Middle Eastern countries became colonized, European-type schools were
established. In many cases the Europeans did not let Moslem students into their
schools. However, after the Europeans left and Middle Eastern countries gained
their independence, European-type schools remained and they began to compete for
students with the Koranic schools. Today, almost all Middle Eastern students go
to European-type schools, but Koranic schools still exist. The following
selection is from The_ Lemon'", a novel about Morocco by Mohammed Mrabet and Paul
Bowles
.
Mohammed Mrabet and Paul Bowles, The Lemon
.
Peter Owen Ltd., London. 1969.
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Going to a Koranic School
Across the street from the house where Abdeslam lived there was a mosque. Here
the boys chanted their lessons all day. When Abdeslam was six years old his
father told him it was time for him to go and study the Koran with the others.
The first day his father went with him and gave some money to the fqih*.
Look after him. Make him learn, he said, and then he went away.
Abdeslam sat down facing the fqih. He did not know what was going to
happen, but he thought the fqih would probably give him a hanasha, a board to
write on. Instead of that, he made him sit with the other boys and sing the
letters of the alphabet after him: a-lif
,
el-ba
.
et-tsa
, and so on. They did
this all day for many days, Abdeslam and the others, singing the letters after
the fqih. Then one morning the fqih told them: Today I'm going to pass out
hanashas, so you can learn to write and read the letters faster.
Abdeslam was delighted. He and the boys rocked back and forth and pounded
their hanashas while they recited the letters. When he told his father about it,
he went out and bought him a fine board of cedar-wood from Moulay Brahim, so he
would always have something to hit while he sang the letters. His father told
him that this way the letters would go straight into his head and stay there.
Some of the other boys brought hanashas from home, too, made of apple or olive-
wood, but they did not smell as good as Abdeslam' s.
The fqih began to teach the boys the beginning of the Koran. In two years'
time Abdeslam already had reached the Baqra Seghira . Is that true?
Yes, said the fqih. It is true, thanks to Allah''.
Two years is very little time in which to learn so much of the Koran,
the religious teacher who runs a Koranic School
**
God. The one and only God in the Moslem religion
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Abdeslam had learned fast because his father's brother, who lived in the house
with his family and could read the Koran very well, had taken him Into his room
each day when he got home from school and taught him more.
Abdeslam' s father thanked the fqih. Then he and his brother went to the
cattle-souq and bought a young bull. They led it home and killed it, and
invited thirty tolba to come and recite the Koran. The tolba were all young
men who knew it perfectly and were used to chanting it together. It was late
at night when they finished. Then Abdeslam' s mother and sisters served them
the flesh of the bull in a couscous.
Abdeslam enjoyed his life. There was the world outside, with trees and
houses and places to play, and the world of words and letters in the mosque.
He felt that he was learning more every day. It was a year or so later when
his father met him at the door as he came home from school one day, and said to
him: Your fqih tells me you know the whole first part of the Book, and can
read it and write it. That's good. Now you're going to go to school.
Abdeslam did not want this. He knew it was a harder kind of work. Why
can't I stay at the mosque? he said. I want to be a fqih.
You've got to learn arithmetic and French and all sorts of things. You
don't know anything yet. Later you can be a fqih.
But Baba, I like it at the mosque. I won't understand anything at the
school. I want to learn more of the Koran.
School, said his father.
Abdeslam sighed.
cattle-ma rket
a common dish in North Africa made of ground wheat and served like rice with
meat and sauce over it
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Discipline
Editor Introduction : Whether at home or at school children and students were
expected to be quiet, well-behaved and respectful to the adults and to their
teachers. If you were a student in the Middle East and were talking out of
turn or making a disturbance, you would be disciplined in one of two ways.
You would either be asked to come to the front of the class, where the palm of
your open hand would be slapped by a stick, or you would be disciplined verbally
by the teacher who would say something to put you in your place. In the follow-
ing selection taken from the second part of Taha Hussein's autobiography,
The_S tream of Days ", we see how he was disclpllned at A1 .Azhar the £amous
religious university in Cairo.
k
Taha Hussein, The Stream of Days
,
Longmans, Green & Co., London. 1943.
The Stream of Days
A Student at the Azhar
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Apart from the memory o£ his voice, there remain m the boy's* mind only
two stories about this sheikh (religious teacher).
... ^ £lrst lncldent
occurred when the boy ,as a good deal older and had advanced much further In his
studies. It was at one of the sheikh's lectures, In which he was explaining the
famous phrase in the Talkhis**
:
''Every Mord ln ^ ^
context". What a sea of Ink has been wasted on this sentence.
...The Sheikh...
(began) the analysis of this sentence.
.. .He
... (talked so much) that before
long his voice was hoarse, his brow ran with sweat, and all his strength was
gone.
The boy began to criticise some of the sheikh's statements, as he used to
do with all the teachers. But the sheikh pounced upon him with a crushing reply,
which filled him in a moment with confusion, resentment and contempt. "Give it
up, my lad," he said. "All this is too much for you. You're only fit for the
husk (the dry rind of fruit)...
. As for the juice, it's not for you, nor
you for it." With this he laughed, and the whole class joined in. The boy was
ashamed to leave the lesson in the middle, so he bore up in silence till the
end, when a friend took him away.
...From that day the sheik declined in the
boy's estimation and he came eventually to detest a man he had once loved and
respected.
...
•
The incident in which the boy was concerned, at the sheikh's lecture on
rhetoric, had a curious sequel. He abandoned this sheikh in favour of another...
This man... was the quietest and gravest of men, as kind-hearted as he was...
*
the person who is telling the story refers to himself as "the boy"
/wC* Talkhis al -Mi ft ah (Abridgement of the Key) is an advanced book on rhetoric,
of the early fourteenth century. ...
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(silent). Apart from an occasional greeting to himself or one of his friends,
the boy had never heard him utter a word. The day after leaving the first
sheikh he attended a lecture by... (the quiet sheikh) under the dome of the
Mosque of Muhammad Bey Abu-l-Dhahab. The boy knew this mosque very well, as he
had listened to lectures on grammar and logic in almost every corner of it.
Here, then, the boy came at noon, after the "husk" lecture. He climbed
the steps he knew so well, took off his shoes, and walked forward between two
familiar lecture-groups. Then he... sat down in the circle of waiting students.
It was not long before the sheikh arrived, in his usual quiet manner, and began
the lesson. After glorifying God and.
.. (blessing) ... the Prophet*, he started
to read the text...
. He eventually came to a quotation... from the Koran:
"A sign of approval from God is no (little) thing." Then following the
author... the marginal commentator”’ and the editor he discussed the (vague)
phrase a sign of approval" in terms which did not please the young man at all.
He found it impossible to contain himself, and started to criticise what the
sheikh had been saying. But scarcely had he begun before the sheikh inter-
rupted him, and said in his calm, placid voice: "Be quiet, my lad. May God open
your eyes and grant you pardon; and may He deliver us from mischief-makers like
you. Fear the wrath of God, and cease to (bother) us at this lecture. Go back
where you came from...
.
This rebuke provoked a general roar of laughter. The young man bowed his
head and remained speechless with rage as the sheikh continued his reading...
in the same calm, unruffled tone. He stayed sullenly where he was until the
circle broke up, and then went off in a mood of bitter fury.
/V
the last and greatest Prophet, Mohammed
** the religious writer who helped explain what a passage meant
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He was thus excluded fro. rhetoric lectures for the rest of the year.
At noon... he used to go off to the library at Bab El-Khalq and stay there
almost until closing-time just before sundown.
Was it a coincidence that the two sheikhs should both have dismissed the
young man from their lectures, or was it a concerted plan? He never knew.
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Islam and the Koran
Editor's Introduction: We have now seen how many adult Moslems in the Middle
East learned as children, through their families and through Koranic Schools.
It is now time to try to understand the essence of what they learned and to be
introduced to their religion, Islam, and their holy book, the Koran. In the
excerpts that follow, you will learn some of the basic religious beliefs that
a Moslem in the Middle East would learn.
The selection that follows is the opening Surah (Chapter) of the Koran
,
the first lines from the Koran that a child would memorize. It has been called
the Lord's prayer of the Moslems, and is called Al-Fatihah (The Opening) in
Arabic. It is one of the most common of Moslem prayers and traditionally no
contract was complete without its being recited. The Arabic writing which
follows is written from right to left rather than from left to right as is
done with English. As you can see, it is very beautiful, and there are men in
the Middle East who are famous for their handwriting and the many different
styles they have.
The Koran has been read by more people than any book ever written. As it
is written in Arabic, the language in which Moslems believe Mohammed received
it from God, almost all Moslems prefer to learn it in Arabic. The Koran is
translated into more than forty languages; however the only authorized trans-
lation of the Koran is in Turkish. Though it is four- fifths the length of the
New Testament in Arabic and is over 400 pages long in one English translation,
many Moslems know the Koran by heart.
excerpt taken from The Meaning of the Glorious Koran , transl. by Marmaduke
Pickthall, Mentor Book edition, New York. 1961.
The Opening
Revealed at Mecca
In the name of Allah (God), The Beneficent
''
} The Merciful.
Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds,
the Beneficent, The Merciful
Owner of the Day of Judgment,
Thee (alone) we worship; Thee (alone) we ask for help.
Show us the straight path,
The path of those whom Thou hast favoured;
Not (the path) of Those who earn Thine anger nor
of those who go astray.
* sometimes translated as "compassionate"
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Letters on Islam
Introduction. The Koranic schools, the religious universities, the
religious leaders and the people themselves were also concerned with the
analysis of the meaning of the Koran as well as in memorizing the exact words
of God's message to man. According to Islamic thought, Allah, the one and only
God, was revealed by a succession of prophets, including Jewish and Christian
prophets like Moses and Jesus. Mohammed is considered the last and greatest of
God's prophets and through his teaching and the Koran, the people's misinter-
pretations of previous prophets have finally been corrected. There are, then,
many similarities between Islam, Judaism and Christianity. To a Moslem, Jews
and Christians are "people of the book", that is they have a holy book similar
to the Koran. This, and the fact that Jesus and Moses are Moslem prophets,
makes Jews and Christians much closer to the Moslem faith than other people
such as Hindus and people who believe in more than one God. The worst people
of all, in Moslem eyes, are the atheists, for to have no religion is much
worse than having the wrong religion. For this reason, Moslems are very skepti-
cal about Communism or any system which is based on a godless world.
Many of the Old Testament stories appear in the Koran in identical or
similar form. Adam, Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, Joseph, Moses, David, Solomon,
Job, Jonah and others are all mentioned many times. From the New Testament,
John the Baptist, Jesus and many others are emphasized. Thus, the three
monotheistic religions growing out of a similar cultural environment in the
Middle East, Islam, Judaism and Christianity are far more similar than they
are different.
In order to become a Moslem, one must make the "profession of faith":
"la ilaha ilia Allah wa Mohammad rasul Allah--there is no God but Allah (and)
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Mohammad is the messenger of Allah8 t . This statement emphasizes the unity and
oneness of God and rejects any form of polytheism (many gods) as well as the
Christian idea of God in three parts-the Trinity. As there is only one God.
He cannot be divided into parts and thus Mohammed is in no sense God; he is a
man, God's prophet. For this reason Moslems object to their religion being
called Mohammedanism, for this implies that Moha^ed is being worshipped instead
of God. The proper name for the religion of the Moslems is Islam. Islam means
"submission" or "resignation" to God's will and guidance.
In the following excerpts, the idea of submission to God's will is
examined. The first selection is from Mohammed Jamali's Letters on Islam *
letters written to his son while he was in prison for political reasons. The
second selection is from an autobiography by Najmeh Najafi with Helen Hinckley
entitled Persia is My Heart'. The third selection is from Irfan Orga
' s auto-
bi°graphy g°rtr.ai t of a Turkish Family.* In this last selection, a servant
describes how he went to the War Office to see if his employer had died in the
fighting.
^Mohammed Fadhel Jamal i, Letters on Islam , Oxford Press, London, 1965.
bV'/c
Najmeh Najafi and Helen Hinckley, Persia Is My Heart, Harper & Row, N.Y. 1953.
Vw'oV
Irfan Orga, Portrait of a Turkish Family
,
MacMillan Co., N. Y. 1950.
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I
Baghdad, March 25, 1961
Dear Abbas,
After presenting you my good greetings, I pray for your safety, success
and guidance.
I have not yet received a letter from you this week, but I am writing to
you as usual.
My health is all right, praise to Allah. Your mother visited me with
several relatives and friends ever}' day of the blessed Feast (holiday).
I have read again your letter dated February 11. In it you say: "What is
religion? Let us take Islam as an example of a religion...' I answer you with
the following:
(1) I have already referred in a previous letter to what I think is the
meaning of religious experience ,... and I told you that the highest stage which
the spiritual evolution of man has reached is faith in Allah, the One and Only,
the Allah of Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and Mohammad, peace be on them...
(2) Islam is clear and simple, easy to understand, and no two who are
guided by Allah and whose hearts have been enlightened by the light of faith
could disagree about it.
(3) Literally Islam means man's surrender of himself to Allah and his com-
plete submission and resignation to the guidance of Allah. If man submits and
surrenders to the will of Allah the Almighty, spiritually, intellectually,
physically, and in action, then he is a Moslem in the literal sense.
(4) Legalistically a Moslem is one who says, 'I witness
(say publically)
there is no Allah but Allah, and Mohammad is the messenger of Allah.'
On this
all Moslems are agreed.
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(5) Realistically Islam is a divine order which directs the life of the
Moslem in all its phases, spiritual, social, political and economic, for it
consists of:
(a) a creed
(b) rituals
(c) a social order
(d) morality.
I may describe the religion of Islam as a totalist religion
... it differs
from those religions which care for the spiritual aspects of man only and leave
the physical and mundane (every day) aspects...
* a religion which deals with everyday matters as well as spiritual matters
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II
People ask me if I believe in Fate--Kismet.
Suppose you are on board a ship, a very enormous ship, m that ship you
My ^ " y° U PleaSe ‘ Y°U eat, bathe, piay, walk in the way
that you wish to. You may go where you wish to go. But there is one limit to
your freedom. If you go too far you are lost in the sea. To me Kismet is like
this. There is freedom, liberty, room for initiative; but each of us is placed
on a certain ship and the ship we are placed on determines our limits...
When we pray we must ask God to help us to do the things that are our
particular destiny.
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III
...My mistress has been worrying for many months; last week she sent me to the
War Office to ask if they knew anything about my master. But they know little
there. At last a colonel was found who said my master was believed dead. They
know nothing else about him. "Nothing:
"
"But that is terrible," said my mother in an odd sort of voice... Hasan
continued: "My mistress took the news very hardly... She has not eaten for three
days now, and her cough does not get any better. Last night she
... (coughed up
blood) .
"
"Poor Ayse," said my mother. "Of course we guessed she had consumption
(TB)--"
Do not tell this news to the old lady," warned Hasan, the "old lady" being
my respected grandmother...
"Certainly I shall not," said my mother. "But she is certain to find out.
Oh, Hasan, the terrible things that are happening. All the doors are closing,
one by one, and all the happy families dying.. Oh, Hasan! And she covered her
face with her hands, but she did not cry. This was another thing to be bottled
up, to be pushed into the back of her mind, not to be thought about, until one
day the top would come flying off and all these fearsome things would leap out
at her with a snarl.
"It is the will of God," said Hasan simply.
My mother uncovered her face and said,
"A hard will, Hasan"
"Do not say such things!' cried the old man, forgetting his sorrow, so
thoroughly.
..
(upset) was he that a woman should question the will of God.
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The Five Pillars of Islam
Editor s Introduction: As we have seen Islam means resignation, submission to
r
wiiu in isiam there is n ° separati°n ° f
from the secular, as therei* * i n a> Ln is m America. The Knran n, Q m . , ,m o , the Shan 'a (the legal
system of Islam) and the hadith - the sayings of Mohammed - deal „Uh all
Phases of a man's life, no matter how small. However, man has freedom of action
as not all things done are punished or rewarded by God. There are five
categories of action: (l -) lawful a «. •K * ~~ actlons rewarded by God (2) forbidden -
actions punished by God (3) good art* a , . ,i ) c s -- acts which are good to do but not
rewarded as such (4) permissible acts (5) bad acts - acts which are bad but
which are not punished by God. !t is believed that two angels keep track of
all of each man's actions in order to determine whether or not the person will
go to heaven.
The first excerpt that follows Is from Letters On Islam* ^ author;
Mohammed Fadhel Jamali, is writing to his son Abbas, a student at the American
University of Beirut, about Islam and its basic duties. The second selection
is from Philip Hitti's Ihe_ Ar.b, **. Philip Hitti is one of the foremost
American scholars on thp ,ne Arabs. The selection describes the five "pillars" of
Islam, the five essential duties of a Moslem.
Mohammed Fadhel Jamali, Letters on Islam
. Oxford Press,
* Philip Hitti, The Arabs
, Chicago, 1943.
London, 1965.
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I
Baghdad, April 28 '61
Dear Abbas,
After sending you my good greetings, I pray for your safety, success and
guidance
.
I was greatly delighted with your letter of April 17. It brought to me
memories of over thirty years ago when I used to pursue the subjects you are
studying now. The study of philosophy was delightful indeed, but the important
thing is that one should not forget the forest and who brought it into being
while one is studying the tree ....
Today I am going to take up the rituals, which are usually called duties
(faraidh), which are the acts which a Moslem must perform. They are acts
intended to feed the soul. For, just as the body . .
.
grows with material
food, so the soul . . .grows with worship. Worship makes man turn. . .to Allah
. . .
and dedicate his life to the service of Allah. If we liken the faith of
a man to a tree, then worship is the water which irrigates the tree and the
food which makes it grow. . . If we liken faith to a building, then worship
(the duties) are the pillars upon which the building stands.
The duties of Islam consist of:
(1) Prayer
(2) Fasting (during the month of Ramadan)
(3) Tithing (giving money to the state and to the poor)
(4) Pilgrimage (to Mecca) . . .
There are usually five "pillars" listed. He leaves out the "profession of
faith": there is no God but Allah and Mohammed is his prophet (or the
Messenger of God)
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I am reading the Koran for the 35th time since entering the prison and
every time I read it I discover wisdom and hidden things to which I had not
been attentive in previous readings. The enjoyment of the blessings of the
Koran requires persistence in reading it, and it also requires a good knowledge
of the Arabic language, for the Koranic expression possesses beauty and grande
which has not been approached.
My greetings to those who ask about me.
Keep safe for your father.
ur
Fadhel
P.S. Today happens to be your birthday. I wish you a long life filled withgoodness and happiness. Fadhel.
II
The acts of worship, or religious duties, of the Moslem center on the so-
called five pillars of Islam.
The profession of faith, which is the. first pillar is summed up in the
tremendous formula la ilaha illa-'llah: Muhammadun rasulu-'llah (No god but
Allah: Muhammad is the messenger of Allah). These are the first words to strike
the ear of the new-born Moslem babe; they are the last to be uttered at the
grave. And between birth and death no other words are more often repeated.
They occur in the muezzin's call to prayer, chanted many times daily from the
tops of minarets. Islam has generally satisfied itself with only a verbal pro-
fession; once the formula is accepted and reproduced the person is. . .a Moslem.
Five times a day -- dawn, midday, midafternoon, sunset and night all -- is
the faithful Moslem supposed to turn his face toward Mecca and recite his
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Prescribed prayer. Prayer is the secoed pLllar of faifb. A blrd . s eye vle„ of
MOSUn W°rld “ the h°Ur ° f
P reseot the specfacle of a series
of
-centric circies of worshipers radiating from the Kaaba* at^ and __mg an ever-widening area from.
.
.
(West Africa to Indonesia and from Russia to
South Africa)
.
The Friday noon prayer is the oniy public one and is obligatory for all
adult males.
. . In dignity, simplicity and orderliness it is unsurpassed as a
form of collective worship. Standing erect in co if QF a self-arranged rows in the mosque
and following the leadership of the imam with precision and reverence, the
worshipers present a sight that is always impressive. As a disciplinary measure
this congregational prayer must have had great value for the proud, individual-
istic sons of the desert, developing in them a sense of social equality and a
consciousness of solidarity. It promoted.
.
.
(a) brotherhood of believers.
. . . almsgiving (giving to the poor) constitutes the third pillar of
faith. It evolved into an obligatory tax on property.
. . Its exact amount
varied, but generally it averaged two and a half per cent.
. . Later, with the
disintegration of the purely Islamic state, it was again left to the Moslem's
conscience.
. .
Though.
. . fasts are prescribed a number of times in the Koran, Ramadan
as a fasting month is mentioned only once. Abstinence from all food and drink
. . .is (asked) from dawn till sunset during Ramadan.
.
.
(This).
. . became
the fourth pillar of Islam.
Pilgrimage is the fifth and last pillar. Once in a lifetime every Moslem
of either sex who can afford it is supposed to undertake at a stated time of the
year a holy visit to Mecca.
. . Down through the ages this institution has
a black stone with a shrine built over it which is the goal of a pilgrimmage
to Mecca.
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continued to serve as the major unifying influence in Islam and the most
effective c»n bond among the diverse believers. It.
.
.
(made) almost every
capable Moslem... a traveler for once in his lifetime. The socializing
influence of such a gathering of the brotherhood of believers from the four
quarters of the earth is hard to over-estimate. It afforded opportunity for
Negroes, Berbers, Chinese, Persians, Syrians, Turks, Arabs-rich and poor, high
and low-
-to fraternize and meet together on the common ground of faith. Of all
world religions Islam seems to have attained the largest measure of success in
demolishing the barriers of race, color and national ity-at least within the
confines of its own community. The line is drawn only between believers and
the rest of mankind. These gatherings have undoubtedly contributed an important
share toward the achievement of that result.
Islam & Village Culture:
A Religious Philosophy of Life
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Editor's Introduction
: Though many Hosier in the Middle East, as many
Christians in Africa, do not keep the duties of their faith perfectly,
religion is much more a part of everyday life in the Middle East and holds a
great influence over the behavior of most people. The average person's
Philosophy of life can thus be said to be a religious one.
Abduna Lutfiyya, a professor at the American University of Beirut, dis-
cusses this religious outlook in his book Baytin: A Jordanian yin.-. *
Lutfiyya feels that there are four main characteristics in the villager's
Philosophy of life: (1) a feeling of dependency on God, (2) the fear of God's
punishment on earth and after death, (3) a deep-seated respect for tradition
for the past, (4) a politeness to all and generosity. Though we must
remember that Lutfiyya studied a traditional village, much of what he says
pertains to city-dwellers as well.
k
Abdulla Lutfiyya, Baytin, A Jordanian Village
. Mouton & Co., London, 1966.
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Dependency on God
"In sha'a Allah", or the phrase "if God wills it", looms large in the thinking
of the average inhabitant of Baytin. Implicit in this saying is the fatalism
which is characteristic of most villagers. One hears this phrase repeated con-
stantly. A visitor may ask a villager: "Are you going to send your son to school
next year?" The inevitable answer is: "in sha'a Allah." Ho further explanation
is added or needed. One is apt to hear a mother telling her son who is on his
way to school: "in sha'a Allah you will succeed in passing your examination
today." His reply then would be: "in sha'a Allah."
If a villager loses something of value, he does not stop to examine the
causes for the loss, but merely sighs philosophically "hathihi mashi atu Allah",
or this is the will of God". Friends who come around to offer sympathy merely
reinforce this belief by repeating the same saying. The author recalls once
listening to an old man telling another villager who had just lost his sick cow,
the only property he had, "this is the will of Allah. By taking your cow, Allah
has tested your faith. Be thankful to Allah and you may be given a better cow."
"You are right", replied the second villager, this is mashi 'atu Allah, there is
no god but He, and let Him be praised in all circumstances."
...Every villager utters certain traditional sayings several times each
day to invoke the blessing of God. When he begins a task, he says aloud that
he is doing it "in the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate". When he
has finished, he offers his "thanks to God the Lord of all people" for enabling
him to complete the job.
If a villager receives some aid in accomplishing a certain task, he thanks
his helper by telling him "may God pay you (hasanat) for the work you have done
for me". The helper then answers: "samahak Allah", or "may the Lord forgive you
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(for me)". If the villager simply uses the phrase "thank you" to his helper,
the helper reminds him, "let your thanks be to God (al-shakru li-Allah) for He
is the one who ceused me to help you**#
The Fear of God's Punishment
The Muslim villager, as noted above, feels that God keeps a very close watch
over him. God is interested in his everyday behavior; he will be punished for
his "bad" acts, and rewarded for his "good", Consequently, before the villager
will commit a sin or undertake a move that might be construed as sinful, he asks
himself the question : Would God be pleased or displeased with my behavior?"
If he proceeds to commit the sin, he lives in fear of God's punishment and hopes
that he might appease Allah by repentance and doing good deedsin the future...
In another case where a family lost its wealth, villagers were quick to
point out that the family fortune had been acquired in a dishonest way in the
first place
. .
.
If a villager suffers misfortune but cannot attribute it to any sin or
wrong doing, he is apt to ask: "God, what have I done wrong that you should
punish me?" Such an attitude is evident in the remarks made by parents who are
mistreated by their of fspring. . . a simple conversation between two friends might
run as follows:
"Have you seen my son Ahmad today?"
"Wa-Allah (by God) no."
"We have been looking for him all day. Wa-Allahi we do not know where he
has gone."
"What seems to be wrong with him? Wa-Allahi he strikes me as a good boy."
"Wa-Allahi we do not know. He asked us to buy him a bicycle last night,
and we said no. This morning he disappeared. Wa-Allahi we do not know
where he has gone!"
"That's it. If you don't get them what they want they get angry with you.
Wa-n-Nabi (by the Prophet), children these days need a big stick to be
broken on their backs. Wa-Allahi al-ghazim (by God the greatest) if 1
were in your place I wouldn't look for him. Whai he gets hungry, he 11
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go home. Come, let me buy you a cup of coffee.
''May God heap his abundance upon you. Wa-Allahi one's hearleave him (from worrying in such a case). I'd better look
"May the Lord accompany you (in your search)."
"And (may he be) with you." ...
'
t does not
for him."
The villager often tries to appease God and to avoid His punishment by vow
ing to offer Him a dahiyya, or a sacrifice. Sacrifices are also offered on
behalf of a dead relative. This is done with the hope that the sacrifice will
please God.
.
.
A Deep-Seated Respect for Tradition and the Past
Muslims are taught to look to the ...(Koran) for inspiration and guidance in
whatever they do. This holy book is said to be the most complete source of
truth and wisdom. But Islam also sanctions traditional behavior and gives it
precedence over innovat ions ... "anything of the past has precedence (over innova
tions) . ". .
.
...There is a constant yearning to get back to "the good old days".
Innovators are always the objects of shame and ridicule. Invariably there is
an outright rejection of anything new that appears to conflict with tradition.
There is always a deep respect reserved for the aged, and a heavy reliance upon
sayings and proverbs in every-day conversation...
The villagers are taught from childhood to show great respect for their
elders. Children are often instructed to kiss the hands of older people when
they are introduced to them, to be polite in the presence of elders, and to
stand up and offer them their seats. They are to remain standing until the
older folks are all seated. Young people are encouraged to listen to and learn
from their elders. Only from older people who have lived in the past can one
learn anything of value, they are told. The wisdom of the elders is seldom
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questioned. if one deviated from tM
.
an olde
n° rm a "d d3reS to challenge the Ideas ofperson, he is put In his place Immediately, by the latte h
^11 him: 'How would you know that? YK ou were only born yesterday."
Politeness and Generosity
rr;
“““
•“ »— m,
Such behavior is considered a religious dutv inY * 111 trea tment of parents or dis-
obedience to them constitutes a sin Th* u • i j •* ^ Chlld 13 considered to owe his parents
a great debt for bringing him up...
he whole, are very obedient to their parents. Only the most
impolite child dares to cross his legs, smoke, or utter profanity In the
presence of his parents. No child dares to sit down while his father is still
standing, or to start eating before his father. The polite child faces his
parents with utter humility. He does not talk back if rebuked, or raise his
hand in retaliation if struck...
This complete obedience to parents does not end at an early age. It
continues even after the child is married and lives away from his father and
mother.
.
.
Tradition and religion combine to instruct the villager on how to be a
good relative and neighbor. Every one is expected to visit his neighbors and
relatives at their homes on religious holidays...
The etiquette of greeting and salutations is also highly formalized. When
villagers meet in the street, the young must invariably greet the old first out
of respect. Upon entering a house, the guest is required to give it his
blessing
The villagers often quote a saying that runs: "If guests do not enter a
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house, angels do not enter it." This is their way of indicating that such a
house is not Messed by God
. In vlew of thls traditlo„al understandlng> ^VlUager USUaUy PUtS 3Slde ^
-i*t be doi„ g for the moment
,
regar dless of how pressing the work might be, in order to welcome any guests...
He then shakes hands with each guest, repeating the traditional phrase "ahlan
best seats, and every effort is made to provide for their comfort. A cool
reception in the eyes of the villagers is considered bad taste and reflects
bad manners.
The host feels it his duty to make the guest feel welcome. He will say
that he is delighted and honored by the visit and inquire why his guest has not
visited more often. The host will do everything in his power to give impression
that he has no work to do, so as to spare his guest the feeling that he may be
imposing. For fear that his guest might feel lonely, the host will not leave
him alone except under very unusual circumstances.
The ritual of hospitality commences by offering coffee to the guest immedi-
ately after his arrival. The guest accepts the coffee readily because it would
be an insult to his host to reject it...
The first.
.. (offer) of hospitality is followed by offering food to the
guest. The guest shows more restraint when food is brought. He politely tells
his host that he is full and at the moment has no desire to eat. He further
volunteers the information, whether or not it be true, that he has eaten very
recently. The host, at the other hand, will appear very apologetic for the
simplicity of the food he has to offer. But he will insist that his guest
partake of all the food he desires.
The guest will be served the very best of food as long as he remains...
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Islam in Everyday Life
Editor's Introduction* Up-o . We have seen hoK ln tradlUonal IsUm there ^ ^
separation of church and state as there is i„ Amerlca ... .
East permeates all of life Ifa person is unclear as to how to behave i„ acertain situation, he may consult with a relic
or Moha a •
c Ugious man and learn what the Koranmmed m his sayings (the
.
.
,
h) ° r the Shari ' a (the legal system ofIslam)
,
says about it.
..
... «...
..........
...... „„ tl< „p>rmpn
.....
... «... „„ E lut npt lpt Clmiunuy
selection there are some passages from the Koran, the Hadith
and the Shari 'a governing one's everyday life.
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It may be that the application of laicism [separation of Church" *
—- *
...
.. ..
Matthew: "Render runto Caesar that which is Caesar
a
u s, and unto God that
WhiCh 15 GOd ' S -’ M°re lmPOrtant than is the fact that Christianity
does net include detailed legislation directly affecting the social
life of the people
AS for the islamic religion, in addition to its containing creeds,
worship
,
and morals, it contains a vast social system which touches the
life of man in its various aspects from the cradle to the grave. It ls
a system suited to the innermost needs of human nature as experienced
in the life of the Arab nation. Many great scholars
.... have
emphasized the importance of Islamic sharia' ,1
. . . . and lts readlness
to meet changing conditions and circumstances. The modern codifica-
tion of the Civil Law in Egypt, Syria and Iraq, based on Islamic
foundations is a proof of this thesis.
The laicity of the state in Moslem lands would mean that the state
had divorced itself from the Islamic sharia'
,
that is, from the most im-
portant factor in directing the daily life of the people, plus divorcing
itself from spiritual life as such
ThS seParatl°n between religion and state would mean Arab states
had abandoned the most important force of their nationalism, for the Arab
nation, separated from Islam and its mission, becomes like a body separated
from its life and its soul. Such a separation would turn the body into an
empty shell with no kernel
Sharia. Islamic code of laws.
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II
Koran
Piety:
'0 you „ho believe! be mindful of <(your duty to) Allah and
seek means of nearness to Him and strive hard in His way
that you may be successful.' (The Table Spread, V:38.)
Goodness to Parents* 'Ana vnd we have enjoined on man goodness to
his parents....' (The Spider, XXIX:8.)
omg Good.
’....and whatever good you do, Allah surely knows
it' (The Women, IV: 126).
Patience: '0 you who believe! seek assistance through patience and
prayer; surely Allah is with those who are patient.' (The
Cow, 11:153)
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Hadith
The Prophet is not only the founder and lepidahm- f-ua g slator of the community: he is
model for Muslims. It is accepted.
.. that every act he made after the
beginning of the Revelation (of the Koran) was preserved by God from error; had
it not been so, then the Revelation itself would be cast into doubt, a thing
God could never have permitted. Therefore, Muhantaad's slightest act was rightly
guided, and of moral value. For traditional Muslims, everything the Prophet
did is... (correct): his treatment of children, the way he broke his fast, how
he cleaned his teeth and wore his beard, are all worthy of study and emulation.
1. Bukhari... from Abu Hurayra; "The Messenger of God said: 'While a man was
walking on the road, his thirst grew strong and he found a well and descended
into it and drank and was leaving, when he saw a dog hanging out its tongue and
licking the ground from thirst, and the man said, 'This dog's thirst is like the
thirst I had,' and he went into the well again, filled his shoe with water, and
held it between his teeth (while he climbed out), and gave the dog to drink.
And God approved of his act, and pardoned his sins.' They said, 'What,
Messenger of God, shall we be rewarded for what we do for animals?' He replied,
Yes. There is a reward on every living creature.'"
2. Bukhari ...from Abu Hurayra: "I said, 'Messenger of God, what is the greatest
sin?' 'It is to make an idol for God, who created you.' 'Then what?' 'To kill
your own child from motives of economy.' (lit., fearing lest he eat with you.)
And then what? "To commit adultery with your neighbor's wife. '"
3. Bukhar i . . . from 'A'isha; "A Beduin came to the Prophet and said 'Do you kiss
children? We never do. ' And the Prophet said, 'What shall I do to give back
to you the mercy God has taken from your heart?"
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Shari ’a
Citing of blood by cuttingthroat): All animals killed for food except fish a 1 1P nd trusts must be slain byhabh, but when slain by dhabh they are lawful
,,
. .
y 6 I " fUl
’
35 b* “«» of dhabh the uncleanblood is separated from the clean fle^ \tiesh, whence it is that- alio- ^
.
,
,
Cnat 11 animals not eat-
h
e
'
35 r3tS
’
d° gS> a " d CatS) *« «“*•«< *«•" * dhabh (for medicine,
t ough not for food), except hogs and men...
It is one of the laws of dhabh that the person who performs it be either a
Muslim or a Person of the Book. The dhabh of a Person of the Book is therefore
lawful
,
(even) though he should not be a subject of a Muslim state, providing
r that he has done it in the name of God, for in the
... (Koran) we find
these words: "The victuals of the People of the Book are lawful for you."
Whosoever cultivates waste lands with the per-
mission of the Imam* obtains a property in them; whereas if a person cultivates
them without such permission he does not in that case become a proprietor
(owner), according to Abu Hanifa**. The two disciples (of Abu Hanifa) maintain
that in this case also the cultivator becomes proprietor, because of a saying
of the Prophet, "whoever cultivates waste lands does thereby acquire the
property of them."
fcl-LJesulations: The muhtasib*** must order (transporters of goods) if they
stay long in one place to unload the pack animals, for if the animals stand with
loads, it will hurt them, and that is cruelty. The Messenger of God has for-
bidden cruelty to animals. The muhtasib should order the people of the market
to keep it clean of filth which collects in it and will hurt the people. ..and
•X.
_
religious leader
** religious lawyer
*** inspector of markets
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he should allow no one to spy on his neighbors from the roofs or through win-
dows, or men to sit in the paths of women needlessly; whoever does something of
this sort must be corrected by the muhtasib...
ShlEzMen: Owners of ships and boats shall be prevented from loading their vessels
above the usual load, for fear of sinking.. For the same reason the muhtasib must
forbid them to sail during windstorms. If they earry women on the same boat with
men there must be a partition set between (men and women).
Se llers of Earthenware and Pottery: The sellers of earthenware jars, pots and
vessels shall not overlay any that are pierced or cracked with gypsum made into
a paste with fat and white of egg and sell them as if they were sound. If
vessels of such description are found with one of them, they shall be disciplined
so as to deter others like them...
Ma rria ge with
_
Women of the Book is legal.... It is unlawful to marry a Zoroastrian
woman or a polytheist (until she becomes a Muslim)...
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Boarding School
Edit0r ' S Intr°duction: we ""
-— way o£ educatlng youngpeople in the Middle East-- in .st in Che home and In the Koranic schoois. We have
3150 learn6d SC"”e ° f ^ religious beliefs taught i„ the hn ome and in the Koranic
As mentioned earlier the establishment of European- type schools
yp schools were boarding schools. If there were no day school nearby or the
local school only went up to a certain grade level, proving students were
boarding schools in the area. This would mean leaving the close-
ness of a large family and braving a totally „e„ situation away from home. I„
Che following selection from his autobiography Bedouin^oyh^*, tsaak Diqs
describes how he felt when sent off to boarding school for the first time.
Isaak comes from a bedouin (nomad) family whose tribe had become settled enough
to own land on which to pitch their tents and graze their animals.
*
Isaak Diqs
,
Bedouin Boyhood
, Praeger, New York. 1969
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Upon a hill and among many high trees there was a one-roomed
house. That was the school of Al-Jubarat, our tribe which had fourteen
sub-branches and lived on both banks of Wadi Al-Hisi. The hill on which
was the school was in one of the wadi's* curves. When one stood on the top
of any of these hills, one could see the groups of tents: some were far
and others near. They looked like dull black spots on a green painting.
The boys from far tribes used to come to that lonely school on
horses or donkeys, while we used to cover the distance on foot because
the school was on our land. Nevertheless we had to get up early, to drink
some fresh milk, to put our simple food in the small cloth bags which
contained our few books, and to leave the tents before sunrise.
We used to go to school as a group, so we had to call each other before
leaving. We envied the shepherds when we passed them by, because we imagined
that they were happy as they had not to go to school and to meet that strict
old teacher. The happiest days for us were Thurdays**, when he used to go to
his family in the neighouring village, or the days when we got an invitation
for him. The lazy boys used to be punished by being made to get grass for his
donkey. I knew many who intended to take that opportunity of getting out
of school, because I had myself done that more than once.
One night, when many men were in the Shik ***, my father announced
that the teacher would be our guest the next night. I could not sleep then
for my excessive joy at that unexpected invitation, and I thought that many
of the boys who had heard the pleasant news were doing the same. I got up
earlier than on any day before and took my bag, but I found that I had
forgotten to take my food and my mother had to come after me with it. That
day we hurried to school.
* A river bed.
** The last day of the work week; before Friday, the weekly day of rest.
** A large tent where the men gather at night.
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I found the teacher on .the eastern side of the school dealing with the
food of his white donkey under the biggest tree, always reserved for his
beast. He smiled when he read the invitation, and told me to ring the big
copper bell. Lessons passed quickly that day and few boys were punished. In
the afternoon the teacher mounted his donkey and we followed him, envied by the
boys from other tribes. As we were crossing the green fields, some of the
sheperds came across to greet the teacher because he had taught them once.
When we came near I ran quickly to announce the arrival of the teacher, but his
donkey, having glimpsed the tribe's donkeys,
...(stopped) me by a crescendo
of braying. Men heard us and came quickly to meet the teacher, for it was the
custom to meet the respected guest outside the tents and take his animal to
be tied and fed. All the small boys stood near the tent: no one entered except
me, and a few other boys who were called to recite some poems in the presence of
our teacher and our fathers.
That night I heard my father talking about a grand school in Beer Al-Saba,
the town where he used to go two or three times a year to discuss some of our
tribal affairs with the government. 'It is a great school with red tiles and
many trees around it, my father said. 'Most of the boys there are sons of
bedouin sheikhs.* They wear the same dress as ours. The can learn many things.
Then he declared that he had decided to send me there.
The teacher agreed at once and praised the idea. Some of the men agreed,
but others said that it was very difficult for such a small boy to be sent
to a far town among cars and strange people. But my father convinced them
of the wisdom of the new idea, and hoped that many would follow him and send
their children to be doctors or engineers like Ali, the son of one of the
bedouin sheikhs, who had become a very famous doctor.
The idea was not new to me, because my father used to tell me about that
school when we were alone out hunting. He would tell me how he would be proud
* The leaders of the nomad community.
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when I was the first among all other bedouin boys at the school. The new
Idea for me now was that I had to leave the tribe Just at the end of that
summer vacation.
It was in the evening at the end of that summer when the Shik was full
of men. They sat as they usually did, but I was the matter of their speech.
Some women came to our tent, so as to show their feelings to my mother or,
perhaps, to see hers at the departure of her small child.
I went to the Shik to say goodbye to the men. I was obliged to stay
there, while my small friends were standing in front of the crowded tent
because they could not find room there. I heard them shouting while they
were playing 'the wolf and the sheep’, one of my favourite games. So I left
the tent unseen by the men, who forgot me and the school and began to discuss
their daily problems of weather, harvest and animals.
We played a good game that night, but it was interrupted more than once
by a boy saying, 'Tomorrow, at night, who knows where you will be?' Our
game ended when my father called me to sleep so as to get up early the
next morning.
Next morning I rode behind my father on our dun horse and left the
tents, accompanied by my cousin on his black, so as to bring back our horse
^fter we reached the nearest bus—halt, which was about five miles from our
tribe s place. Many people were at my farewell, because I was the first boy
of the tribe who had to leave his parents for such a long time. I felt sad
when my father spurred the horse, but I became sadder when I saw my mother
waving to me with one hand and holding, with the other, one of my small
brothers, who was trying to follow us, thinking that we were going hunting.
I could not stop my tears when for the last time I turned my face back, to
see that some of the people were still standing near their tents while others
had left their places and were returning to their usual life: I was accustomed
to hearing that to look back on leaving was a bad habit, without getting an
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explanation, but at that moment I knew the reason 0 „•
t
SO
' ur whlCe dog followedin spite of my cousin's threats a -a
halt
.
He dld
“ “til we reached the
In the evening we reached Beer AlAl-Saba. My father showed me the school
when we passed by, but I was unable to see anythrng except the red tiles
which appeared among the high eucalyptus trees.
we spend that night in the town, and because I was tired i slept at
horns and by sellers of vegetable ana ed fruit, who were selling by auction.
Everything was new and strange for me, except my father, who kept near me all
the time and told me that soon I would enjoy the life of that beautiful
town, as he called it.
After having our breakfast, „e left for the school. We passed through a
large gate with green iron bars. In the school yard 1 saw many boys in bedouin
dress. They were very clean, and calmer than those in the school which I
had left. As I was passing they gaged at me, perhaps hoping to know me.
They gathered in groups as my father entered that old silent building followed
by me.
Inside the school I saw many teachers, who were different from our teacher:
they were young, bare-headed, and with smart-suits*
. We were led to the head-
master s~ Office. He was a grim, dark man with a red fez*** on his head,
sitting at a big desk. His room was decorated with pictures of school activity
and on a shelf behind him there were many golden and silver cups which, I read,
had been won in games. After welcoming us, he called a certain teacher to show
me my bed in the big hall, and my classroom, and to
When everything was done, he led me back to say goodbye to my father, with
whom I went as far as the green barred gate, where he kissed me and reminded
to be polite and to work hard so as to raise the fame of our tribe. I stood
*Wes tern-style suits.
**principal
'
s
** 5ca tall hat shaped like a cylinder.
me
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At noon „ were called by a bell to our dinner. At dinner there
was complete silence and strict order. 1 missed my small friends, the big
sreen tree under which we used to have our dinner, the way in which we used
to get our food from our small cloth baes -n j ui g , a d how sometimes we invited another
group sitting under another big green tree to have their dinner with us.
In the evening, after the lessons finished, all the boys except me,
and two or three who were as new as me, began to play their games, of which
I knew most-but I was unable to take part in any, because I was completely
distraught. I went to the northern part of the playground and turned my
face towards the north, because I wanted to smell the air that came from our
hills. I imagined my father in his white clothes going back home and coming
down the wide road where I used to meet him. He was indeed very sad when he
went home, as my mother told me afterwards, to a degree that made her think
something had happened to me, but he told her that the cause of his sadness
was that he missed my meeting him as was usual when he came from a journey.
The sun began to sink, but not in the same way as it did in the country:
it sank quickly as I became more sad. There were no hills to stand on and
see the wide country with all its beauty, the sheep going home in long lines
after their shepherds, who, playing their pipes, might be thinking of their
sweethearts or of the place where they had to go the next morning. Then I
remembered how I used to go home, my dog meeting me, my mother sitting beside
the hearth preparing our supper, and my small brothers playing in the sand or
on the heaps of the new-cut grass.
The loud sound of the bell broke these thoughts. I felt the boys running
past me and taking their places in a long line for supper. I followed them,
and took my place at the end of the line because I was the last to come.
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AH these bedouin boys tight have had their own thoughts shattered by
11 as I had, because a week later I stopped thinking too much of
my people and joined the boys in their games and entertainments. I pl ayed
basket-ball
,
1 went on waiks to the town, to the British War Cemetery*-! did
all the new things.
Four months had passed slowly before we were allowed to leave the school
There was great joy among us
,
and everyone began to pack
his clothes waiting for that promised Thursday. On Wednesday evening we were
allowed to go down to the town for shopping, s0 j bought some tQys ^
-eets for my brothers with the little money which I had saved for that purpose
only, on Wednesday we did not sleep, and kept on singing and dancing all night.
Our teachers enjoyed these songs and dances so much that they promised to give
us the chance to repeat that party, once a month at least, the next term.
In the morning I went, without waiting for breakfast, to the station and
got in the bus which had brought me with my father the first time. I was sure
of the place where I had to get down, so I told the driver to drop me there.
As I got down, the bus left. I saw the people turning their faces toward me,
and I can still remember the old lady who waved to me. Then I was alone,
looking at the green cornfields and the birds flying and singing happily. I
went along the road among the young cornfields full of multi-coloured flowers.
Here and there, both on the right and the left among the green fields, 1 could
see some men and women collecting the weeds and gathering them in big heaps.
I saw a man walking behind his camel, which was carrying a very great load of
grass. I went after him quickly and, when I reached him, I asked him about
the place of our tribe. He told me and offered his help, but I thanked him
and went on alone.
When I came up on a hill, I saw many cows and sheep on a wide plain. They
were on both sides of the road. I could see also the shepherds and cow-herds
*from 1919-1947 Palestine was under British administration
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sitting together on a small knoll. I thought X recognized them by my grand-
father's red horse and our white and black cow. My guess was right, because
as I came near the boys looked at me, one shouted and some of them came to
“8t me
' 1 extremely happy to meet them and so were they to meet me.
THey told me about the place of the tribe, and Salim insisted on accompanying
me to carry my bag. While we were walking, Salim gave a brief account of what
had happened in the tribe after my departure. Sometimes he told me things which
h&d taken place before my leaving.
’Ibrahim, your brother, married Fatmah. It was really a very good day,
especially the horse race,’ he said. 'Your black mare bore a very beautiful
filly foal. No one died, all the people are well. I know a partridge nest
with the small birds— I’ll show it to you when you come out with us on one of
the coming days.
’
Salim went on giving his report till we came up a hill and I saw the
tents on a wide, green and flowery plain. I felt such a great joy I even
wanted to run to the tents.
That s your tent, it’s that one near your grandfather's big tent,'
Salim said, pointing. We were coming from the eastern side, so we could see
what was inside the tents. There were a few men in the SHIK, and some small
boys and girls playing in front of the tents. The goatskin milk-bags were
hanging on the front poles. There were some women sitting at the southern
part of one tent.
Seeing us
,
the dogs ran and barked
,
but when they came near they knew us
and stopped. Having heard them, one man came out of the SHIK, put his hand
to his brow, and then turned towards the sitting men. Soon I saw a number of
them come out, and the women gazing at me. It was certain they knew me, be-
cause my youngest brother ran towards me, shouting, then stopped for a while
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to take me In: and then he ran very quickly As „
his arms round my neck and b
' reaChe<1 “ hu"8
' 8San C° USS
- **>“« his eyes were shut.
„yer, father and many other relations were in frontx of the tents. Beforewe reac ed them, my Small brother t6ld me ^ Qf ^^
It was a happy meetlng . x could not sleep that nl ght, though 1 greatly
^eded sleep, x found that everythin, was the same, but 1 enjoyed It more
eceuse of those months X had spent In the school. 1 fe!t free as one of those
P3SSed °"
- J°— weeks passed as If they were three
days, and I went back to school at last with great sadness.
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The Separation of Boys and Girls
Editor Introduction: We have mentioned before how traditional!, in the
Middle East boys and girls are separated prior to their teens and not allowed
to play with each other. One of the reasons this happens is a natural one. To
some extent we see this separation of the sexes’ in America, where at a certain
age boys tend to play with boys and girls with girls. In the Middle East this
"natural" separation is aided by the fact that the culture "tells" boys and
girls not to play together after a certain age and punishes them if they do so.
As no one sees boys and girls together after a certain age children accept this
separated state as normal and do not usually question the custom. Sometimes
however, children do not learn the customs of their culture by observing them,
and sometimes, even if they know the customs, they may be daring enough to
break them. In the selection that follows, from Ir£an 0rga
' s autobiography,
Portrait of a Turkish Family *, „e see what happens when young Nuri doesn't know
the rules of his own culture.
Irfan Orga
,
Portrait of a Turkish Family
,
MacMillan Co., New York. 1950.
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-n „as very jealous of hu slster and seemed to resent th£^
‘ ^ th3t SPranS “P b6tWeen
“• He woufd suddenfy leave us ln the
of a game and go o££ by hlmsel£ to sulk
. He was a heavy> handsom£ ^unabl g to boar* tbp c -f n-'k *- * c • •
sister hero-worshipping somebody else. One
day he a„ d I had a fight and arrived at our ho.es with bloodstained noses and
a couple of ripe, Math eyes. Our outraged parents forced us to apologise but,
although we were civil enough before the., we continued the feud in private for
many weeks.
One other day stands out in memory. Yasemin and 1 were playing alone
together in our dining room. „e were playing the age-old game of "husbands
and wives," and I was proudly returning from my "work," greeting her with a
passionate kiss, when a sharp slap on the backside put ...(an end) to that.
discovered us and went to inform my mother, who apparently blushed
deeply, locked me in my room, and
...(took) a tearful Yasemin to her own home.
It appears that the two ladies talked long and earnestly, later informing
their husbands of this
...deed. The upshot was that Yasemin and I were
separated and forbidden to play with each other again. So Nuri got his sister
back again. I would see them playing in their garden together, and if
Yasemin were to catch sight of me, she would give a little
...flirting tilt
to her head, ignoring my
...smiles. Life was full of resentments for me just
then. I was very hurt and puzzled by my parents' attitude toward the kissing
of Yasemin and angry that nobody would give any reasonable explanation as to
why I should not kiss her.
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Playing Tricks
Editor's Introduction* In thp foil™ • i. i e following selection from Isaak Diq’s auto-
biography, Bedouin Boyhood, we see H,e e . ,2 the kind of jokes people could play on one
another based on the customs of their culture i, ...n . As you will see Jomaa, who likes
girls too much, gets tricked.
II
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S 1 S3W hSr 1 remembered Khat
“y grandmother used to tell us about
wbo was fond
-
—
Unfortunately domaa was short-s lghted. One day Ali Abu Salamah
0116 ° £ the m° St Pl£aSant “ ln
'
—Sht a jar
,
put it nea; the
cornstack and covered it ui i-v,With a Piece of cloth like that which the girls
Put on their heads. He adjusted the draped jar to make it seem as if it
girl and passed by her more than once. Each time he got nearer. Ali,
With the rest of the group, was looking on from a distance. At last domaa
came close to the gin, perhaps sald somethlng ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^At last he discovered the trick and broke the jar with a stick in his
hand, while
...[Ali and the group] ran at him, laughing loudly.
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Traditional Girlhood
Editor s Introduction* TTnt--n r.
Blch the .
1 n°“’ “°St ° f
»ave been concernedW3y ^ “hlCh^ Sr°W “P ln the Middle ^st. lt is now time to learnSOm
;
thln8 ab°Ut ““ U" ««—y lead in tbe Kiddie East As
I :: 7
n
;
boys learn what wrk c° d°—— A„d by llste ; lng
you would expect girls learn from t-us . therr others. As they follow their
.others
around the house each day, they watch7 W3CC and the skilis they win need as
adults when they get married and become
.others themselves.
in traditional euitures people know
.ore or !ess what the future wiU hold
ton the future is in .ost ways the sa.e as the past. Fo r this reason old peopie
am respected; they know
.ore about life for they have lived lon8er and seen
environment. This is very different fro. life in A.erica or in the parts of
the Middle East that are changing rapidly. cultures are cha „glng
the future is in many ways unknown and thus no one, old or young, can be sure
of what skills will be necessary in the future. I„ the next unit we will look
" Change ^ the Mlddle EaSt a"d “• how yesterdays answers are not suited for
the questions of tomorrow. In the following selection, however, we will see
how young girls were traditionally raised and given instruction and skills that
would work for their future. The selection is taken fro. anthropological field
work done by Hilma Granquist and published in a book entitled Birth and Child-
hood Among the Arabs?
Hel
H
s\
1
ngfors^
qU
195
t
o"
—
-
h and Childhood Among the Arabs
, Soderstrom & Co.,
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GIRLS GAMES AND WORK
Alya says of little girls: 'The, make doll
. out „f rags
. ^
I""
Cl3y 3nd mate S"a11 hand'" 111S
’ ^^ -— clay containers.
They play with small stones."
It see, as if the girls have less time £or pUy ^ ^^ ___
I wanted to see how a doll is made, so I asked H a:’ i amdiye to make one while
I watched.
A long and a short stick of wood are bound together with a strip of
cloth to form a cross, the basis of a person. A piece of white cloth
is stretched over a round button to make the face, leaving a piece of the
long stick showing above it. More strips of cloth are bound round the
two sticks with special care for the head and neck. These strips hold
the button, the face, in place.
A little embroidered cap is placed on the top with strings tied
under the 'chin'. This is made to look like the high cap and the chin-
chain worn by Bethlehem women.
A dress is then made which is held on and stretched out by the arms
of the cross. Hands are not needed or missed, because a respectable girl,
and especially a bride, has her hands covered by the long sleeves.
Similarly the legs and feet must also be concealed, so they are quite
satisfied if only the dress is long enough to hide the stick. A piece
of cloth is bound round the waist as a girdle. Then when a head-cloth
is in its place, the doll ... is ready...
Other girls had made their dolls so that they had a trunk to which
were fastened arms, legs and a head; all of pieces of cloth sewn together
and filled with sand or seed.
Further the wife of the shopkeeper in Artas, a Christian Arab woman
from Bet Jala, made me a doll. This doll had even hair which she had
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tied up with a band of red cloth r. I myself saw her resolutely cut atuft of hair from her husband's head for this
. „
lS PUr P°se ' 0" the face of thedoll, mouth and nose were drawn...
A girl's work is indicated by the list of „y expressions used to show theage of women.
The f first of these i c • nni , .
th „
• She things and chases the animals; drives
e chickens away from the sitting-place." There is also another
expression very similar-* »* T ,y ilar. 1 marry her even if she can only chase ^^from the sitting-place."
Some information can be obtained from negative expressions like-
I was too small to lean over the oven An
• ll these I have heard women use
Of their own childhood - up to about seven years of age.
As a girl grown older she is called: a goatherd and guardian of
fig-trees. Already before she reaches puberty she is called: a wood-
gatherer and drawer of water.
Fatme* s Work
Alya
. . . tells us about the daughter of another of our neighbours
who might be about nine years old and was already betrothed to a cousin
somewhat older. Alya calls her: attendant on her mother.
"When the macaroni is made she says: Fatme, give me the board; get
rolling pm, the cloth for putting the macaroni on and she then rolls
out and folds it up together, she cuts it and puts it on the straw tray.
And the saucepan when boiling - Fatme, get the macaroni! Get the salt!
Get the firing-pan for oil and onions!
A waitress for the mother. She hands it to her mother who says: Give
us the spoons! Give us the knife! Give me the ladle! And she washes the
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spoons and the ladle and the wooden basin, etc.
Give us the mattress, the cushions and the covering!
Open the door and shut the door!
Fatme Ali carries her brother, puts him to sleep in his cradle.
Then she airs the bed-clothes, then she sweeps. If the mother is absent,
she looks after and plays with her little brother. When her mother comes
back from Bethlehem, she tells her mother: 'Look after my brother! I
want to go and gather dung*.'
Then she is told: 'Go and gather the little stones for the baking-
oven! Go to Kusta, the shopkeeper, and get ...[oil]! Another time:
Get matches! etc. She does not ask anything for herself.
She gathers all the small wood for burning.
She gathers all the dry dung from the terrace and puts it ready for
burning in the oven. If the child, i.e. her little brother, is sleeping,
she fetches water and gives water and food to the chickens. In the evening
she closes the chicken-house.
She gathers the eggs. In the evening she is asked: 'How many eggs
didst thou gather?' She answers: 'I gathered three or two’. Sometimes there
are none.' 1
In addition I may say that I have often seen Fatme Ali carry out these
different duties, when she came with the little basket of dung on her head,
when she looked after her little brother, aired the bed-clothes, when she
shut up the hens in their little stonehouse at night, etc.
And I have seen other girls do similar things. I have also seen the
girls go to collect wood, and in the spring to help to gather grass and
*for burning, like "buffalo chips" in the American West.
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growing girl is a grown-up woman's work in miniature.
Alya in her account of
. . . the girl Fat.e All has brought out very
hat which is characteristic in the life and work of children; when
they test run errands and otherwise help in the house and when told to do
so by their elders. This is a very lmportant part of their education...
II
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girl xs chiefly educated by her mother, although the father
-y do his share. Alya says of mother and daughter:
father says to his daughter- 'Tf ,8 t . I thou dost not Qbey ^ t ghaii
whrp thee. And if thou dost not listen to her I shall h' n’ 1 w l P thee very much!'
en the girl is frightened. For: The breasts of men have no milk - the
men have no mercy."
Further a brother has all hiv ihis life to answer for his sister's
behaviour, even if she is married. He must n ..
.
.
punish her when it is
necessary.
best
The fellaheen consider that training should begin
of all in childhood.
in earliest youth,
One of the advantages of child marriage is said to be the
. . . reason
that the mother-in-law is able to train her daughter-in-law while she is
still very docile and that it can only be good for everyone concerned that
the young woman as early as possible becomes
the habits and the way of working prevailing
accustomed to the atmosphere,
in the husband's home where she
is to remain.
It is said that a woman has two kinds of education. She is educated
in her own home and then in her husband's home. The sooner the latter
begins, the better it is.
The following proverb illustrates the belief that training to be
effective and to have permanent value must begin with the child:
Teaching the grown-up is like writing in sand.
Teaching the youth is like engraving in stone.
If a girl is married very young she is mainly brought up in her
husband's home. The mother-in-law then takes her mother's place and the
young wife must obey her orders and work under her direction. Many an Artas
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woman has said to mp* mo er-in-law brought me up." The latter hasa greater firmness than a weak mother, and therefore she can be
,
n a more
skillful trainer.
for the mother-in-law it is of course an advantage to obtain
power over her daughfer-in-law while she Is stUl pUable. The younggrrl gradually grows Into the customs and views of her husband's family
She has, 1„ her early years, lived under the disciplining hand of her
mother-in-law and been moulded according to her desire; by this means the
housekeeping proceeds in the old way. This is especially important when
the bride comes from another place where the life is different and other
manners and customs prevail. On the other hand it is very good for the
young girl to have someone who can teach and educate her and initiate her
into the customs of the dIppp a„P • An Artas man who hesitated to send his
daughter among strangers saying; "She is still so young that she does
not understand how to protect our honour among strangers," had his mis-
givings quietened. -
"Dost thou think that they will put a bridle on her,
bear or a monkey, and let her dance to amuse the people? Has she
not a mother-in-law who will educate her?
Training for Work
We have already seen that a girl by helping her mother in little
ways gradually grows into the house-work; but it also happens that the
mother gives her daughter direct instructions.
Thus according to Alya she says: "Come! I will teach thee to sew!"
Or the mother teaches her daughter to bake. - I quote Alya:
"Sit near me when I knead and watch what I do! Just as I do, thou
shalt do! She gives her the last of the dough, or she cuts a piece from the
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dough and the daughter throws it into the oven: one or two •
8lrl ^ C°Pyin* h« »«««, learns how to do it,'
Alya continues:
,••• Wheat rs kneaded in a bowl by itself R ,dough does not need to he
' Barley
b worked very much but wheat dough is the , „
of the girls."
H Pdoything
Sit Louisa:
"They like to set the in - ,
,
and th • , .
year‘° ld Slrls t0 knead
6 glrls dtke to knead the dough."
girls must also be present and help when the baking-oven is
attended to. especially by fetching dung for fuel and the stall stones
The oven calls for much labour and great attention.
People say: "The oven is a lady and needs a slave." I n accordance
With this it is said that the oven orders her slave the1 >xav , woman,
...
One day I had the opportunity to see a cirl iy g learning to make a clay
place for a fire
.
Two of the village woman had asked permission to make one on the roof
our house, where it muia jcould then dry in the sun. Suddenly I heard such
loud voices outside our house that I knew something special was happening.
So I took my camera and went out. Although I hurried all was quiet again,
the women had disappeared, i could only see a girl who sat at a little
distance away busy with something.
When I came near to her I saw that she had a lump of clay that she
was trying to knead and shape. And at once the women were there again.
It was the girl's mother, Hamde il-Zir, and a relative, Fatme Hahmud.
The latter bore on her head a deep tray on which was clay which she had
brought
... and had mixed with straw and water here at home. With the
young girl I followed the women up onto the roof.
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They formed their fire-olarpc px ce with great cV-miB skill and speed out of a big
pictures as I could of the women in different positions> as they ^ ^
1 UaS SSPeClally lnterSSted ^ ^ -o «U1 had the wet clay on
“ fingers. How closely she watched, intent upon catching every detail
of the woman's work! No doubt she would manage it next time.
Of course the women themselves are interested in learning their work
and doing it well. It spurs them on, too, when they know that they will
be scolded if they are incompetent, and on the other hand that they will
praised if they are industrious and competent. They know the whole
village hears about it.
People of the West
...[complain about] the heavy burdens the women of
the East must bear; it is true that-’ US at the women m many cases do and must
overstrain themselves. But think of the pressure and competition which
prevails in the West! Think of the achievements in sport which require the
of every last bit of power, physical and mental. Then think of
the women who come in from the wilderness carrying great bundles of wood
on their heads knowing they are watched by all the people. What a triumph
it is for them! The greater their burden the greater the attention and
praise they receive. The women are proud of being able to carry heavy-
burdens. They train themselves to be strong and competent. It makes them
espected personally. They are conscious that everybody is watching them
and expressing their opinions.
Strength is not the only thing necessary. They must also show that
they have staying power. She who springs from one thing to another is
blamed. She who sticks to her work until it is done, is praised. For
example: in the spring the women go out into the wilderness to gather
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green plants for food Aq t-u Q , Tthey always go together they watch each other,
give each other advice and afterwards speak about It...
As regards the young girls there is a special practical reason to
watch and value their work, and the young girls themselves are eager
to show what they can do.
Sit Louisa: "People like to choose one who sticks to her work. These
young girls, they are watched. Before people take a bride, they observe."
When considering a girl as a bride, industry and skill are highly
valued. - The proverb says with a certain humour:
The one who picks the wheat
and the one who picks out the lice
and the sewing one,
take her, even if ye have your eyes shut!
Behaviour and Morality
There are many rules and much advice as the behaviour and morality
of a girl. Quite early it is impressed upon her that she must learn to
control herself and watch that she does nothing improper. Of how she is
taught good manners Alya says:
If she scratches her head, she is scolded.
If she licks the ladle from the cooking-pit, she is scolded.
It she eats out-of-doors, she is scolded.
In the evening after the hens are shut up,
the women should not be out—of
—doors
.
Fatme Jedallah: "Except at weddings when they may go out, otherwise
it is a shame. Sitt Louisa: "Indeed, weddings mean great freedom."...
A woman has the right to be out in the morning because her work requires
it. And if a man then ...[bothers] her, his punishment will be very
severe. But already at noon it is different. She really ought to have
finished her work outside. And if a man then ...[bothers] her his
punishment is not so great. But if this happens in the evening the fault
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is hers. Why was she out so late? She has no right to be out In the
evening. This concerns the women who are on the outskirts o£ the village
where they must go to get water and collect wood, grass and herbs.
Nor must a woman run about In the village Itself or to the neighbours.
This is wrong in Itself, and besides leads to gossip, quarrelling and
trouble of all kinds.
Alya expresses the disapproval such behaviour arouses In the following
way:
Running about means gossiping and mischief-making.
She must not be a running-about-woman.
She must not go among the women.
She must not go from house to house.
If she repeats what others say, she is scolded.
If she repeats what others say. It Is as if she carried dust about.
The Arabs condemn gossip by comparing It to the carrying of dust from
one house to another. Nor shall gossip be carried from home to the
neighbours
.
The woman warns her daughter: "Tell not the neighbours what we
cooked !
"
It is considered especially improper to go and lift the lid of
another s cooking pot and see what they are cooking; the neighbours shall
not talk about and discuss what is being cooked in any house. It is no
concern of the neighbours what happens in the family.
Least of all shall the members of the family gossip about each other.
Hear again the advice given to the daughter by the mother concerning her
co-wife
:
"If thy father's wife speaks ' against me, do not tell me about it!"
The mother threatens that if the daughter does this, she will punish
her. "I shall whip thee!" And her argument is very fine.
"The one who said it, does not bear the shame but the one who carried it
further !
"
Ill
Further, a mother says to her daughter:
Do not steal from the garden!
either figs nor tomatoes! Do
It is shameful!
not steal anything!
A father gives similar advic
leaves his house:
e to his daughter, when as a bride she
^perfect? ^
^"^“"^"^ranger
' s property-
0 ' the nelShbours
>
P ec . Let not the women make fun of thee!
And the mother uses the same opportunity to repeat some of the advice
she has already many times earlier tried to impress on her daughter.
I£
e
she repeats *1 n^
8113 ("UCh) «= - shameful!
Tf
what others say, it is shameful!it she lies, it is shameful!...
The mother adds:
If she steals, it is shameful!
If she laughs with young men. It Is shameful!
In the Arabs' moral code for women the rules and advice for their
behaviour towards men are very important. Some concern their behaviour
towards the husband and others their behaviour towards strange men.
A woman must not raise her voice against her husband. This is a
reason for divorce. He is her lord (ba’el)."
The tongue of the wife shall be ’sweet*. If a bride is praised for
her stately figure and her beauty, the reply may be:
The milk is white too,
a tree is high
and a cow fat!
This implies that praise of a bride’s beauty is superfluous. Other
qualities are necessary. The tongue is the most important. What if a
woman is beautiful, if she has an evil tongue? The faculty of speech
distinguishes man from all other beings on the earth. Much in life depends
upon how this gift is used. Does not a proverb say: "A kind word can attract
even the snake from his nest."
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And a woman shall speak to her husband In such a way that he
shall be good-tempered. She shall not cause trouble and bring disharmony
into his house.
Again, a woman shall always show her husband a happy face.
Another saying is: "The woman is her husband's mirror."
TO this Sitt Louisa said: "This means that the one face expresses
the same as the other. If thy face smiles, it brings joy. If the wife's
face is sour and angry, the husband gets bad-tempered."
How the Arabs dislike a gloomy face appears from the following
statement
:
My first trouble is a miserable face.
My second trouble is blood-guiltiness.
and my third trouble, war with my father’s brother.
It is also said:
The first evil, from which I take refuge in God
is entering an unlighted house,
and the second is the company of mad people,
and the third is a defiant face!
...the Arab view... [ is J:
The Prophet — upon him be prayer — said:
^There^are^ three things in the world which give joy."
Wl-iat? ' - "Firstly, fresh water, Secondly, fresh green.
Thirdly, a fresh and beautiful face."
This does not imply that a woman shall show a friendly face to
eveLyone. As far as strange men are concerned a woman cannot be careful
enough.
Alya: "If she talks with the men, she is scolded. Thou hast no right
to speak with the men!"
If a woman must pass some men, she shall modestly draw her head-cloth
over her face, so that they cannot catch a glimpse of it. She shall also
conceal her hands.
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The first-born is praised in many respects nnt iy P » o least morally. People
think she is more exemplary than her younger sisters.
Alya: "The first-born daughter is modest. She wraps herself up in
her head-cloth and holds her tongue" - i. e
. is careful with her speech.
The mother says to her daughter: "If thou art walking alone, and
a man is behind thee, do not turn round!" The men talk in their club and
say. So-and-so walked and turned round !* 1
• So-and-so we met mra-tr r* .may God protect her! She wrapped herself
up in her head-cloth!"
Alya states: "If she does not turn out to be a well-behaved girl,
the one who brought her up is cursed."
The mother is blamed for all faults. Therefore a mother appeals to
her daughter and says: "Dost thou not wish to protect my honour from
others Dost thou wish to shame me?"
Again, to a good daughter it is said:
Let the womb live that bore thee!
Let the breasts live which suckled thee!
The mother of a good girl is blessed and is wished long life on the
earth.
A married woman must also be very careful in her behaviouE towards
the men. This is especially important for a woman married in another place
Say to the stranger woman: Thou enterest a prison!" they say.
By this is meant that a woman who comes to another place through her
marriage, must be prepared for all her words and actions to be observed
very critically and for slightest fault to be censured.
When Saada, wife of Mhammad Yusef, ... was brought as a child bride
from the neighbouring village of el-Khadr to Artas, she went the next
morning to the spring to fetch water. Hamdiye who was also there, told me
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How an Ihose at the spring sa„ Saada 11£t up her ^ high ^ ^
henna-decorated feel and legs were seen. The glrl-br 1de was natnra lly so
HaPPy and proud of the, that she could not hefp showing the,. But this at
once gave offence. And Hamdiye, according to what she said, went and
reproached her for the raised dress.
"Remember"
,
she said, "that thou art now in Artas! " she impUed:
"In thy home village people may not be so particular of women's morals.
But here in Artas we demand respectable women!"...
Her parents and the people in her village know it only too well.
So they warn her already beforehand and urge her to be extremely careful
not to give offence in her husband's village.
The exceptionally strict morality demanded from a stranger wife, gives
rise to the advice given to a daughter when being educated and to the advice
and the warnings addressed to her when leaving her home, and this gives an
extremely good idea of the moral standard to which the women are educated.
I give here some examples:
"As a stranger — thou must not speak to men and not lift thy
dress! And not sit with the neighbours and not smile at the men. The
men will take hold of thee, the men will try. Watch! Be not free with
them. If they curse thee, look angry and curse them again and strike!"
And. In thy life among strangers - do not quarrel with the people!
Do not carry tales!"
And: "Be careful in thy stranger life! Let nobody speak about thee,
nor the women make fun of thee! The women flatter thee to thy face and
afterwards are stinging scorpions. Cleverness is needed for the men - and
purity! The stranger woman must be perfect!"
This advice finishes with the wish:
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"Let the people say: Let her live and may the house from „hlch she
live. Bravo for her! And let them not say: May she be cursed!"
Only a good daughter can bring her family honour and blessing.
And yet people sometimes bewail, and have reason to bewail their
hard fortune in being obliged to bring up a daughter only to be cursed
by strangers in her husband's house later on.
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Going to School
Editor s Introduction: Girls traditionally did
East except in
S° t0 Scho<>1 ln «>e Middle
very small numbers. Their pl ace was ln
to be good wives and mothers by helpin. the
ni" S h°B
However, i„ the last thi t
greater and
Y " f0rt7 7631:3 WOme
" h68™ t0 8° t0 Sch°o1 «
opportunity for an education as men. It is now common for girls to attend
elementary school in the Middle East and , n „
are „„
" "hat "OSt Mlddle Eastern governments
attempting to do is to provide opportunities for girls to'L §l i
s
go on to high
schools and universities as well. Much of thi*C s revolution in women's educationhas come in the last fifteen to twenty years As ay - n example of the rise in
women's education in the Middle East, in Iraq in 1965 307 f ,q m /
- the elementary and
the high school age students were girls. In addition, over 257. of the
students at the University of Baghdad were women. This represents a tremendous
facrease in education for women and is representative of the trend throughout
the Middle East.
Amongst wealthy families in the Middle East, women have been educated for a
-ch longer time. Many, who did not go to schools, had private tutors, m the
excerpt that follows*
,
Najmeh Najafi describes how she first went to school and
what school meant to her.
Najmeh Najafi & Helen Hinckley, Persia Is My Heart
. Harper & Bros. 1953.
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My greatest traveling in those days was down the avenue and across a
few streets to the school.
I had been in school since I was five, but the school had not yet
begun to broaden my life. It was like another room of my home with my
teacher, Zarah, taking the place for a few hours of my nurse, Zarah.
Ordinarily children in Persia do not go to school until they are six.
There are no kindergartens in connection with the public schools of our
country. There are the ancient mektabs, Moslem schools, kept for little
girls by old women whose faces are like withered apples, the fingers on
their hands like winter dead twigs; for the boys by old men.
Once when I was three, or maybe four, my mother sent me to such a
school. She and Zarah were busy and it seemed a good idea. I remember
that my mother gave me a book before she left me seated at the feet of the
old lady. I don't remember much except that we were told to keep quiet.
Some way I got a pair of scissors and cut all the pictures out of my
book At noon we were served little wheat cakes for lunch, and after
I had eaten I lay down on the carpet and slept. It was the time for my
nap.
I do not remember whether I went to the mektab for two days or three.
When I was five one of my friends, a girl maybe two years older than
I, maybe three, stopped at my house on the way to school. "Come along
with me," she suggested. "No one will be angry."
"No one will be angry? They won't be angry at the school?" I asked,
to make doubly certain before I made any decision...
"No one will be angry," my friend again assured me, and I went with
her to the school.
The school, like my home, was built on three sides of a rather large
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court. In the center of the court was a pool. The principal's office
faced the court on the left side. The school principal was a woman with
a harsh, almost manlike face whose duty it seemed to the little girls in
the school was to make the law,... My friend told me this in a quick
whisper as we went around the other end of the pool to escape her chance
attention.
At the other end of the pool the school janitors had the first room.
It was a large supply closet, really, but they had stocked it with candy
and other goodies which they sold to the girls for several times the
price charged in the bazaars. I do not know how they got this concession
[store], whether by purchase or "gift". They were nicknamed by the girls
Father and Mother. The rest of that wing and the building facing
the court from the rear contained classrooms.
You ask about the lavatory? Listen, we are talking about Persia.
There was a small closet where the af tabe was kept. The aftabe is a
rather large round jug with a narrow neck and a wide mouth. On one side
is a spout, on the other side is a handle. The aftabe is for use if you
need a rest room. After you have used it you carry it to the pool in
the center of the court, empty it and wash it clean. That is what the
pool is really for - for the emptying and washing of the aftabe.
We do not mind using the aftabe at school. We are all girls at the
school and besides we are used to the same system at home.
After my friend had shown me where the aftabe was kept, she took me
to the first-grade room and I went in alone. No one asked, "Whose girl is
this? What age is she?" I was given a seat with Nahede and Mastaneh, who
today are two of my best friends, though we have gone different ways in
life. Mastaneh is married and has a home and children. Nahede is a
student in Teheran. Sitting there with the two little girls all day,
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I had a delicious sense of belonging.
mngs weren't qufbe so smooch at home when I returned that afcernoon,
„y
OU8
' WhEre y°U beM? ^ dW
-
-ese were the quest lons.You are too young for school - a babv " Wk 7y, both Zarah and my mother said.
Perhaps they were thinking of my three days at Mektab.
But I want to go to school," I coaxed’
- The next morning my mother
went with me and signed my name oh the school records.
I sometimes wonder why I was so willing, even eager, to sit absolutely
schools of my country, and the only free day is Friday, the Moslem Sabbath.
There are six grades, equivalent to the eight grades in an American
elementary school. The whole approach to learning is different. First
there are the twenty-five letters of our alphabet that we must learn to
recognize and recite in order. Next we must learn how these letters
make words. Very soon we are given a book and begin to sound out the
words and see them in sentences. The back of a Persian book is the front
to an American. Starting on the last page we read each line from right
to left.
As soon as we begin to master the reading of Farsi, the language
of Persia, we must learn the Arabic since the Koran is written in that
language and it is important that each person be able to read about her
religion for herself. Arithmetic is another subject that Persians are
particularly quick at learning. Omar Khayyam, the Persian poet that all
English readers know, also wrote a book on algebra. The numbers we learn
m school are similar to yours, since we too got them and our decimal system
from the Arabs ....
School is tiring for the body but it is refreshing to the mind.
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Have you seen a fish that has just been taken from the uater with its
m0Uth °Pe" reaChlnS 3lr? ** ** ^s always been like the fish's
mouth - open for information and wisdom...
,-.My favorite aunt... during the school vacation
... coaxed me to
spend as much time with her as I could. She loved me as she had when I
was tiny. But now there was a difference in our relationship. Before,
she had been my teacher, showing me how to sew. listening to me repeat my
devot ions
; now I was her teacher. Each word I learned to read and write
I taught to her. She laughed with delight when I checked her small
arithmetic problems and found them correct. She clapped her hands when
she read a chapter in my primer [school book] without error. She had
had a chance to attend school and she was hungry for knowledge.
Perhaps it was from her that I learned that there is a joy in learning
that people who take education for granted may never find.
One day, I believe that I was in the third grade - or perhaps in
the fourth - I saw upon the teacher's desk a globe with wide expanses of
blue surrounding odd-shaped, vari-colored patches. All morning I kept my
eyes upon the globe, waiting for an explanation. At last the teacher said,
"We shall study geography. This globe stands for the world."
In a second I knew that all of the blue spaces were oceans and that
the vari-colored areas were the "lands and people"... First, of course,
we found Persia-; next our near neighbors; and finally, twirling the
globe slowly. Western Europe and on the other side of a wide space of
blue, America.
I do not know whether or not my teacher was particularly gifted in the
teaching of geography. I know only that the subject captivated me; maps
became my favorite possessions, and I followed every strange name, with
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the thought that some day I would see that place.
Because I dreamed always of travel. I kept ny ears llstenlng
for talk about the Trans-Iranian Railway which was being built to connect
the Persian Gulf with the Caspian Sea.
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The Public Bath
Editor's Introduction: As we have seen, girls in the Middle East did not
traditionally go to school but stayed at home and learned from their mothers
how to be good wives and how to raise children. In our country it sometimes
happens that the first baby a woman has ever held is her own. In the Middle
East, on the other hand, a girl may have ten or fifteen years experience taking
care of babies and children by the time she becomes a mother.
But whether or not a young girl's life is spent at home or at school, great
effort is put into planning for her marriage. Traditionally girls married a
cousin, for in this way extended family units within the clan could remain
close, and therefore there was some assurance that she would become a member of
a friendly family with the same customs. Furthermore, by marrying a cousin, the
bride price would go to a relative and would not be lost to a different family
or clan.
Until very recently, and even today, the final decision as to whom a child
would marry lay with the parents. As children tended to marry in their early
teens, parents felt their own experience and judgment in picking a partner of
suitable character and personality to be superior to that of their children.
Furthermore, marriage in the Middle East is in many ways not a marriage between
two people, as it is in America, but a marriage between two families. A
marriage between two families becomes a kind of alliance and tends to assure
cooperation between these families. As the responsibility of choosing partners
for their children rests with the parents, and especially the mothers, a great
deal of attention is paid to finding and surveying potential wives and husbands.
One of the places where young girls could be observed and where mothers
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could discuss the marriage o£ their children was the public bath. The public
bath-called hanmam throughout the Middle East- Is similar to what we call a
Turkish bath. The following description of the public bath and the women's
life there is taken from Najmeh Najafl and Helen Hinckley's Persia is My Heart
JU
''Najmeh Najafi & Helen Hinckley, Persia is My Heart
,
Harper & Bros., New York.
1953 ..
II
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The bathhouse that I like best has not been changed in the *mory of
man * U 18 bUUt °f brlck— ^ these houses ate. The door is level
with the avenue, but once you step over the thrPQh^iaF u n es old you must descend eight
Ot ten steps to teach the floor level. A very thin „oman sits on a sort of
stool behind a high table.
. .takes your .oney, and notions to a seat against
the wall.
No foreign people enter these ancient baths. They might not be "clean”.
All around the large room with its brick walls painted in steam-softened
colors, perhaps fifteen by twenty-five feet, there is a brick ledge for sit-
ting and for holding the bath case you have brought. In the center of the
room is a square pool of cold water. This is not for bathing. There is a
short passageway that leads from this room to the real bath, as you say,
Turkish bath." Here the air is comforting with steam. All around the room,
even larger than the other, is a very low brick ledge for sitting. We have
undressed m the other room and now each woman sits upon a brightly lacquered
tray to be certain that she is sitting on a clean place. Now will come the
attendants of the bath to wait on us. There are bright copper bowls on the
floor m front of each woman. These the attendants keep filled with hot water
from the large pool at the end of the room.
I have a special attendant ... for whom I wait because I like the way she
does. While she rubs over the body with her hand encased in a very soft—
knitted bath mitten, someone else will be washing the hair; applying the henna.
*
.
Henna is a custom in my country. It is not used for color but to make the
hair strong. We are all woman and...we purr in the luxury of sweet-scented
k
a reddish substance Middle Eastern women often put on
their hair and hands
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soapsuds, war. water, and gently
.nassaglng hands. There Is much gaiety,
much laughter. The best of food Is sent fro. the homes, for this is an
activity that will take several hours, and hot tea is served with the fruit
and bread and other delicacies.
What do we talk about? Women things of course. Food, and children,
and clothes, and husbands. Politics, too, because now that women are at-
tending higher schools, even doing some work in the world of man, they are
better informed about the world. Many women will quote their husbands on
all important matters; men are still the head of the house and most often
do the thinking for the women and hand down ideas as if their judgment were
infallible (never wrong)
.
But often when the young girls are at the bath the talk is of the girls
themselves. This girl has a musical laugh, this one hair which curls even
in the steam, this one a fresh sweet skin. The women are constantly on the
watch for suitable brides for their kinsmen; their brothers, their cousins,
their sons.
From behind her copper washing bowl a dark thin woman with a straight-
boned face half covers her mouth as her eyes travel over the body of a twelve-
year-old ... child . She whispers to her neighbor, "Who is that child?" The
neighbor looks and shakes her head. With a gesture of the finger the woman
calls the girl's bath attendant to her. "Who is that child? Of what family?"
Now the bath attendant glows with enthusiasm. She tells all she knows
about the girl, information she has been. .. (collecting) over a period of time
for just such an opportunity. This girl, she says, comes from the most ancient
and honorable family in Teheran. She is kin to the royal family... The family
has wealth. The girl arrives at the bath in a great Cadillac with two uni-
formed servants. The girl is unspoiled by all this family importance, all this
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wealth. She is simple and sweet. Her hair is of fine texture and she hasn't
a tooth missing. And her skin! Like pear blossoms to the touch.
Much of the account will be exaggerated but the woman who is asking can
separate the truth from the fiction. She knows that if... (an engagement) comes
.
of a visit to the home of the girl in behalf of her son the bath attendant will
expect from her a large tip.
There will be other
... (rewards for) the women, too. Two days before the
wedding the girl will invite to the bathhouse twenty or thirty friends to
spend the day in cleansing.
.. for this function there will be a feast from the
home of the bride. The attendant will share the feast. There will be a gift
to the woman who washes the bride of a fine new dress.
When the attendant answers ... she must tell all the good, conceal the
not-so-good, and add as much as is credible to the story, for she is playing
for great winnings.
In the city bathhouse and in the bathhouse of the village, the conversation
is the same. Always in the minds of the women there is a lively interest in the
young girls. For the women are the suitors of Persia. When a young girl leaves
her tray to go into the hot pool or to dip screaming into the... cold pool, many
eyes will follow her. The girl does not mind. She knows that the place that
woman must occupy in her country is... (a beautiful wife) to her husband and
respected mother to her children. She is flattered at the admiring glances,
and smiles inside herself at the tall tale that she is sure the bath attendant
is telling.
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Courtship
Editor’s Introduction: Courtship, in the trsHlf i
„ t
aditional Middle East, was carried
out by the parents and relatives of children and i kC not by the young men and
women themselves. I n manv csspi 37
' 3 y°UnS C°Uple have played together as
= t ten and thus would remember each other, but often they would not have seen
each other for four or five years or more. Sometimes, a young ma„, revering
a girl he had played with and liked, would ask hie' s mother to ask her friends
about her character, beauty and reputation and in hP c , to observe her at the public
bath, or visit her and her parents at her home.
g rl reached marriageable age, usually between 13 and 17. groups of
women representing various families, would visit the girl at her home. During
these visits the girl was expected to be on her best behavior, serve tea and
refreshments, and play an instant or perform in some way. Often girls were
unprepared for the first visit, as described in the following excerpt from
Persia is Mv Heart
,
but the maturity and readiness Qf the glrl £or marrlage wag
one of the things the women had come to see.
Najmeh Najafi & Helen Hinckley,
1953
.
Persia is My Heart
, Harper & Bros., New York.
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The other day I wrote a letter to a o-ir-i c • , .girl friend In Persia and I told her
that 1 still like best the Persian way of choosing a wife for a man. Women
can see reality, real virtues, important things. Not for them will a pretty
face cover a lot of evil temper...
The wife of a very exceptional American „„ once asked me, 'What are you
going to do when you finish school here?"
She is an intelligent woman, much interested in what is happening all
over the world so I began to tell her about my plans... (to do social work in
Iranian Villages).
"You don't want to do that," she said. "Why don't you catch an American
husband?"
"Catch?" I said. "Catch?"
"Yes, I caught mine. He did not think of marrying me at first so I
told him I wanted to marry him and he agreed."
I know that she is joking but still I don’t like the American word "catch.
At college I do not like the way American girls display themselves for the men.
I have watched the courtship of my two brothers with my mother doing the
courting. Both of my brothers married friends of our family... My mother had
known the girls since they were little children so she did not have to set an
inquiry around in the bathhouse. But there was ... (another) procedure she did
follow
.
It is the custom for the mother, with as many female relatives as to care
to, (to) make the call... The call is a polite one, but all eyes are open.
The girl knows the eyes are upon her and she feels her knees knocking together,
her smile made of cardboard on her face, her hands trembling. For this call
she has prepared herself without make-up. Make-up might hide a blemish which
the mother must see if she is not to be deceived. If her hair is straight it
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is combed straight, not •'set" in hankie waves. * curly hair was horn with
™ so I do not need to wear my hair straight for the suitors.
The girl pours tea and shows her knowledge of grace and etiquette. If
she is a musician she may sing or play a musical instrument, or if she is a
dancer she may dance one of the traditional dances of my country...
Oh, the trying hours when the teapot feels as if it must jump from the
hand ... -
Once outside the house there is much talking between the female suitors.
"I saw-" says one. "You did!" The other rolls the eyes in disbelief. "Well,
the thing I noticed was-" There is nothing left undiscussed.
If the suitors are pleased with the girl, with her accomplishments, with
the wealth and position of her family, next time, very soon, the prospective
groom will visit, too. The man will be older than the girl, maybe five years
or so. Or maybe he will be a middle-aged or even an old man looking.
.. (for a
second wife or) for a wife to take the place of one lost by death...
Westerners are always interested in the harems of Islamic countries. Now
they are not like the harem(s)
. .
.
(of ) . . . the Arabian Nights stories. A man
is allowed by Koranic law to have four wives if he can provide for them and will
be just to all of them; but few can afford to keep more than one wife and her
family. And to be "just" to four at once? That would be a great challenge.
So most older men looking for a wife are those who have lost a wife through
death. In America I heard of a widow in her middle sixties who had recently
married a man of her age. I was surprised. A girl of fewer years than twenty
would have been the choice of such a man in my country.
Reza Shah 'made a law forbidding child marriages. The girl, according to
law, must be sixteen. But still many girls marry at eleven, twelve, thirteen
*
the King of Iran
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(in spite of the law)...
flrS£ SUlt °r Came t0 "y h°USe I was eleven or twelve. I was
at home alone, barefooted, watering can In one band and a bard chewy cookie
in tbe other. When t saw a carriage stop in front of my home i dropped the
watering can in the court and hurried into the house in full view of the...
ladies who were.
.. (getting out).
We do not have bells, but knockers on our door. "Knock, knock, knock."
I pushed back the curtain from the small peephole in the door. "What
do you want?" I asked, chewing on the cookie.
We want to see the young girl of the hnncp " f6 s n ouse
> the foremost woman said in
a very sweet voice.
I am the girl," I said, still chewing and not opening the door.
"Open the door, dearie," she coaxed. "You seem like a nice child."
Suddenly the awful thought struck me that I was grown up— that these
women were suitors! "I'm not ready-for that!" I cried, dropping the curtain
and retreating to the back of the house. "Go to another home, please. It is
not time for me!"
The summer that I was fourteen an older cousin, Efaht, was visiting me
and we were bored. We spent almost a day in the bathhouse but there was...
(nothing to do m) the evening. We had heard a certain girl whom we didn't
know discussed m the bathhouse. "Her mother," my bath attendant had told me,
"is very eager to marry her daughter off. We've done all we can for her, but
something goes amiss .
"
There must be something wrong with such a girl," my cousin's attendant
said
.
Thinking about this conversation, later, gave us a project to see us
over a dull evening.
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We sent a servant to announce to this woman that suitors would call.
When he returned the two of us dressed carefully... and went to pay the call.
...We were treated with the greatest respect. That poor girl! She served
us fruit and tea and cake—every thing of the best. She sang for us. She an-
swered questions as did her mother. The mother told of the girl's dowry, praised
her virtues, declared she had no shortcomings. Finally we withdrew... The
mother was reluctant to have us leave without a promise to return. She followed
us to the door, still with praise of her daughter.
After Efaht and I... laughed and giggled. Perhaps we enjoyed the whole
thing because we were both reluctant to see suitors and were being subjected
more and more often to such calls. We should have taken pity on the poor,
white, shaking, eager girl. But we were too young to know pity.
I did not want to see suitors, but sometimes my mother consented to such
calls, and I acted as gracious and grown up as I could. One day my sister
Fahri called me and said, "Najmeh, I have special guests coming to my home.
Will you come over and help me?"
Of course, I would be glad to.
"Come soon," she suggested. "And wear one of your nicest dresses. These
are really important guests."
I hurried over and helped arrange the fruits and cakes and other things
on the table. I worked with the flowers. When the guests came I was very,
very gay. Sometimes I am like that... Never did I spend a more pleasant
evening
.
After the guests had gone Fahri looked at me from under lowered lids as
if she were ashamed of something. "Those were suitors," she said. "They
wanted to meet you."
"You did this to me!" I cried, arranging my hands to fit around her
neck. "To me!
"
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Now her blue eyes were wide open, laughing with a white light shining
through her face. I laughed, too, No danger about those suitors returning!
But the next day they came back. They were pleased with the girl. She
was so gay, so unself-conscious!
I decided not to marry. At least not for a long, long time. But it
would be exciting to be.
.. (engaged) I was almost envious of my friends who
were happily preparing for marriage..
After the call by the female relatives, after the boy (or man) has visited
the home and has said that he is satisfied, then the parents of both the boy
and girl get together to talk about the dowry of the girl, the gifts of the
boy, the wedding, the ceremony, other matters.
The first gift of the groom’s parents to the bride will be, most likely,
a diamond ring... If the parents can afford it... After this will come the
handwritten, beautifully illuminated copy of the Koran. This too is a very
expensive gift. Later there will be such gifts, as silver candlesticks done
with the care and creative precision of the Persian artisan, silver mirror,
lacquered chests— the gifts are reflections of the artistic culture of Persia.
For two or three months, maybe even for a year the bride will remain
in the home of her mother getting her dowry arranged. In my country this is
a happy time in the girl's life and in the mother's too, when the two work
together for the life-long happiness of the girl.
As I grew older there were many suitors coming to my home. This does
not mean that I was the most attractive girl in Teheran, Ordinarily suitors
visit many girls before they make a choice. Sometimes, nowadays, the men,
themselves, select a girl and ask their female relatives to make the first
call. Of the many who called at my home there were several who wanted to call
again. But I was not satisfied. Ordinarily the girl is not asked if she is
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satisfied. It is her business to satisfy' R„r t .,. But my family understood me.
My mother would have liked to have me marry well as Fahti and Fahri did
but she knew that a man who would make an excellent hnshand For ninety per
cent of Persian girls would not be happy with tPpy me. I must have something more
than a good man, a kind man, a man of good family • •n , and position and means.
I must have a husband who can read my heart if t7 6 l 1 °Pen it to him. Who under-
stands what I must do because I am I...
But no. I was not yet ready. I had many dreams
,
many wishes still
unfulfilled... I prayed. "God let me be just myself, Just Najmeh, until I
have done the things that I must do."
Watching One's Reputation
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Eat what you please.
But wear what pleases others.
Egyptian proverb
Editor's Introduction: As we have mentioned before, belonging to an extended
family can be more difficult than belonging to a nuclear family, for though you
have more people to turn to for help, you also have more people to observe what
you do and make sure what you are doing does not hurt the reputation of the
family. Girls are especially watched over, for if they run away or marry with-
out their parents' permission, the reputation of the family will be ruined. We
have seen how boys and girls lead separate lives once they reach their teens,
and how a girls' place is in the home. This system is intended to make the
girl a good housewife and mother and to keep the honor of the family. In many
ways the watch over girls in towns and villages in the Middle East is like the
close notice taken of what people are doing in small towns in the U.S. In such
small towns everyone knows and talks about what his neighbor is doing, who is
visiting whom, who took a walk with whom and the like.
In the excerpt that follows, we see that even when a girl is away from her
family, her reputation affects the people with whom she lives and works. The
following selection is taken from Nuri Guntekin’s novel, The Autobiography of
a Turkish Girl.’'
JL
Nuri Guntekin, The Autobiography of a Turkish Girl , George Allen & Unwin Ltd.
London '49.
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This evening, when school was over, the headmistress* asked me to come
to her room; and this is what she said:
"Feride Hanim, my dear, I am very pleased with your keenness and the
serious way in which you do your work. But you have one fault. You still
believe yourself to be in Istanbul. There’s a well-known proverb that says
'Beauty always brings trouble.' You're both pretty and young, so you ought
to look after yourself better; but you've been guilty of several...
[mistakes in your conduct]. Now, don't get into a state, my dear; I'm
not saying it's your fault, but I do say that you've been incautious.
For instance, this place is not so much behind the times that women can't
go about smartly dressed, and that applies to our teachers as well. But
what may seem quite natural to others, has attracted attention in you;
because, my dear girl, your youth and beauty have turned the head of every
man you meet, to such an extent that there has begun to be talk in the town.
I sit here as if I knew nothing, but I get news of all that's going on.
From the officers in ... [the army] and the business men in the cafes,
right down to the older students in the secondary school, there's not a
soul that doesn't recognise you at a distance; not one that doesn't talk
about you.
"And now you might ask by what right I speak to you about these things,
and why I do so; and there are two reasons, my dear. The first is that
you're a really good child, but after all, very inexperienced. I ve become
something of an expert in human nature, and so I want to be a kind of mother,
‘'principal
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the school to be considered. Isn't that so, my dear?"
Without looking me in the face, she continued
....
"
Ihe school u ,
sacred place, like the Mosque. It's my most important duty to protect it
from gossip, scandal, and every other kind of evil. Isn't it? But all
this talk has, unfortunately, drawn attention to the school. Do you
notice how many fathers and brothers have come to fetch their daughters
and sisters? It may be you haven't noticed it, but I have. They come to
see you, not to fetch the children. It seems that one day you tied up one
Of the poorer children's hair with a bit of ribbon; I don't know how the
news got about, but
...[a] young
... [soldier] met the child in the street,
gave her some money, took the ribbon, and went off with it. And now, from
time to time, he sticks it in his buttonhole, and makes his friends laugh
by saying, 'now you've got to look up to me. I've been given a decoration
by Gulbeseker. '* And yesterday our doorkeeper Mehmet brought me some
strange news. Some drunk men coming back from the public house the night
before stopped in front of the school door, and one of them made a speech,
in which he said, 'I saw Gulbeseker touch a black stone in the wall. For
God's sake let us worship.’ So you see, my dear, these goings-on are neither
good for you nor for the school. But as if all this was not enough, you've
committed another indiscretion; you seem to have had a talk with Captain
Ihsan in Abdurahman’s house. If you had accepted Madame 's proposal** no
harm would have been done, but to meet a young man and then to refuse so
good an offer has attracted attention. ’Ah, she refuses Ihsan Bey, it
means she loves someone else; who is it, I wonder? That’s the kind of talk
The villagers' nickname for Feride' Hanim the Schoolteacher
**His mother’s proposal to marry her son Ihsan
going around now.
I listened to all she had to say without answering or loving. The
headmistress
,
who was afraid at first that I should object and protest,
began at last to be uneasy at my silence, with some show of hesitation
she said. "What have you got to say to all this, Feride Hanlm?"
I sighed deeply and said, "It’s all u j .» true, headmistress. I was be-
ginning to be aware of it mv^pif t’™ysel . I m sotry t0 have to leave this lovely
Place, but what can I do? Write to the Department and make some excuse
for having me sent somewhere else. Your greatest generosity and kindness
would be not to give the real reason but to find some other excuse. You
can say, 'She lacks knowledge of administration,' or 'She won't work, she
is idle,’ or 'insubordinate' [doesn’t obey orders]. Say what you like, I
shan't complain. But don't say, 'She's become the talk of the town!’"
The headmistress said nothing, but she thought hard. I turned to the
window, in order not to show that my eyes had filled with tears. I looked
at the mountains opposite; they seemed like clouds slowly fading away in
the darkening sky. Ah! Calikusu* was beginning to feel the wind of exile
again, from those mountains. The wind of exile! It's a phrase without
meaning for those who have never really experienced it. In my mind’s
eye, there spread out before me roads growing narrower and narrower, and
more and more dreary, that seemed to have no end to them. And in my ear
I could hear the distant echo of bells. Oh, how long, how long? And why?
To what end?
The Wren" in Turkish. Feride Hanim's nickname for herself.
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A Jailhouse of My Own
Where you are not known.
Do whatever you like.
Arab proverb
Editor's Introduction: As we have seen in the last selection, it is particu-
larly difficult to keep one's reputation when one comes from a city background
into a more conservative small town. In the city one is relatively
free, for there are so many people and the space is so large that it is
impossible to keep track of what everyone is doing. Thus, life in Middle
Eastern cities is in many ways close to life in cities in America. Families
are smaller and people are freer to do as they like It is t-h c , , ,^ J-J-K-e. i us very hard for
one raised in a city to accept the ways of the villages.
In the following short story, Ihsan Kamal, an Egyptian woman writer, tells
of the struggle of an Egyptian woman from the city to adjust to the ways of her
husband's village. It is a remarkable story of a woman's quest for happiness
in a clash between the world of the city and the world of the village.*
*
A Jailhouse of my Own," Ihsan Kamal, in Arabic Writing Today, Mahmoud
Manzalaoui editor, Dar-Al Maaref, Cairo, '68.
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I do not know why every time I passed in front of the Hadara prison, when
I was a child, a tremor ran through my body
Perhaps it was ...(that I saw) the twenty years I was to spend in another
prison, later on. I had committed no crime, unless it is a crime to marry,
for which the penalty is a life sentence. For that had been my only crime.
I had married, and so found myself living behind bars. Thick heavy bars of
convention harder and far more unyielding than bars of iron. Only my husband,
who was at the same time my jailer, made it tolerable by his kindness and love,
so that I did not once try to break out.
He was my father's partner in business in Alexandria when I first came to
know him and admire him, and he occupied the flat facing ours where we lived
in Ramleh. What first made me notice him was his consideration towards his
neighbours. For instance he would never embarrass my mother by remaining on
his balcony when she was out on ours. Also, when he came to visit my father
he ... always made a point of choosing a seat from which he could not see out
of the drawing room (living room) into any other room; before leaving, he
would wait until my father had cleared the way. If my mother or
I happened to run into him, and greet him, he would return the greeting
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and acquaintances. in my lmaglnatlon> he_ ,
__^ _
distant land, not only to trade, but perhaps also to seek a bride
from amongst us. Would I be the one?
It was no wonder then in t-ui
.
... this way, that I consented to marry him
when he proposed. I „as only sixteen while hey , was twice my age: my father
had left me in complete free dom to make my own decision.
The first couple of years went by like a dream from which I was
rudely awakened.... A bad
...[business venture) left both my father and
my husband ruined: their shops were sold.
.. . We had lost everything.
My father then moved to Cairo where he found a job working as an agent
for a number of dealers, many of whom had, at one time, worked for him.
But my husband. Hag Ahmed, decided to return to his native village where
he intended to live on the income of a few
. .
.
[acres of land] which he
still owned there. So it was that I came to live in that village I had
heard so much about. I had not been there a month when I wished I had
never laid eyes upon it. For soon 1 discovered that living there was
no different from living in a prison... - high grim walls cut one off from
the rest of the world. No matter what I tried to do, a wall of conventions
loomed high before me: a wall invisible to all but myself, against which
I alone banged my head.
I was astonished at first to find that none of the other womenfolk
complained. I should have known that, to them, this was a normal pattern
for, as I came to realize, they lived their whole life confined to their
homes, never doubting that within them lay the entire universe. But it
was different for me; I was born beside the open sea and its inviting
beaches, I was raised in the bustle of the public parks, the crowded
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cinemas, large avenues, big department stores, busy traffic and hurrying
crowds. How could I regard my new life as anything but imprisonment?
Conventions in Upper Egypt are more rigid than elsewhere, but they
were more so than ever in the particular village where we lived
The people were never tired of boasting that there, a woman left her house
only twice in her lifetime. Once to leave her father's house when she
married, and finally to go from her husband's house to her grave.
'Home' consisted of a number of small buildings standing around a large
courtyard. They all opened out on it except the one with a frontage upon
the street: this was called the dawwar, and it served as a guest-house,
where the men of the family gathered in the evenings, to receive callers
from other families and officials from town. There were three such house-
holds in the village belonging to the three branches of the family which
ruled the region and to which my husband proudly belonged. The rest of
the village consisted of the mud huts of the peasants, or 'serfs' as they
were called. The womenfolk of one household were allowed to visit one
another after sundown. But they could go to the other two compounds only
to perform their 'duty', that is to say, when there was a death to condole
upon. Venturing outside the village was a privilege reserved for those
lucky enough to be afflicted with a malady for which the local doctor was
insufficient, and which needed the more specialized services of the doctor
in Girgeh.
The days dragged on at a crawling pace. Long, tedious, empty days.
Life itself came to a halt and remained still and stagnant I
felt as if a great weight was round my neck stifling me.
I decided to rebel. I tried to rouse the other women to rebel too and
free themselves I did not imagine that they would blame me for this.
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^ 1 ~ ChamPi0nlng *^ > - - X— eucev che annals°ry as the Hberatress [freer] of the women of Upper Egypt. But their
mockery and [scorn, damped my enthusiasm; and ^ ^^^
of my
... activities to their husbands, who did not faii to report them to
mine.
.
.
I decided to avoid them in the future not only because of my husband's
rebukes, but because an evening spent with them only added to my boredom,
With its petty gossip. It would be unjust of me to blame them: how could
they have tried to talk of international events, or the current trends in
literature at home and abroad, or the latest film, or the trend in fashions!
I even began to dislike the reading from which, at first, I derived conso-
lation. Books and magazines spoke to me of a world beyond my reach. The
only respite from this depressing atmosphere was in the few moments when
Hag Ahmed came home to our own quarters, after an evening spent in the
dawwar. Gentle and understanding,
... He felt what I suffered, and as-
sured me that things would change when I had a child to occupy me. The
child did not come until two years had gone by....
Time went slightly faster now. Salwa* was growing up: my boredom
and frustration seemed to shrink as I watched her grow. I began to feel
more cheerful. The feeling of being in a prison did not vanish, but it
came at intervals - no longer gnawing at me every moment like a bad tooth.
During all the years I was Hag Ahmed's wife, I visited Cairo only
twice. The first was to attend my father's funeral. There, for the
first time, I met my younger sister's husband and saw her children. I
also saw my only brother again, now nearly a man. When I wept on returning
to the village, Hag Ahmed promised to let me go back to Cairo as soon as
a girl's name
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circumstances allowed. But this did not happen until, weighed down by
illness
various
Hag Ahmed was advised by his doctor to go to the capital for
tests. By now Salwa was a grown girl. And when it was time to go
home again, we both cried as we stood in Cairo station, and said goodbye
to my family and to some of Hag Ahmed's relatives in Cairo, who had come
to see us off. Two promises were made to us then. One by my husband, that
we would return to Cairo soon. The other by my brother, who said he would
come and visit me at the village. Only my brother was able to keep his
word, for a year later my husband died, and my brother had to come down
for the funeral.
After the traditional three nights of mourning were over, my brother
came to me in order to discuss my future plans. "I suppose there is no
need for you to stay on here any more. You'll come back with me to
Cairo - and bring Salwa?"
"Of course," I replied.
When the decision was announced to the family,* the uproar it raised...
[stopped] only after my brother left - without me. Aboul Magd, my husband's
nephew, who succeeded him as head of the family (as he was now the eldest
member), undertook to explain their views to my brother, not hiding his...
[anger] that such a possibility should have been considered at all.
"It's a disgrace, sir, the greatest disgrace there can be among us!
To have the girl brought up in a strange house? If it weren't that we
knew that you're not familiar with our customs, and that you mean no offence,
we wouldn't have let it pass. The girl stays among us, and she'll wed
among us. Why there's no one in. the family - not me or any one else -
who can allow her to go to Cairo now, not even on a visit. Not until she's
into which she had married
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married. As to her lady mother, she’s free to eo i f h ug s e chooses. However,
if she chooses to stay, this st-ili • ,y, l remains her home, and „e are all her de-
voted, servants."
I could not now even bear to think of my original intention of going
away. To leave Salwa was impossible. She was the sole object of my life.
...[Without] her father, I could not now abandon her.
"Perhaps when Salwa is married.." said my brother to give me hope be-
fore he left the following day.
I could not answer... could not tell him that when I saw Salwa married
In this village of hers, I did not know whether I would be at ease about
her, or whether my real worry about her would only then begin. God, would
I never be out of this jail?
I have not seen my brother since, and I do not know if I shall ever
see him again. For two years later, I learned from my mother, in one of
her letters, that he had gone to Syria in connexion with his trade, married
a Syrian girl, and settled in her country, where he thought his prospects
were better. 1 did not even see him to say goodbye, and now he finds it
difficult to come to Egypt. I never went to visit my family at this time,
although 1 might have gone to Cairo, for I could not bring myself to leave
Salwa at all, even for a few days.
She had been acting strangely of late, and I was worried about her.
Sometimes she would be gay and full of life... then suddenly she would
lapse into a long silence. Sometimes she would create a pretext to step
across and call on some of her relatives; at other times she avoided all
such visits. I longed to penetrate that little head of hers, to know what
it was that tormented her. Many times I thought of asking,... Then one
day she told me.
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We had just returned from a visit to Aboul Magd when suddenly she
threw herself Into my arms, and laughing and sobbing she told me
.... the cruel conventions, could beep out pleasure, learning, progress,
merriment
,
perhaps sunshine and air, but the could not keep out love.
She had fallen in love with Fuad, Aboul Magd's son. It had happened
more than two years earlier, during our second visit to Cairo, when he was
there at the same time, studying at the Faculty* of Engineering. A hun-
dred things came back to my mind now, that explained what I had not been
able to account for then: the trouble he had taken during the whole of two
months of our stay,
to consult a doctor
to be constantly with us
or when we went to the
~ for instance, when we went
zoo or to the cinema - always
obliging and reliable. She had sensed his feeling for her, and loved him
in return. Now I knew why she wept so much when we left Cairo that time,
why she had her strange moods, why they always came upon her each time
Ramadan, Fuad's servant, came up from Cairo to see his wife and children
every month or two. The man used to bring us parcels of goods we had
asked for, and which Fuad had bought for us; taking back in exchange poultry,
pies, and butter.
I little suspected the secret messages smuggled inside the
... wool
Salwa was continually ordering from Cairo. It was inside one of them that
Fuad had first openly declared his love - until then only guessed at...
One day she had insisted upon our sending Aboul Magd’s household some of
a particular kind of Turkish sweetmeat which I alone in the whole village
knew how to make. Fuad had tasted it once in our house in Cairo: he had
told her in his letter that he realized that she could not answer it, but
that he would know that she returned his love if he found that particular
ftdepartment at a university
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sweetmeat among the goods In the hamper his family would send She told
me all this; and I listened happily. I „as happier still when she showed
me the message she had received that day inside the box of chocolates he
had bought for her. Fuad's mother had handed it to her when we went to pay
her a sick call: he too had come home to the village to visit his mother,
bringing quantities of presents for his family - there was even one for me.
In the message he told Salwa that he had spoken to his father about his wish
to marry her, and that his father had consented.
I was even happier than she was. There would be no more need for worry
Fuad was to be an engineer: he would not be living in the village. Even
if they were to set up house in hell, I would be at ease, for I knew him
to be a fine boy. Above all, he was marrying her for love, and she was
in love with him.
Together we planned for and dreamed of the future. We built up hopes
that soared higher the next day when I went to see Fuad's mother. I met
his Aunt Bahana there: both women spoke to me of Aboul Magd's wish to
have Salwa as a bride for Fuad, and to announce the engagement the following
week. But our hopes were built on weak foundations In this case,
it was Azrael, the angel of Death, who blew the wind. He carried off
Fuad s mother, and brought our hopes tumbling down with the same breath.
When the.
.. [funeral was over], Fuad went back to his college. When
the forty days of full mourning had passed, Aboul Magd sent his sister
Bahana to me to say that he was asking for Salwa 's hand - this time for
himself. I could not believe my ears. I thought the woman was raving.
But I finally understood that it was the plain truth, and that the message
was a mere formality to inform me of what was to be, and no more. I turned
upon her and told her that it was impossible. It was her turn to look at me
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as though I were out of my hind.
What do you mean, impossible? Aboul Magd is her first cousin and
priority over everyone ^ the fanUy
_ ^
whatever to interefere."
Priority!" 1 shouted, outraged
"That'S our convention here. Priority goes to first
,
y cousins before
others, and to the old before the young."
"Conventions!" I found myself shrieking, "God blast your c_lons/ ,
Desperately, I tried every way I could to prevent this marriage I
appealed to Aboul Magd, by sending him messages directly, and by asking
the older men of the family to dissuade him. I stormed and threatened.
use... Finally I asked to see Aboul Magd: I insisted until an
interview was granted. it was a strange meeting. We sat in separate rooms
with an open door between us, through which we spoke. I appealed to him
again while he argued about his 'rights'. At last 1 could bear it no
longer, I rushed in to him with my hair uncovered, and my face unveiled -
except for the long strands of my golden hair which fell over it in my
confusion.
can you marry a girl who is two years younger than your own
daughter? I implored, "You ought to be ashamed of yourself. Surely you
don t really think that you can make her happy? You don't really think
she'll make you happy if she's forced into living with you against her will?
She and Fuad are the same age, and they're suited to each other. Maybe
you have a prior right, but if you were to waive [give up] your rights,
it would be more noble of you. Please, Hag Aboul Magd, I beg you."
I stepped towards him and threw myself at his feet. I seized his hand
to kiss it, but he pulled it quickly away, ... - but not before I had left
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a tangible sign of my appeal, upon it In the for. of a kiss and of several
tear-drops. 1 was ready to do anything, to humiliate myself in any way,
even to offer up my life.
He helped me up as I staggered to my feet: ! „ould have fallen
if he had not supported me with his arms.
on my feet. Then one day Bahana came in to announce that her brother Aboul
Magd wished to see me. She lent me her head veil and ! draped it around
my face. Aboul Magd stepped in. He told me he was there to carry out
the ceremony of giving Salwa her engagement present.
"There's nothing to be done then?" I asked faintly, as if talking to
myself. He shook his head and laughed.
"I'll present the bride with her betrothal gift now, although her
bridegroom is away."
I looked up. He nodded in a kindly way.
It s Fuad’s engagement present to Salwa."
I was so dazed, I could think of nothing to say. His daughter now
entered, and called out for Salwa.
"I have been thinking over what you told me," he said in a soft voice
you were right. Salwa is too young for me. I need a rather older woman
someone with a lot of good sense, a good housewife."...
Salwa came in just then. When he had put the bracelet round her
wrist, he said, "Tomorrow is the last day of Fuad’s examinations. I’m
sending him a telegram asking him to come down as soon as he has finished.
We’ll sign the wedding contract a week [from] today."
On that day I felt Providence had compensated [repaid] me for all the
things it had denied me before. No words are strong enough to describe
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the happiness I felt.
After the wedding Aboul Magd came to congratulate me.
"I did not want to discuss things with you before the marriage," he
began, "because I did not want you to feel I was pressing you. But' now
you are free to answer yes or no."*
'I'm sorry, Hag. Please forgive me..."
"As you wish then, if that's the way you feel about me."
Please do not misunderstand. I have the highest regard for you, and
I have every reason to feel thankful to you; but I have lived in this
prison house for twenty years; I've got a clean record as a prisoner for
my good conduct, so I think it's time I was released. With your permission
I shall leave for Cairo in the morning..."
And so I chose freedom. In the train that took me north I began to
breathe freely. Now I could enjoy liberty, enjoy living. All those
years had been a long death: life surely meant movement, change,....
but at the very best, those years had merely seen me marking time.
Nothing worried me as I sat in the train, not even the thought of leaving
Salwa behind. She was not to be away from me for long: in three months'
time she was due to come to Cairo with her husband, who still had a year's
study ahead of him at college.
A few weeks later, happiness began to slip out of my hands again. In
Cairo, I lived with my sister and my brother-in-law. With my father dead,
and my brother away, this was the only home I had, and my mother lived there
too.
Gradually I came to realize that Adly Effendi, my sister's husband
was not particularly fond of my mother. In fact it turned out that he was
Whether she will marry him now that her daughter is married to Fuad.
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not fond of anybody, and I suspected that he did not take very kindly to
”y "0ther 3nd mS UVln8 “lth *« °nly a vague feeling at first,
but I had no doubts left when I overheard hi* remark to his wife one day:
"Have you no more stray relatives to take 1„ ? r m allowed fo„ uomen
by law. There are only three of you so far; plenty of room for one more!"...
1 closed the door behind me and did not listen to the rest. Suddenly
an answer flashed Into my mind: I had come to dry land after a struggle
in the waves. I stopped and bought a sandwich of
... beans: It was the
first time in weeks that I really enjoyed my food. I was not away for long:
the telegraph office was not far away from our home - from Adly Effendi's
house, 1 should say. The message Aboul Magd received was brief, "RETURNING
TONIGHT'S EXPRESS."
The only reason I could think of giving Aboul Magd and Fuad - who
were waiting for me at the station - for my return, was that I was longing to
see my daughter. But I
. . . refused their invitation to stay in their
living-quarters
.
"I have my own house: that's where I’m going... Salwa can come and
see me in the morning."
My pretext was a lame one: Salwa was leaving for Cairo with her husband
in a fortnight [two weeks]. But I could think of no other excuse.
The fortnight flew past. On the eve of their departure I went round
to her house. After dinner, Fuad went out to see some of his tenants, and
Salwa went to her room to finish packing, so that I was left alone with
Aboul Magd. There was an awkward silence for a while.
"Do you intend to go back to Cairo with Salwa?" he asked at last.
"Well, I was thinking..."
A Moslem is technically allowed to marry four wives though it is unusual
to do so.
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"If you’ll allow me, I'd advise you to remain here for a while. Cairo
does not seem to have suited your health. You do not look too well. The
last time I saw you there were roses in your cheeks."
I found this last remark rather forward. I tried to look offended,
as indeed I ought to have been, but the smile in his eyes was so undis-
guised that I was disarmed, and my frown turned into a smile of my own.
"As a matter of fact I was intending to stay for a while," I said,
"Unless, of course, I am not wanted."
"You must not say such things, there is nothing I desire more than
having you here, especially if you stay in this house." I kept silent.
Taking courage at this he went on "..and whenever we miss Salwa and Fuad,
we could go to Cairo to visit them."
"But, Hag Aboul Magd, it would hardly do for me to marry again."
"But you're still in your prime," he objected, "and Hag Ahmed would
be happy in his grave to know you have a man to serve you and take care of
you, unless you still look upon this village as a jail."
"Oh, not at all, not at all. I never meant to say that. The village
is a fine one, and the people are a splendid lot. No place where one can
breathe freely and live with dignity can be a jail." And I added softly
as though to myself, "And if it were, well, at least, it would be a jail-
house of my own."
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Bargaining
Editor's Introduction* it- i jIC should not be assumed as
story, that all
' seen in the last7 C 311 KOmen in the Middle East feel as «, „
house. Far from it The fi •
°US the7 ^ in 3 J ai1 '- ^ in values „e have s
cultures; a person raised under one set of values be - t •
^ ““
has a hard time adjusting to a -lues,8 3 ”* Set ° f va lues, especially if they areconservative 7 cn more
the home and not move much from it are by and 1y lar§e content with theirsituation, for they have known and been trained all their Uv , fthey will play as wives and mothers.
It should also not be thought that the
Eastern b •
" the t^Ulona! Middle
ality A
18 3 P0WerleSS
’
meek Cre3tUre Mlth “ teal character or person-al, traditional Middle Eastern woman has almost total control over therunning of the house and the raisino- =, atsing and marrying of her children and might
also have great influence over the other .women in the village. As one can seefrom the following selection from Irfan Orga's autohi^ °b ography, Portrait o f a
I^£kish Family, women raised in the traditionalcn manner could have a great
deal of courage, liveliness and business sense As the n . uS - Orga's house and all
their money and belongings was burned in a fire, and as Irfan's father is off
mother and grandmother have to support their family with odd
jobs and the selling of some furniture and jewelry that escaped the fire. As
you will see in the excerpt. Middle Easterners love to bargain and much of what
one buys in the marketplace has to be bargained for. As you read, notice how
Irfan's grandmother carries on her bargaining.
* Irfan Orga, Portrait of a Turkish Family MacMillan Co. N.Y. '50
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One morning my grandmother went round all the rooms, ticking off on her
fingers all the largest, and to my mind the ugliest, pieces of furniture we
had. Several times she wondered aloud how much they would fetch If she sold
them.
"It's good walnut furniture," she would mutter. "Not to be bought anywhere
today. And Sevkiye* was quite right when she said that these rooms are very
overcrowded." Brave soul that she was, she was trying to convince herself that
the sale of her furniture was a matter of no Importance. She was hoping to
defer the day when my mother would have to go to the factory.
.(to work).
She sent for a dealer, and It was I who ushered him into the presence
of my grandmother. She had dressed herself for the occasion and wore all
her rings and her emerald
... (necklace) defying him to guess she was desperate
for money.
The dealer looked over the furniture with a cautious, ...eye.
a neighbor
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Perhaps he did not know what to make of the situation, for though the
house was small and in a had district, the old lady wore diamonds that
he could see were real enough. She was dressed in silk, too, the hall
“rk °f
- ‘he furniture and carpets were the best that
money could buy. He could be forgiven if bp H
a
r he did not quite know how he
Stood in this place, before this
... proud-faced old woman.
He ran his fingers over the smooth, polished wood, hemming and hawing.
I trailed after him, a curious figure, no doubt,... I had been put into
the best clothes that could be found to fit me, and I was afraid to sit
down, for everything was uncomfortably tight, the seams in danger of
giving way. The dealer rapped a figure, and my grandmother's knuckles
whitened over her ebony
... [cane].
"Are you mad?” she demanded
..., her loud, self-conscious voice
booming
... through the room. He looked doubtful again and ran his fingers
over the wood for a second time, opening a few drawers as well.
My offer stands,” he said, and my grandmother drew herself up with
great haughtiness.
"Then I think we have nothing further to discuss,” she said, with an
edge to her voice, and made a movement toward the door.
"Wait a moment,” said the broker, adding "effendi”* uncertainly, for
he was still unsure of her status or, what was more important, her financial
position. There was a long pause, each eyeing the other suspiciously, each
trying to assess
... the other. The dealer shifted his eyes first and
slightly raised his figure - very slightly, mind you - but that was where
he made his first mistake. My grandmother remained immovable, not a flicker
of emotion crossing her poker face. I was entranced for I had not seen her
*
a title for people of status
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like that since my grandfather's day. I had almost forgotten how she could
look. She leaned on her stick and waited, the man slightly raising the
figure, for he knew a good bargain when he saw one and was prepared to
give way a little. But she just stood there like a statue and refused to
give in. When at last he could bear it no longer, he burst out:
"I'm offering you the best price you will get anywhere. If you're
in need of money, I advise you to take it." And that was his second mis-
take, for it made my grandmother arrogant, and when she was arrogant she
was at her most dangerous....
"When I am in need of money," she said, "I shall no doubt be willing
to let you cheat me. At the moment I am merely trying to get rid of the
large furniture, for, as you can see, this house is far too small to house
it. If, however, you do not wish to buy, then that is quite a different
matter, and I can only regret that we have both wasted our time. Good
morning.
"
And she walked determinedly toward the door, holding it open for
the dealer to pass through. We heard him going down the stairs, and I
wanted to cry with desperation, for perhaps my grandmother would never
get such an offer again. I looked at her mutely, longing to cry; but then
I heard his returning step on the stairs and I again looked at my grand-
mother, who had not heard. I was afraid she would make some false remark
that he would overhear, a word that would send him bounding out of the
house or else "cause him to return with a lower offer. But she said nothing
and showed no trace of surprise when he came back into the salon.
He . .
.
took a deep breath, saying: "You're ruining me, effendi, and
I shall never
be able to get rid of such heavy, old-fashioned stuff as
this; but here's
my final figure, take it or leave it He named a
sum, and my grandmother's
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mouth relaxed.
"Add twenty lire more," she said grandly, "and the furniture's yours."
"Five!" said the dealer.
Fifteen! said my grandmother.
"Seven and a half!" shouted the dealer, perspiring by now and
looking as if he would like to discontinue but could not, because he loved
a good bargain too.
"Twelve and a half!" retorted my grandmother, indomitable to the last.
Ten!" said the dealer, passing his hand over his brow.
"Very well," conceded my grandmother, and he handed over a greasy
bundle of lire, and went to the window to call up his porters, who had been
waiting in case business was done.
He walked back to my grandmother.
"You drive a hard bargain," he said, "but if ever you want to sell
those diamonds and things of yours, I can put you on to a man who will
give you a good price for them."
Thank you, said my grandmother, with distaste, anxious to be rid
of him now that the business was concluded. "But my jewelry is never
likely to be for sale."
And she sat down on the sofa and waited for the porters to clear the
rooms. She called out instructions to them, warning them to be careful
of her carpets and making them remove their footwear before they entered
the rooms. When at last they and the furniture had gone, I saw that she
was trembling violently.
"What is wrong, Grandmother?" I asked, going over to her.
"Nothing," she said. "Only happiness, that I, an old woman, have been
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able to get the price 1 wanted out of a broker!" She pulled „e down beside
her, and there was a great ripping, tearing sound iron, under me. Ue looked
at each other in dismay, then suddenly burst out laughing, for the trousers
unable to bear the strain, had finally given way.
"Never mind!" comforted my grandmother. "We shall buy you some more.
See! We have plenty of money again!" And she held up the greasy lire
triumphantly, then carelessly threw them' on a little inlaid table.
'After handling those," she shouted happily, "my hands need washing!"
She stumped downstairs to the kitchen, from where, presently, came the
merry splashing sound of water running. When she came up to the salon
again, she took the eau de Cologne, sprinkling it
. . . over her palms and
saying to me as she did so:
"Always remember! Never let anyone know when you are desperate. Put
your best clothes on and pride on your face and you can get anything in
this world."
"Why?" I wanted to know.
Because otherwise you will get nothing but kicks," she roared. "If
that man had known how desperate I was, he would have succeeded in beating
me down to his own price. As it was, I succeeded in beating him."
Why," she continued complacently, "he even complimented me on my
jewelry." And she patted the emerald pendant affectionately. "Your
grandfather always had very good taste and only bought the best."
She took off the flashing lovely pendant and all the rings from her
fingers, and they lay gleaming in the palm of her hand with their lively,
separate life.
"Now I shall lock them away again," she said to me, "and the next
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person to wear them will be your sister, who is
one day."
going to be a great beauty
My mother came in from market with Mehmet clinging to her.
"What are you dressed up fori" she asked my grandmother suspiciously.
"Look!" commanded my grandmother, pointing to the half empty salon.
My mother's eyes flickered a little, then she turned back to my
grandmother and said in an ordinary, conversational sort of voice:
"A great improvement. It was time to clear the room of all that heavy
old furniture."
Her eyes met my grandmother's, held for a moment, and then they both
smiled. My mother pushed a chair to a different position, standing back
to see the effect.
Oh, decidedly better!" she said merrily.
And I was immeasurably touched by her gallantry and by my grandmother’s
too, for neither of them broke down to weep that half their home had gone.
Instead they stood in the salon and tried different arrangements with the
furniture that was left, pretending that they had sold the other because
the room was not big enough to house everything.
Young as I was, my heart swelled with pride.
Then my mother caught sight of my burst trousers and the bare skin
showing through and she said, laughing at me, that she hoped that this had
not happened while the dealer was there.
"No, indeed!" said grandmother energetically. "If it had, I would
have slapped his backside hard, for that bit of bare skin might have cost
me fifty lire or so!"
And everyone laughed together; even Mehmet - that solemn little boy
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who rarely sailed
- puckered his mouth Into a grin and clasped my grandmother
about the legs, deducing rightly that she was the cause of our happiness.
Life flew back to the little house again: there was much gayety and
good food; my mother even sang for us, and my grandmother bellowed advice
like the old autocrat she was. The neighbors marveled at her cleverness
with the dealer and shook their heads in pity over the poor man, saying
that if there were a few more of my grandmother's caliber, why the brokers
of Istanbul would soon be bankrupt.
Removing the Veil
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Editor’s Introduction: Throughout the world, in the U. S. as well as in the
Middle East, the status and role of women is changing, and men and women are
having to examine and work out new relationships with each other. Until
relatively recently in the U. S. a woman's place was in the home, and we need
to remind ourselves that it was only in 1920 that women were first given the
right to vote in this country.
One of the signs of the changing status of women in the Middle East is the
removal of the veil. The veiling of women was originally not a Moslem custom,
but was borrowed by the Moslems from the Christians of Constantinople where it
was considered stylish and separated city women from country women. The
rapidity with which the veil is disappearing in the Middle East varies greatly
from country to country. In countries like Turkey and Lebanon the majority of
women in the large cities have been without veils for thirty or forty years.
In Afghanistan, on the other hand, women were not officially allowed to remove
the veil until 1958 and have done so only in the larger cities where the veil
has been replaced by scarves or dark glasses. Even in places where the veil
has been removed in the Middle East, women most often walk modestly and avoid
looking directly at men. Dating does occur, but it is usually chaperoned.
JU
The following excerpt from Irfan Orga's autobiography" describes how his
mother decided to remove the veil and with what results.
*
Irfan Orga
,
Portrait of a Turkish Family
,
MacMillan Co. N.Y. '50
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My mother was rebelling against life too - but for a different reason. Her
rebellion, unexpectedly enough, was against wearing the veil, for she had
noticed that none of the foreign women wore them and that even a few of the more
daring Turkish women from good families had ceased the practice also. She
Uc.ed to complain about it to my grandmother, declaring that she was sick and
tired of keeping her face covered. I would interrupt from the lofty perch of
my ten years, saying that I would not have her going about the streets with her
face open. I would ... (criticize) her, too, for her many goings-out.
"You are never at home," I would declare; and although usually I was told
to mind my own affairs, one day I was very surprised when my grandmother
actually agreed with me.
"It is quite true," she said heatedly. "You are always out these days.
And it is not right for you to complain that you have to wear the veil. Why,
many women ... never see the color of the sky, except from behind their veils...
it is a wonder to me that you were accepted in this street, for you behaved
exactly like a fast women looking for another husband, or like a prostitute.
Yes, you didl" she assured my mother's astonished face. "And now you talk
of leaving aside your veil. Why, I lived for thirty years with my husband,
and I never went out without his permission and I had to keep my face covered
all the time. If I went out in the carriage with Murat, immediately all the
windows were closed and sometimes the blinds were drawn too r I say it
is a scandal that women today are
ie>z
revealing their faces. God will punish them! Do not let me hear another
word from you, my daughter, for surely the sky will open on yoU for such
impiety.
"
Never had I heard my grandmother talk at such length or with such
obvious passion.
M. mother replied: 'You are talking a great deal of old-fashioned
nonsense, Mother! My place is not in the home these days. If J were
to sit at home all day, or you either for that matter, who would go to
market for us? Do you expect me to stay here all day, reading the Koran
and wearing my veil for fear the passers-by should see me from the street?
I tell you again: from now on I shall go without my veil!"
She angrily tore the pretty veil from her face and threw it
on the floor.
My grandmother lifted her hands to heaven.
I never thought I should live to see this day," she said.
"Ach! Times are changing," said my mother.
"They will say you are a prostitute!" wailed my grandmother, genuinely
distressed
...
If they do, it will not worry me," retorted my mother. "Their words
will not bring bread to me. And from now on, you will throw aside your
veil too, Mother."
"Oh, no, no, no!" said my grandmother in
. . . horror. "God forbid that
I should invite punishment upon myself!"
But the next morning, when my mother went into Beyoglu* with a box of
embroidered articles under her arm and her lovely face naked to the world,
she was stoned by some children near Bayazit and received a nasty cut on
a part of Istanbul, Turkey
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the side of her head
After that she was cautious about going anywhere alone; but she was
obstinate about revelling herself, and Helmet or I would go with her to
Beyoglu, my grandmother steadfastly refusing to be seen with her. The
reaction to her in the street was mixed. The older ones were stricken
with horror, more especially since they had always recognised my mother
as a good woman; now their faith in her was badly shaken. She was still
young and attractive - she was twenty-five - and despite the shadows that
lingered now and then in her eyes, she was so unusually beautiful that
people could not help staring at her. Certain sections of the street
wondered if she were trying to catch a husband. They came in droves, the
old men as well, to
... [complain to] my grandmother, urging her to put a
stop to this terrible thing; and my grandmother, thoroughly enjoying her-
self, would groan to them that she had no authority left in this wayward
family of hers. But the younger women sided with my mother, and some of
them even began to follow her example. Their fathers, however, in the
absence of dead husbands, took a stick to them, muttering piously that no
woman in their families would so disgrace themselves. So they put their
veils on again in a hurry.
Not a few wished to apply the ... stick to my mother also. They
gave my grandmother sympathy until she was sick of it, prophesying
gloomily ... that my mother would come to a bad end.
And indeed she very nearly did!
For one day in Bayazit, when she was alone, an impressionable Frenchman
attempted to flirt with her. She tried walking hurriedly on, but this had
no effect at all; or, if anything, it had a worse effect, for the gallant
Frenchman became
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more than ever aware of the swing of her silk skirts and
Che little dark curls
... at the nape of her neck. Naturally, he followed
her. All the little boys of the district became aware, as Is the way of
all little boys, of the one-sided flirtation that was in progress. And
naturally enough, they followed the tall Frenchman, so there was that day
in Bayazit the very, very unusual sight of a young Turkish woman, with open
face, followed by a foreigner and innumerable small, dirty-nosed boys.
When my mother made the mistake of stopping, trying to explain in her
entirely inadequate French that the gentlemen was making a great mistake,
he took off his hat, bowed elegantly, and declared with obvious feeling,
Vous etes ravissant!" [You are ravishing]
The small boys, who could not understand a word of what he said,
cheered or jeered
... and my mother - very properly - hurried on,
blushing and breathless and perhaps wishing a little for the security of
her veil.
When she came down our street, with her procession behind her, the
neighbors were more scandalized than ever and ran into their houses to
tell the ones inside. But when my mother called out to them in Turkish
that she was being followed, and very much against her will, they set to
with a vengeance and brought out sticks and brooms, shooing off the
...
[Frenchman] in no uncertain manner. Mehmet and I, who were watching the
whole proceedings from the window, were bursting with laughter, but my
poor grandmother was quite ready to die with shame.
"Such a disgrace!" she kept saying. "We shall never be able to live
in this street again."
But in this she was wrong, for when the street ... [was finally
clear] of the ... Frenchman, and a few old men had, in fact, chased him half-
way to Bayazit with tin buckets in their hands, to break his head, the street
settled down again ... [saying] my mother ... [was not to] blame - all ex-
cept the old women, that is.
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Love With a Few Hairs
Editor's Introduction: We have seen how a traditionai engagement is carried
t0 kn°W her and £3mlly
- Aft" “eve come to an agreement about
the engagement, a group of men, usually i„ cludlng the father and ^
visit the girl's father to determine the technical matters of a marriage such
as the bride price." As mentioned previously this "bride price" is in no
sense a "buying" of the girl, but signifies the seriousness of the agreement
between the boy and girl and the two families. It is the seal and contract of
the marriage as far as the two families are concerned.
"Love" marriages, as we know them in the West, are becoming more and more
frequent in the Middle East, and it is not unusual in the bigger cities for
marriages to take place between people from unrelated families and for the
young married couple to live separately from either set of parents. In the
selection from a Moroccan novel"' whir-h fnllrvtTc. ,nic o lows
,
a more modern and secret court-
ship is described which involves some magical beliefs concerning love.
Mohammed Mrabet and Bowles
,
Paul, Love With a Few Hairs
, Peter Owen,
London, 1967.
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During these summer months Mohammed suddenly began to come every
day to visit his family. He would go up onto the roof and sit for an
hour or more in the hot sun. A few doors beyond, across the street,
lived a girl called Mina. Long ago, when they had been very small
children, they had played together. Then he had forgotten her. This
summer he had seen her grown-up for the first time. She was beautiful.
Several times she had appeared in the window, but this was not enough.
He wanted to talk to her. Each afternoon he sat in a chair on the
roof waiting. The sun burned his skin and the flies bit him, but he
went on sitting until the moment came when her face would appear in
the window, and she would look out into the street as if nothing were
on her mind. Then she would squint up at the roof to see if he were
there. At this he would smile and bow his head once. She would laugh
and vanish from the window, and he would not see her again until the
next day.
When he passed Mina’s house he walked more slowly, in the hope that
some time she might be standing in the doorway. And one day she was
there. She turned quickly to go inside, but he called to her.
Mina, please! I want to talk to you.
All right, she said. Talk.
He was not sure what to say. Do you remember a long time ago when
we were both little, and you used to come to our house and play? You
don’t come any more, do you?
To your house? Are you crazy? What would your family think?
They'd be glad to see you.
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She laughed. Then as if she were thinking of something else she
said: Tomorrow I'm going into the city.
What time?
Around nine in the morning.
I'll be waiting for you in the garden at Sidi Boukhari, by the statue
of the frog.
It was very early, but he made himself be there by the fountain the
next morning when she walked up the steps. She was dressed in European
clothes: a grey sweater and black trousers.
Did you sleep well? he asked her.
Yes, she said. I slept well.
What did you dream?
She looked down at the ground. I dreamed I was in Heaven. And
you were there too.
That's a very sweet dream, he said happily. I dreamed I was sitting
on a throne, and you sere sitting beside me.
Allah! The King and Queen!
They walked side by side into the city. She had to buy fish and
vegetables. And he bought her some bananas and apples, and two bars of
chocolate. In the bus on the way back to her house he said to her: Can't
I see you this afternoon? We could go to the cinema. Or a cafe. Or up
to the mountain if you like.
She shook her head. I don't want people saying things about me.
Before they got to her house, he stopped under a tree and said to
her: I want to see you later, Mina.
Yes, she said. What time?
I'll be here under this palm tree waiting for you at five this
afternoon.
Ouakha, said Mina, and she walked on to her house. He stood and
*Yes in Moroccan Arabic
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watched her open the door, go in, and shut it behind her. Finaliy he
went to his father's house. He sat down and rested his elbows on the
table, his head in his hands. Soon his older sister can,e in and looked
at him.
What's wrong with you?
Nothing.
I know you! she said. There's something the matter.
I m not sick. I'm fine.
Then why have you got your head in your hands like that, with your
eyes looking at nothing? Do you want some lunch?
I'm not hungry. I don't want anything.
You can't do this to me! she cried. I'll be sick unless you tell
me what's wrong with you. Have you been in a fight?
No! Not even in an argument.
He was merely sitting, waiting for five o'clock.
A H tt: le t> e f°re five he went out and found Mina already there in
the narrow street, standing under the same palm tree.
They sait in the cinema, waiting to see Abd el Wahab in El Ouarda
Beida. Mohammed stood up. Excuse me a minute, he said. I'll be right
back. I want to buy something.
At the tobacco shop next door he bought two bars of chocolate. He
found Mina and sat down. He unwrapped one of the bars, broke off a square,
and put it into her mouth. She laughed and crunched on it.
The film began. In a little while he moved his arm around her shoulder
and rubbed his lips across her cheek. She sat up straighter.
Mohammed, she said.
What ?
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Mohammed, I’ve never been out with a boy before. I’ve never even
talked to one alone before. And this is the first time I’ve ever been
to the cinema.
And you don't like it?
I'm afraid. People can see us.
Afraid! Do you want to drive me crazy? He hugged her to him. I’m
going to marry you, he whispered.
Mina had risen quickly and was hurrying to the back of the theatre.
He jumped up and ran after her, saying: What’s happening? I don’t
understand.
Outside in the street, people were going past. Mina stopped. You're
impossible, she told him. You don't know how to behave with a girl.
I ve always heard that, but I didn't believe it. Besides, you drink.
From now on I'd rather you didn't speak to me when you go by my house.
Just leave me alone.
Whatever you say, he told her. Thank you for coming with me. I'm
sorry if I bothered you. I didn't know anything like this was going to
happen. I'll take you home in a taxi.
I'm going by myself, she said, and walked away
He went out into the street, and along the seafront to the Bar
Jamaica. As he sat looking around the bar, a friend named Mustafa came
in. After they had talked a minute, Mustafa said: Mohammed, you look
worried.
I don't feel much like talking. I think I'd better sit by myself.
What's the matter? Tell me about it.
I can't.
Begin, that ' s all.
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There’s a girl.
Mustafa laughed.
We were in the cinema, and when I put my arm around her she began
telling me how she'd never talked to a man before. She’d never even been
to see a film before. She told me I was no good. Then she went home.
Mustafa laughed again. Is that all?
For me it's something. I’m not twenty-seven like you. I’ve got
to get her back.
I know a woman, Mustafa said. A witch who lives in Beni Makada.
You think she could do something?
I know she can. I’ve used her. We can go out there now.
They paid the barman and walked down into the Avenida de Espana.
It was nearly evening. A cab came past, and they stopped it and climbed
They drove all the way through Beni Makada, to the other end of
the town where the radio towers stood. There were rows of
small shacks
stretching across the fields. Mustafa stopped the taxi and
Mohammed
paid the driver. Then Mustafa knocked on a door made of
oil tins pressed
flat. An old woman wrapped in rags opened it and stepped
out.
What is it?.
Can we talk to you? asked Mustafa.
She looked at him closely and let them in. Sit
down, she said,
pointing to an old mattress in the corner. There
was a torn reed mat
on the floor, and a blanket that had been
folded and pushed between
the mattress and the wall. Everything was
grey with dirt. The smell
in the room made Mohammed feel sick.
you want, son? she said,
The woman sat on the floor. What do
looking at Mohammed.
Lalla,* I’m in love with a girl. I want to marry her. I don't want
to do her any harm.
I see, she said.
The trouble is, she doesn't love me.
I can do it, she told him. But it's a' little expensive.
How much would it be, Lalla? More or less?
It would cost ten thousand francs.**
I'll pay you ten thousand, Lalla.
One thing, she said, pointing her finger at him.
What's that?
You'll have to bring me a piece of something she's worn, or a few
of her hairs. One or the other.
How am I going to get her hair? Or her clothes, either? It's
impossible.
There must be somebody who goes into her house now and then. You
can manage it, she told him.
Then he thought of a twelve-year-old boy who was a cousin of Mina's.
The boy was always going in and out of the house.
Yes, Lalla, he said. I'll bring you something. If I don't come
tomorrow, I'll be here the day after.
Yes. She got up and opened the door. Good-bye.
They went down the road.
I'm going to talk to little Larbi, said Mohammed. He'll do anything
for money. I'll see you in the morning at the cafe.
*Name for an old woman
**About twenty dollars
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At the crossroads they said good-bye, and Mohammed started walking
up the hill towards Mstakhoche, where his father lived. On the way he
saw a small boy standing in the street. He sent him to the house of
Larbi' s parents, telling him to bring Larbi right away. Then he stood
in the street waiting. When Larbi arrived he asked him if it were not
true that he went nearly every day to Mina’s house.
Yes, said Larbi. Almost every day.
Here it is, said Mohammed. You’re going to do something for me,
and I’m going to pay you.
What do I have to do?
You have to cut off a little piece of one of Mina's dresses or
something. Or you look in her comb and see if there are any hairs in it.
If there are, I want them.
Good, said the boy. I’ll bring it.
Larbi went off. In Mina's house he waited until he saw her combing
her hair. When she went into the other room he seized the comb and pulled
out several long silky hairs. Then he folded them in his hand and carried
them back to Mohammed, who was waiting at his father’s house.
Mohammed took out five hundred francs. Here, he told him.
The next morning he went down to the cafe.
Good morning, said Mustafa. Did you get it?
Larbi brought me some hairs. I paid him enough so he’ll be quiet.
Here they are. Let’s go and see the witch.
They found a taxi and went to Beni Makada. The old woman let them
in. They sat down on the mattress and Mohammed gave her the hairs. She
pulled out a cloth sack and began to search through it for things:
packets of herbs and envelopes full of fingernails and teeth and bits
of dried skin. She shook things out onto a sheet of paper, along with
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Mina's hairs. Then over it all she poured a powder that looked like dirt.
She folded everything inside the paper and put it into a tin. A long
string of words kept coming out of her mouth. She threw benzoin* on to
the hot coals of the brazier and put the tin in the centre of the fire,
stirring it for a long time until it all had become a black powder. When
it had cooled off she poured it into a paper and folded the paper into
a packet.
She handed the packet to Mohammed. Take this. Pour the powder
outside the door of her house. When you’ve left it there, don’t look
down at it. Walk away.
But when? said Mohammed. At night or in the daytime?
You can do it whenever you like.
He put the folded paper into his pocket and handed her five thousand
francs
.
Here's five thousand, he said. As soon as it’s worked, I’ll bring
you the other five.
I see, she said.
And if it doesn't work I’m coming back here to get my five thousand.
The old woman laughed.
When he got to his street there was no one in sight. At Mina's
door he pulled the paper out of his pocket. The street light did not
shine on the front of the house. He knelt down and sprinkled the powder
on the ground by the door. Then he stood up and walked on to his father's
house.
In the morning when Mina got up she did her work, washing dishes
and glasses and scrubbing the floor. Finally she started to make her
*Gas
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mother 1 s lunch. she opened the door and vent out with a pail to get
water from the fountain. And she had to step over the powder.
When he saw her standing In the doorway for a minute, Mohammed went
out and walked slowly past her house. Good morning he said. But she
pretended not to have heard, and he walked on.
At the end of the day, when he had changed his clothes, he went
back to Mstakhoche and strolled In the street, back and forth In front
Of her house. Soon he caught sight of her In the window, when she saw
that he had noticed her she began to laugh.
He stood still near the window. What are you laughing at? he
asked her.
You!
Why? What's funny about me?
Nothing. But this morning you said hello to me and I didn't answer
And I was afraid you'd gone away angry.
Angry? I went away feeling fine. I said good morning and you
didn 1 was thinking all afternoon of how happy I was.
I'm glad you were happy all afternoon, at least, she said.
And now, if I say good evening, can you say it back to me?
Yes, I can, now, she told him.
Mohammed decided then that the spell was beginning to work. Can
you come out for a walk? he asked her.
There s nobody in the house. I have to stay here until my mother
and father come back.
How about next Friday at five? Can you come out?
Pass by the park at Sidi Boukhari, she said. I might be sitting
on a bench there.
Good
.
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There were some flower pots in the window. Mina disappeared inside
A moment later she was In the window again with a pair of scissors in her
hand. She cut a white carnation from one of the plants, kissed it,
and tossed it to him.
He caught it, and raised it to his lips. Good-bye.
Good-bye, she said.
Sitting in a cafe, Mohammed held the flower in his hand, thinking
of how far away Friday afternoon was
When he drew up at the park Mina saw him coming. She got up and
walked towards him. They drove off by way of the mountain. It was mid-
summer and the air smelled sweet when they went through the pine forest.
We had fun when we were little, didn't we? said Mohammed. Remember
how we used to play in the mud? And go to the park and hide behind the
trees, and run out and splash in the fountain there? We'd pull up the
plants and chase each other and have fights with them. Do you remember?
Yes, she said. And the time you hit me in the head with a stone?
You haven't forgotten that?
They began to laugh.
He parked in front of the cafe there at the top of the cliff
at El Achaqal
,
and they went inside and sat down. He ordered a Coca-Cola
for Mina and a beer for himself.
Presently she said: Mohammed, why do you drink?
I have to, he said. I live with a Nazarene* in a place that's
always full of Nazarenes, Americans, Englishmen, Frenchmen.
But some day, he went on, I'm going to stop. I can live without
^Christian
drinking. That’s what I really want
You’re right, she told him.
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Mina, if I wanted to marry you, would you marry me?
She was laughing. Mohammed, I like you a lot, she said. But
I’m afraid.
Of what?
Of you.
Of me? But why? We wouldn't do anything together until we’d been
to the notaries and the qadi* and had the papers all made out.
I think we ought to go, said Mina.
He got up and paid. They drove back to the city along the airport
road.
Mohammed, she was saying. I don’t feel like going back to my
house. I don’t want the day to end.
I don’t want it to end either, he said. But you’ve got to go home
now, or your family will be wondering what's happened. Can I see you
next week? I could meet you early, and we could go wherever you like.
Perhaps we could eat at El Achaqal, she said. I love to eat on
the beach, the way the Nazarenes do.
All right.
I 11 meet you at two o'clock in the park, she told him.
Early the next Sunday morning while it was still cool Mohammed was
buying bread from the breadsellers in the street. Then he went to
the market and bought tuna fish, olives, hard-boiled eggs and bananas.
He put everything into the car and drove home to put on his bathing suit,
and get a towel and some sun lotion.
* Islamic judge
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She was waiting on the same bench. This time he drove all the waydo™ to the shore at El Acha q al, and they sat on the sand near the big
rocks. It was a fine day. The beach was covered with English and Ameri-
can tourists. The sun was very hot and the sea was as flat and smooth
as a highway. He spread a big towel at the foot of the rocks while
Mina took off her slacks and her skirt. Underneath she was wearing a
bikini. He undressed and took out the jar of sun cream.
Mina stretched out face do™ on the towel, and he began to rub the
cream over her back and legs. Then she turned over so he could spread
it on the rest of her. When he got to her ribs she laughed and sat up.
They lay side by side on the towel in the sun.
Mohammed, she said.
What, Mina?
What would it be like if one of us should die, I wonder?
Die! He rolled his head towards her. If you died I’d be lost.
And if I should die I suppose you’d be sad, too. Let’s not die. Let’s
stay alive
He sat up and lit a cigarette. She looked at him. Mohammed, she
said
.
What?
That cigarette you're smoking. What does it do to you?
Oh, nothing. It's only a vice. It doesn’t give any pleasure. And
it's bad for the body. But a man has to have a vice, or he might as well
be dead
But you’ve got two, she said. You've got tobacco and alcohol too.
No, that’s not true, he told her. I only drink when I’m nervous.
Cigarettes are different.
Let me try, she said, sitting up and reaching for the cigarette.
You won’t like it.
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She took it and puffed on it once. Then she began to choke and
cough.
You're right, she said.
They got up and started to chase each other along the beach. He
let her run far ahead of him so he could watch her. Finally he caught
her. For a while they played ball with a group of Spaniards. Then they
ran on, into the ocean. They waded out until the water was up to their
shoulders, and Mohammed tried to pull her further, but she did not know
how to swim. He did his best to show her how, supporting her from beneath
on the palms of his hands. The sun glistened like fire on the water all
around them. Soon she was tired.
Back by the rocks, they dried themselves.
Wait, he said. I'm going up to the cafe a minute. He climbed up
the side of the cliff and in a few minutes was down again with two bottles
of beer and a Coca-Cola. Then they brought out the food.
As they were eating, she suddenly exclaimed: What a vice! Do you
have to drink beer every time you sit down to eat?
If I don't I can't eat.
I know, she said, shaking her head. Some people have to have wine
with their meals. But most people just drink water.
They finished eating and stretched out on the sand in the sun.
Why don't we get dressed and go up to the cafe? he said.
In a little while.
If your mother knew you were here with me at El Achaqal, would she
make trouble?
You know she would.
He touched her face with his fingers. Then he put his arm around
her and pulled her to him, to kiss the spots he had touched with his
fingers. When her arms went around him, he kissed her lips. Suddenly
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she was saying: Mohammed, I love vou T *- u, x y . I want to be with you always.
Every minute.
The spell is working, thought Mohammed.
They climbed the path that went back and forth between the rocks,
up the side of the cliff. „e went first, holding her arm to keep her’
from falling. In the cafe they drank black coffee.
I'm going to take yon home now, he said. I've got something to do
in town.
She sighed.
As they drove past the cows and camels in the fields beside the
road, it occured to him that he would like to know more about how the
spell had worked. You've got to tell me something, he said.
What’s that?
Tell me. When did you first know you liked me? A while ago you
wouldn't even speak to me, Isn’t that true?
Yes, Mohammed. But there are thousands like us. They argue and
quarrel, and in the end they fall in love. If two people haven’t fought
they don’t know each other. It’s better to fight at the beginning than
later. It's true I didn't like you at the cinema. And whatever I said
then, I’m sorry I said it.
That’s all finished. You didn't say anything so bad. You were
angry, so you went out of the theatre. I couldn't force you to stay
there. Besides, I thought you might change your mind some day.
He stopped the car in a side street not far from Mina's house.
People walking by stared at them. He kissed her cheek, and then her
hand, and she got out.
Next Sunday, can I meet you? he said.
I have to go somewhere with my family.
And the week after?
Yes.
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At half past four, or five?
Half past four.
Mohammed was standing in a bar
beer. Mustafa came in.
on the beach in the city having a
So here you are! You’ve forgotten all about us
girl-friend?
Beautiful, said Mohammed. He laughed.
What news of the
Have you been back to pay the witch?
No, but I will.
And the powder really worked?
Worked! I just this minute left her. What are you having?
Beer, said Mustafa. Soon he looked at Mohammed and said: You’re
not really going to marry her, are you?
Is that what you think? Don't you know what love is? When I was
this big I used to take care of her. I've always loved her.
Mohammed went on drinking. After a while he was saying, again and
again: She could die or I could die. But there’s nobody alive who could
pull us apart.
That’s the way to talk! said Mustafa. Marry her, get yourself a
good house, and fill it with young ones. This is a hard world. You
might as well try to be happy.
Mustafa did not really believe this, but they were drinking in a
bar.
Incha'Allah,* said Mohammed, already feeling happy. He was thinking:
There s nothing wrong with a world where you can get love with a few hairs.
It’s wonderful!
*God willing
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Separation
Editor's Introduction: It is oversimplified to assume, as do many Westerners,
that what the Middle East needs is more ’Move" marriages and less arranged
marriages. In the traditional Middle East, despite easy divorce Uws, the
divorce rate has remained low. In arranged marriages the expectations are
different and thus disillusionments less drastic. A woman's place in the home
is clear and acceptable to her and there are many people to help her and keep
her company. On the other hand, love marriages in the Middle East may take
the same course as love marriages in this country where the divorce rate is
high. Unfulfilled expectations cause resentment and both women and men may
find that they were unprepared for the rapidly changing society in which they
live.
In the excerpt that follows, taken from Najmeh Najafi's and Helen
Hinckley's second book AWall and Three Willows*, Najmeh descrlbes hoK her
ambitions as a modern woman clashed with the expectations that her husband
and her husband's family had for her as a wife.
Najmeh Najafi and Helen Hinckley A Wall and Three Willows
,
Harper & Row,
N. Y. 1967.
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I struggled to emerge from a strange dream. I had been swimming,
fighting against wave after wave that swept over me. At last, the sand
sucking at my feet, I had staggered to the beach and lay out of reach of the
sea on the safe hot sand. The sun was there, the sand, the blue sky, but
nothing else, and I wondered where I was and how I had escaped drowning
in the persistent surging of the water. Then I felt that I dreamed but I
couldn’t awaken. Finally Nassim* cried out and I arose to take her a drink
and to soothe her.
When I returned to bed I lay quietly trying to interpret the dream.
The meaning evaded me and it was gray morning before I realized what it
meant - at least to me. My marriage was like the sea. The happiness, the
lightness, the joy were gone from it. In a strange subconscious way I had
been fighting against the restrictions that marriage imposes, against the
breaking up of myself by its ceaseless assault on all that was deeply me.
I wondered how, when, this had happened to Shapoor and me. Was it the
result of the constantly ...[repeated] criticism from Shapoor' s family
that I did not care for him deeply enough to make a good wife. Perhaps it
was his annoyance with me when I left the children to assist those who
suffered from the earthquake and his preoccupation with the small crack
in the wall of our garden when I had tried to tell him of the disaster area.
Or was it when I learned that he had insisted on my being dismissed from
my position in Dashte Moghan** so that I could take an office position - a
position which offered no challenge to me - in Teheran.
Or - and the thought startled me - perhaps it was on our wedding night
*her daughter
**in the North of Iran where she was doing social work
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when I had left our bed to go to the aid of a man Injured in a knife
fight. Perhaps our marriage had never been right.
I fell asleep after the sun had risen, but when it was time to get up
and hurry to get to our separate offices I felt entirely unable to cope with
life. The children felt my mood and dallied instead of cooperating, and when
Shapoor treated them with roughness - in the Persian manner of father to
child - my anger broke from me.
"You must leave this house," I told him.
He replied, This is my home. If it cannot shelter both of us perhaps
you should go. Again."
I might have said, "But I selected and furnished this home. With
my own money - " But I didn't. The memory of the battle to reach the warm
sunny sand, away from the pummeling of the sea felt only in my dream,
prompted me to say, "I'll go."
My mother, always quick to understand, looked at me sorrowfully when I
told her of this break, but she consented to come to my home and take my
place with the children and keep Shapoor in comfort. I didn't think of my
going as a separation, as a divorce. I thought of being alone to find myself
in the ruins of my plans. I didn't want sympathy and even less did I want to
hear, "I told you so." I would not go to any member of my family. Sarbandan,
ninety kilometers from Teheran, was too far away from my office for me to
stay in the village. Besides, the house that Shapoor and I had built together
would confuse me with memories of the plans we had made.
I took a small apartment not too far from my office, but I did not stay
there long. A cold that had been deepening even before I had been immersed
in this strange dream now grew abruptly worse. I called at a doctor's office.
"How can you be walking around?" he inquired. "To the hospital with you.
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You have pneumonia."
So I went to the hospital, not caring too much for life, except that
the factory in Sarbandan was standing idle and my hundreds of letters to
different departments hadn't as yet brought me any response. Except that
Nassim and Sina were asking Mother when I was coming home and crying for
me.
My sisters and brothers came to see. me. So did ray nephews Ali and Amir.
Wien they came into Teheran my girls who had worked with me in Sarbandan, in
Baluchistan, m Dashte Moghan brought flowers and told me of their developing
projects. But Shapoor did not come. I heard that he was spending most of
his time with his family but that he had some hours for card playing and he
knew how I hated gambling.
It was then that I thought about the possibility of legal separation,
or divorce. I mentioned this to one of my brothers and he said, "Najmeh-jun,
you know the law in Iran. The children always go to the father unless the
court finds him unfit and unworthy or unless he formally consents to the
wife's having the children. Shapoor is a good man, a good father. He
loves his children and his mother would gladly take care of them."
I know, I agreed. "I know all that and I won't give up my children."
I thought longingly of the warm, quiet sand away from the reach of the
pummeling waves, "Yes, I know all that."
I was lying on my bed considering the difference between my dreams and
reality when I received a letter from my American family.* Ma'am and Daddy
Jones and their daughter, ... would be in Teheran for No Ruz.**
*The author had stayed with an American Family while going to an
American University.
**The Iranian New Year - March 21
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Immediately X was nudgpd from the nest of self-pity X had been brooding
on. My American family, in Teheran! They loved Shapoor as they Xoved me.
Why should they come halfway around the world to find our home broken? Who
reconciliation. X must return to my home, and when the plane brought these
people we loved so much into the Teheran airport we must both be there,
standing together, to greet them.
I wondered if Shapoor would be reluctant to cooperate; but he was not
only willing but happy to make plans with me. Back in our little home we
both tried hard to act as if the bitter break had not occurred. The
children must not be allowed to feel any strain between us. I went back to
a job at the office of PLAN and Shapoor was working, but there was still
much to be done at home.
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CHAPTER XV (UNIT II)
The Process of Modernization iln the Middle East
Trust in God, but tie your camel
Arab Proverb
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Tragedy
Introduction: Life in the Middle East has always been a struggle for sur-
vival. Life on barren land, even in the best of times, depended on delicate
and complex irrigation systems easily destroyed by war or dried up by drought.
In addition
,
flash floods, earthquakes, famine and disease could raze whole
towns at once, leaving the survivors with the feeling that they were allowed
to live by divine providence alone. With life so uncertain, a belief in
fatalism developed, for it seemed clear that it was some power outside of man
that was responsible for the sudden reversals of fortune. If man is not
responsible, an all powerful God must decide according to his own laws what
will happen on earth.
The major religion in the Middle East, Islam, is thus built on a
philosophy of resignation to the will of God. If you were a boy or girl
brought up in a traditional Moslem household you would grow up seeing the
world dir ferently from the way you do now. From the time you could understand
Arabic or Persian or Turkish you would hear phrases like Enshallah (God
willing) and you would come to believe that everything that happens in the
world is what God wants. This philosophy makes the loss of a valued person
or thing more bearable, for the loss fits into God's plan. This does not
mean, however, that people do not care when someone dies, for we are sometimes
told that other peoples value life less than we do. As you will see in the
following selection from Taha Hussein's Early Childhood '" Middle Easterners
grieve deeply over death, for, as we have seen, their families are very tightly
knit. It is their religion which helps them bear up under the grief and go on
1 iving.
Taha Hussein, Early Childhood , Routledge & Sons, Ltd. London, 1932.
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At length came a terrible day, the like of which the family had never known,
and which stamped its life with a perpetual grief. It turned the hair of both
parents white, and caused the mother to wear black till the end of her days, and
to lose all taste for pleasure. She never laughed but she wept afterwards; she
never went to sleep without shedding a few tears nor woke up without shedding a
few more; she never tasted fruit without first giving some to the poor or to boys;
she never smiled during a Feast...
This day was the 21st August... The summer of that year was terrible. An
epidemic of cholera descended upon Egypt and attacked the population like wildfire
It destroyed towns and villages, and wiped out whole families...
The village schools and town schools were closed and doctors and envoys of
the Public Health Department were scattered throughout the land with their instru-
ments and tents in which to isolate the sick.
Souls were filled with anxiety and hearts with fear... Every family talked
about what had befallen the other and waited for their own share of disaster.
*
The lad's mother was in a perpetual state of anxiety, asking herself a thousa
times a day on which of her sons and daughters the calamity would fall. Now she
had a son eighteen years of age, who was good-looking and of pleasing appearance,
a fine intelligent fellow.
In fact he was the best of the family, the most intelligent, the most tender-
hearted, the best natured; the most dutiful and considerate to his father and
mother and the most companionable to his little brothers and sisters.
Moreover he was always happy. He had taken the Baccalaureat certificate,
and his name was down for the School of Medicine. He was waiting for the end of
the narrator refers to himself as "the lad"
The Baccalaureat certificate is granted to those who eraduate
from secondary schools in Egypt.
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the summer
,
when he would go to Cairo. When the epidemic broke out. he attached
himself to the doctor of the town, and took to accompanying him on his rounds,
saying that it would be practice for his future profession.
At last came the 20th August. The young man returned as usual smiling. He
spoke kindly to his mother, joked with her and allayed her fears, saying, "There
were no more than twenty cases in the town to-day and the force of the epidemic
has begun to... (go down). But in spite of that he complained of some sickness,
and went out to his father and sat down and talked to him, as was his custom. Later
he went to his friends and accompanied them to a place where he went with them every
day on the banks of the Ibrahimyyah Canal.
In the early part of the night, he returned home and spent an hour laughing
and playing with his brothers. That very night he told everyone in the house that
eating garlic was a precaution against cholera. He ate it himself, and his brothers,
big and little, followed his example. He tried to convince his parents
... (that it
would work) but did not succeed.
At midnight the whole house was quiet and the occupants and animals alike were
deep in slumber. Suddenly a strange cry rang through the still air and woke every-
body up. Then the sheikh and his wife went to the long corridor, open to the sky,
calling their son by name. The youths of the house leapt from their beds and
hastened in the direction of the voice, while the lads sat up and rubbed their
eyes rather anxiously trying to make out ... (where) this sound came (from) and
what this strange movement meant.
The source of all this was the sound of the young man trying to vomit. He
had spent an hour or two there, having left his room on the tips of his toes, and
having gone out into the open air to be sick, making every effort not to wake
anyone up. At last the illness reached such a pitch that he could neither control
himself nor vomit quietly, and his parents heard the retching and were alarmed by
it, as were the other occupants of the house.
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So the youth was stricken down, the plague had found its way into the house,
and the young man's mother knew on which of her sons the calamity would fall.
*
That night the sheikh was truly worthy of admiration. He was calm and serene,
although frightened, and controlled himself well. There was something in his voice
that showed that his heart was broken and that in spite of this he was patiently
prepared to bear the calamity. He took his son to his room and gave orders for
his isolation from his brothers. Then he went out and called two men neighbours
and it was hardly an hour before he returned with the doctor.
Meanwhile the youth's mother, terror-stricken as she was, was patiently and
faithfully tending her son. Whenever the vomiting gave him a rest, she went out
into the corridor, raised her hands and face to the sky and wore herself out in...
prayers until she heard the retching again. Then she hastened to her son, support-
ing him on her breast and taking his head between her hands. But all the while
her tongue never ceased from prayer....
She was not able to keep the patient apart from his big and little brothers.
They filled his room and stood round him speechless. He joked with his mother
every time the vomiting gave him a rest, and played with his small brothers until
the doctor came and prescribed various things and gave various orders, and then
departed, saying that he would return in the morning.
The young man's mother stayed in her son's room and the sheikh sat near at
hand, speechless. He neither prayed... nor did he answer any of those who
spoke
to him. At length morning came and the young man began to complain
of pain in
his legs. His sisters came and rubbed his legs for him, while
he suffered, some-
times out loud and sometimes concealing his pain, the vomiting
straining him, and
at the same time rending the hearts of his parents.
the boy's father
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The whole family spent such a morning as they had never known the like. A
dark, silent morning in which there was something alarming and terrifying.
There was a crowd of folk outside the house, who had come to comfort the
sheikh, and inside was a crowd of women who had come to console the young man's
mother, but the sheikh and his wife were too busy to pay any heed to any of them.
The doctor kept coming every hour or so.
The young man had asked that a wire should be sent to his brother, who was
*
(at A1 Azhar ) in Cairo, and also to his uncle, who was in the upper part of the
province. He kept asking for a watch from time to time and looking at it, as
though he was... afraid to die without seeing his brother... or his elderly uncle.
What a terrible hour it was, that third hour of Thursday the 21st of August...
The doctor left the room, having given up hope, and confided in two of the sheikh's
best friends that the young man was at his last gasp.
The two men went into the room where the young man was lying with his mother
beside him, and on that day for the first time in her life, she appeared in the
presence of men.
The young man was writhing on the bed. He stood up, then threw himself down,
then sat up, then asked for a watch, then tried to be sick.
His mother was speechless with fear and when the two men tried to console him,
he replied, "I am not better than the Prophet, and did not the Prophet die?" He
called his father, wishing to console him, but the sheikh did not answer him. He
stood up, then he sat down and alternately threw himself on and off the bed. As
for our lad he sat alone in a corner of the room, silent, downcast, bewildered,
with grief simply tearing at his heart.
At last the young man threw himself down on the bed and was unable to move.
He just uttered groans which occasionally died down, and the sounds gradually
died away.
The famous religious university in Cairo
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The lad will forget all else before he forgets the last groan which the young
man uttered, a thin, weak, long drawn-out groan. Then he was silent.
At this moment the young man's mother got up, her patience exhausted and her
endurance at an end. Hardly had she stood up before she fell down, or would have
done, had not the two men supported her. Then she pulled herself together and
went out of the room with downcast eyes, walking quietly until she got outside,
and then she poured forth from her bosom a cry that the lad never recalls without
his heart being rent by it.
The young man tossed about a little, and there passed through his body a
quiver which was followed by the silence of death. The two men approached and
prepared the body. They bound his head about with a napkin, threw a veil over his
face and went out to the sheikh.
Then they remembered the lad alone in one of the corners of the room, and
one of them returned and dragged him out,. . . , taking him to a place among the
people and throwing him down there...
But an hour or so later the young man was prepared for burial, and the men
carried him out on their shoulders
.
How cruel is Fate! They had scarcely reached the door, when his
uncle, the
sheikh, appeared, just too late to console his nephew, who had resisted the
approach of death in the hope that he would come.
From that day deep grief settled on the household and
all appearance of
pleasure or rejoicing, no matter what the occasion, had to be avoided
by all both
old and young.
From that day the sheikh would never sit down to
his lunch or his supper
without recalling his son and weeping for an hour
or so. And in front of him
his wife joined in the weeping, while round about him
his sons and daughters
endeavoured to console their parents; and their
efforts being of no avail, they
would fall to weeping one and all.
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From that day the family used to cross the Nile and visit the cemetery from
time to time, although before that they used to find fault with those who visited
the dead.
From that day our lad s whole outlook on life was completely changed.
He really knew God and was at great pains to draw near to Him by every pos-
sible means, from alms-giving to earnest prayer and the recitation of the Quran
(Koran)
.
God knows that it was neither fear nor compassion nor fondness of life that
drove him to it, but the fact that he knew that his brother the youth had been a
student and had neglected the performance of his religious duties. Therefore the
lad went through all these forms of worship, wishing to take away some of the sins
of his brother.
His brother had been eighteen years old when he died, and the lad had heard
*
from the sheikhs that prayer and fasting were obligatory for a man when he reached
the age of fifteen. Therefore he reckoned to himself the obligation to pray the
five daily prayers twice every day, once for himself and once for his brother;
and also to fast two months in the year, a month for himself and a month for his
brother. He vowed he would hide this from all his people, and establish a special
covenant between himself and God. Moreover before taking his own portion of
whatever food came into his hands he would give some to a poor man or an orphan.
God is witness that the lad kept the covenant for months and never changed
this mode of life until he went to Al-Azhar
.
From that day the lad knew what night vigils were, for many a time he would
spend the dark hours of a whole night, either thinking about his brother or re-
**
citing Surat-al-Ikhlas (The Chapter of Sincerity) thousands of times, all of
^learned
,
religious men
A
from the Koran
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which he would dedicate to his brother. Or else he would compose verses, after
the manner of the poetry which he used to read in story books, in which he would
mention his grief and pain at the loss of his brother, taking great care never
to conclude the poem without a blessing on the Prophet and dedicating the reward
of this blessing to his brother.
Yes, from that day the lad experienced terrifying dreams, the illness of
his brother being depicted for him every night. This condition of affairs went
on for some years
,
and then as he grew older and Al-Azhar wrought its change on
him, the illness of his brother began to come to his mind only occasionally, and
so the youth became a man.
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The Doum Tree of Wad Hamid
Introduction; In the last selection we have seen how suddenly tragedy can
strike in the Middle East and how Islam is able to help people bear up under
great grief. While the philosophy of resignation to the will of God has been
a crucial part of the Middle Easterner's view of life in the past, many modern-
ists in the Middle East have been suggesting that to progress scientifically a
subtle change of emphasis based on certain passages in the Koran is necessary.
The statement "Set out so that God can bless you" represents this change of
emphasis and is similar to our saying "God helps those who help themselves".
Many modernists, then, are saying that to develop a society one must take
action first and cannot just resign oneself to whatever happens. To the
question "Is Islam suitable for the modern world?" they answer "yes."
In essence this is the question asked symbolically in the following short
story "The Doum Tree of Wad Hamid" by Taieb Salih. Modern technology Salih
believes does not need to replace religion; the two can live together side by
side. The traditional philosophy of resignation to the will of God was useful
in the past and is not incompatible with the modern world. The people in the
story can have both the symbolic doum tree and the steamer. Taieb Salih is a
Sudanese novelist and short story writer, educated in Britain, whose works are
often published in English.
*
"The Doum Tree of Wad Hamid" by Taieb Salih in Modern Arabic Short
Stories,
Oxford University Press, 1967.
.1 Ui* WAD HAMID
•••If you came to our viii,.village as a tourist it i e i -i .
that you would not stay long If it
’
tree
8 ‘ “ — in winter time, when the pal.s are pollinated, you would find that
. dark ,cloud had descended
over the village Thno8
’
my son
> would not be dust T t- ue. .
. I would be a
swarm of those sand-flies which block all paths to-la ... our village
I remember a friend of my son's a * nt , a fellow student at school, whom my
son invited to stay with us a year ago at th • •is time of the year. Hispeople come from the town. He stav^a‘ yed one nxght with us and got up nextday, feverish, with a running nose and swollen face- her , swore that he
wouldn't spend another night with us.
If you were to cote to us in summer you would find the horseflies
With US-enormous flies... In comparison to these the sand-flies are
a thousand ti.es
.ore bearable. They are savage flies,
.y son: they
bite, sting, buzz, and whirr. They have a special love for
.an...
God curse all sand-flies.
And were you to co.e at a time which was neither su..er nor winter
you would find nothing at all. No doubt,
.y son, you read the papers
daily, listen to the radio, and go to the cine.a once or twice a week,
should you become ill you have the right to be treated in hospital, and
If you have a son he is entitled to receive education at a school. I
know, my son, that you hate dark streets and like to see electric light
Shining out into the night. I know, too, that you... do not like to
walk and that riding donkeys gives you a bruise on your backside. Oh,
I Wish,
.y son, I wish-the.
. .paved roads of the towns,... the fine
confortable buses. We have none of all this-we are people who live
on what God sees fit to give us.
Tomorrow you will depart from our village, of this I a. sure, and
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you will be right to do so. What have you to do with such hardship?
We are thick-skinned people and in this we differ from others. We
have become used to this hard life, in fact we like it, but we ask no
one to subject himself to the difficulties of our life... Before you
leave, though, let me show you one thing—something which.
. .we are
proud of. In the towns you have museums, places in which the local
history and the great deeds of the past are preserved. This thing that
I want to show you can be said to be a museum. It is one thing we insist
our visitors should see.
Once a preacher, sent by the government, came to us to stay for a
month. He arrived at a time when the horse-flies had never been fatter.
On the very first day the man's face swelled up. He bore this... and
joined us in evening prayers on the second night, and after prayers he
talked to us of the delights of the primitive life. On the third day he
was down with malaria... I visited him at noon and found him... in bed,
with a boy standing at his head waving away the flies.
0 Sheikh,' I said to him, 'there is nothing in our village to show
you, though I would like you to see the doum tree of Wad Hamid.' He
didn t ask me what Wad Hamid's doum tree was, but I presumed that he had
heard of it, for who has not?...
...We later heard that the Sheikh had cabled to those who had sent
him, saying: 'The horse-flies have eaten into my neck, malaria has burnt
up my skin,.... Come to my rescue, may God bless you— these are people
who are in no need of me or of any other preacher. ' And so the man departed
and the government sent us no preacher after him...
Have patience, my son, in a little while there will be the noonday
breeze. .
.
Here it is: the doum tree of Wad Hamid. Look how it holds its head
aloft to the skies; look how its roots strike down into the earth; look at
198" S fUl1
’ trUnk’- " the sun is low, the
dOUm "" CaStS US Shad°W fr°m tWs hi«h mounh right across the river
so that someone sitting on the far bank can rest in Its eh a ,1 ^ S s ade. At dawn,
»hen the sun rises, the shadow of the tree ,stre tches across the cultivated
land and houses ripht nn i-n8 P the cemetery. Don't you think It Is like
some mythical eagle spreading its wings over the village and everyone in
lt? 0nCe “e 80Ve™e" t
. anting to put through an agricultural scheme,
decided to cut it down: they said that the best place for setting up
the pump was where the doum tree stood. As you can see, the people of
our village are concerned solely with their everyday needs and ! cannot
remember their ever having rebelled against anything. However, when
they heard about cutting down the doum tree they all rose up as one man
and barred the district commissioner's way. That was in the time of
foreign rule.* The flies assisted them too-the horse-flies. The man
was surrounded by the... people shouting that if the doum tree were cut
down they would fight the government to the last man, while the flies...
bit the man's face. .. .his papers were scattered in the water.
. . And so
neither the pump nor the scheme came about and we kept our doum tree.
Let us go home, my son, for this is no time for talking in the open.
This hour just before sunset is a time when the army of sand-flies becomes
particularly active before going to sleep. At such a time no one who isn’t
well accustomed to them and has become as thick-skinned as we are can bear
their stings. Look at it, my son, look at the doum tree: lofty, proud,
and haughty as though—as though it were some ancient idol. Wherever
you happen to be in the village you can see it; in fact, you can even see
it from four villages away.
*in the Sudan, British rule,
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Tomorrow you will depart from Our village, of that there is no
doubt... But before you leave I shall finish the story of the tree, the
doum tree of Wad Hamid. Come in, my son, treat this house as your own.
You ask who planted the doum tree?
No one planted it, my son. Is the ground in which it grows arable
land? Do you not see that it is stony..
.like the pedestal of a statue,...
My son, no one planted it. Drink your tea, for you must be in need
of it after the trying experience you have undergone. Most probably it
grew up by itself, though no one remembers having known it other than as
you now find it... When we take ourselves back to childhood memories...
we see in our minds a giant doum tree standing on a river bank... My
son, do you find that you can follow what I say? Are you aware of this
feeling I have within me but which I am powerless to express? Every new
generation finds the doum tree as though it had been born at the time
of their birth and would grow up with them. Go and sit with the people
of this village and listen to them recounting their dreams. A man awakens
from sleep and tells his neighbour how he found himself in a vast sandy
tract of land... how he walked and walked until he was overcome with thirst
and stricken with hunger, while the sands stretched endlessly around
him;... How he found himself under the doum tree of Wad Hamid; how he
then discovered a vessel containing milk, its surface still fresh with
froth, and how the milk did not go down though he drank until he had
quenched his thirst. At which his neighbour says to him, 'Rejoice at
release from your troubles.'
You can also hear one of the women telling her friend: 'It was as
though I were in a boat sailing through a channel in the sea, so narrow
that I could stretch out my hands and touch the shore on either side...
I saw the two shores closing in upon me... I was filled with terror and
called out at the top of my voice, "0 Wad Hamid."' As I looked I saw a
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man with a radiant face and a heavy white beard flowing do™ over his
chest, dressed in spotless white and holding a string of amber prayer-
beads. Placing his hand on my brow he said: "Be not afraid," and I
was calmed. Then I found the shore opening up and the water flowing
gently. X looked to my left and saw fields of ripe corn, water-wheels
turning, and cattle grazing, and on the shore stood the doum tree of
Wad Hamid. The boat came to rest under the tree and the man got out,
tied up the boat, and stretched out his hand to me. He then struck me
gently on the shoulder with the string of beads, picked up a doum fruit
from the ground and put it in my hand. When I turned round he was no
longer there.’
That was Wad Hamid,' her friend then says to her, 'you will have
an illness that will bring you to the brink of death, but you will recover.
You must make an offering to Wad Hamid under the doum tree.'
So it is, my son, that there is not a man or woman, young or old,
who dreams at night without seeing the doum tree of Wad Hamid at some
point in the dream.
You ask me why it was called the doum tree of Wad Hamid and who Wad
Hamid was. Be patient, my son—have another cup of tea.
At the beginning of home rule a civil servant came to inform us that
the government was intending to set up a stopping-place for the steamer.
He told us that the national government wished to help us and to see us
progress.
. . But he could see that the faces around him expressed no
reaction. My son, we are not people who travel very much, and when we
wish to do so for some important matter such as registering land, or
seeking advice about a matter of divorce, we take a morning's ride on
our donkeys and then board the steamer from the neighbouring village.
My son, we have grown accustomed to this, in fact it is precisely for
this reason that we breed donkeys. It is little wonder, then, that the
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government official could see nothing in the people's faces to indicate
that they were pleased with the news. His enthusiasm waned and,...
he began to fumble for words.
'Where will the stopping-place be?' someone asked him after a period
of silence. The official replied that there was only one suitable place-
where the doum tree stood. Had you that instant brought along a woman
and had her stand among those men as naked as the day her mother bore
her, they could not have been more astonished.
'The steamer usually passes here on a Wednesday,’ one of the men
quickly replied; ’if you made a stopping-place, then it would be here on
Wednesday afternoon.' The official replied that the time fixed for the
steamer to stop by their village would be four o'clock on Wednesday
afternoon.
'But that is the time when we visit the tomb of Wad Hamid at the doum
tree, answered the man; 'when we take our women and children and make
offerings. We do this every week.' The official laughed. 'Then change
the day!' he replied... He could not have angered them more than this
remark of his. They rose up as one man, bore down upon him, and would
certainly have killed him if I had not intervened and snatched him from
their clutches. I then put him on a donkey and told him to make good
his escape.
And so it was that the steamer still does not stop here and that we
still ride off on our donkeys for a whole morning and take the steamer
from the neighbouring village when circumstances require us to travel. We
content ourselves with the thought that we visit the tomb of Wad Hamid with
our women and children and that we make offerings there every Wednesday
as our fathers and fathers' fathers did before us.
Excuse me, my son, while I perform the sunset prayer... I declare
that there is no god but God and I declare that Mohamed is His Servant
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and His Prophet Peace be upon you and the mercy of God!...
My son, have you asked me what we do when we're ill?
I laugh because I know what's going on in your head. You townsfolk
hurry to the hospital on the slightest pretext. If one of you hurts
his finger you dash off to the doctor who puts a bandage on and you
carry it m a sling for days; and even then it doesn't get better. Once
I was working in the fields and something bit my finger—this little
finger of mine. I jumped to my feet and looked around in the grass
where I found a snake lurking... I took hold of it by the head and crushed
it between two fingers, then bit into my finger, sucked out the blood,
and took up a handful of dust and rubbed it on the bite.
But that was only a little thing. What do we do when faced with
real illness?
This neighbour of ours, now. One day her neck swelled up and she
was confined to bed for two months. One night she had a heavy fever,
so at first dawn she rose from her bed and dragged herself along till
she came
—
yes, my son, till she came to the doum tree of Wad Hamid. The
woman told us what happened.
'I was under the doum tree,' she said,... and called out at the top
of my voice: "0 Wad Hamid, I have come to you to seek refuge and
protection— I shall sleep here at your tomb and under your doum tree...
'And so I curled myself up in fear,' the woman continued with her
story, 'and was soon overcome by sleep... I suddenly heard sounds of
recitation from the Koran... I saw a venerable old man with a white beard
and wearing a spotless white robe come up to me, a smile on his face.
He struck me on the head with his string of prayer-beads and called out:
"Arise."
'I swear that I got up I know not how and went home I know not how. I
arrived back at dawn and woke up my husband, my son, and my daughters. 1
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told my husband to light the fire and make tea. Then I ordered my
daughters to give trilling cries of joy, and the whole village prostrated
themselves before us. I swear that I have never again been afraid,
nor yet ill.
'
Yes, my son, we are people who have no experience of hospitals.
In small matters such as the bites of scorpions, fever, sprains, and
fractures
,
we take to our beds until we are cured. When in serious
trouble we go to the doum tree.
Shall I tell you the story of Wad Hamid, my son, or would you like
to sleep? Townsfolk don't go to sleep till late at night—I know that
of them. We, though, go to sleep directly the birds are silent... We
and our animals are alike: we rise in the morning when they rise and go
to sleep when they sleep.
My father, reporting what my grandfather had told him, said: 'Wad
Hamid, in times gone by, used to be the slave of a wicked man. He was
one of God's holy saints but kept his faith to himself, not daring to
pray openly lest his wicked master should kill him. When he could no
longer bear his life... he called upon God to deliver him and a voice told
him to spread his prayer-mat on the water and that when it stopped by the
shore he should descend. The prayer-mat put him down at the place where
the doum tree is now and which used to be waste land. And there he
stayed alone, praying the whole day. At nightfall a man came to him
with dishes of food, so he ate and continued his worship till dawn.
'
All this happened before the village was built up... Other places
begin by being small and then grow larger, but this village of ours came
into being at one bound. Its population neither increases nor decreases,
while its appearance remains unchanged. And ever since our village has
existed, so has the doum tree of Wad Hamid. .. standing above it like o
sentinel.
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When I took you to visit the tree, my son, do you remember the iron
railing round it? Do you remember the marble plaque standing on a
stone pedestal with 'The doum tree of Wad Hamid' written on it?... They
are the only new things about the village since God first planted it
here, and I shall now recount to you how they came into being.
When you leave us tomorrow—and you will certainly do so, swollen
of face and inflamed of eye—it will be fitting if you do not curse us
but rather think kindly of us and of the things that I have told you this
night, for you may well find that your visit to us was not wholly bad.
You remember that some years ago we had Members of Parliament and
P°litical parties and a great deal of... coming and going which we couldn't
make head or tail of. The roads would sometimes cast down strangers at
our very doors, just as the waves of the sea wash up strange weeds. Though
not a single one of them. .. stayed beyond one night, they would nevertheless
bring us the news of the great fuss going on in the capital. One day
they told us that the government which had driven out imperialism had
been substituted by an even bigger and noisier government.
'And who has changed it?' we asked them, but received no answer. As
for us, ever since we refused to allow the stopping-place to be set up
at the doum tree no one has disturbed our tranquil existence. Two years
passed without our knowing what form the government had taken... Its...
officials passed through our village without staying in it, while we
thanked God that He had saved us the trouble of putting them up. So
things went on till, four years ago, a new government came into power...
We awoke one day to find an official with an enormous hat and small head,
in the company of two soldiers, measuring ... the doum tree. We asked them
what it was about, to which they replied that the government wished to
build a stopping—place for the steamer under the doum tree.
'But we have already given you our answer about that, we told them.
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'What makes you think we'll accept it now?'
'The government which gave in to you was a weak one,’ they said,
'but the positon has now changed.
'
To cut a long story short, we took them by the scruffs of their
necks, hurled them into the water, and went off to our work. It wasn't
more than a week later when a group of soldiers came along commanded by
the small-headed official with the large hat, shouting, 'Arrest that man,
and that one, and that one,' until they'd taken off twenty of us, I
among them. We spent a month in prison. Then one day the very soldiers
who had put us there opened the prison gates. We asked them what it was
all about but no one said anything. Outside the prison we found a great
gathering of people j no sooner had we been spotted than there were shouts
and cheering and we were embraced by some cleanly dressed people. . .with
gold watches gleaming on their wrists. They carried us off. ..back to
our own people. There we found an unbelievably immense gathering of
people, carts, horses, and camels. We said to each other, 'The din and
flurry of the capital has caught up with us.' They made us twenty men
stand in a row and the people passed along it shaking us by the hand:
The Prime Minister— the President of the Parliament—the President of
the Senate. .
.
We looked at each other without understanding a thing of what was
going on around us except that our arms were aching with all the handshakes
we had been receiving from those Presidents and Members of Parliament.
Then they took us off in a great mass to the place where the doum
tree and the tomb stand. The Prime Minister laid the foundation stone
for the monument you've seen, and for the dome you've seen, and for the
railing you've seen. Like a tornado blowing up for a while and then
passing over, so that mighty host disappeared as suddenly as it had come
without spending a night in the village no doubt because of the hoi se
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files which, that particular year, were as large and fat
the year the preacher came to us.
•as during
One of those strangers who were occasionally cast upon us in the
village later told us the story of all this fuss and bother.
The people, he said, 'hadn't been happy about this government since
it had come to power... They therefore.
. .waited for the right opportunities
to present themselves... When the doum tree Incident occurred and they
marched you all off and slung you into prison, the newspapers took this
up and the leader of the government which had resigned made a fiery
speech in Parliament in which he said:
...this government.
. .has begun to interfere in the beliefs of
the people, in those holy things held most sacred by them. "... "Ask
our worthy Prime Minister about the doum tree of Wad Hamid. Ask him how
it was that he permitted himself to send his troops and henchmen to
desecrate that pure and holy place!"
The people took up the cry and throughout the country their hearts
responded to the incident of the doum tree as to nothing before. Perhaps
the reason is that in every village in this country there is some
monument like the doum tree of Wad Hamid which people see in their dreams.
After a month of fuss and shouting. .. fifty members of the government were
forced to withdraw their support... And so the government fell, the
first government returned to power and the leading paper in the country
wrote: "The doum tree of Wad Hamid has become the symbol of the nation's
awakening. "
'
Since that day we have been unaware of the existence of the new
government and not one of those great... men who visited us has put in an
appearance; we thank God that He has spared us the trouble of having to
shake them by the hand. Our life returned to what it had been: no water-
pump, no agricultural scheme, no stopping-place for the steamer. But we
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kept our doum tree which cases lts shadow 0V£r ^ ^ ^
the afternoon and, in the corning, spreads its shadow over the fieids
and houses right up to the cemetery... And our vm * v,a a a illage has acquired a
marble monument, an iron railing, and a dome...
When the man had finished what he had to say he looked at me with an
enigmatic smile playing at the corners of his mouth...
'And when,' X asked, 'will they set up the Hater-pump, and put
through the agricultural scheme and the stopping-place for the steamer?
'
He lowered his head and paused before answering me, 'When people go
to sleep and don't see the doum tree in their dreams.'
'And when will that be?' I said.
’I mentioned to you that my son is in the town studying at school,'
he replied. ’It wasn’t I who put him there; he ran away and went there
on his own, and it is my hope that he will stay where he is and not
return. When my son’s son passes out of school and the number of young
men with souls foreign to our own increases, then perhaps the water-pump
will be set up and the agricultural scheme put into being—maybe then
the steamer will stop at our village—under the doum tree of Wad Hamid.’
And do you think,’ I said to him, 'that the doum tree will one day
be cut down?' He looked at me for a long while... through his tired, misty
eyes . .
.
’There will not be the least necessity for cutting down the doum tree.
There is not the slightest reason for the tomb to be removed. What all
these people have overlooked is that there's plenty of room for all these
things: the doum tree, the tomb, the water-pump, and the steamer's
stopping-place.
’
When he had been silent for a time he gave me a look which I don’t know
how to describe, though it stirred within me a feeling of sadness, sadness
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for some obscure thing which I was unable to define. Then he said:
’Tomorrow, without doubt, you will be leaving us. When you arrive at
your destination, think well of us and judge us not too harshly.’
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The Cholera Epidemic
Introduction: As a country modernizes it becomes willing and eager to try
out new ways of living and to experiment with new ideas and new technology.
The educated classes are the first to modernize, and they lead the way in help-
ing others change their ideas about the way life should be lived. This is, of
course, a dangerous process, for often the old ways are better suited to the
environment than the new ways, and methods worked out by trial and error over
the centuries Are best. In the last selection Taieb Salih in his symbolic
story states his belief that although faith has worked in the past, it is not
compatible with technological progress. In "Tragedy" we have seen how faith
was not enough to save Taha Hussein's brother from a cholera epidemic. Faith
was only able to console them for their loss. In the selection which follows*,
we take a look at the same cholera epidemic from a different point of view,
that of a young, modern doctor who is able to blend his scientific knowledge
with his understanding of the beliefs of village people in order to help stop
the spread of cholera in a village. The British doctors, whose scientific
knowhow was excellent, were unable to be effective with the people of the
village because they did not know their language or customs. The young
Egyptian doctor, having both scientific and cultural skills, succeeds, for he
knows how to motivate the people to cooperate. The introduction of science
and technology, then, depends on the manner in which it is introduced, and
must be adapted to the traditional customs of the people. You can have the
doum tree and the steamer both, but the one cannot replace the other.
Naguib Mahfouz The Life of an Egyptian Doctor
,
E & S Livingstone Ltd.,
London, 1966.
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In the early su^er months of 1902 cholera broke out among the pilgrims
in Mecca and resulted In thousands of victims, many of whom were Egyptians.
When the Egyptian pilgrims came back they were segregated in the quarant
quarters at El Tor in the Sinai Peninsula. In spite of the strict
precautions taken cholera appeared in Egypt. The first cases broke out
in a village in Upper Egypt called Mousha
... This village, whose populat
IS three to four thousand, is situated on a high plain ...
The mayor of the village was one of the pilgrims who had visited
Mecca when the cholera epidemic had broken out and on his return he
brought with him, as a blessing, ten large tins full of the water of Zamzam,
the sacred well in Mecca. The water of the well had been polluted with the
cholera vibrio. The ten tins of water he brought with him were neither
destroyed nor disinfected. When the mayor returned to his village he
distributed the water in the tins among relatives and friends who poured
it into their wells at home for blessing. Eventually cholera played havoc
with the inhabitants of the village who died in large numbers. The
government imposed a military sanitary cordon around the village to prevent
anyone leaving or entering. A body of the ablest medical men in the Public
Health Department, headed by Dr. Goodman and Dr. Rowntree, a British Army
physician who had previously fought cholera in India, were put in charge.
Owing to the shortage of qualified men medical students from the two final
years were recruited to fight the epidemic.... In spite of strenuous efforts
the epidemic showed no signs of ...[letting up]. I was one of the recruited
fourth year students but I was not sent to Mousha, being assigned to work
at the Cairo Railway Station to examine suspected patients coming from
Upper Egypt and to facilitate the transportation of medical equipment to
Mousha. I spent 15 days there and became very bored. I asked for a day
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o£f and on being granbed it I Kent to the „ealth Dfipartment where , ^
the Director General's secretary, Wahba Shehata, to whom I „as introduced
by my nephew Fahmy who happened to be his assistant. I asked Wahba Bey
for permission to see the Director General, Sir Horace Pinching, as I had
a complaint to submit. I did not tell „ahba Bey anything about the substance
of the complaint. He tried to discourage me by informing me that Sir
Horace was a very difficult man to meet. "Sir Hnr^P •• b orace is a military man
who has spent all his youth in the army. He is very hardheaded and is
feared by all officials, British and Egyptian alike." In spite of this
warning I insisted on meeting Sir Horace. When 1 sent in I was very
impressed by the gentle way in which he met me. He said, "What can I
do for you, my young fellow?" I said that I was one of the medical students
recruited for the cholera campaign but that, instead of being sent to the
battle-field, I had been given a post at the Cairo Railway Station. He
looked at me and said, "What is wrong with that? You have an easy job
safe from contagion." "This is what I complain of, Sir," I said, "I am
a young man of nineteen and have been given a job suitable for someone who
is on the verge of retirement." Luckily Sir Horace smiled. (This, I heard
afterwards, was most unusual.) He then said, "I am afraid 1 cannot send
you to Mousha. There are no vacancies there." I added hesitantly, "I
read in an evening paper yesterday that an Egyptian doctor working in
Mousha contracted the disease and died. May I be given his post?" Sir
Horace answered, "Dr. Goodman insists on the appointment of a senior man
who has had previous experience in fighting cholera." "It is very unlikely,"
I said, that you will find an Egyptian doctor who has had experience in
cholera. The last epidemic in Egypt occurred twenty years ago." Sir Horace
seemed convinced and wrote a letter of introduction to Dr. Goodman. He
then said, "Get ready to leave for Mousha tomorrow." I answered, "Why
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and said, "Are you by chance going through a hopeless love affair and want
to lose your life!" J smlled and
’ y first and last love is to
perform my duty. I Have volunteer tQ £ight ^ ^ ^ ^
soldier volunteers to fight for his country."
"Very well," he said, "1
wish you luck.”
When Wahba Bey learned of what has passed between Sir Horace and me
he called Fahmy, my nephew, and said, "Why does your uncle want to throw
m the firs? Needless to say when my brother and sisters heard
the news they were greatly disturbed.
In the evening I took the train to Assiut. I arrived at dawn. I
the only hotel in the city, hoping to get a little sleep, but I
got none as the bed was very hard. At 6 a.m. breadfast was served and I
had a chat with the attendant. I learned from him that a caravan left for
Mousha every day at 7:30 a.m. carrying food and ice blocks on donkey-
back. I asked him to hire a donkey for me and to tell the person in charge
the caravan of my intention to go with him. We arrived at the village
m about two hours. The road was difficult to cross on account of the deep
wide cracks in the mud deposited by thfe water of the flood but fortunately
no mishap occurred. When we arrived at Mousha we found that the ice blocks
had melted on account of the excessive heat to about half their size.
The caravan stopped at the military cordon around the village and
handed over the food and ice blocks and returned to Assiut. The officer
in charge of the cordon inquired about my mission. I produced the letter
Sir Horace had given me to deliver to Dr. Goodman. He brought me a chair
and asked me to take a seat. He then informed me that Dr. Goodman was,
at that moment, presiding over a court-martial examining the case of a
soldier who, in exchange for a boiled egg, helped one of the peasants to
leave the village! ...
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Dr. Goodman arrived at about 10 a.m. He was a solemn looking man
but seemed kind-hearted. He was accompanied by Dr. Rowntree who was in
military uniform. I handed the letter to Dr. Goodman and when he finished
reading it he looked at Dr. Rowntree and said in a very angry tone, "Just
look here, Rowntree, I asked for an experienced doctor and they send me a
boy of nineteen who has not yet obtained his diploma." Rowntree retorted
calmly, saying, "Do you want to pick a quarrel with Pinching?" The effect
of this answer on Goodman was astonishing. He at once regained control
of himself and said to me in a quiet voice, "We have been fighting the
cholera epidemic for a whole month without avail. I think there is a
contaminated well somewhere in this village which is defeating our efforts.
We have tried very hard to find it but without success. It is for this
reason that I asked for an experienced man to look for it and they have
sent you who have never seen a case of cholera before." I smiled and
said, "I will do my best," Luckily for me he smiled back. "The case is
a difficult one," he said, "but I will give you a chance. What can I do
to help you?" I replied, "I want first of all the names of those who
succumbed to the disease and the dates of their deaths. I want a map of
the village as well. I also need a permit to enter every house in the
village even if it is the omdah's (mayor's)". "As for the village map,"
Dr. Goodman said, "the surveyor started to draw the outline but unfortunately
could not go any further, having had an attack of diarrhoea. He was afraid
it would develop into cholera and applied for leave which was granted. So
far there is no sign of his return. The list of the fatal cases and the
dates are ready but, as regards the permit to inspect all the houses in
the village, I shall arrange for you to be accompanied by at least six
policemen : to guard you." "I don't need any military protection, I said,
"what I need is a guide chosen by the people themselves." He warned me,
"They will undoubtedly finish you off on the first day. I said,
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would rather go without
. guard of pollcemen
_„ He then^ ^long WU1 It take you to accomplish the job?" "T„0 weekS( .. j repUe<J
_
I went with Dr. Goodman through the miHt-a ~ a8 n lit ry cordon and found a
Stoat number of tents erected In the open. Each doctor had his own
private tent and I was shown the tent X would occupy. lt „as next to
two years previously. He gave me some information about llfe 1„ tents
and warned me about unnecessary exposure to the sun, for the temperature
outside was above 50° c * ^c. He also warned me against touching the wash-basin
otherwise my fingers would be scorched. I was told not to forget to put
basins full of water under the bedposts to stop scorpions reaching my
bed at night. Dr. All gave me a wide-mouthed bottle which was filled
with alcohol and supplied me with a long artery forceps. He instructed
“ to look for scorpions before going to sleep, to pick them up and drop
em in the bottle. He also advised me to leave my tent in the event of
a storm lest it should collapse on top of me. On my first night sleep was
a nightmare full of scorpions and storms!
In the morning Goodman sent me the plan of the village, which the
surveyor had started, and gave me the list of the fatal cases and the
dates on which they had died. The deputy omdah, who was a very strong and
well-mannered man, was delegated to accompany me in my house to house
visits in search of the wells which were hidden by the villagers to prevent
the authorities from disinfecting them as they were their only source of
water. My colleagues were very pessimistic about my mission and thought
that it was mad of me not to accept a military escort and attributed my
refusal to my ignorance of the habits and customs of the peasants of
Upper Egypt.
I began my tour of inspection the day after my arrival. It was a
*122 °F
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Friday, the day on which ali Moslems go to the mosque for their noon
prayer, led by the Imam (religious leader). I asked my guide to take me
to the mosque and to inform the Imam of my intention of saying a few
words to the congregation when the service was over. When that was done
I asked the deputy omdah to request the Imam to introduce me to the people
and make them understand that 1 had volunteered to succeed the doctor who
had lost his life in the course of his duty. The Imam was quite agreeable.
I stood on the threshold of the mosque and addressed the crowd in a short
speech, which I delivered in the colloquial Upper Egyptian dialect,
regarding the nature of my mission. I told them that cholera, which had
reaped the lives of a great number of men, women and children, was caused
by drinking polluted well water contaminated by invisible poisonous
germs. I explained how these germs caused vomiting and diarrhoea and
destroyed life in a few days. I also explained how easy it was to get
rid of these germs by disinfecting the wells. "The Government," I said,
"has already disinfected most of the wells but there are still a few in
existence, hidden by their owners for fear that they will be destroyed.
This is quite wrong. I assured them that the Government would supply new
wells whose water would not be contaminated and would pay them lavishly for
the old ones. As soon as this was accomplished the epidemic would come
to an end. I wound up by saying, "I am a young man, under twenty, and I
have volunteered to serve you paying no attention to the danger to which
I will be exposed. All I ask of you is to help me to carry out my mission.'
When I finished a murmur broke out. The people objected to my youth
but the Imam said in a loud voice, "God Almighty puts his secrets in the
hands of the humblest of his creatures." This had its effect and the crowd
shouted, "Go ahead with God's blessing."
I had many difficulties in drawing the map of the village because many
of the back streets were blocked in the centre by a house and one had to
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reach the remainder of the land Kuby climbing over the roofs of these hooses.
X used to start at 6 a.m. and go on working till noon, resuming work at
3 P.m. until sunset. I would then go back to my tent dead tired and
exhausted. I had no experience whatsoever in drawing maps but I had
an Idea of what to do. It took me five days to complete the plan....
Having completed the map I spent a whole day resting on my back
In my tent. Next morning I began my tour of well Inspection. The
villagers used to hide their wells by putting boards of wood across their
mouths and then covering these with old mats and earth In such a manner
that no one would suspect their existence. My method of discovering these
hidden wells was to knock the whole floor of the courtyard with a big
club lent to me by the deputy omdah who accompanied me on these visits.
If the sound was resonant I suspected the presence of a well and ordered
the floor to be dug out. When I discovered a well I put a red mark on
the village map indicating its position and wrote down the name of the
owner in a special register. In this way I managed to discover some
fifty wells.
My next step was to go back to the death lists, putting a black dot
at each house where a fatality from cholera had occurred. I was very
surprised to discover that most of these deaths took place around a house
that had a well famous for its particularly sweet water. The owners of
this well and their neighbours used to fill buckets from it secretly and
then hide it in the way I have described. I filled a bottle from that well,
taking all the precautions to prevent any leakage, and sent it to the
bacteriological laboratory in Assiut. Professor Bitter, the Director of
the Bacteriological Section of the Health Department, was fortunately
there on an inspection tour. He examined the specimen himself and found it
swarming with the cholera microbes. He himself came to Mousha to inform
Dr. Goodman of his discovery. Specimens taken from all the remaining wells
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were negative for the cholera microbe. Within a week of the discovery of
the well the cholera epidemic had come to an end.
The village of Mousha has, to this day, left its mark on me. Before
I went to Mousha I was fair in complexion but, due to the long exposure to
the sun and the excessive heat, the skin of my face and hands peeled off
and I developed eczema which took a whole month to heal. As a result of
this eczema the colour of my face and hands changed from fair to brown and
has remained so ever since.
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The Trial
Introduction: In the traditional Middle East disputes were settled within
the family or tribe as trust did not often extend beyond these groups. As
seen in Unit I, Islam is an integral part of daily life, and the Koran, along
with the sayings and traditions of the prophet, states the proper way to live
one's life in great detail. The traditional judge was a religious judge who,
with his knowledge of Islamic and tribal law, was given the power to decide
cases. In traditional society there was no external government law to regulate
affairs, and the people were able to keep the power of the law in their own
hands. In the selection which follows, from Bedouin Boyhood*, we see how
impressive tribal law could be and how, though the law itself might be harsh,
mercy could prevail. It is understandable how a flexible law handled by
people known to you would seem preferable to a more rigid law administered by
total strangers who would not know the people involved. In the sequel to this
selection we will see how people in Afghanistan fought to maintain their tribal
law in the face of intervention by the government.
Isaak Diqs
,
A Bedouin Boyhood
,
Praeger, New York, 1969.
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Everything went as usual that morning, except certain preparations
in the Shik.* It was late in summer. The sun became hot as soon as it
rose and it was better to sit in the shade of the back of the tents.
The Shik was well swept, sprayed with water to settle the dust...
or to lessen the heat. Some new carpets were brought out, and many wool-
stuffed leaning-bags were heaped in one corner of the big tent... Tea
and coffee pots were more than usual.
The same preparations were made in Nassralla's tent. The women and
children in Nassralla’s bigger tent moved to the small one. Then the tent
was soon furnished to serve as a Shik,... Haj Ibrahim, my grandfather, was
active as ever, distributing his orders among the young men in the Shik:
one had to spray water, a second had to tighten the ropes of the tent,
and a third to prepare extra coffee cups and tea cups. Shehdi, his grandson,
was sent up the hill to look out and see whether the men were coming.
I noticed that most of the men, especially the old ones, did not go
to their daily work as usual, but stayed in the tribe. Even the small
schoolboys, who were on holiday, came earlier than usual from the vineyards,
driving their donkeys laden with baskets full of ripe grapes and figs.
I saw some men of the other nearby tribes who came in great numbers, more
than usual. Nothing was said about their dinner, but food was directly
brought for their horses.
It was clear that some people—strangers and important—would come
that day. Why were they coming? Why was the other Shik being prepared?
Why had the great number of foreign men come?
*The main tent where the men gathered to discuss important matters.
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These questions... diverted me from enjoying that holiday by going to
Wadi Al-Hisi and joining my schoolmates swimming in the natural pools. I
stayed like the old, important people to see what was going to take place.
'It's a judging case', my mother told me when I asked her. My
grandfather, Haj Ibrahim, was one of the three recognized tribal judges
in the Jubarat tribes, and 1 had seen him solving many intricate, dangerous
problems. But I had never seen such preparations made before. The case must be
very important, otherwise there was no necessity for these preparations and
making two Shiks. I wanted to know something about the case, but, as boys,
we were not to interfere in things which were for men only.
The fire was set up and Hamad began to roast the green coffee beans on
the glowing fire...
I had more than once, seen the coffee put into the mihbash, but that
day I asked Hamad if I could myself do the job. Hamad laughed, looked all
round to see whether Haj Ibrahim was looking at us or not, and whispered,
'Give him the mihbash, Salem...
Soon somebody said, 'Shehdi is signalling to us! They are coming.'
Haj Ibrahim began to ...[give] orders. ’Taleb, go and meet the men!
Nassralla, you must go to your tent and see that everything is all right...
Few minutes had passed after Nassralla and some other people had left,
when many horses' heads appeared over the top of the hill where Shehdi was
standing. There were about twelve horsemen coming towards the Shik in a group.
Their horses were of different colours, while they themselves seemed, as
they came near, to be of different ages. Twenty yards before reaching the
Shik they were met by our people, and the Shik became empty... I stood with
other children behind the women's part of the tent, holding to the long
guy-ropes.
Haj Ibrahim was among the people who went outside, followed by his
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son Taleb. Each man of our people went to a horseman and caught his
rem, but not one of them dismounted until the old white-bearded man,
met by Haj Ibrahim himself, dismounted. He shook hands with Haj Ibrahim,
while his horse was taken by Taleb to be tied.
The other horses were tethered, too. The guests entered the tents,
welcomed by Haj Ibrahim and some other old men, while the young people
were still outside...
The old man with the white beard sat in the middle, near the partition
between the men’s and women's parts of the tent. His men sat on each side
of him. He was leaning with his left elbow on a small heap of pillows.
The guests first-arrived sat on both sides, the eastern and the western
sides. The coffee was drunk and there wassome talk, but nothing was said
about the thing they had come for.
Half an hour later, another group of horsemen came from the east.
Some of our men went to meet them as they followed Shehdi to Nassralla's
tent. They were about the same number as the group in the main Shik. The
same procedure was followed for the new group.
Tired by now of the old guests, I ran with the other children to
see the latest comers. This time some of us, the older ones, took part
in the welcoming procedure. I in my turn took one of the nosebags*, not
from a horseman, but from my cousin who had taken two. My mother was very
pleased when she learnt that I had dealt with the bag myself.
Feeling that the most important things would be taking place in the
main Shik, we all left for there, except for a few boys who were kept
behind to serve as messengers. There in the main Shik I swiftly converted
the mihbash into a small wooden stool by overturning it, so as to be able
to sit on it and see what was taking place. Some of the children sat near me,
a few sat close-up to their fathers, pressing and peering, while the others
*For feeding the horses
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stood in a group at the back of the tent. We were not sent away, because
the Shik with men meeting was considered a practical school for the young
boys as well as old men.
Nassralla, with some of the men who had come early in the morning,
began to walk between the two tents, carrying the ideas of the one party to
the other. They were trying to find the basis upon which the two parties
could meet in one tent. It was about a murder, and so it was necessary
to be sure of what would happen when the two sides met.
At last the negotiations succeeded and the two parties sat together
in the original Shik. Bin Rashid's group, who had come first, sat in the
southern part of the tent, while the Thwahta group sat on the northern side.
The men of our tribe and the other guests sat in two lines, to the east
and the west. Haj Ibrahim sat in the middle of the eastern line.
For a while there was complete silence. All the eyes were fixed on
Haj Ibrahim. He said, 'Good evening, our guests. You know the customs.'
Then, turning his face towards the left, he continued, 'Who is your
quarantor, Bin Rashid?'
The old man with the white beard looked at the men on both sides as
if were looking for the man to guarantee him. 'Bin Rafie is the man,' he
said.
All the people looked towards Bin Rafie, who was sitting opposite to
Haj Ibrahim. The man was silent, and looked down as he heard his name.
He must have been expecting that one of the disputing parties would nominate
him as a guarantor, because without any hesitation he accepted. 'I am
ready to stand for Bin Rashid, whatever may be the result', Bin Rafie said.
Haj Ibrahim turned to the Thwahta group and said, 'Have you any objection,
Thwahta?"
A middle-aged man of the Thwahta glanced quickly at his group before he
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answered, No, I haven’t. He’s trustworthy,’
Then the middle-aged man named his own guarantor, who, too, was
accepted without any objection from the other side. Then the pledge was
offered. The Thwahta offered one hundred pounds, so Bin Rashid was
obliged to pay the same amount. The pledges were put on the carpet in
front of Haj Ibrahim. It was well understood that the loser would lose
his pledge and it would be taken by the judge as fee, while thepledge of the
winner would be returned to him.
'Now,' Haj Ibrahim said, 'let us hear your case, Bin Rashid, since it
was you who came first.'
All the faces turned to Bin Rashid’s side, as he began to state his
case in a low voice which could hardly be heard by the men at the end of
the tent. He spoke the same introductory phrases, which were no more than
greetings to the judge. Then he began to tell the details of his case.
'My nephew, the son of this man,' (and he pointed to the third man on
his left)
,
'went one day as usual to look after his cows. He was young,
twenty years old. he left the tribe as happy as any one of these young
men near the fire. All this summer we have been preparing for his marriage.'
The old man paused for a while, then went on with his speech. 'At noon
he went to water his cows on the lower part of Wadi AlHisi. There were many
boys and girls doing the same. They were not of our tribe only, but also of the
Thwahta and some other tribes. He was raising the water from the small well
which contains better water than that in the small stream. Not far from
him, under the tree, there was a group of boys and girls. He had been
sitting with them before he left to got water for his animals. Then he
was called by Khaleel, one of the Thwahta tribe.
The boy's father was thinking deeply, with downcast head, as if he were
reading something in the intricate, winding lines of the carpet in front
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of hi.. All the people there were completely silent, following the
worhs spoken by the white-bearded old man end reeding the expressions on the
face of the boy’s father.
'He had hardly turned his face towards the tree, when the sound of a
shot was heard and Fahad fell into the well. The boys sped to the place and
they found Fahad motionless in the red water. They got him out, hut he had
already died.
’
The voice paused,... One of the Thwahta group tried to comment, but
the middle-aged man silenced him before Haj Ibrahim could do that.
1 Khaleel [who had done the shooting] was turned to stone,' Bin Rashid
went on, and stayed under the tree’....
Then in the night,’ said Bin Rashid, ’and as we finished the burial
service, two men came and asked a truce for two weeks. We could not refuse,
because we are not of those who break the tribal laws. Before the two
peaceful weeks passed, the same men came and asked us to nominate three
judges to consider our case. So we did. It was the Thwahta turn to reject
one of these three possible judges. Then we, too, had to reject one. The
one left was you. ’ All the eyes turned to Haj Ibrahim.
’We are quite sure that you are the best to look into the case. I hope
that, since we have come to your tent, we will have our rights in full, as it
should be.
’
Haj Ibrahim was silent all this time. He, as was his habit, was
marking the sand with the stem of his long pipe. He stopped marking the sand, and
turned to the middle-aged man and said, ’What have you to say, Bin Thabet?’
The middle-aged man began speaking fluently, as if he had learnt the
words by heart. ’I don’t want to add anything to what Bin Rashid has said,
except about what took place under the tree before the accident happened.
The gun was not Khaleel’s gun: it was another’s. It was the gun of
Mohammad, one of our tribe. Khaleel, before shooting, asked him whether
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of him. All the people there were completely silent, following the
words spoken by the white-bearded old man and reading the expressions on the
face of the boy's father.
'He had hardly turned his face towards the tree, when the sound of a shot
was heard and Fahad motionless in the red water. They got him out, but he
had already died.'
The voice paused,... One of the Thwahta group tried to comment, but
the middle-aged man silenced him before Haj Ibrahim could do that.
Khaleel [who had done the shooting] was turned to stone,' Bin Rashid
went on, 'and stayed under the tree'....
Then in the night,' said Bin Rashid, ' and as we finished the burial
service, two men came and asked a truce for two weeks. We could not refuse,
because we are not of those who break the tribal laws. Before the two
peaceful weeks passed, the same men came and asked us to nominate three
judges to consider our case. So we did. It was the Thwahta turn to reject
one of these three possible judges. Then we, too, had to reject one. The
one left was you. ' All the eyes turned to Haj Ibrahim.
'We are quite sure that you are the best to look into the case. I hope
that, since we have come to your tent, we will have our rights in full, as it
should be.
'
Haj Ibrahim was silent all this time. He, as was his habit, was
marking the sand with the stem of his long pipe. He stopped marking the sand, and
turned to the middle-aged man and said, 'What have you to say, Bin Thabet?"
The middle-aged man began speaking fluently, as if he had learnt the
words by heart. 'I don't want to add anything to what Bin Rashid has said,
except about what took place under the tree before the accident happened.
The gun was not Khaleel 's gun: it was another's. It was the gun of
Mohammad, one of our tribe. Khaleel, before shooting, asked him whether
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the gun was loaded, and Mohamad, who „as occupled in
. gMe^ other
fellows, said, "Ho." Thinking that it was amply, he wanted to have fun
With Fahad, Who was his close friend, but it was in mn » u .* l xc God s hands and suddenly
the misfortune happened. It was done by mistake and not intended at all
He turned towards Haj Ibrahim and added, 'You perhaps asked some of your boys
Fahad and Khaleel were fripnrlQ tto v,-.t ends. We have come here ready to accept your
sentence.
'
The eyes of all the people again moved to Haj Ibrahim, whose turn then it wa
to speak. He began to retell Bin Rashid's account, adding some remarks,
enquiries and explanations. He repeated nearly all that Bin Rashid had
said, even the same words sometimes. That was the custom: the judge had to repea,
the two parties' speeches, perhaps to make clear the vague points or to show that
he had a complete conception of all the circumstances. Then he did the same for
the Thwahta case. When he finished his speech about the case, he said, 'Now it i,
your turn, to make your negotiations.'
Men began to go outside the tent, to sit a few yards away and discuss
the matter. The neutral men now held a small meeting with the Thwahta, then
with Bin Rashid. Step by step Haj Ibrahim was informed of the results of
their efforts.
At this interval some of us were called to bring water. I was asked,
too. I took the opportunity to pass slowly by the men who were discussing
near the tent. I tried to catch some of their words. I heard some of them,
but I could not make anything of them. When I returned, I passed by the
women's part of the Shik and found that it was full of women who were
sitting silent, following all stages of the trial. At the other side
of the tent there were a few women preparing the guest's dinner. When
I had brought the water, I sat with the other children, waiting for the
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last word to be said by the judge.
U W3S the f° r di
—> this was ready. But it had to be
delayed till the senteace was heard. Haj Ibrahim again was ready to speak
when all the men sat in their places.
'Now,' Haj Ibrahim said, 'It Is clearly the case that the two parties
are ready for reconciliation. Bin Rashid insists that he must hear the
sentence, and then, if the judgment has been in his favour, he is free
whether to forgive or not. It is said—and said truly—that right does
not satisfy the two parties. I have no choice but to say what I know.
•In a case like yours it is very difficult to pronounce. Your boys
were friends, but one of them killed the other. In our tribal law three
things are not to be borrowed or given to others-women, horses and arms.
We know, too, that arms are not to be played with
. You see how difficult
It is to judge. But I have to say the sentence.
’Out of my knowledge, which is built on our inherited traditions, I
declare that the killing was done without any previous determination—
nevertheless, the lives of people are not to be left for irresponsible
men to play with. Bin Rashid has the right to ask whe he likes, within
our law, for the life of his son. He has the right to ask, and Bin Mishrif
must pay.
’
Bin Mishrif showed his readiness to fulfil his obligations, and
the Thwahta too. ’Let Bin Rashid ask his right,’ the middle-aged man said.
'We are ready to pay him his due. Here is Khaleel ready for punishment.’
He had barely ended these words, when a young boy came from Nassralla's
tent, led by another man's hand and brought in the middle of a group. I
did not then know who that young man was, but I learnt afterwards that he
had, throughout the hearing, stayed with another man in Nassralla’s tent.
1 followed the young man with my eyes, and saw him walk steadily up through
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the people to kneel In front of the father of Fahad. He did not then
move.
seemed puzzled at first, perhaps taken aback. I could not
help standing up, as did the other children, to s-e what the father might
do to the person who had killed his son. I noticed the curtain between
the men's and women's parts moving, and I guessed that the women inside
were trying to witness this critical moment All the. men in the tent were silent,
too, looking from the young man to the old.
The old man continued to look at the young boy kneeling in front of him.
Then he said, 'Neither money nor punishment can return Fahad to life-to marry
and get children. Now he is in need of God's mercy. You killed Fahad, and for
the sake of Fahad I set you free. Get up, my boy, and go. You are free.'
He said these words and took the boy by the hand. The boy was weeping
when he got up.
All the Thwahta group went to the old man. They kissed his head, and shook
hands with the other men.
The dinner was brought and all the men sat around the large plates full
of rice and meat. Before the eating began, Haj Ibrahim said, 'In the name
of our tribe I thank Bin Rashid for his generosity. I in turn will return both
the pledges, because your reconciliation in my tent is better than all money.'
I remember about thirty horsemen disappearing beyond the hill, those
twenty-odd years ago. A horseman with a piece of white cloth in his hand
was the first one to disappear over that sun-baked brow.
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Settling a Homicide Case
Introduction : In the last selection we saw the traditional way of settling
disputes according to tribal law. As a society modernizes, however, matters
that have traditionally been settled at the family or tribal level may fall
under the legal jurisdiction of the government which is usually made up of out-
siders. As the government's power increases, its ability to involve itself in
tribal affairs also increases, bringing a corresponding decrease in the power
of the tribe or the individual family within the tribe. The government's
increased power also gives it the ability to demand and/or inspire loyalty to
the nation-state over and above loyalty to the tribe. The ultimate effect of
such a process is the development of a nationalistic spirit in which a person's
first concern is with the state and the welfare of people whom he has never met
and who are strangers to him. In the selection which follows*, the very first
stages of this process is documented in Afghanistan; though the Hazara people
have not yet truly given their loyalty to the Afghan government, it is clear
that their internal power is diminishing and the power of the government to
regulate their affairs is increasing.
To illustrate ... changes (in the way legal matters are settled in some
parts of Afghanistan) I include here a portion of a story, told to me by a
provincial official, in which the interaction of a group of Hazara* villagers
and a few Afghan officials dramatizes ... the current state of their relations
Robert Canfield 9 "Hazara Integration into the Afghan Nation", occasional
paper #3. The Afghanistan Council of the Asia Society, New York, 1970.
'The Hazara are a Mongolian tribal group in Afghanistan.
** The Caucasian Afghans are a tribal group whose kings have ruled Afghanistan
since 1747.
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with each other... I have had to rely wholly on the account of... one of the
participants- -namely
,
the government official, an Afghan, whom I have called
the Hakim... I employ this portion of the story because, however untrue or
biased it may be, it illustrates in a single brief account several social
processes .. .which other of my field data.
. .verify.
.
.
The incident, which occured in the early 1960 's, arose from a case of
homicide in a district where the Hazaras are the .. .majority
,
(they) surround
the lowland plain where the provincial government agency, known as the
Hakimiyat, is situated
. The village in which the homicide occured has...
(in the past) been apart from government control, and therefore, as will be
evident in the story, previously had been able to keep at least some of its
internal disputes from being adjudicated (legally judged by the government.
The story... is as follows:
One morning in the Hakimiyat one of the soldiers commented to the Hakim
(the head of the government agency) that something was going on but he didn't
know what. One of the Hazara Mirs, (Lords) he said, was pacing in and out of
the government compound, occasionally speaking in careful isolation with a few
friends. The Hakim, aware that serious problems usually came to him in a dis-
torted form, if at all, decided to try to coax some information out of the Mir.
Calling the Mir to his office, he told him that he had learned what had
happened. The Mir replied that he only heard that a woman had died in one of
the villages he represented, but that there were rumours she had been killed.
He was planning to get the details and would bring them back to the Hakim.
The Hakim suspected that the woman had been killed, and that the Mir
was try-
ing to stall until the body was hidden, when he could claim that
the woman had
died and was simply buried.
* The government agency is run by Afghans, not by Hazaias.
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A stroke of luck assisted the Hakim in making a move to... (stop) such
plans, If there were any. A certain clerk of his (who was reputed to be
susceptible to bribery) came to him with the story that through a private
connection he had learned that in an infra noo a -cn c t -village dispute some persons were
plotting to acuse a certain man of murdering his wife. Actually, however,
according to his sources, she had merely died of natural causes. The Hakim
again suspected that the Hazaras assumed that he would eventually hear about
this death anyway and were attempting to forewarn him so as to prejudice his
view before other information reached him. The significant information
gained from the clerk, however, was the names of the accused man and his
deceased wife. Fearing that any delay would allow the vital evidence (the
body) to be hidden, the Hakim sent a soldier directly to the village to tell
this man and his wife (as if she were alive) to come immediately to the
Hakimiyat
.
The coming of a uniformed soldier to the village clued the local resi-
dents to the fact that the government already knew about the killing. They
had been struggling among themselves to settle the case out of court --
apparently by attempting to... (force) the murderer's family to pay, and the
victimized family to accept, a sizable cash penalty. The father of the girl
at first sent someone to tell the soldier that she was away from home, but
after some reflection, believing that the case could no longer be hidden,
sent two of his cousins to the soldier with a note stating that his son-in-law
had killed his daughter.
After this reached the Hakim, he called the governor and asked for a
doctor to be sent immediately because he needed to have an official medical
examination of the body. Then the doctor and two other officials (the law
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requires three witnesses) and one or two soldiers, went to the village. They
arrived in the evening and were taken to the house of the most influential
person in the village, a sayyed, (descendent of Mohammed), where they were
offered food. The Hakim explained to his host that he felt he could not eat
any meat they slaughtered as they were Shiites, (a different sect of Islam)
and asked that one of his party be allowed to prepare his food.* So a goat
was slaughtered and, other food having been provided.
..
(a) feast was prepared
by the officials themselves.
The meal was
... (eaten) on the roof of the house"'" after dark, as several
of the village elders sat and chatted with the guest. The Hakim left the
party for a few minutes and, upon returning, sensed that some of the villagers
had been talking with the doctor; he began to fear that an attempt to bribe
the doctor might be in process.
Toward the end of the meal one of his soldiers informed him privately
that a meeting was going on in another part of the house in which several
elders, mostly from the family of the accused husband, were arguing with the
...(dead) woman's father. The soldier offered to try to enter the room and
to listen. This in fact seemed to be ... (possible) because the house --
indeed the entire village -- was crowded with people, not all of whom knew
each other, for many ... relatives had become involved in the negotiations;
moreover, since few kerosene lamps were available (they were probably mostly
* This was only partly the truth. As he had lived abroad, he was uncommonly
reluctant to eat any food in unsanitary conditions. It seems apparent, how-
ever, that in his view the Shiite Hazaras were less sanitary than the Afghan
members of his party who eventually prepared the dinner... In any event, ...
(this) emphasized to everyone the social chasm that separated his party from
the hosts.
An Afghan house generally has a flat mud roof.
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being used by the visitors) the faces of the guests were often.
.. (hard to
see.) „earlng a borrowed turban and cha^ (cloak) and probably bootless, the
policeman was able to slip into the crowded and dark room in which the dis-
cussion among the Hazaras was taking place. He was able to report back to the
Hakim that the father, under much pressure, had agreed for the amount of about
20,000 afghanis" to tell the officials that his daughter had not really been
killed and that he had no claim against anyone.
The next morning the Hakim held his official
... (inquiry) into the case.
He and his party sat opposite the woman's father and a few of his kinsmen while
outside the room there milled a host of interested persons. The Hakim asked
the father of the woman how she was killed and why. The father replied that
at first, when he heard of her death, he had believed her killed, but when he
got better information of it, he found out that she had died of a sudden
stomach ache. Moreover, she had died in their ayla^ (the high mountain pastures
where the Hazaras pitch.
.. (tents) during the summer months) while the father
was still in the village. Before he could be notified of her sickness she had
died and been buried. Now he didn't blame her husband's family for burying
her because they couldn't wait for him to arrive, since he had had to come
from a long distance away. (Bodies have to be buried within one day of death.)
The Hakim broke in and asked him to tell him the truth. No power need
force him to lie, he said. He had come to help the man get his revenge
legally, to punish the criminal properly. At this, the father began to weep.
He asked the Hakim to forget the case. Anyway, said the father, the Hakim
would have to find out about it for himself. The kinsmen who were present
*
About four hundred dollars.
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interrupted to support his story;
they, why should the Hakim?
if the father made no accusation, said
Eventually the Hakim acted as if he believed their story, but he insisted
(to the father) that, having told the governor about the case, he had to be
careful not to seem careless of his responsibility. He had brought a doctor
all that distance, so he felt he must have the body examined, if no homicide
had occurred. The family reluctantly agreed to bring the body but asked him
to wait three hours for them to fetch it. Then everyone disappeared from the
house, apparently to look for the body.
By the appointed time, however, there was hardly a soul in the village,
and it became clear that in fact no one had actually gone for the body.
Finally a few kinsmen of the victim came to tell the Hakim that unfortunately
the body had been buried at a great distance away and it was impossible to
reach that place be cause
. .
.
(a) river, which was then at flood- tide
.. .was un-
crossable. The Hakim insisted that someone there might be able to swim or if
not, they should get horses and he would cross it himself. They replied that
if he were to drown in the attempt, they would be held responsible, so they
could not allow him to do this. Under further pressure, they argued that no
horses were available. Besides, it was now too late and it would be dark
before they could reach there. And the water was cold, Etc.
Then the doctor suggested that perhaps he could just write up a report,
if the Hakim would agree to it, rather than bother these people further. The
Hakim's guarded assent was followed by such a ready attempt to draft the
letter that the Hakim suspected the doctor of... (giving in) to a private offer
(of money) to fake his report. So the Hakim changed his mind. Immediately he
began to insist that they must see the body to have the right information.
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The doctor gave up his writing, for it was now obvious that the Hakta wouid
not agree to sign this kind of report.
At this time the local villagers attempted to contact the Hakim indirect-
ly. First, they asked one of his attendants to see if the Hakim would accept
15,000 afghanis to forget the case. The attendant was afraid to bring it up
to the Hakim, and so refused. Someone apparently suggested the doctor try it,
for the doctor approached the Hakim with a hint of a possible gift and gave
excuses for why the case should be abandoned; it was late, the water... (had
turned to) ice, they had already wasted so much time, he himself could not
really stay longer because of his many duties at the provincial capital, the
people were so obstinate, and besides obviously they weren
' t ... (scared) by the
Hakim's demands.
The latter comment
... (angered) the Hakim and he ... demanded that the
woman's father be found and brought in immediately. When the man arrived the
Hakim demanded that within only sixty minutes he should get horses, swimmers
and people who would help bring the body. When he began to offer excuses the
Hakim in a (pretended?) anger kicked him. He had sympathy for him, he said,
but the... man didn't realize it. Though he had come with a government party
to get to the truth, said the Hakim, even the... (dead woman's) own father was
standing in their way. But now he must do as he was told, or else.
The man did as he was told. He gathered a group of ... (people) and they
crossed the river, though with difficulty, for it indeed was high, and, having
exhumed (dug up) the body, brought it (by attaching it to two poles held by
four swimmers) across the river and back to the village.
The doctor examined the body while the government party, the husband of
the woman (who had been arrested), her father, his close kinsmen, and the rest
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village, looked on. The doctor recorded that her neck had been
at the end 0£ which he offered the belief that rb
„.
'
the "oman had been killed. Whenthe examination was fi„ lshed the Hakim scolded the villagers for lying andtrying to deceive him, then gave them leave to bury her.
w it was too late to leave, so the government officials had to stay
" the VUla8e °“ nlSht m0re
' ^ however, no longer guests. No food
was brought to them and no lamps. At length the officials ordered the people
bread and only a little tea.
That night they attempted to force the woman's husband, whom they kept
bound with them in their room, to confess and provide the details of the homi-
They threatened to imprison all the women in his family (which would
have caused the family immense shame) but they failed to obtain what they
wanted. The next day... (in a final attempt) to gain more information the Hakim
announced that he would stay one more day until additional information of the
homicide was obtained, and if not, they would jail the Mir (leader of the
village) and some of the elders. The response of the Hazaras was sudden
hostility. Later that day, therefore, abandoning this tactic, the government
Party left the village with their prisoner.
.. (Eventually, after a number of
months of court proceedings, the husband was sentenced to 14 years in prison.)
This... (story), it seems to me, brings out clearly some of the most
obvious social implications of the (Afghan) government's growing administrative
effectiveness among the Hazaras.
For one thing, it illustrates the progressive
... (movement) of the Afghan
government into the social affairs of the
... (distant) Hazara communities.
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^ geographical tension of this.
.. (movement) ls lndlcated fay ^
Petsonai Journey...^ the actual Co»unity ln^ ^^^ _taking place. The social dimension of this f„... (movement) is shown in his
persistent inquiry into the raqpy c c se
,
despite the... effort of the WalUL cn local community
to avoid his,
,
. (involvement- ') 1a ).
...(One also sees) in this social drama... the
breakdown of the traditional ties of kinship.
. .under the pressure of the
government intervention into the
...(situation). The local elders of this
C“y
;
aPParMtly WlCh (financial as well as social) of a wide
range of interested kinsmen, made a cooperative attempt to work out a
. .
.
settlement between the two disputing parties, and... so as to.
.. (prevent)
’
government intervention, offered sizable bribes to the visiting officials.
But the Hakim's persistence.
. .along with fear on the part of the father and
his desire for revenge,
... (made this kind) of settlement impossible.
Eventually the government's power.
.. forced the kinship group apart,
...
The weakening of the.
.. (village leader's) influence.
.
.as a result of
the government's ability to..
.(get around) him, is also evident here. The
...(government official) made direct contact with the most closely involved
persons in the local community.
...•Die social distance between the two groups (Afghans and Hazaras) was
still effectively being maintained.
.. the two groups expressed their separation
-in spite of the attempts of the Hazaras to be hospitable-by their separate
handling of food and their separate circles of communication.
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The Night Train Home
Introduction: As we have seen in the last excerpt, the entrance of new
technology or ideas into one's life can be very sudden. Industrialization in
cities creates employment and large numbers of people in the Middle East and
the world are thus flocking from the country to the city to look for work.
With such a move comes many changes; one's ties with one's family become
broken, and tribal identity lessens. Accompanying these changes is a partial
loss of identity; the answers that worked in the country do not work in the city,
and a person loses, to some extent, the notion of who he is and how he relates
to others. A new-comer to the city needs to learn to deal with a whole range
of new physical objects, from telephones to streetcars, and must learn the
mental attitudes that go with the use of such objects. A person must build
up a whole new set of skills and confidences. This process is, of course,
painful, but for most migrants to the city it is worth the effort, for the
city brings many new pleasures and diversions such as cinemas and coffee
houses. In spite of his hopes, the migrant soon learns how hard it is to save
any of the money from the higher salary he receives, for living is, of course,
much more expensive in the city and there are many more things to do. In the
following selection, a short story by the Egyptian writer Mahmoud el Saadani,
we see the bewilderment of a country boy come to Cairo, his temptation to stay
in the city and his eventual return home.
/V
"The Night Train Home" in Arabic Writing Today
,
Dar-Al Maaref, Cairo, 1968.
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THE NIGHT TRAIN HOME
At last the train was coming in. Haridi Abdel Aal stood up on the
platform, where he had been sitting, and lifted the sack which contained
all the presents he had brought for his family, there far away in a little-
frequented corner of Upper Egypt.* He dumped the sack in the train,
caught up the end of his gallabeyya** between his teeth, took a firm grip
of the window-sill and began to run alongside the still-moving train.
One of his tattered shoes fell on the rails under the train, and he had a
fleeting notion of letting go of the train and dashing after his shoe.
But the thought was gone when he found himself somehow inside the train,
still holding tight to his huge sack, trying to find a place for himself
and his bundle among the crowd. Hundreds like himself were there on the
floor of the dark coach, they all talked and talked and scratched themselves,
paying no attention to the others who were stepping over them in their
scramble
.
At last Haridi found somewhere to sit in the middle of the crowd.
There he sorted his few things out slowly to make sure that all the presents
were intact. But he felt a wave of uncontrollable anger when he discovered
that in the scuffle the melon had received a gash in its side, the conical
paper packet of castor sugar had worked loose, and the medicine bottle had
got uncorked so that everything else had been stained by its contents.
When the train began to move on its way to Upper Egypt, Haridi tied his
bundle up again and leant his arm against it. It was more than ten hours
to Tema; then he would take the bus to the village of Mit el Hallagi and from
there he would complete his journey on foot. So he thought of trying to
snatch some sleep, but the loud chatter of the crowd, and the distraction
of their scratchings, the calls of vendors selling soft drinks, water-melon
*The Southern part of Egypt towards the Sudan
**A long, external gown worn by many Egyptians
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pips, eggs and semolina bread, and the thought of the presents in the sack
and the twenty pounds* in his pocket drove away sleep. He sat there looking
at the telegraph posts as they ran hastily in the opposite direction like
frightened children scampering for shelter.
Presently Haridi's mind had wandered away from his surroundings. He
remembered the day he had come to Cairo ~ exactly a year ago. He had never
been there before.
The time twelve o'clock, and the place Cairo. The crowd was suffocatingly
dense. There were more cars there than all the buses that passed through
Mit el Hallagi in a whole year, and they were running in all directions.
The clanging of the trams rent his ears. There were hawkers selling melons,
water-melons and newspapers and there were so many people, more people than
there were in the whole of Upper Egypt. But an unpleasant smell hung over
everything. The people all had a tired look, and were pale. Everyone coughed.
Yet they were all well-dressed, in clean tidy clothes and sometimes they had
good-looking fairskinned women with them. Haridi had looked down at his bare
swollen feet, and his tattered gallabeyya and rememberd Sabha, his wife; he
had longed for a pair of clean shoes, a new gallabeyya and a beautiful woman
for himself like all these people around him. He had lifted his sack on to his
shoulder, and walked on, his fingers tight on a folded piece of -paper, and he had
walked ahead.
Before long he had stopped a gentlemen, who was also crossing the square,
and showed him the folded note. The effendi** had looked at it and then
instructed him to go straight ahead, then turn right, then left, then. . .directions
so complicated that Haridi was unable to understand a word of them. Then sud-
denly the effendi ran as quickly as he could to catch a huge bus which was lum-
bering past and in next to no time he was inside it, still holding the slip
*About fifty-six dollars, of course worth much more than that in Upper Egypt
**An educated person
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of paper; the bus was away In. the distance, and Harldl had lest the address.
lm four long days to find out the whereabouts of Sheikh Amhed
Marwan, the contractor for builders' gangs. Of these four days, three were
spent at the Mousky police-station - why, he could not tell. Neither did he
know why they had eventually released him. All he knew that when they hauled
him in, the first things they questioned him about were his name, where he
lived and what he did. Harldl answered truthfully. All he knew and told them
that was he was physically as strong as a bull and that he could easily knock
down a wall, or haul a bus along, or kill anyone of these pale-faced cltymen.
Suddenly the train shook so vehemently that Harldl emerged out of his
daydreaming with a jerk. A lot of people stood up and looked out of the windows
to see what was going on, and some of them shouted, "Repairs.
. .repairs on the
line."
"When you’re in a hurry, there’s sure to be a delay," exclaimed others.
Then everything was quiet again. The trained stopped for a while and then
resumed its journey and Haridi was back to his memories of a year ago. He
remembered how he was out of work for weeks until Master Marwan found him work
on a building site. It was all such easy work. All he had to do was carry
a load of fifty bricks on his shoulders, clambering up the scaffolding like
an acrobat up to the fifth floor and then back again to repeat the act till
the end of the day. In the evening he was paid a whole twenty piastres, no less
On his first day he spent it all down to the last penny; but as soon as he began
to save a bit on his second day and the remaining days of the week, work on the
building stopped, and the masons didn't need him to carry bricks up to them
any more. For weeks he was out of work again. Sometimes he had to go without
food but he was always sure of finding a lodging in the yard which Master
Marwan owned at the foot of the hill at El Darrassa. So Haridi came to know
the city districts of El Darrassa and El Ashar and of Abbassieh, where that
first building site had been. He also came to know many men from his native
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district. They all used to frequent a particular cafe in the evenings:
they would smoke tobacco in hookahs, sip their sweek black tea, and play
backgammon. Sometimes they would eat sweet.-bread with a dish of beans.
Every now and then Haridi would have a spell of work at a building
site and then move to another. Every day the ground would split open and
give birth to a huge building, followed by another no less huge building,
whether beside the first one, or far off in another part of the city.
Haridi would always carry up the bricks on his shoulders singing as he
swung up the scaffolding. At lunch time, he would drink several cups of
sweet, black tea. At night he would sleep on the sand enjoying its delicious
cool softness in the hot nights more than he ever enjoyed the hard hot soil he
used to lie on at night back home in Upper Egypt.
Remembering those nights of the past, Haridi let out a deep
sigh ; and
he trembled all over when he remembered how one evening in particular, sitting
there on the sand, he had thought of deserting his wife and family, to unyoke
himself from that bond which made him always turn wearily round and round like a
big tethered bullock. The thought of it took hold of him and he was disturbed.
One night, sitting there on the sandy spot, his fingers playfully exploring
the cool inside of the heap of sand, he made up his mind not to go back to Upper
Egypt at all. What a dreary life people led there! Darkness everywhere—and
the women who were no different from the crows of the air. Even the bread was
as hard as bricks. And now here he was in Cairo, the flower of all cities, where
there are boiled beans in plenty and the bread is soft and toothsome. Here the
streets are clean, and money is easy to make. People here are different from
the people of Bahada, his own village, ... Here they are cleaner and certainly
more cheerful, their voices are softer and their purses are deep. Yet he could
not help wondering that night why people in Cairo were a lot more stupid than
the people of Upper Egypt. They spend their time doings things that were quite
pointless. They make their way to open spaces, pass their time at what they
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called "places of entertainment," or walk along the river-side. He could
see no pleasure in this. If they were really sensible people, wouldn't
they spend all their spare time eating? Food is plentiful
. ln Cairo but
people do not appreciate it. If all these huge quantities of foul* and
falafel and pickled egg-plants were to be found in Upper Egypt, the people
there would have wolfed them all down in an instant. In Cairo, Haridi,
had seen shopkeepers throwing the remainder of these precious things on to
the streets.
Again the train suddenly shuddered and then came to a halt. Some of
the passengers stood up; some tumbled over; and some ran to the window, ...
Passengers getting off the train, and passengers getting on, all trod upon the
poor creatures squatting on the floor...
Be patient with one another, you people," shouted and old man who lay
on his back under a bench, "It's only for a few hours. The whole of life
is not much more than a few days."
Therefore some of those around him sucked their lips in appreciation,
and one of them cried, "May God bring it to a safe end."
At last the train began to move on its way... and Haridi fell back to
his reminiscing, and back to that strange fancy which had him in its grip
for a while; the need to desert his wife, his family and the whole of Upper
Egypt. Now he remembered all that happened afterwards. He had squandered
all the money he saved; what was the point in saving? But one incessant thought
kept beating upon the cells of his brain regularly, persistently and forcefully
nagging him on: the raging hunger for a woman ate into him and burnt him up
like a flame.
That night hewhispered his confidence to Bilal, the Upper Egyptian negro
who had come to Cairo five years before he had. He told him about this fierce
*Beans
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desire which he had never felt before, in Upper Egypt; perhaps because his
wife... was as scrawny as a faggot of firewood. Perhaps it was the delicious
food he was eating in Cairo that awakened this fearsome monster in him.
In the morning Bilal led him to a hill near the Morgue, where there
were some fat women, with painted faces which bore all the shame in existence
and were covered in curious pimples; their clothes gave off
odour. Yet for all that, they were far more beautiful than the
was waiting for him« gahada with half a dozen children at her
a peculiar
woman who
side. Haridi would
never forget what happened there that day. Some men beat him up so badly that
he almost died, and they robbed him of the twenty piastres he had brought
with him. Although he was as strong as a bull and they were as weak as
flies, they moved with great skill as if they were fighting according to a
pre-arranged plan. He dearly wanted to catch hold of any one of them but he
could not; and they left him there lying half-dead, unable to even open his
eyes
. .
.
Suddenly the tram rocked. Some passengers stood up and some tumbled
over. Haridi raised his hand and ran his fingers over his nape and his back.
A most malicious smile showed on Haridi’ s face. A long time was to
pass before the train resumed it journey. Haridi asked his neighbour the time.
His neighbour asked another man, and that man in turn asked his neighbour. At
last they got an answer, from a man who sat at the far end of the carriage.
It was two o'clock in the morning. It was suffocatingly hot and the
smell of men mingled with that of melons, of water-melons and of the bottle
of medicine. Haridi began to scratch his neck and back again. In his head,
waves of thoughts and memories piled upon the other and scenes followed
one another as quickly in the mind's eye as the telegraph posts were skeltering
in the opposite direction, now unseen to him because of the dark. Haridi remembere<
how after the beating he spent... long days lying in the yard unable to move;
and how he managed then and there to kill the thought of deserting his wife.
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his family and even Upper Egypt
_ Back ac uork> he moved on ^ buiiding
site to another, until one day his employer handed him on to another employer
who passed him on to a man who looked quite unlike the employers he had
previously known. He was smart and clean-looking and it was said he was not
to carry bricks or climb up scaffolding, but to dig in the sand. Lost labour
in itself, he knew, but they would pay good wages - thirty piastres a day _
and he would work non-stop.
There in the desert, beyond the Pyramids, Haridi worked hard at the ground
with his hoe. It was an easy steady job, and those fools paid him well. The
absurd work held no meaning for him - dig-dig-digging in the sand! Perhaps luck
had come his way as it had to other people before him. There were people
m the city who did nothing at all and were paid big salaries. After all, that
gentleman who did nothing but sit all day under an awning on a chair behind a
big desk — he did no work: he neither dug the ground nor carried bricks, and yet
it was clear that he was paid a high salary, for he bought his cigarettes by
the boxful*, and drank tea and coffee and sometimes paid generous tips to those
who v-ere digging. Even Sheikh Marwan, the navvies' contractor did nothing but sit
all day at a cafe' and play backgammon and enjoy his hookah. Yet he was paid
so well that he had been able to build himself a block of flats in Cairo, buy
ten feddans [of land] in Tema, and afford four wives. It must be his turn to be
lucky now. There was indeed no other explanation for all this luxury he was
enjoying, of being paid thirty piastres for digging in the sand for only five hours
ever day and there seemed to be no fear of stoppages here as there had been
in house-building, because the vast desert stretched endlessly on every side,
and digging it up would indeed take the whole of created Time.
Haridi now remembered how month after month had passed gently and easily,
until a week ago, when a strange thing happened all of a sudden. Haridi was
by himself working at a slow rate. He was bored and stiff and there was
*One can also buy cheaper brands singly, which was the habit Haridi was
familiar with.
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nobody watching. The effendi had gone home
,
the foreman was at the cafe*
and the vast desert would not sift away if work were delayed or slowed down.
Haridi went on digging in the sand slowly - then he began to work more ener-
getically, heaving his hoe up with a swing and bringing it down into the earth
viciously, for no reason that was apparent to him. Perhaps he might have remem-
bered his wife - and his mother whom he had left dying in Upper Egypt. Suddenly
he stopped; for the hoe went deep into the sand and would not come out, until
some of the men helped to pull it out. It left in the sand a huge dark.
.. [hole]
as black as Master Marwan's heart. Haridi looked stupidly inside and then
jumped up in terror. It looked like a room, and there were a lot of dead
bodies lying there as if they were only asleep. There were also cooking
utensils and all sorts of other things — among them were some loaves of bread
which seemed very much like the bread they ate in Upper Egypt. Haridi went
pale as he thought of it all. This must be a huge cemetery and these
were the people dead long ages since. There he remembered the words that
Sheikh Dessouki, the village preacher repeated in his sermon every Friday at
the mosque — that in the ground were hidden the corpses of the millions who
had died, going back to the days of Gog and Magog... Haridi at last, without
realizing what he was doing called out to the men who were digging around him:
Come here, men! Over here!" Work suddenly stopped and everyone clustered
around the pit. Haridi let himself down into it and looked around. In spite
of the putrid stink, the persons lay sleeping gently, and on their faces was
the look of long years of peace and contentment. Haridi looked on in pity
and fear and in envy. Sheikh Dessouki must have been right, when he used
to say that the rest and peace came only with death...
The opening has been widened and the workers above were able to see
clearly into the pit. In an hour the foreman was there; several hours later
the engineer arrived. That evening there was no digging anywhere, and Haridi
lay there beside the opening — under guard. The lights brought by the engineer
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had mads the darkness of the night as bright as day and the whole area was
surrounded by anted policemen. Harldi felt depressed. He was sad at this
unlucky end of the job. ..This must be a treasure owned by the government...
He would say that he never meant to do It but It was the effendi, the engineer,
who had ordered him to dig there... out of sheer exhaustion, Harldi fell asleep!
In the morning he was suddenly awakened and was dragged to a tent which had
been hurriedly set up by the policemen... 'in the tent,he found a young officer,
with the engineer and several other gentlemen like himself. Some were taking
snapshots. Others were writing down things on paper. These must be the
investigators, thought Harldi,
.. .the calm smooth voice of the officer sitting
at the other end of the tent reached his ears.
"Were you the first to go into the Pharaoh's tomb?"
"I swear by God Almighty that I am innocent, sir."
But the officer went on heedless of Haridi's words.
"What time was it?" he asked.
I swear by God Almighty I am innocent, sir. We are poor people and
we don't carry watches, sir."
li/hen those sitting in the tent laughed at these words, Haridi thought
they must be making fun of him: that is what men are like — they always
laugh when a misfortune comes to someone else. The enquiry ended quickly,
and Haridi was out of the tent, free and unharmed... The day before yester-
day
,
Haridi was paid all his wages — and was given a reward of ten pounds
more. Then they told him to leave, if he wanted — those stupid fools. Haridi
could not believe his ears. He went to the supermarket and bought the melon,
the... rice, a packet of sugar and started the journey [south] to Tema. Here it
was, now Tema station, where he would be getting off. Nobody was going to
trample over him any more, for it was his turn to tread over those who were still
sitting there.
Haridi then felt the twenty pounds in his pocket and opened the sack once
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more to see that everything was where it should be, including the paper
he bought for a piastre because it carried his own photograph, standing by
the pit. He was going to show it to his wife and all the men in Bahada.
Now Haridi was down on the platform and the train had moved away, but
when he looked at his feet, they were both bare. He had left the second
shoe behind on the train - it had gone the way of the shoe that had fallen
under the train at the start of the journey.
occured to him to run after the train to recover the shoe but the
train had disappeared into the dark. Haridi lifted his sack onto his shoulder
and trod the soil of the good earth with his huge bare feet, and hastened
along on his way to Bahada.
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My First Airplane
Introduction: Part of a country's modernization process involves the
adoption of mechanical devices invented by technologically advanced cultures.
It is easily understandable that people who have not grown up with radios,
cars, bridges and airplanes want to have them, and at first feel somewhat
inferior because they don't have them. What is more difficult to understand
is that these objects have been invented by cultures which are quite different
and therefore these objects cannot easily be borrowed by cultures built on
different premises and values. Cars, bridges and airplanes take a lot of
maintenance. Spare parts must be readily available, and the machines must be
oiled and greased and regularly cared for. If there is no tradition of
machines and machinery maintenance in a culture, new thought processes must be
developed to successfully absorb machines into a different way of life. For
example, the maintenance of a machine may require a whole new conception of
time; spare parts must be ordered in advance, the machine must be oiled at
regular intervals, etc. For people living close to the land, where spare parts
for cows are unnecessary and the day is marked by the sunrise and sunset, this
can be a difficult transition, just as it would be difficult for a time-
conscious American to wait three days with "nothing to do" until a camel
caravan showed up.
It is important to understand that a culture built on machines is not
"better", in an absolute sense, than a non- technological culture, it is merely
different. It is furthermore, important to realize that different ways of
thinking must accompany the transference of technology from one culture to
another. In other words, a traditional culture must change in order to absorb
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technology; it cannot have the Dhvsiral cp y c aspects of technology while keeping
its mental processes exactly the same.
In the excerpt which follows, from An Arab Tells His stnr, * we see the
first stages of the sudden entrance of technology Into a traditional culture.
S°” of the people Atiyah describes watching their first airplane land will
soon be riding in one, and may even become pilots or control tower operators.
kind of rapid culture change seen in many parts of the Middle
East. Such rapid change can be very unsettling, and it is useful to remember
how gradually America entered its technological age.
Edward Atiyah, An Arab Tells His Story
. John Murray, London, 1946.
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My First Airplane
The mechanical inventions of the West were beginning to invade the
Near East ... The telegraph and the railway had been there for some time.
They were familiar to my generation, but not to the extent that breeds
contempt. Now new wonders were appearing. The electric tram, electric
light, motor-cars and gramophones. Miracle. after miracle, and all invented
by Europeans. When you first heard of these strange things you perhaps
doubted, but then the miracles arrived and you saw and heard them. There
were, too, rumours of stranger, more incredible miracles, of motor-cars
that could fly, ships that went under the sea, and telegraphy without wire ...
Oriental genius had produced great religions, achieved great triumphs
in art and literature, constructed colossal empires, but it had never tamed
and canned the elements, packed scientific principles into little mechanical
parcels
. .
.
I was eleven when I saw the first aeroplane. It was 1914 (just before
the war) and we were living at Omdurman.* Early in the winter rumours began
to go round that a French aviator was coming to Khartoum. No aeroplane had
yet visited the Sudan, and so everybody was tremendously excited about it,...
most of whom at first would not believe that there were such things as
aeroplanes. Then the rumours became more and more definite; the name of the
aviator was given, the route he was following, the approximate date of his
arrival, the place of landing. It was becoming real, imminent. At last the
day and the hour were announced; and the whole population of Khartoum, from
the Governor-General to street boys, assembled to see the miracle. The
landing-place was in a stretch of sand some way outside the town, and we went
there by cab. I was consumed with excitement. A good many of the ...[people]
were still sceptical, thought that there must be some trick afoot, some
*a town across the Nile from Khartoum, the capital of the Sudan
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The miracle had come off. Several Sudaneset iling on their knees with unstrPt-rhoaP etChed arms exeTaimed : "There is no god butHah; the Resurrection Day has come."
Before the machine reached the ground, the seething crowd, beyond itselfWith excitement, had broken through the police cordon, and rushed towards the
ending spot.^ The Governor-General, who according to plan was to advance with
8 gmty towards the machine, and welcome the distinguished aviator
while the watching crowd watched from a respectful distance, had to forget
’
his dignity and advance with hurried steos tn h* mQ S p o be able to get there at all
while the crowd pushed and jostled in its mad eagerness to see this huge
’
artificial bird, and especially the man in it. Was it really a man, this
weird-looking creature with its leather head and hugh protruding oval eyes
stepping down on to the ground? See, see he’s waving his arm again, he is
Shaking hands with the Governor-General. Wallahi sol, zol sahih. (By God
it s a man, a real man!) But even aftpr th-f , , _ ,c t e this, our old Sudanese woman-servant
had still some lingering doubts. "Really, Ya Sitt," she asked my mother when
we had gone back home, "is it a real man, a sol like us, who eats and drinks
and gets married?"
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Dealing with Change
Introduction: As we have seen in the last selection, dealing with a new
set of circumstances can be very bewildering and can have a variety of results.
Haridi's solution to the uncertainty of life in Cairo in "The Night Train
Home" was to return to his village in upper Egypt. His adaptation to the new
way of life was difficult and temporary, and fortunately for him he could
return home. For others, however, there may be no clear-cut solution, and
they may have to adjust as best they can, no matter how difficult that adjust-
ment is. In the four excerpts which follow, the rapid process of change in
society represents some kind of threat to the main character--a threat to his
job security or to his basic beliefs about life.
The first excerpt is from the novel Midaq Alley* and the second is from
— hlH
-—
— • In both of these excerpts the changing order
of things displaces an older person who wants to feel useful. In the third
excerpt, from Mammeri's The Sleep of the Just***, a father has to deal with
his son's new beliefs about God. In the fourth excerpt, from Early Child -
_
0°-^. } "our master," Taha Hussein's Koranic teacher, has to witness the
arrival of a government official who knows the Koran better than he does, and
who takes away his star pupil.
Naguib Mahfuz, Midaq Alley
,
Khayats, Beirut, 1966.
JUJU
Louis Morcos, Trans., Modern Egyptian Short Stories
,
The Anglo-Egyptian
Bookshop, Cairo, 1961.
M. Mammeri, The Sleep of the Just
,
The Cresset Press, London, 1956.
-pa^a Hussein, Early Childhood
,
Routledge & Sons, Ltd., London, 1932.
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Midaq Alley
A senile old man is now approaching the cafe. He is so old that the
passing of time has left him with not a single sound limb. A boy leads him
by his left hand and under his right arm he carries a two-stringed fiddle and
a book. The old man greets all those present and makes his way to the couch
in the middle of the room. He climbs up with the help of the boy, who sits
beside him. He places the instrument and the book between them and looks hard
into the faces of the men present, as though searching for their reaction to
his coming there. His dull and inflamed eyes, filled with expectation and
apprehension, settle on the cafe's young waiter, Sanker. Having sat patiently
waiting for some time and having observed the youth's studied disregard for
himself, he breaks his silence, saying thickly:
—
"Coffee, Sanker."
The youth faces slightly towards him and after a slight hesitation turns
back on him again without saying a word, completely disregarding the request.
The old man realizes the youth will go on ignoring him and, indeed, he
expected nothing more. Just then help came, as though from the heavens, with
the entry of someone who heard the old man's shout and saw the youth ignore
him. The newcomer shouted ... to the waiter:
—
"Bring the poet's coffee, lad!"
The old poet gazed gratefully at the newcomer and said, in a sad tone:
—
"Thanks- be to God, Dr. Booshy."
The "doctor" greeted him and sat down beside him. Dressed ... in a
cloak, a skullcap and wooden clogs, he was a dentist who learned his profession
from.
..
[experience] having had no medical or any other schooling. Booshy
began his professional life as assistant to a dentist in the Jamaliya
district. He learned by observing the dentist's skill and so became proficient
himself. He was well-known for the effectiveness of his prescriptions, although
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- generally preferred ezfracflou as the beer cUr e! „ls roving denial snrgery
would no d oubt have been cons id ered unbearably painful were It not for the
fact that his fees were so low. He charged one plaster for the poor and two
for the rich
... He relied on God
... to prevent
...[too much] blood from
flowing! Moreover, he had made a set of gold teeth for Kirsha, the cafe owner,
for only two guineas.* In Midaq Alley and the surrounding area, he was
addressed as "doctor."
Sanker brought the coffee for the poet, as the •'doctor" requested. The
old man raised the cup to his lips, blowing Into it to cool the drink. He
then sipped it and continued to do so until It was finished. He placed the
p o one side and only then recalled the ill-mannered behavior of the waiter
towards him. Gazing at the youth with apparent disdain, he muttered
indignantly
:
—
"ill-mannered fellow..."
He picked up his instrument and began to pluck its strings, avoiding
the angry looks Sanker gave him. He played a few introductory notes just
as the coffee-house had heard him play every evening for twenty years or more.
Hxs frail body swayed in time with the music. Then he cleared his throat,
spat, and said: "In the name of God." Crying out in his harsh-sounding
voice, he continued:
We are going to begin today by saying a prayer for the Prophet.
An Arab Prophet, the chosen son of the people of Adnan. Abu Saada, the Zanaty,
says that..." He was interrupted by someone who entered at that point and
said roughly:
Shut up! Don’t say a single word more!"
The old man lifted his failing eyes from his instrument and saw the
*about six dollars
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sleepy, gloomy
down at him.
eyes of Kirsha, the tall, thin, darkfaced cafe owner looking
He stared at him glumly and hesitated a moment as though
unable to believe his ears,
began reciting again:
Trying to ignore Kirsha's unpleasantness, he
Abu Saada, the Zanaty, says that..."
The cafe owner shouted in angry exasperation:
-
"Are you going to force your recitations on us? That's the end -
the end! Didn't I warn you last week?"
A look of disappointment came into the poet's face and he said in a
tone of criticism:
I can see you have been living fast lately. Can't you take it out
on someone else?"
Even more exasperated, Kirsha shouted again:
"I know what I said and what I want, you imbecile. Do you think I
am going to allow you to perform in my cafe if you are going to slander me
with your vile tongue?"
The old poet sweetened his tone a little as he tried to soothe the angry
man and said
:
This is my cafe too. Haven't I been reciting here for the last
twenty years?"
The cafe owner took his usual seat behind the till and replied:
--
"We know all the stories you tell by heart and we don't need to run
through them again. People today don't want a poet. They keep asking me for
a radio and there's one over there being installed now. So go away and
leave us alone and may God provide for you..."
The old man's face clouded and he remembered sadly that Kirsha's cafe
was the only one left to him and, indeed, his last source of livelihood and
one which had done him well. Only the day before the "Castle" cafe had
sent him away. Old as he was, and now with his living cut off, what was
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he to do with his life? Uhae _uW 3t W3S thS P° lnt °f teaching his poor son this
profession when it had died Uko Mn-fo? mlike this? What could the future hold for him
and how could he provide for his son? A feeling of despair seized him and
increased in i„ tensi ty when he saw the loot of regretful determination on
Kirsha's face. The old man pleaded:
--
"Slowly, Slowly, Mr. Kirsha. Public reciters still have an appeal
which won't disappear. The radio will never replace us."
Firmly and decisively, however, the cafe owner replied:
-
"That is what you say, but it is not what my customers say and you
are not going to ruin my business. Everything has changed!"
In despair, the old man insisted:
"Haven't people listened to these stories without being bored since
the days of the Prophet, peace be upon him?"
Kirsha brought his hand down hard on the till and shouted:
"I said everything has changed!"
At this
...[an] absent-minded and statuesque man wearing
... gold-
rimmed spectacles and
... necktie moved for the first time. He turned his
gaze to the cafe's roof and sighed so deeply that his friends almost expected
pieces of flesh to come up with the passage of air. In a dreamy tone, he
said
:
Yes, everything has changed. Yes, indeed, everything has changed,
... Everything has changed except my heart and it still loves the people of
the house of Amir."
He lowered his head slowly, moving it to the left and to the right as
he did so, with movements gradually decreasing in extent until he at last
returned to his previous immobile position. Once again he sank into
oblivion. None of those present, accustomed as they were to his peculiarities,
had so much as turned towards him, with the exception of the old reciter who
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looked at him and said appealingly:
"Sheikh Darwish, are you happy now?"
The other man remained, however, as though lost to the world and said
nothing. Just then another person arrived who was greeted with looks of
admiration and affection, and they all responded enthusiastically to his
greeting
.
Radwan Hussainy was a man of impressive appearance, both broad and tall,
a flowing black cloak covering his ample form, his face large and whitish
with tinges of red. He wore a reddish-colored beard. His forehead seemed
to shine with light and its surface gleamed with happiness, tolerance and
deep faith. He walked slowly, with his head slightly bent, and a smile on
his lips announced his love for both people and life.
He chose a seat next to the poet's sofa and, as soon as he did so, the
old man began to complain to him. Radwan Hussainy listened good-naturedly,
although he knew well what the trouble was. Indeed, on a number of occasions
he had tried to dissuade the cafe owner, Kirsha, from his intention to dispense
the reciter but he had always been unsuccessful. When the old man finished
his complaint, Hussainy did what he could to console him and promised to help
him find a job for the poet's son. He then generously placed some coins in
his hand and whispered in his ear:
"We are all sons of Adam. If poverty descends on you then seek
help from your brother. Man's provider is God and it is to God that any
excess is due."
II
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Though Sayed Zaatar was capable and efficient, the level of his education
was such that ten years previously he had achieved the highest post allowed
him. He found himself in continuous residence at the one chair, when all
round him young men of the age of his sons were bustling themselves into
positions where they became his seniors.
But though this incompatibility of ages led to serious irritations,
from time to time, as did his short teraperedness and the arrogance of his
superiors, yet he never once gave much consideration to abandoning his
job. To him the job was the sole reason for his existence; life would have
no meaning without it, and neither his children nor his block of flats would
be able to give it any. And these feelings were strengthened the nearer he
came to the age of retirement - the nearer he came to what he felt to be
the brink of doom.
Sayed Mohmoud Zaatar' s main job was replying to the letters received by
the department, an occupation in which he had specialized for at least
twenty years. He fulfilled the job according to the instructions given him
by his seniors but more often than not on his own initiative. For whereas
he was a permanent fixture, his seniors were strangers flitting through on
the way to higher posts.
Despite his long experience, he made doubly certain of each word he
wrote as if he were writing a departmental letter for the very first time.
The letter had to be the very quintessence of perfection - not a single word
too few, not a word too many, each expression conveying exactly the intended
meaning
.
The letter would be sent in the name of the managing director ...
Mohmoud Zaatar would retreat behind his desk, an unknown soldier submitting
the honours of victory to a leader who had never even seen the battle-ground...
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[One day Mohmoud Zaatar returned home after a fight with his managing
director.] The moment he entered, his wife saw the signs of misery and anger
on his face, and realized that a storm was flaming within him. ... now
he needed her: and one of the characteristics of his anger was that he would
never begin to recount an event until she questioned him. . .
.
Whilst he was taking off his middled shoes he told her the story; how
this arrogant, this ignorant fool [of a boss] had had the nerve to tell him
to shut up. Did he think that his degree and his position were all that
mattered in this world? "My children have degrees too, but they are polite
all the same. Such pettiness: what is the difference between [signing]
’With sincere greetings’ and ’Yours most respectfully'? Obviously he could
find no other way of impressing his seniority - and then he tells me to
shut up. There is no doubt about it: I must present my resignation
tomorrow." (He had discovered this new solution whilst speaking to his wife.)
"I would prefer to die of hunger rather than remain another day in this
accursed
department.
"
As his voice was becoming ever more high pitched, his wife attempted
to soothe him. He'd startled her by his intentions and though
more than
once he'd made a threat and never seen it through, yet she
tried to change
his mind
,
...
"There must have been a reason for the outburst - perhaps
the director
left home in a rage, just as you did."
"But he was laughing over the telephone, and cackling
at the height of
his voice."
"Your resignation won’t bother him: in fact it
might be just what he
wants .
"
"What is particularly maddening is that he is
as young as Abbas, my
son, and perhaps even younger."
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And then a strange thought passed through his mind: in all probability
Abbas controlled employees of his father's age, and perhaps he treated them
in the same way.
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Sleep of the Just
you.
I don t exactly understand,’
'You’ll understand in a moment
His father was about to reply,
said his father, He was still quite calm.
..
. Evil, now, does it exist? Answer me.'
"Of course, since there are men like
But he stopped himself.
Yes, he said. 'Evil exists.
*
’And who created evil?’
The father made no reply.
’Who created the earth, the seven heavens, the prophets, paradise, the
virtuous, the wise, and the believers? And yes, who created love and virtue
and forgiveness?
’God,’ said his father.
And hell, Satan, tears, pain, and death - who created those? Why,
God, the same God as of goodness and mercy. Why?’
His father meant to plumb the depths of the ...[sinfulness] into which
his son had fallen.
’To put our souls to the test, I think - the souls of the just. ... At
least I suppose so, I’m not a taleb.’*
'Put our souls to the test? Ha! Ha! That’s too funny.’
He had the nerve to laugh. ’What need had He to make us suffer, He
who is all goodness?’
Perhaps, too,’ suggested his father, ’it was necessary for the order
of the world that evil should exist.’
Ha! ha! There we are - got you! The mousetrap!
You've fallen into it, along with your God.'
'He's the God of everybody - like your logic.’
*a student in a religious school
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Quite. There's at least one necessitv u
,
y which even God can't avoid -you ve lust said so. Which teens that this necessitv is
~ . .
y superior to God.God is not all-powerful
- and so
.
.
...
'So what.
.
.
?
*
“ "•
“
.Is that all?’
,
' N0
‘ BUt “ W°Uld t0° l0ng *> If. enough for now thatyou ve understood that the existence of evil discredits God '
WltH y°Ur glrllsh look
=. “here have you seen evil?'
'Everywhere. If you'd been fatPH ^r ed to go out into the world.
.
.
»
'The world that you have travelled in, child of sin?'
’No, but I’ve read things in books.’
And what did you read?’
'That God did not exist.’
Kis father could not stand any sore of it. He went in to fetch
...
la weapon], Arezki, suddenly frightened, began to stumble wildly against the
corners of the house in his attempts to get away, overwhelmed by the certitude
that he had brought about a disaster and that nothing would now stop his
father, who was yelling in all directions like a madman: 'Accursed, cursed
am I in my offspring. The devil must be driven out.'
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IV
It seemed that God wished to humiliate "Our Master"* through his pupil**...
...there must fall another calamity, such as the man had never anticipated;
a calamity far worse for him than the others, because it affected him in his
work.
A man from Cairo came to the village in the capacity of inspector of
agricultural roads. He was middle-aged, wore a tarbush,*** spoke French and
gave out that he was a graduate of the School of Arts and Crafts.
He was a pleasant, likeable man and it was not long before people got
to like him and to invite him to their houses and meetings, nor was it
long ere bonds of friendship were established between him and the lad's father.
He commissioned Our Master" to read a sura [chapter] of the Quran in
his house every day, paying him ten piastres a month, which was a price
such as only notables paid. Wherefore "Our Master" liked this man and sang
his praises.
However, Ramadan drew near, and the people used to meet on Ramadan night
in the house of a certain notable of the town, who was a merchant, and "Our
Master used to read the Quran at this man's house (every night) during the
month.
The lad used to accompany "Our Master" and relieve him from time to time
by reciting a sura or part of one in his place.
One night, when he was reciting, the Inspector heard him, and said to
his father, "Your son is very weak at intoning the Quran." The sheikh
*the narrator's schoolteacher in the Koranic School
**the narrator
***a tall red hat similar to those worn by "Shriners" in the U.S. In
Egypt these hats were worn by town people and not by those in the villages.
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thlS £atherJ replled
-
"He Ml11 imProve his intonation, when he goes to
Cairo, with one of the sheikhs of Al-Azhar".
"I can teach him the intonation of the Quran,
... sald the Inspector>
"so that when he goes to Al-Azhar, he will have become acquainted with the
foundations of intonation and it will be easy for him to devote himself
to the seven,
... [schools of pronunciation],
"Are you a bearer of the
Quran?" asked the sheikh. "Yes", replied the Inspector, "and I can also
intone it. Moreover, if ! were not busy, I would be able to make your son
recite the Quran according to all the different versions. Nevertheless,
I should like to devote an hour to him every day, in which I would make him
recite
... and teach him the elements of the art, thus giving him a sound
preparation for Al-Azhar."
The people began to say, "How it is possible that one who wears a
tarbush and speaks French should know the Quran and the versions of the
different readings?"
I am an Azharite", said the Inspector, "i reached an advanced stage
m the study of religious sciences, then I left it for the schools, and
eventually graduated from the School of Arts and Crafts."
Then recite something to us", they cried. The man took off his shoes,
crossed his legs and chanted to them the sura of Hud in a manner such as
they had never heard.
Then you may imagine their admiration of him and the fuss they made of
him; and you may imagine also how grieved and annoyed "Our Master" was.
The man spent the night like one who has been struck by lightning.
In the morning the sheikh ordered his son to go to the house of the
Inspector every day. This greatly pleased the lad; he told companions at
the school, and talked about it with the other lads.
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You may Imagine the grief that all this taik brought to the heart of
Our Master". So much so, that he reprimanded the lad and ordered him
never to mention the name of the Inspector again in the school.
The lad went to the Inspector’s house, and went there regularly. The
Inspector read with him a book called Tuhfat-al-Atfal (Children’s Precious
Gift), and explained to him the elements of intonation. He taught him
Madd (Prolongation of the voice on a vowel), "Ghann" (Nasalisation),
"ikhfa" (Lowering the voice), "idgham" (contraction of two letters into one),
and all the things connected with these.
The lad was delighted with this learning, and used to talk about it to
his companions at the school, explaining to them that "Our Master" was no
good at Madd or Ghann
,
and knew neither the difference between "Word and
letter prolongation
,
nor the difference between "Heavy prolongation" and
"Light prolongation".
Echoes of all this reached "Our Master" and caused him great grief and
sorrow, till sometimes he was at his wits’ end.
The lad began to go through the Quran with the Inspector from the
beginning
,
and the Inspector taught him the proper punctuation.
The lad began to imitate the Inspector's chanting and copy his tune,
reading the Quran after this fashion in the school. His father started to
examine him and when he heard this new style of reading he was full of
admiration and pleasure and praised the Inspector. Nothing annoyed "Our
Master" more than did this praise.
For a whole year the lad continued to go to this house and recite the
Quran to the Inspector until he was certain of the intonation ...
The lad liked going to this house very much because he admired the
Inspector and was anxious to perfect his knowledge of the Quran and its intonation
also inasmuch as he annoyed "Our Master" and at the same time manifested his
superiority over his fellows.
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The Dream
Introduction: As we have seen in past selections, the habits and traditions
of the past are in a constant and on-going interaction with new ideas and
ways of doing things in the Middle East. The bard is being replaced by the
radio; older uneducated workers are being nudged out by younger, educated
workers. The old is giving way to the new. In the "Doum Tree of Wad Hamid"
we have seen Salih's belief that the steamer and the doum tree can exist side
by side, that the old, religious way of life can adapt itself to the new,
secular, technological way. However, there is by no means universal agreement
in the Middle East that this can be done, and the conflict between the old and
the new is often put in competitive terms. Either the old or the new wins out.
In the selection that follows, a short story by the Syrian writer Abdel
Salam Al-Ujaili, we see the competition between the old way, as represented by
the religious Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id, and the new way, as represented by the
narrator-schoolmaster of a secular, government school. The narrator-school-
master, by virtue of being a descendent of the saint Zain al-Abidin, is
trapped in his own attempts to free the village from what he considers to be
the superstitious aspects of Islam. In taking advantage of some of the
people's superstitions by using superstitious means, the modern schoolmaster
ironically aids the cause he is trying to expose and defeat.
*
"The Dream" by Abdel Salam Al-Ujaili, in Modern Arabic Short Stories , Oxford
University Press, 1967.
the dream
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m his dream Mohamed Weess saw himself praying. There was nothlng
extraordinary in this tor in his waking hours he was continnaiiy Praying and
-er put off period, one o f the
... I£ive deity, prayers. He saw himself
recitin g out loud, during his first prostration/ theSu .*** of a^Hasr from
the Koran and on coming to the end of it he had wnkpn , •n n o e up m a state of
terror.
God's word is the truth!" he had said, sitting up in bed and wiping
his eyes.
Mohamed Weess could not remember why it was that this of all his dreams
should have fixed itself in his mind. However, when morning came he set off
in search of Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id, the village elder. Around noon he ran him
to ground and told him of his dream. The Sheikh, head lowered and with knot-
ted brows, kept silent for a long time before asking:
'Are you sure that you were reciting the Sura of al-Nasr ?'
'Absolutely,' replied Mohamed Wees. 'I recited it right through in
full: "When there comes God’s help and victory, and thou shalt see men enter
into God's religion
.... then celebrate the praises of thy Lord, and ask for-
giveness of him,
...[for] He is
...[merciful]!"
' God's word is the truth!’ said Sheikh Mohamed Sa’id. 'Celebrate the
praises of thy Lord, 0 Mohamed Weess, and ask forgiveness of him,
... [for]
He is
... [merciful].
0 Sheikh,
.... What do you make of my dream?’
Sheikh Mohamed Sa’id grasped hold of his thick, broad beard and ran his
fingers through it. He appeared hesitant
...
*
Moslems pray on their knees, bowing their heads to the floor
** A Sura is a chapter of the Koran
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'0 Mohamed Weeqq ' ho
eventually, ' ask fo ^8iveness of thy Lord[for] He is
... [mercifull Tu
’
e reciting of this sura in one's dreams is a
sign that one's end is near.'
of a nervous disposition at the best of times, Mohamed Weess felt a
shudder
... through his entire body.
'What are you saying, 0 Sheikh.'
It p 3.XnS ITIG to f 3. P P vnn T 7 -r • iyou with this,' replied the Sheikh.
'However,
your consolation is that God's merrv m'ii ,S Cy WlU soon be yours
... No one who has
this dream, Mohamed Weess, lives for more than another forty days.'
Having
... sald this
..., the Sheikh hurr . ed off to
_ [wash] for the
midday prayer, leaving Mohamed Weess seated on the ground in a daze, his legs
completely incapable of bearing the weight of his body.
'Forty days,' he muttered through a parched throat. 'God give me
strength!
'
The village in which Mohamed Weess and Mohamed Sa'id lived was a small
one and by evening everyone knew of Mohamed Weess's dream and of Sheikh
Mohamed Sa id's interpretation of it. The village was one whose people be-
lieved in the interpretation of dreams and so by the following evening every-
one was firmly convinced that Mohamed Weess would be dead within forty days.
Singly, then in groups, the men paid visits to Mohamed Weess; he was thus
forced to keep to his house to receive those who came, in anticipation of
his death
... The womenfolk of Mohamed Weess's household came in search of
news, casting telling glances at him. They found him in perfect health but
with his features set in an abstracted air; mourning and wailing they
...
[cried to] God to intervene with the Angel of Death who was seeking to snatch
him away while still as fit as ever. Though Mohamed Weess felt no pain or
discomfort, the many
... [visits made] him
... [expect] pain and discomfort.
He stuck it out for the first ten days and continued going and coming between
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his house and the cattle market. Soon, however, he was unable to hold out
any longer; his nerves gave way and people began paying their visits to him
during the daytime, whereas previously they had only found him at home in
the evening. Twenty days from the date of his dream Mohamed Weess's family
found that
... he now remained in
... [his bed] night and day. When thirty
of the allotted period had passed, the various plates of his favourite foods,
prepared specially for him by his family,
.... [lay at] his bedside untouched.
Dressed in an all-white garment and having let his beard grow, he spent his
time in prayer. He wept, not from fear of death or in regret for life, but
out of terror for the punishment that lay beyond the grave, and in dread lest
God should not forgive him the many times he had taken His name in vain at
the cattle market or had cheated the peasants from neighboring villages. As
the days melted away, drawing nearer to the fateful fortieth, so the store
of fat which surrounded Mohamed Weess’s stomach, empty with hunger, melted
away. ... People - those of his own village and those from round about -
talked of the spiritual glow that emanated from his face and of the mystical
and mysterious phrases which fell from his lips as he ... [prayed]. Thirty-
nine of the forty days passed, and on the evening of the thirty-ninth I made
my appearance.
And who, you may well ask, am I?
I am the schoolmaster of the village in which Mohamed Weess works ...
at the cattle market and in which Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id is regarded as the
•k
holy man. I used to spend my summer vacations in Damascus and my return
to the school coincided with the thirty-ninth day.... I was acquainted
with Mohamed Weess in the same way as I knew all the ...[people] of the
village and when Mohamed Atallah, the elderly school porter, informed me about
JL
Damascus is the capital of Syria
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him I was at a loss to know whether to laugh or feel sorry for him. I
therefore set off with Mohamed Atallah to comfort him The courtyard,
usually filled with the livestock which Mohamed Weess bought from the market,
was now crowded with people who had come to witness the slow creeping of
death into his soul. In one corner were the men, in another the women, while
in the third stood the sheep and goats which Mohamed Weess* s friends had
brought during his lifetime that they might be slaughtered on the ...[day
of his death]. On entering the room in which Mohamed Weess awaited the Angel
of Death, I found him - Mohamed Weess, not the Angel - seated on his bed in
a corner praying, while Mohamed Sa*id sat in another corner reciting the Koran
in rolling tones. I was struck by the change that had come over the face
of the Mohamed Weess I had known: his rounded, ruddy face had become long and
... pale... There was no similarity between this saint of God whose whole face
exuded a spiritual glow and that other Mohamed Weess whom I used to hear each
morning under the school window swearing. ... I had visited Mohamed Weess in
a mood of scepticism and curiosity, but the extreme change that had come over
him
... persuaded me that he would in fact die on the morrow as fate had de-
creed. I was filled with anger as I listened to Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id loudly
reciting the Koran and glancing sideways at me.
Between myself and this Sheikh, whose nature was compounded of simplicity,
stupidity, and cunning, there existed an age-long ...[hate], I fought against
the ... trickery with which he gained control of the souls of the ignorant
villagers, while he never missed an opportunity to set them against me,
accusing me of teaching blasphemy to my students and filling their minds with
disobedience against God and His Prophet. His zeal in his attacks against me
... [were not] lessened on learning from people that I came of a family which
traced back its ancestry to Zain al-Abidin, the grandson of the Prophet's
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•"T"-*
“n “•
-•
...
me and used to sav *t ^ 1
that the ld
’
d8SCended fr0!
" al-AMdln
- cl^.
-Id turns round [by] itself; yet, 'he would say, < put it you
suddenly turn to the west?'
I was, as I said, filled wlCh anger on seeing Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id. 1
almost shouted out that he T 7ac _ ,
“r erer
’
Chat he ”as killing Mohamed Weess
With
... the poison of
...(putting, in his mind the thought that he would die
withm forty days. I recollected, however, that I had never succeeded in
getting the better of Mohamed Sa'-fa k, u •n id by being annoyed or angry, for he was
always able to win over the village folk by
. .
.
(his, argument
... that the
earth did not turn. Had it ever happened that a villager had seen the door
of his house facing towards the west after it had faced eastwards?
[Therefore, the earth did not turn. God have mercy on him for his
...[anger,
against me, and God, too, have mercy on Mohamed Weess should he remain under
the crazy power of Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id mi t-liunam a b till tomorrow morning. Heavy of
heart with sorrow and anger, I went off to my room in the school building.
Mohamed Atallah, the school porter, woke me at dawn as I had asked. I
had placed three prickly pears, brought with me from Damascus, under the
water-jar which stood in the path of the cooling breeze. I took one of these
and hurried off to Mohamed Weess 's house. The courtyard was empty except for
the sheep and goats awaiting their owner's death and so, in turn, their own.
The women's quarters were lit up and a low sound of wailing issued forth. The
door of Mohamed Weess's room was shut, so I glanced in through the closed
window and saw that he was asleep, no doubt exhausted after his long night of
praying in readiness for death. I knocked loudly several times, then pushed
Descendents of the Prophet Mohammed are especially revered in the Middle East.
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open the door shouting:
’Give praises to God, Mohamed Weess."
He started up from sleep In ala™. 'Wh^ ts lt? he cried
_
’I’» Najl the teacher. Don’t he afraid, Mohamed Weess, and listen
to me. ?
I saw the tears trickling do™ Mohamed Weess's cheeks as he sat there
tongue tied with terror pPflr f.,i ., ,° . Fea ful that he would die of fright before hearing
me out, I said:
^ haVe “me '° y°U b“““ 1 J”- been awakened by my ancestor
Zam al-Abidin, God bless him who said to me: "Co to Mohamed Weess and tell
him that God has tested him and found that he is a repentant servant of
Gave hit, this, one of the fruits of Paradise, and order him to pray
with you and make two prostrations before the rising of the sun
; in the
first of the prostrations he should recite the Sura of al-Nasr and God will so
extend his days that he shall live to see his children and his children's
children"
'
.
Mohamed Weess swallowed.... It seemed to me that his brain had not
taken in all I had said to him as he gazed at the prickly pear I held in my
hand. (I was sure that no one in the village had ever seen a prickly pear
.) I peeled it and stuffed it in his mouth, inviting him to swallow
it, seeds and all. I then dragged him to a corner of the room.
Prepare for prayers, Mohamed Weess, before day breaks.'
I prayed standing behind Mohamed Weess. We made two prostrations, during
the first of which he recited the whole of the Sura of al-Nasr
. Then I went
back to the school to await daybreak.
Within an hour the whole village had heard the new story about Mohamed
Weess. All those people who had filled the courtyard of Mohamed Weess's
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house yesterday were now crowding the schoolyard all tumbli
„ ,
y
’
I1 i"hling over themselvesto learn how it wac t-Ko*-
" ^ anC8St0r
’
Zal
" ^d come to me hearing
had scored a decrsive victory over Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id, for neither had
Mohamed Weess died nor had the sheep and goats in hiP 8° S l ls courtyard been slaughtered
tney had been turned over in
,
a present from Mohamed Weess* s friends to
that saint of God, schoolteacher Naji, the direct descends of Zain al-Abidin!
But was it in fact a victory? In truth I am not sure. My doubts as to
the value of this victory are increased by the fact that T h ky i-ne r I ave been unable to
reduce by one single person the number of
...[religious people, who fake parf
in communal prayers behind Sheikh Mohamed Sa'id; on fhe contrary. ! have in-
creased his congregation by one: the village teacher, which is to say myself,
preserve the honour of my forefather, about whom I had
... [invented] my
dream. I
...[for the first time have] to attend in person behind Sheikh
Mohamed Sa’id at all prayers!
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Opening a Store
Introduction: As we We seen in Unit I; the status „ f^ ^ ^^
East is rapidly changing. Men whose mothers KQre are ^
daughters to college, and women are. fo r the first time, being allowed a choice
111 Wh°m th6y marry and l" ^ choose for themselves. If you were
almost certain; you would grow up helping your mother about the house, would
be married to one of your cousins by your parents iny , would raise a family be-
hind compound walls and would wear a veil. Today you might conceiveably^
r the veil, graduate from a university, choose your own husband and become
a teacher or doctor. Governments in the Middle East are beginning to realize
how wasteful it is to have so few women workers in the work force, and as a
result women are increasingly being encouraged to enter universities and job-
training programs. In some Middle Eastern countries 30-40 per cent of
university students are women.
In the excerpt which follows, from Persia Is My Heart *. Najmeh Najafi
tells about her establishment of a woman's clothing store in Tehran. Talented
women like Najmeh, after graduating from Universities and commercial schools,
are opening doors for women in the Middle East, and are making an impact on
the economy as never before. Whether or not Najmeh is right in saying that
men can only respect women who succeed in men's terms, an emancipated life
for women in the Middle East is well on its way.
Najmeh Najafi, Persia Is My Heart
, Harper & Bros., New York 1953.
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There is one thing that I could do. I could sew and design
and I had ideas. I had finished the design school with the top
grades in my class, and there were many things that I knew that
are not taught at the school.
Quietly, little by little, I began to plan to open a shop in
Teheran. For four or five months I worked. First I sewed many beautiful
things by hand. In the dowry of the bride there must be brassieres,
slips, nightgowns, many beautiful things that it is traditional to have
made by hand ....
These are things that take time to make so I sat in my room hour
after hour with my needle, singing because I was at last doing something.
When I had finished the things by hand, I bought very beautiful
fabric and made ten dresses for display. Then, whenever I saw jewelry
that was just right for these dresses I bought that, too, for display
Now, by myself and without telling anyone of my plans, I began to look
for a place to open my shop. I told no one about the shop because maybe
I had a little fear that something might go wrong. One day, I found
the pei feet place. There was a new business building going up on a corner
not too far from my home. It would be the exactly right location.
I had not met the businessmen before but now I must. I arranged
to rent a space for my shop. If I would start to pay rent right then
they would let me decorate the shop to suit myself.
In my mind I could see the shop exactly as I wanted it. I could
see every table, every drapery. I asked for two side walls and I would
design the front and back.
The shop arranged for, I told others of the shop. I needed money.
I had to pay one thousand dollars in advance for the shop. I needed to
buy materials for the decoration, I had to pay rent and for labor. Of
course I turned to my family. At first they were horrified. "You are
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just a baby!" I do not know how many times I heard these words; but my
sisters loaned me the money 1 needed. It might have disturbed me to see
how sure they were that my shop would fail, but it did not. I, myself,
knew that I could be successful.
One evening Amir came to my home. With him was his friend Mohammet.
When they heard my plans for the shop, Mohammet studied me with his intelli-
gent deep brown eyes before he said seriously, "I know you can do it,
Najmeh." When I saw that he really believed in me, my heart made a
special place for this man.
There were many things I had in my home that I could use in my shop.
I had a new sewing machine and an old one. I had a table, some chairs, a
mirror—many things. But there were things I must buy, too. Half the
shop was to be for display and for selling, the other half for working.
In the work room I needed many chairs and several tables. These I hunted
for and bought second hand. I hired a man to take off the old paint and
to make them clean and shining.
I had a carpenter working for me to make the special display cases
and other things that I needed. Those men! Tell them what to do and
they stood giving advice, advice, advice. My idea is never to take
advice. If you know your dreams and your duty, no one else can know
what is right for you as well as you do. I think they gave advice because
they did not want to take it. I told and I told how I wanted things. How
could I explain? Oh, kill me, I think, I'll never try to open a shop
again. I think each one of those old men has taken ten years of my life.
But when the shop was ready it was beautiful. The whole thing was
done in shining, shining white, except for four green satin arm chairs and
some satin ottomans grouped about a table and a desk. The draperies, hung
on very slender silver rods, were of purple, and for the opening I made
by hand hundreds of flowers from palest lavender into deep purple.
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On one table, for example, there was a tall sliver vase with a purple
flower. At the base of the vase there was a bag, a handkerchief, a pair
of long, slender gloves. It was beautiful. In the window I had a very
small, very beautiful display. In the salon there was a bright new radio
and a bright new sewing machine. Everything was new and clean and very
delicate. In the sewing room the chairs and tables were at last refinished
and shining, too. There were good sewing machines, and a samovar for
heating water so that the girls who sewed for me could make tea and other
things for their lunch.
Just before the opening I employed two women who had been making
dresses in their homes. They were excellent seamstresses and were pleased
with regular employment. On the same day as I employed the women, I sent
out letters to my friends and Fahri's and Fahti’s telling about the shop
and inviting them to the opening.
There was just one more thing that I needeH, I needed a dependable
person to keep the shop clean, to run errands, to deliver dresses, to
sleep in the shop at night and in the winter keep the fires going. My
sister Fahti knew just the person.
.
.
I talked with Ishmael and explained my needs. He was a bright boy.
It would be a good thing to have a young man who would do as I said, not
an old man pouring out advice. I employed him and bought him new clothing
as his country-made clothes would be unsuitable with my shop. He was
proud of those clothes! Probably the first new clothes he had ever had and
he was almost eighteen.
I do not remember a single thing about the first day. So many people
coming and going! So many people looking at the fashion books on the table.
So many asking about where to buy suitable materials, and making reserva-
tions for interviews and fittings. The whisper about my shop that I
started by writing notes to my friends and the friends of Fahri and Fahti
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became a great wind blowing Fvp™k a8 * E e^ybody was coming.
Perhaps it is because until so recently women wore only styleless
ancient clothe*? t-ho*- »that women now take such an Interest In fssM
.
me i ashion. Maybe
o es is
-creation. But X think the reai reason is that Ericas
Stench moving pictures have given the women of my country a greatdesrre to dress in the Western way.
To them Holiywood is the magic word. Jus t speaking it Brings up
:::r
that
-“• - * - - -
Photographed in the homes of average people, perhaps.
-en i first came to Los A„geies i asked a taxi driver to take me fromtne Ambassador Hotol To„ » ,
ngeles to the corner of Hollywood and Vine I
Of the streets of Los Angeles. How, 1 wondered
.
will this end and smooth,
sleek Hollywood begin?
The taxi driver stopped his car, jumped out, and opened the door for
me. I did not move except maybe my mouth fell open "Hnn ;u ° . ollywood and Vine,"
he said.
I got out and let him choose his fare from a handful of coins.
I had learned about American money but 1 couldn't count money in this
moment of being shaken out of a beautiful dream.
Hollywood and Vine was like all the city street corners in all the
I could not believe it. I thought the taxi driver had stupidly
put me out someplace else. But I could see the signs. I compared them
with the printed name in my book of places I must see. The taxi driver
was right and I was stupid. But where were all the beautifully dressed
people that the women of Persia admire so in the Hollywood films? Where
were the long lines of people elegantly sipping orange juice?
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I walked down the street a little way and there I saw barefooted
girls In so scant bathing suits. They were carrying signs. I took my
dictionary from my bag. "This place is unfair to organized labor." So
this was not an American bathing beauty contest after all, though it
looked like theone photographed in Miami except that the signs were on
sticks instead of across the breasts of undressed girls
Everything from my shop was the best. For an evening dress or
dinner dress, maybe one hundred and seventy-five or two hundred dollars.
The dresses were designed specially for each individual, cut exactly to
fit and finished by hand.
Almost at once I needed more help in the sewing room. Help was
easy to get. Every hour somebody was asking, "Please employ me," and
I selecting the best. One day a very good man came to my shop. "Please
employ my daughter," he begged. "I have many children and this daughter
is good with the needle." I took the girl and gave her special attention.
Now began a new life for me. I was in the shop early in the morning.
At nine at night I called a taxi to take me home. During the day I gave
myself not a minute to rest. I must talk to businessmen. I must shop for
things I needed. I must supervise the sewing. I, myself, must do the
designing and cutting.
I was very busy wondering how to be less busy and still get things
done when Ishmael came to me. "My lady," he asked shyly, "will you teach
me how to write?" So whenever I had a minute I worked with Ishmael on his
writing and his reading.
The one thing that drove me most wild about Ishmael was the way he
loved to eat. I imagine that he had never had enough to eat; now that he
had his wages by the week he constantly bought great sheets of bread. No
matter who came into the shop there would be Ishmael, propped against a
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showcase, chewing on one nf m,
H ,
° these
Pi«c. of bread.
e had other little habits, too, that bothered me 0loved the radio in,
* °ne was that he. When I got to the shop in thp
chewing on bread and liste„ing t0 the radio whiJlT
^
ISh"ae1’-
"You will have to do better tha tM
rei"alned “nCUaned
n hls or I’ll find another " r s ,, JHe looked at me with u
SCOlded hlm
-
W such sorrowful eyes as he said "t •„
You can believe me that I will.-
Of course X let him stay.
The girls in the shop were a happy group Thyy . ey ate together atnoon and often in the afternoon T'h •
a good meaning or Just talk to them xT
^ ^ 3 ^
homes; good, intelligent, willing girls b ^ ^
hlon or Of fine breeding.
. .
‘ ““ *
1 h3d 3 bulletin board and each day I put uo a d •
the h
p p tawing of somebody inshop, one day I drew a boy with a round i™ Pleasan t face, eyebrows that
over the nose and winged up at the ends and a great smir, iling mouth.
:/l
h7 PUt 3^-— -— • -e was much laughter in
thread, one of the girls said "tv.
f „ .
8 > There 13 °na waY to cut the appetite for
°o • That is to have an appetite for love."
There was much laughter and many guesses when after a little Ishmael's
appetite was cut. "Who is he falling in love with!" the girls wondered...
Time went along and my shop was In Teheran what you call "a rage"
Hike a fire the popularity grew. Soon 1 bad two men tailors making coats
and maybe twenty girls and women busy sewing. Six months and I had paid
drooped into our home at night my mother vouid put her arms around me and
say, "Baby, I'm proud of you, but you are killing yourself!"
And then came New Year's and all our rush had been like a spring
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' l“ ”•
tting. More and morel was having business wll-h
_.
g l “it men important in Industry.
They brought fine fabrics as gifts Tf t8 * “ 1 WOuid "se these fabrics for my
models, many women would be askino • -g Where it was brought and who made It
- gave me Jewelry for display. 1 was sending orders to franco for perfume
French Jewelry, gloves, things that could be better made in Persia if Persia’
really industrialized.
.
EVSry d3y mUC ” m°ney Came “• 1 thrust Into the drawer and waited
until evening for the counting. One evening when I counted the money
there was fifty dollars missing, m a strange flash of memory 1 saw one
girl standing at the desk. At the Hmp ttime, I suppose, I had wondered what she
ing there instead of being in the workroom. I knew that she had
taken the fifty dollars. I could hear her father saying, "I have so large
a family and she is clever with the needle."
That night I had a taxi take me to her home on an ugly squalid
street. It was filled to overcrowding with children of many ages. She
came to me with a sick, yellow-white face and when I spoke of the fifty
dollars she drew it from the bosom of her dress and gave it to me.
You may work in my shop until New Year's," I said.
"Until New Year’s," she repeated. I had had the taxi driver wait
SO I got into the car and drove away.
I hate myself for that night. I should not have done what I did.
I had to tell her that I could not keep her in the shop if I did not trust
her. But I should have given her a chance to try again. And I should
not have taken back the fifty dollars. I know now how the desire for
that money had grown in her heart like a spreading cancer. I know the
suffering that shook her body while she waited a chance to reach that
temptation drawer. How can one be hungry, hungry, every day hungry
were
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without reaching for food? I was wrong. May God forgive me.
Already I had asked all who worked in the shop what they wanted for a
New Year’s present. I meant to give a nice gift to every person but I wanted
the gift to be something that was needed. Many of the girls asked for a
dress, some said a blouse, one said perfume. But Ishmael would not say.
He would only look at me with solemn eyes that looked strange under his
upwinging brows and say that what he wanted nobody could give him.
I will buy him a fine watch so that he can rise in time to clean the
shop," I told the girls and they laughed and said that would be a good idea.
I had the New Year party at my home, the table heavy with the seven
foods that begin with S* and much else besides. As each girl entered I gave
her a gift and she kissed me on the cheek. When Ishmael came I gave the gift
of the watch. "I do not want this watch," he said. "All I want, my lady, is
to kiss your hand."
I acted as if I did not understand the special meaning. But all the same
I knew why he had eaten less bread. "On New Year's that is your duty," I
said. "Kiss the hand and take the watch, too."
I am glad that I was not as stupid and wrong with Ishmael as I was with
the fifty-dollar girl. I know that the heart is neither a master nor a
servant. Every heart must be respected. When my sisters made a joke of this
I was unhappy. And because I was still a little girl in many ways I took
a little girl’s way of helping Ishmael.
I wrote a note and left it on one of the tables. There was no
signature on the note that said, "Why don’t you look my way once in a while?
I think you are a very handsome person."
After the girls had gone and Ishmael was cleaning up, he found the note
and read it. The next day I could see him studying the girls, trying to
decide which one it was that thought him a very hansome person. He was
*a custom in Iran
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without reaching for food? I was wrong. May God forgive me.
Already I had asked all who worked in the shop what they wanted the
gift to be something that was needed. Many of the girls asked for a dress,
some said a blouse, one said perfume. But Ishmael would not say. He would
only look at me with solemn eyes that looked strange under his upwinging
brows and say that what he wanted nobody could give him.
"I will buy him a fine watch so that he can rise in time to clean
the shop, I told the girls and they laughed and said that would be a good
idea.
I had the New Year party at my home, the table heavy with the seven
foods that begin with S and much else besides. As each girl entered I gave
her a gift and she kissed me on the cheek. When Ishmael came I gave the gift
of the watch. "I do not want this watch," he said. "All I want, my lady, is
to kiss your hand."
I acted as if I did not understand the special meaning. But all the
same I knew why he had eaten less bread. "On New Year’s that is your duty,"
I said. "Kiss the hand and take the watch, too."
I am glad that I was not as stupid and wrong with Ishmael as I was with
with the fifty-dollar girl. I know that the heart is neither a master nor
a servant. Every heart must be respected. When my sisters made a joke of
this I was unhappy. And because I was still a little girl in many ways I
took a little girl's way of helping Ishmael.
I wrote a note and left it on one of the tables. There was no
signature on the note that said, "Why don't you look my way once in a while?
I think you are a very handsome person."
After the girls had gone and Ishmael was cleaning up, he found the
note and read it. The next day I could see him studying the girls, trying
to decide which one it was that thought him a very handsome person. He was
*a custom in Iran
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happy again, his eyes round and interested under the wing of his eyebrows.
For some time a young girl had been asking for work in the shop. I
had seen her very beautiful handwork and had said, "Come back next week."
The next week she had come and the next, but every place at the table was
occupied. The fourth time she came back I had a place for her and employed
her.
She was a very excellent worker, always careful, always fast, always
busy. Each day she went out for lunch and I worried about her because I did
not know where she was going. I knew that her home was an hour’s bus
trip from the shop. One day I asked her, "Why aren’t you eating in the
shop?"
She didn’t have an answer at once.
"There is electricty there to make tea and I furnish the tea and the
sugar for the girls," I said.
The next day she again went out
.
Again I asked her, "Don’t you like to take lunch in the shop?" I
wondered if she was not well accepted by the girls and felt shy so I
said, "Tomorrow eat your lunch with me."
The next day I made tea for the two of us and the girl opened her
lunch. Not a sandwich, just one piece of heavy bread. I looked down at
the freshly prepared dinner which Ishmael had just brought me from my home.
Fruits, rice, barbecued lamb, olives. And I wondered, What is the difference
between me and this girl? She is as young as I am. She is very pretty.
She is skillful- in her work. And she is proud. If each of us had been
placed in the other's family what would I be doing.
I was learning. The shop had not made me proud, but humble. I was
nothing; opportunity made me something. And I was back to the same, the
very same idea. There must be opportunity for everybody in my country.
How could this girl keep herself right and good? What had she been doing
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for life during the weeks that I said, "Come back next week"?
Life was Interesting In the shop. ! talked with the girls when I
had time. I laughed with them. One day when they wasted much time with
yak-yak I came back from a business errand with a great deal of chewing
gu*. "You cannot chew and talk at the same time", ! said. There was
always a good spirit in the back room. The women and gitls were so happy
ployed, so grateful to be working, so appreciative of the feeling
of equality In the shop though I was called "My lady."
once when I was sitting In Shirat a woman who heard that I was from
Teheran asked me if I had visited this new and very fashionable shop,
The Flower.
Yes," I replied, listening very hard.
"I was there when I was in Teheran. It Is a very nice place. But
that young snip that runs it is so proud!"
In Shiraz I had found a very excellent mirror.
But I could not be friendly with my customers. There were so many
going and coming. They were so different. I learned to tell very soon a
great deal about them.
The fashion books which were arranged on my table were French books.
You know how the French pictures are: two or three lines to make a very
slender, very tall girl. Many women who sat on the green satin chairs and
gazed with interest at the pictures in the book were fat and short. In
Persia a double chin and a great abdomen are equivalent to a mink coat in
America: they are a mark of wealth.
This is the dress for me," said one woman, pointing with the end of
an elegant finger at a so slim model. "First you should try ... [reducing]
"
I thought, looking her over with a polite eye. If only all my customers
were like my beautiful tall sister Fahri. Or if I could make dresses for the
young, slender girls in my shop.
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Sometimes I did make dresses for such girls. The Koran demands a
single standard of morals; that is. though men may have as many as
four wives, to those wives they must be exactly true. But many men have
forgotten the Koran. They came into the shop with pretty young, simple
girls, or with girls who had until recently been pretty and simple...
Many foreign people had dresses made in the shop. All my life I
had known foreign people. They had been entertained in my home and
friendships close and warm had grown up: people from Pakistan. Afghanistan,
Turkey, Iraq, Arabia, India, Syria, Egypt. But I had known few Western
people. My sister Fahri had had a close frined, a girl from Czechoslovakia
married to a friend of Ashbage. To me, until I opened the shop, she was
a11 European women. Now it was different. There were many English women
whose hsubands were connected with the Anglo-Iranian oil operations; there
were even American women, and French.
I did not like the loud voices of the English and American women,
the dull drop, like lead, of the voice at the end of each sentence, the
exaggerated inflection, the wide range of pitch of their voices. I
liked the Persian voice, soft, with an upward lift at the end of sentences
But I served all of the women. There was money coming in to give
me a fund for some important project. There was much that I was learning
day by day about the situation of my own country, about the situation of
women in my country.
Economic Self-Help
Introduction: A crucial stage in the modernisation process in any country
is economic development. Some countries have built- , k •n ilt their economic develop-
mGnt ar0Und ln<Wrlall“’ •*-»~ agriculture. envelopment in
industry and agriculture in m0 st cases has to go hand in hand, for as small
agricultural plots are consolidated to make larger efficient a •° rt
,
mechanized
farms, the farmers forced off f-v, Q .h 1 d must flnd employment in the cities in
new jobs created by i„ dus try . Even under the best of clrcun8tancM>
this shift is difficult, for the skills needed in agriculture and in Indus-
try can be different indeed.
In most countries in the Midril p pudd e East, the majority of people are farmers,
and it is thus natural that improving agricultural production is an implant
economic goal. !„ the Middle Eastern countries which have oil, oil revenues
mixed blessing in aiding agriculture, for though there is money avail-
able to encourage and stimulate agricultural improvement, farmers are often
tempted to leave the land to take relatively well-paying jobs involving little
work in the oil industry. Farmers who have spent their whole lives scraping
a living out of the soil find a job as a watchman at an oil field for more
money irresistable. The "green revolution", on the other hand, has produced
strains of wheat and rice which will yield many times the amount normally
cultivated per acre. These new strains and new machinery, along with proper
fertilization and irrigation provide great possibilities for the Middle
Eastern farmer. A new cadre of agricultural specialists has been trained who
go out to the farmers to demonstrate new methods of agriculture. In many
cases, the new machinery and seeds are heavily subsidized by the government
to encourage the farmers to try these new methods. In the selection which
re as a bedouin shepherd and
•k
follows, Isaak Diqs, whom we have met befo
student, has graduated from an agricultural school and Is
as an agricultural extension agent.
starting his job
Isaak Diqs, A Bedouin Boyhood
, Praeger, New York, 1969.
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It was one evening In autumn a few years ago when a green pick-up truck
was leaving Riyadh towards the west. In the back there were many chemicals-
powders in sacks and pots, and liquids in bottles and tins. In one corner
there was a green motor-sprayer. There was a very strong smell: when the
car went by, one would know that it was different from the great number of
pick-ups which followed that asphalted road.
On both sides of the vehicle there were inscriptions denoting that it was
owned by the Ministry of Agriculture. Four men were in the light truck: Awadh
was the agricultural adviser, Fahad the driver, Muhsin a trained labourer, and
myself a technical assistant to Awadh. We were sent from the agricultural
directorate in Riyadh to two of the neighbouring villages, Muzahmia and Ghot-
Ghot. We had to advise the farmers by showing them the best methods in culti-
vation and at the same time to spray the plants that had any disease or harmful
insects. We had to stay there for a month.
It was nearly sunset when we were at Dirab
,
a twisty part of the road. It
was the first time that I went this way, so I wondered how much great toil had
gone intobuilding this wide, comfortable road on such a rocky mountain. I
looked at Fahad, who was twirling the steering-wheel still joking at Muhsin,
who was sitting near him. It seemed to me that Fahad was accustomed to that
part of the road.
It was my first week on this job, so Awadh spent most of the time explaining
to me the conditions of work. He was a good and highly qualified man, but he
liked very much to talk. Muhsin avoided arguing with him in our free time, but
Fahad liked to tease him by taking the opposite side in every argument. We
covered the distance, which was some forty miles, in about an hour.
the capital of Saudi Arabia
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We reached Muzahmia, the village where we had decided to live for the month.
As we c* near, I saw the dark-green palm trees on both sides of the road and I
could hear the sound of pumping engines. When we entered the village I saw that
Fahad was driving as if he knew the house in which we were going to stay. There
were a few men passing along the sandy streets. Few shops were open. The people
in those shops or passing along the streets looked at us for a while, as if to
identify the newcomers. Some of the children, perhaps knowing the car by the
words on its sides or by the smell sent out by the poisonous chemicals, shouted,
'Agriculture car! Agriculture men.' It seemed to me that the people there were
familiar with groups sent by the ministry.
Soon our vehicle stopped in front of the house. Near the house there was
a small shop. Seeing us, the shopkeeper came out and stood examining us. Before
he could say anything, Fahad shouted, 'Hullo, Abdu. Have you the key? Bring it
quickly.' Before Fahad reached him the man went back into his shop and returned
with a key in his hand. Fahad hurriedly took it and opened the door.
Inside the house I noticed that an agricultural team had lived there
before, because I saw some torn cartons bearing the ministry stamp. We began
to get down our equipment: Muhsin worked most of all, while Fahad worked the
least. He was talking and joking all the time. Muhsin, carrying one big box
and trying to get it inside, stumbled and fell down with the box. I ran and
carried it with Fahad, who did not stop laughing.
'Haven't I told you that you have become an old man?' Fahad said to Muhsin,
who was still leaning against the wall, near the right-hand side of the door.
Muhsin looked at Fahad, but did not say anything. When we came back to carry
more things, Muhsin was still there in his place. We asked him if he felt any
pain, to which he answered that he did not.
29 2
Soon everything had been moved into the house and we all sat drinking the
ea which was made by Muhsin. We talked about many things
, especially our
wort programme. Awadh discussed this subject in detaii. Perhaps he wanted to
his assistant, how the work should go when perfectly performed,
because the next day I noticed that we could not in fact foilr m t l ow the programme
exactly.
The next day, nearly at dawn, I heard a little noise. When I looked up 1
saw Muhsin passing near the window, then I heard him praying. He was reciting
his prayers with some grammatical mistakes, but solemnly nevertheless. Fahad
,
perhaps awakened by Muhsin's praying, got up from his bed, washed and then went
to pray. He carried out his praying more quickly than Muhsin, Just as in every-
thing else he did. Breakfast was early, prepared by Muhsin, helped a little by
Fahad. Then we all left the house in our green car, apart from Muhsin who stayed
at home to prepare our food.
I discovered later that Fahad, the driver, because of his long experience
of these expeditions, had become as clever as Muhsin, so he worked instead of
him on such occasions. In any agricultural demonstration he was ready to take
the spade or the shears and do the required thing well. Later, when I used to
go out alone with him, he used to tell me how some of the trained agriculturists
were put m difficulty by the questions of some of the cleverer farmers. His
talk about agriculture showed me that he knew something about agriculture, but
not very much.
We visited some of the farmers on their farms. They seemed to be more
interested in the insecticides and pest-control than in our expert advice
. They
had felt the prompt advantage of our chemicals. I noticed that Awadh had friends
among them. They respected him, and it seemed to me that they believed in most
of his advice.
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We returned that day after doing a good job. Some of the farmers we
visited insisted on giving us vegetables and fruit. In spite of our refusal,
we found a small box of tomatoes and another one full of cucumbers in the back
of the pick-up when we reached it. It was noon and we were still hungry. As
we entered the house we were met by the strong smell of Muhsin's cooking.
Hullo, my friend! cried Fahad. 'What has the old man prepared for our
lunch?'
'Are you hungry, baby?' Muhsin replied from inside.
I followed Fahad to the kitchen. There I saw Muhsin making salads. I
asked him if he needed any help, but he said that it would be better if we left
and went to wash ourselves free of the dust of the chemicals.
It was really a good meal. I wondered at first whether it was really good
or if it seemed so to me because I was hungry, but later it proved that Muhsin
was in fact a good cook as well as a trained labourer. He said few words in
reply to Awadh's and my praise. Fahad praised him, too, but in his own funny
way.
In the afternoon I sat with Awadh to write out some reports about the things
we had done. While we were at our work I could hear some of Muhsin's and Fahad 's
talk in the kitchen. When we finished I went to see them and found that Fahad
was washing the dishes while Muhsin was helping him.
'Today I passed a group of old men sitting near a wall,' Fahad said. 'I'm
quite sure they were talking about their old days. They made a very good sight,
but there was something missing.
'
'What was that?' I asked.
'It was Muhsin, whose place should have been in the middle, on the right
of the grey-bearded old man. He would have talked to them about his golden
days .
'
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'To be old is different from feeling old,' Muhsin remarked. 'I don't
have that feeling.'
Then why did you fall yesterday with the big carton?'
Muhsin was silent for a while. Then he looked from Fahad to me and said,
'Perhaps it was a stumble.'
Awadh joined us and he took Muhsin 's side against Fahad. Then we left the
kitchen. Soon Muhsin brought the tea. After drinking our tea we returned to
do our afternoon work. We stayed working with the farmers till sunset: then
we returned home.
In the evening we were visited by some of the farmers and some of the teach-
ers in the village. These knew that we were in the village because we had passed
by them m the morning while they were at morning gymnastics in front of the
school. We talked for a while, then played cards. Muhsin did not stay all the
time, for he went to bed early.
It was a Thursday night, our week-end, when we left the village at about
eight o'clock for a place twelve miles to the west of the village, where we had
heard that there were hares. I myself was fond of shooting, and so was Muhsin.
Awadh was not clever at shooting, so did not join us. Neither did Fahad. It
was dark when we left the village in a village car. Two villagers were sitting
in front, while Muhsin and I stood in the back, whose canopy we had removed. I
had the only single-barrelled shotgun at the ready, leaning on the roof of the
cab
.
I asked Muhsin about his family, and he began to tell me in detail about
them, especially about Ibrahim and Abdul Razak, his sons. Both of them were
at school. He told me about his plans to get them educated.
'Ibrahim wants to be a pilot,' Muhsin said. 'He has many models of jets
and rockets at home. His mother doesn't want him to be a pilot, but to be a
doctor as his brother intends to be. But I encourage him, and I feel that he
will succeed. '
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We were busy with our talk when suddenly we heard the horn of the car and
heard Saad, one of the villagers, shouting. 'There's the hare-be ready!' We
looked down the path of the headlights. I could not see anything at first, be-
cause it was the first time for me to go shooting at night. Then I saw the
running, terrified hare.
Her ears were laid back, taut. She was trying to get out of the light, but
was forced to return into the field of light because she feared the shadows of
the small bushes, which seemed to be moving as the light of the car was moving.
It was my first time to shoot hares at night and I was afraid I would miss. But
my friends shouted at me to shoot, so I had no choice.
I missed her with the first shot, but killed her with the second. The car
stopped and we got down to pick up our first kill.
’You have to shoot faster,’ Saad said.
’And you haven't to confuse him by shouting,' Muhsin remarked.
We went on. The driver seemed to be experienced at following hares. He
went to the foot of the hills, where there were small bushes.
'These are the usual places for hares,' Muhsin said. 'They hide all day
in the shade of the small rocks or under the small bushes. They can't bear
the sun's heat. When it becomes a little cooler at night they go down to eat
—
one or two hours after sunset till some time early in the morning, depending on
how hot it is. The best time for shooting hares is when the moon has disappeared.
The car's light can puzzle them and they can't see the car from a long way off.'
'There's one!' I shouted. Muhsin hammered on the roof of the cab, over
the driver's head.
'To the right— to the right,' I shouted.
He seemed not to see her at first, but later the car went fast in a straight
line after the hare. When she came within gun-range I shot: she fell wounded.
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But, when Muhsln got down to fetch her as u ...she stopped, the hare felt Muhsin'ssteps and threw herself info an t t a desperate run.
I shouted at Muhsln to leave her so that T „
refused to d
d Sh°0t her agaln
> but het o so and followed her Hp nh , ,
at last h acaught her-but he was completely exhausted. He sat pant' •
, . ,
n P ing, withhis hand on the left side of his chest H adra8ged himself to the car, but he
could not keep himself upright.
'Do you feel much pain, Muhsin?’ I asked ’if lf.. QS ’ I l= s severe, let’s go back
to the doctor.
'
'No, don't bother about it,' he said. it s not necessary, it’s only
heart disease.’
Three years passed. I was transferred to another job, in another place
once 1 returned from my vacation and decided to see my old frlends In the Mlnlatr
of Agriculture. They were very good and kind people. Even Awadh, who had been
a bit troublesome, was good-hearted. I found that- t-h ur at e best way to see them all
together was to visit then, In their office. So I went there.
x found everything more or less the same as I had left It five months before
I sat on a chair near Awadh, who began to tell me about their hard work as if it
were new to me. He spoke to me about their new experiments, their nurseries
and demonstration plots. Fahad, seeing me as he passed along the corridor, came
to greet me. He was the same as when we had parted-laughing and joking, and
arguing with Awadh when he found an opportunity to do so
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Self-Help
Introduction: An increas inel y notont- f“s'- p ent force in t-Ko
the Middle East is self hel
ern ^ation process in
wl th thel
P Pr°JeCtS inltl3ted ^ MWdle governments
°“n m°ney and Pe— 1. As we have seen ln _ . p
equaUy important CQ t0 .
Chol"a
.
1 kn°K'hOW ln the process of socfal work Is the
lt
\
lty "~ 1C3te WUh
— • A foreigner is at a great disadvantage
n t rs regard as he often does not know the language and culture of the
country well.
In the selection which follows, from Najmeh Najafi's second book A Wall
W£ ~ h°“—- a dedicated social worker ca^T
«hen she is working with people whose language and culture she understands
Najmeh demonstrates three principles of helping other people CD the impor-
““ of going slowly ( 2) the importance of speaking the language and knowing
the culture and (3) the importance of learning from those one is helping
^
f Mash'hadi Mokhtar is the largest landowner in
Sarbandan, and Najmeh is able to touch his patriotic side in order to get him
to donate land for the factory the
_ity wishes to build. Many landlords,
do not have such a social conscience, and land reform has thus been
a major concern of reformers in Iran. Some steps have been taken to break up
the large landholdings of a few powerful landlords, but young radicals in Iran
and throughout the Middle East are calling for drastlc land reform an<J .
y sed on socialistic principles. As we will see in Unit III, national-
ism in the Middle East has led to revolution and a desire to distribute land
more equally.
Najmeh 's success with the landlords of Sarbandan, however is
"Najmeh Najafi & Helen Hinckley, A_Wall & Throe Willows
. Harper & Row,N.Y. 1967.
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impressive, and the process by which the grey-bearded leaders of a village
decide important matters is especially interesting. The grey-beards in a
village are democratic among themselves, and, in their own way, do care about
the people of their village. The role of the American organization C.A.R.E.
is also of interest. At their best such organizations can help the self-help
projects of foreign governments by giving needed supplies. At worst such
organizations try to take over projects and instead of working with the
people to accomplish their own goals, they do the work for the people and in
doing so assure that the effects of the work will never last. People must
learn by doing things themselves; they will not learn if things are done for
them in the name of efficiency.
" Najmeh Najafi, A Wall and Three Willows
,
Harper & Row, N. Y. 1967.
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Self-Help
.
In Teheran there was much to do: social eh- isisters, my friends, with tea glasses Gunned
t ings llke sitting with my
the latest fashions; mothering things like bathing
discussin§> Perhaps,
ones, singing to Nassim and telling stories to si
dressin§ my little
things like employing Ramazan, the^right eves bov f’
r°U
Q
tlne domestic
servant and his aunt to be the children's n l Sa^andan, to be my
reporting the progress of the Rei J- ^
urs e; business things like
agency and filing a careful list of the^t
0
^! S Pr °gram to the government
program.
ilS ° he materials needed for the next year’s
Sarbanda
n
„
a
/'
y
^to^m^n!
'S'
1
**"-,
"Ue BU1 taka the
-Mldren torny family and my mother added, "I will go wlth Najmeh ...
Nasslm^and myself.' T Mother, Slna,
his education in America the family wo°id
ShaP°°r '* When ShaP°or had finished
room for him.
W°ul °Pan lts tight little wall and make
Sarb andan!
I hoped to work heart^y hea^t^no^in
0
^-
uork that “aa all my own.
large organizations mus£ move ’ Hid e mechanized way that X had found
in the mountains of Persia t
n° want to make a little America
keeping the feeU^g of s^rUylhaf as tha^
way. I wanted to see if a better wav F^f ° f thlngs in the traditional
of native customs and traditions t/
° U e COuld be built uPon a foundation
fulfillment of tLir own dreams!
’ "y P6°Ple 1 Wa" ted aad ‘he
Sarbandan?
“ 1 ^ t3lked Wlth Mash ' hadl Mokhtar about the village of
the teahouse^ ^the^h
Car
,
V
3S
K
the "“Iciest man in the village. He owned
1, L! I ? llne between Teheran and Sarbandan, wheat land garden
!geth« TsZtl th
S3t “ hlS teah0USe> Uhere
—Hy -ly men drkk !eao ether or smoked eir pipes m communal silence. He was uneasy to have awoman guest but I spoke without embarrassment. 7
"Who owns this village?" I had asked.
had eli!t!r!r
dl
d
rdS
u-
A f6W b
!
8 °neS ’ 1 am °ne ° f these." And Ms gold teethn g ittered un er his magnificent mustache.
"What about the population of Sarbandan?"
Almost two thousand in the summer."
*her husband
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"And in the winter?"
When there is no work there is no food."
"The winters are long?"
the T CeahOUSe - havewith a blanket spread over a stool that h ij°"8e "lth their leS s coveredIhe ls «“•
"How do people live through such a. long cold winter?"
childr^
e
^a
0
i:°l"
a
s
a
arba
a
nda
n
;."
They^ “ the
°nly women and
We talked for a time, then I asked, "Do you have a bath?"
^nth? How could we have? Dti>- f-hi, i
ago, but it is ruined now. Its pool it****
°n
f
ab°Ut 3 hundred years
to go into it." ° unc ^ ean that no one has a desire
Do you have a school, Mashdi Mokhtar?"
two, three^and fo^r
/
"Text'
b“iU 3 fh°o1 - We ”ave grades one,
not next yLr at Zst s»e year.’"' ^
” "±U haVS “Ve ^ s1*' If
"And is there a school for girls?"
"What are you talking about, ray lady? A school for girls!"
Tell me, does Sarbandan have a clinic?"
"Clinic? What is this clinic?"
A place for the care of the sick."
"How could we have such a place when there Is no doctor?"
Then I had followed Mash'hadi Mokhtar through the village. I had seen
SideS ° £ Che jUbe*' f*«h«
-p -n kUlln amb and the lamb s blood running into the stream. And between the lamb and
to hIr
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siould1r°
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^ 3 drip P in§ j u§ of household watere h lder. I ha seen that the village needed me. That night I hadre urned"t0 my sister Fahkri's home and said, "I think I have found Vylllage. And she had said, "Najmeh-jun. You are very crazy."
But I had not been crazy. I had rented a house and had modernized itfor living quarters and for a school for the girls and women. The village
council had met often and had cooperated in building a bathhouse, a clinic,
^stream
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d had been lmProved > which made
the bus. The bus line is nH™b i
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^
Comf ortable * And then there was
his brothers drive it it leaves^
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6 *' Mash ' hadi Mokhtar owns it and
arrive at the terminal a a
Teheran any time that the passengers
to the driver. On the’bus there a
Sarbandan any time that is convenient
passenger sits on an un ended b
merrymaking. Most of the time some
continuous story? ,'?* d f
lver “d with a
stories are shouted nr
° E taU tale
-
and slnce most of these
adds to the stor?
everyone on the bus laughs, scoffs, or
"S 5 “““
learntn! toTeatTlT
"° 8he 3 y°Uag gi^> ^Lg ^h me and
rlocp ,L ! u
° thers as she herself studied and learned; Sina hugged very
America
hT °Wn teddy bear he had carried with him all the way from
hrmahf’fj several towels to care for Sina when the curving roadb oug t the carsickness. And Mohsen drove, of course
Tlie samovar was bubbling in many homes even before we drove into
slldTtT'
the
i
h°mes ••• there were dried apricot pits and watermeloneeds as well as glasses of hot tea. Everyone wanted to admire Sina and
" ^
and Say Sabaam to my m°ther. It was only at the teahouse ofMash hadi Mokhtar, that I met with gloom. We sat facing each other on astrip of carpet with glasses of tea between our hands.
Mash’hadi Mokhtar," I began, seeing the dark look in his expressive
eyes, how is Sarbandan?"
"You have seen a mud hut covered with fresh white plaster," he said,
and his brown eyes grew even more grave under the magnificent overhang of,
**to purify it
***Najmah’s brother
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his brows. Sarbandan is such a house."
"You mean that the school, the clinic, the bath, all of these things
are like a coat of whitewash applied over a crumbling house?"
He took a long sip of his tea. "Perhaps it is wrong to say this. Lady
Najafi, but it is so."
For a moment I was tempted to speak out in anger. I wanted to tell this
sober man that for some reason he did not appreciate the good things that
he, himself, had helped to acquire for the village. Had he not given land
for the clinic? Had he not supported the bathhouse? But I knew that if I
spoke I would silence him. "Tell me, Mash'hadi Mokhtar, why this is so."
He put down his glass and laced his long dark fingers together. His
eyes followed his fingers. "As long as there is poverty here, the real house
is ancient and crumbling. ' He looked up at me. "I have a fine suit of
clothes. Is that not so? My brothers each have a good sweater, a good
shirt. Is that not so?
There were the doctor, the schoolteacher, but of course I did not name
these. These men were not of the village; they were foreigners.
"Until every man can put by his suit of patches Sarbandan cannot take
on new life. And the women. Who knows what rags are beneath the chadar."
"You have not spoken of this before. Why??
He shrugged his shoulders, holding his open palms toward me. "I
have never once asked that these hands be filled, Lady Najafi. I spehk for
others who are not as fortunate as I am. Listen, in the winter we can live
because there is hope for the spring. In the spring there is hope that
soon there will be the ripening of the cherry and the apricot. But now the
cherries and the apricots have been taken to market and still the men find
themselves in debt - "
"Debt is not a good thing," I agreed. "Still, has it not always been
"It has always been so." He was silent as he lifted his tea glass and
took another sip. "Many bad things had always been so: the death of
children in summer, no school for the girls, a bathhouse fallen into
rottenness. You showed us, Lady Majafi, that although a thing had long been
with us we could make changes. You showed us."
Abruptly I decided that now was the time for me to make an important
move. I had thought until my work in Baluchistan* was completed I could
wait to start a new project in Sarbandan. But Sarbandan was ready.
Mash'hadi Mokhtar, Sarbandan' s first citizen, had spoken.
I put aside my tea glass. "Mash'hadi MOkhtar, I have an idea. A plan.
"I will help." He went for his chopogh.** Carefully he filled it,
*the South-east province in Iran bordering Afghanistan
**a hubbly-bubbly : a long-stemmed water pipe
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and passed it
'toordrew^pen'i^threrttoes! 1
' aCr °SS hlS Cheek
"We muse call a feting," ! said. "This plan must be of the people."...
woman present. The men had^ecLe^
^ ^ 1 WaS
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3S usual
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thinking of me as a woman. For a brief^Se ^ think they had stoppedclinic - all of the things that Sarban^nT/6 lked of the school, thebut each word was used to tell them that i-h
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uired * 1 s Poke few words,
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getting the things they needed’ T
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ause 1 knew how to go about
on their shoulders and their ^ J Paring them to take a new load> shoulders needed strengthening.
srir&rS.? s:: as
all of ^the^villagers of S^arfpoor?"
0^ " ith SurPrise ' " S“rely
together ^ou and ?“? [Iv"
S°’" 1^ "We haVe Mlked ma"y “Ues
poverty behind."
’ 316 "3ny m° re bef °re Us 1£ “e uould lef"' e
The Kadkhoda** turned to me
follow?"
'You know the path that ...[we] must
Look," I said, "l know the way
all quiet so I went on. "What do we
us money?"
but it is a hard path." They were
have in this village that will bring
One of the men knew the answer to that question,
cherries and apricots in the world than develop in the
of Iran - and Sarbandan is the richest of these orchard
apricot and the cherry," they said.
There are no better
mountain valleys
s. "We have the
. ,
Tk
!l
raen waited for to speak but I was silent. Finally the Kadkhoda
said, These we sell in Teheran. We have the better road, and the fruit
reaches the market when it is fresh and unspoiled." He looked from one ofthe men to the other but no one spoke. "There are apricots and cherries
to be eaten by ourselves and our families. There are apricots to dry for
the winter and for the market."
These you have always had and you have always been poor," I said.
One of the men shrugged and lighted his hubbly-bubbly
. The sound of
the water boiling made music in the quiet room.
^literally the white beards, the leaders of the village
**the leader of a village, like a mayor
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"These we have had always," they agreed.
If you would leave poverty behindthat you have had always," I said
’ ^ mUSt “alk past those things
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a tractor r° “V’
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> insecticides, poultry, wheat for planting, evento make our unirrigated wheat land profitable? We study allf our needs and then we form a cooperative and borrow together."'
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W]lat have you done since Mr * Malak Mansoor
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Before Shapoor and I had left Iran for „
Malak Monsoor, head of cooperatives in Ir^n T\year . ln ta«ica, ... Mr.of the villagers had gathered to hear him' speak '^had S ‘lrl?anda"- AUadvantages of the cooperative. . He had explained the
Now the Kadkhoda spoke. "We have thought about the cooperative."
The truth is that you fear one another."
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the stories warned you to build
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ln8 ?° the stories of your grandfather
so?"
7 ° Ul a Wal1 a§ainst y°^ neighbor. Is that not
Musi, the brother of Mash'hadi Mokhtar, nodded his headpartridge trust the hawk?" he asked.
?Can the
We must trust each other ** t co t ^ i t .
my voice was breaking with emotion. "The cllnCt^batSf tJe schoonerg Is, the sanitation of our village - all these are the fruits of trust."
The Kadkhoda got slowly to his feet. "We should form the co-op."
"I and
aSh
'k
ad
^
M°kh?r l6aned °Ver t0 pUt his §lass on the floor before him.I my brothers favor forming the co-op."
T
next mornln8 1 rose early and walked toward the mountains. This
of the^nf 1 WaS ^ ne6d ° f Solitude and strength. Already some
i
lage women were at the jube drawing their daily water. These I
?hrnLh°,r ^
r
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k SmileS and friendly eyes gave me courage. For all
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had b6en askin§ myself, "What if the hawk should eatt e partridge. I, alone, have urged the council to go against deep-seated
After a time I had left the last cottage behind and
uncultivated hills lifted their round, barren shoulders.
I said aloud.
around me the
"This is the place,"
For a long time
- perhaps since I had first come to Sarbandan - I hadbeen longing and half planning to build a factory that would give the women
of Sarbandan an opportunity to add to their family income. I can't pinpoint
the moment of my first dream nor do I know when the dream changed into a
plan. When I had made part of my first village home into a workroom for
women and had installed small looms there I had thought, But a factory
should never be built in the middle of the village as this workroom is. ...
Perhaps someday a factory should be built where this field is open and
ready. But that thought had given way to, The people would think the factory
was always under my eye, that it was my factory.
But now I knew where the factory should be . . . "This is the place," I
said aloud. "This is the place for a factory."
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a factory!" "ZZZti ZtZTa^tt o^erLic" ^ "* Should »uildlooms, a few sewing machines, equipment for / • 6rhaps Slxteen °r twentyHere we would not turn out the silks of Dal 76108 Stretchin§ materials,and woolens needed in Iran - and verhlL Z °! ° f Thailand > but cottonsthese we would think of later. The women at^he 6? 161 thlngS for exPort > butsame village women that I had greeted as I f nn WOuld be the verYtoward the rising hills If we nbn a °Howed the course of the jube
opportunities, perhaps fifty or sixty w™»
U
L and , divlded the "°rkspend some time in the factorv ana Mo . n ’ workln§ in three shifts, could
The girls, too, could
^ iLrn to^use the'l
the Welfare ° f ^’village,
would not need to leave the safety of theST
th® S6Wlng machines. They
to find employment, or if they went to the city thp
S and arowd into Teheran
workers with positions already open to them! §
° 38 SkiUed
to borrow money f o/the^f.acto^^^h^h 6 W?Uld ’ perhaps ’ be an opportunity
organization CARE was interested in e f^ ! t0°’ that the ^“ican ,industries so that people could 1™ T 08 trade schools and smallfrom all of my work in the l a h^? themselvea * And yet I knew
building of the clinic for which
eSpeCaally from my experience with the
labor, that if my dream was really to^h
e
.
tbemselves §ave the land and the
only the dream but the effort that -t
™aPeriallze the people must share noto
xt takes to bring a dream to fruition.
Hothe^to'sinfand to Uttlf^ass^^^hen
6
? ^k'd ^ 8
°°d m°rnin8 tG
Mash' had i Mokhfar met CL i^Ss^ds ^ teah°USe '
I stoppS
h
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"d° ^ that
The best thing that ever happened to Sarbandan," he said.
complimen^-'w sin= e lc is Polite to shrug when one receives apiiment
. But do you remember that we spoke of the long winters?"
his mustache.
^ SP° k<! ° f many thln8S -" The gold Ceeth £lashed ™der
Today I am serious," I said. "Will you come for a walk with me?"
"First drink the tea, Lady Najafi."
.
S ° we stood together drinking the tea, and his eyes searched formeaning in mine. You are the man who knows all things in Sarbandan," Isaid. It was his turn to shrug.
Together we walked through the village and into the rounded hills.Who owns this land?" I asked him.
Many owners. It is grazing land. Perhaps it is owned by six or sevenhundred people.
"We must have a meeting," I said.
Mash hadi Mokhtar sighed. "So many meetings."
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they have given the land Th •
R 3re Ga8er por this factory. Already
this way the batt^ i^lf woL" ° 8l” Ub" “d In
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How much land?" several asked.
took a deep breath. Sixteen thousand meters."
old man'said™
° £ lMd Can"0t be «*«« - a day," another
t^thVr 0^ 1 befo?e
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"
Ke co alk o the government, perhaps to CARE."
take her
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*7 and althou8h 1 kne« that my mother wouldup a d care for her I left the room and went to my baby. Thesen must decide for themselves whether or not my dream could be their dream.
persuasive
t
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8^^' ®ometimes 1 heatd an angry voice, sometimes a
come for 7 7a P y tbe men left - « was not until Mohsen hadus and we were ready to leave that the Kadkhoda came to me.
The land should be surveyed," he said. That was all.
voice
1 reack Teheran I will send a surveyor," I answered, keeping myas even as his. But my heart was leaping.
Back in Teheran I had no time to sit in my mother’s house and visitpolitely with guests. I had little time to be a mother to Sina andNassim. I had to see many people on business for Sarbandan. I had to find
out or t ese men so willing to trust me and move ahead at my suggestionjust how to organize and register the cooperative. I had to learn enough
about the cooperatives to be certain that the people of Sarbandan were
ready. I had to send a surveyor to check the land that the men were
willing to give for a factory site.
*blankets
**a government social work organization
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There was just part of a short summer to do all of these things....
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* the king
* * *
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As soon as No Ruz* Tin TD v, n ^
Sultcase
-
Teheran] was over I put a few things my
"Sarbandan?" Mother asked.
"Sarbandan. Of course."
Shall we take the children with us?"
have with you
. I vill
Mother hissed me and her soft £ace against ms a biessing
_
asked when he let me out^J^^fteahou^e?
ShaU 1 COme f °r y0U? " he
"t II'll come back on the bus," I told him.
...
broth^Lght^e^gUsser^f
sh?n? ff Mokhtar Joined me. Hison the narrow carpet. n§ tray and we sat facing each other
"I am glad yOU are bacV he said, smiling.
And how are things in Sarbandan?"
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Ln“eturned
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wide gesture. With my !yes I saw ont^hnT7 ' c "w WaVed Us hand in a
blossoms?"
C ^° n 1 S3U the 6arly bl°—mg oHhJdS. ^h^f^an^ Wlth
And the crumbling house behind this new plaster?"
Still crumbling," he said.
"Tonight I will meet with the Rish e safed."
That evening we sat in a circle on the floor ...
Their^of::? b^h
llTg ZuuTZ IT'
"Well," I said, waiting.
pointlf^Tm?" "eterS 18 mUCh land >" ““ directly to the
"It belongs to many."
*New Year’s Day, in Iran on March 21
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And the Kadkhoda said, "We will give it for the factory."
told
I had resolved to ask CARE,
help projects, to cooperate in t
had done since they had awakened to the modern world,
the bus of Mash'hadi Mokhtar back to Teheran.
11 tne villagers
The next day I took
Sina ran to meet me as I got out of the taxi before my mother’s home.
ave
„
eenlone ly for you, Mama," he cried, wrapping his arms around my
I would have taken him into my arms but he would have none of it. "I
was lonely for you, too, darling. But now I am back."
I took his cool, slim hand in mine, and noted that it was no longer the
square little hand of a baby.
When I held out my arms for Nassim she turned away from me and grasped
a handful of her grandmother's hair. "Ma-ma-ma-ma-," she said, ...
I had thought that my children were like my mother; that I could leave
them any time and when I returned they would be just as I had left them.
Oh, a little older perhaps, but still a part of me and willing to accept me.
CARE must wait," I told myself firmly, and I devoted myself to Sina
and, when she would have something to do with me, to Nassim.
But the thought of Sarbandan was always with me and one day I
telephoned CARE and made an appointment to see Mr. Sakalis, the head of the
organization in Iran. He received me without seeming to patronize me as so
many officials do any woman. He was gracious, courteous, thoughtful. First
we talked of CARE and its distribution of American surplus food as salary
to men who were working on valuable projects. The Sarbandan area needed roads.
Some villages that look close to Sarbandan on the map are hours away by
donkey trail. Perhaps roads could be built in our area which would bring
the remote villages into our circle of education and sanitation. Later
we talked about the village and about my experience with small industry.
Itold him of how the villagers themselves had built a clinic, enlarged the
school, built a new bath, voted land for a factory. I told him of my
training in America, where I had been a student for a time at the Los Angeles
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Trade and Technical College, which trains
p ace in the trades and in industry.
young men and women to take a
the CARF l!!!
8iVe thiS consideration >
" he promised. "CARE still uses
countrv fW „i a ! self-perpetuating organization in any
nations* and Ua^e
S°m
f
“°«h„hlle projects, turn them over to
It very Lil migit!"
" f°r 3 faCtOTy £lt “^h our plans.
The interview was over. Mr. Sakalis had
no time. He hadn't even arranged for another
felt more hopeful than I had for many months.
made no promise; he had named
interview, but somehow I
*in this case Iranians
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CHAPTER v
The Preliminary Testing of the Materials and
Recommendations for the Future
The preceding units were developed after a great deal of library research(for bibliography see Appendix D) lnvolving
_ ^ ^ ^^
East. These boohs included novels, collections of short stories and poetry
autobiographies, and anthropological and sociological studies in Engllsh
.
’
Each selection was carefully chosen according to the criteria outlined in
Chapter I and was then edited for appropriate length and reading level, intro-
ductions were written for each selection in order to put it into context for
^ reader. Throughout the process of selecting, editing and orga„i 2 i„g the
primary source material, attention was given to the deficiencies of existing
Middle Eastern material, as reviewed in Chapter II, and every effort was made
to create material which did not contain similar deficiencies. In particular,
material chosen was always written by a Middle Easterner and contained per-
sonalized examples of the concepts represented. The attempt in all cases was
to dramatize in a concrete way major cultural themes and values in the Middle
East. In this way it was hoped Middle Easterners would come alive as people
who approached the problems of living in varied, but generally similar ways.
The Sample Testing
As au initial step in determining how high school students responded to
the developed material, a small-scale, sample testing of Unit I was conducted
m three classes of the 10th grade at Roger Ludloi^e High School, Fairfield,
Connecticut. All of Unit I was taught with the exception of the section on
Islam. Three weeks were spent on this unit, and at the end of the three weeks
the teachers and the students filled out a questionnaire (see Appendix A and B)
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to determine how the students and teacher liked the materials. The teacher
and a total of seventy-two students completed the questionnaire, the resul
of which are summarized below.
ts
Student questionnaires
The statistical responses to the student questionnaire (pp.
5) were as follows:
2
, 3, 4 and
TABLE I
GENERAL STUDENT RESPONSE TO MATERIALS
1. In general how did
just used?
I was 07o
really
turned on
2. After studying the
way of life of the
6 ( 8%)
strongly
agree
you feel about the Middle
34 (471) 28 (38%)
involved neutral
materials on the Middle
people
41 (57%) 21 (277c)
agree sort of
disagree
;
sort of
agree
Eastern material you have
8 (H%) 2 (47o)
bored--not really
involved turned off
East I feel I understand the
2 (3%) 2 (3%)
disagree strongly
disagree
3.
Compared to materials on other cultures I have used, the materials on the
Middle East were
52 (72%) 16 ( 22%)
better about the
same
4 (67o)
worse
4.
The material on the Middle East x^as
64 (897o)
easy
to understand
8 ( 11%)
of average
dif f icul ty
0 (0%)
hard
to understand
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TABLE II
STUDENT RESPONSE TO READINGS
1. As an aid to understanding the readings, the editor
'
s
introductions were
18 (24%) 23 (32%) 19 (26%) 8 (11%) 4 (7%)
very useful use ful of average
use
'
not too
useful
useless
2. I think questions about the readings should
11 (15%) 31 (43%) 30 (42%)
come before
the readings
come after
the readings
there should be
no questions
3. The materials on
as well as Middle
the Middle East helped me ^to
Eastern culture
understand my own culture
6 (8%) 21 (29%) 27 (38%) 16 (22%) 2 (3%)
strongly
agree
agree sort of
agree
disagree strongly
disagree
4. On the whole
,
the reading selections were
14 (19%) 58 (81%) 0 (0%)
too long about right too short
5. On the average the reading level of the material on the Middle East was
0 (0%)
too hard
for me
58 (81%)
about right
for me
14 (19%)
too easy
for me
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TABLE III
STUDENT RESPONSE TO INDIVIDUAL READING SELECTIONS
Reading
Selection
really
1 iked
1 iked okay
neutral
disliked really don
'
t
disliked remember
it
The Man 6c the Farm 5(7%) 15(21%) 24(33%) 3(4%) 2(3%) 23(32%)
Portrait of a Turk-
ish Family (Grand-
mother)
2(3%) 13(19%) 28(38%) 8(11%) 3(4%) 18(25%)
Bedouin Boyhood
(Women's Work) 4(6%) 23(32%) 33(45%) 4(6%) 3(4%) 5(7%)
Early Childhood 3(4%) 22(29%) 27(38%) 5(7%) 2(3%) 13(19%)
Going to a Koranic
School 5(77.) 21(29%) 30(42%) 5 (7%) 5(7%) 6(8%)
The Stream of Days
(Discipline) 4(6%) 21(29%) 19(28%) 3(4%) 3(4%) 22(29%)
Boarding School
(going off to. . .) 7(8%) 27(38%) 27(38%) 4(6%) 5(7%) 2(3%)
Separation of Boys
& Girls (Portrait of
a Turkish Family 9(12%) 25(35%) 32(44%) 1(2%) 2(3%) 3(4%)
Traditional Girl-
hood(village girls) 5(7%) 28(39%) 23(32%) 5(7%) 3(4%) 8(11%)
Going to School
(girls-from Persia
Is My Heart)
3(4%) 16(23%) 23(32%) 6(8%) 5(7%) 19(26%)
The Public Bath-
Hamman 9(12%) 15(21%) 25(35%) 4(6%) 2(3%) 17(23%)
Courtship (visit
of women to girl) 9(12%) 18(25%) 24(33%) 5(7%) 3(4%) 13(19%)
Watching One's
Reputation 10(14%) 29(41%) 15(21%) 9(12%) 0(%) 8(11%)
A Jailhouse of My
Own 11(15%) 29(41%) 15(21%) 9(12%) 9(12%) 0(0%)
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Reading
Selection
really liked okay disliked really don't
neutral disliked remember
Removing the Veil 15(21%) 33(46%) 14(19%) 5(7%) 2(3%)
it
3(4%)
Love with a Few
Hairs 24(34%) 17(23%) 16(22%) 5(7%) 5(7%) 5(7%)
Separation 4(6%) 23(32%) 24(33%) 9(12%) 1(2%) 11(15%)
Summary of Student Questionnaire
In general it would seem that the students liked the material. Forty-
seven per cent said they were "involved" with the material, and only fifteen per
cent said they were bored. Sixty- five per cent of the students said they agreed
that the materials helped them understand the way people lived in the Middle
East. Seventy-two per cent said they liked the materials better than materials
on other cultures they had used. Thirty-seven per cent definitely agreed that
the materials helped them understand their own culture better. And eighty-nine
per cent said the material was easy to understand.
These statistical findings were corroborated by the essay questions. A
majority of students said the material made them think more than usual. In
response to question seven students said they thought they were more interrest-
ing than the usual textbooks loaded with facts. Only six students said they
disliked the material, two citing the lack of historical facts as their reason.
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.
TABLE iv
general teacher response to materials
I" general the students enjoyed the Middle Eastern materials
a great deal
.
d them about the
~h77LT*"
okay same as other ttt"'
1 Uke ^idn 't like'
material
he” ™ch them at all
Comments: Many people liked them a great deal.
I found that to teach from the material s on the Middle East was
very easy easy average difficult 7ery difficult
3. I would like to teach with these materials again
X
yes
Comments: definitely
market
no
indifferent
superior materials compared with most others on the
4. In my classroom discussion
proportions of time (25%;
75%
American Culture
I found that the
33%; 50%, etc.)
students spent the following
discussing
25%
Middle East Culture
Comments
:
my bias
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TABLE V
TEACHER RESPONSE TO READINGS
1.. For the average student the reading level (vocabulary, sentence
structure, etc.) of the Middle Eastern materials was
X
too hard hard about right easy too easy
Comments: reading level very well geared to secondary students
2.
For the average student the themes and concepts of the materials on the
Middle East were
X
easy to comprehand of average difficulty difficult to
comprehend
3.
The reading selections on the Middle East led to a good classroom
discussion
X
most of the time sometimes rarely
4.
The editor's introductions were very helpful in preparing the student for
the reading which followed
X
strongly
agree
agree unsure disagree strongly
disagree
Comments: Introductions give away too much that should be explored in
class
5.
I think reading questions should
X
follow the readingprecede the reading
Why?
6.
On the whole the reading selections were
there should be no
questions
too long
X
about right too short
Comments: varied in length
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TABLE VI
TEACHER RESPONSE TO INDIVIDUAL READING SELECTIONS
Reading very
selection valuable valuable okay valuable useless teach"
The Man & the Farm x
<
Portrait of a Turk-
ish Family (Grand-
mother) X
too short
A Bedouin Boyhood
(Women's Work) X
Early Childhood
X
too short
Going to a Koranic
School X
The Stream of Days
(Discipline) X
Letters on Islam
(father to son)
5 Pillars of Islam
(Hitti)
Baytin: A Jordanian
Village (Islam in
Village life)
Islam in Everyday Life
(Koran, Hadith, Shari'a
X
Boarding School
(going of f to.
.
.) X
Separation of Boys
& Girls (Portrait
of a Turkish Family
X
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Reading
very
leCtl°n Mluable v.lu.bXe oUa y vai^ble use,e„ *“'.1.
Traditional Girl-
hood (village girls) X
Going to School (girls
--from Persia Is My
Heart
X
t
The Public Bath-
Hamman X
\
Courtship (visit
of women to girl) X
Watching One's
Reputation X
A Jailhouse of My Own X
Bargaining (for
furniture) X
Removing the Veil X
Love with a Few Hairs X
Separation
X
Comme n t s :
Longer readings have more substance and therefore lend themselves to better
dis cuss ions
.
Summary of Teacher Questionnaire
In general, the teacher's response was positive. The teacher felt that the
students were more than usually involved with the materials. He did not feel
the students learned less facts; the facts learned pertained to the way people
live in the Middle East rather than the usual factual material such as major
>
crops and annual rainfall. The teacher did not feel in any way unprepared to
deal with the material, and the only supplementary material he felt was
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necessary were some exercises that would link the concepts being studied to
the students' own lives.
The reception of the teacher's questionnaire was followed by an interview
in which his responses were amplified. He felt that by and large the students
liked the material a great deal, and he enjoyed teaching from the material.
He had three major recommendations. First, he recommended that the Editor's
introductions explain less of what was to come in order to facilitate the
inquiry method. He felt the students should be forced to dig out for them-
selves answers presently explained to them in the Editor's introductions.
His second recommendation was that concept exercises accompany the readings.
He felt that in addition to discussions concerning the readings, exercises
which forced the students to make judgments about concepts and link these
concepts to their own experiences would be valuable. The teacher's third
„
recommendation was that the shorter readings should be deleted if longer
replacements could be found. The longer readings, having more substance to
them, were more useful and interesting and provided greater opportunity for
incidental learning.
Tentative Recommendations Based on Student/Teacher Questionnaires
On the basis of an analysis of the student and teacher questionnaires,
some tentative recommendations are made below. These recommendations need to be
verified by further testing of the material.
The decision as to whether or not there should be questions accompanying
the readings needs to be investigated further. Forty-two per cent of the
students felt there should not be any questions accompanying the readings.
Forty-three per cent of the students felt that questions should follow the
readings. The teacher agreed with this point of view. It is necessary to
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find out whether this opinion merely represented the fact that questions
usually follow readings in textbooks or whether there was a substantive
reason behind this opinion. Presumably, questions follow readings in order to
test whether or not students have understood what they have read. However,
if the cultural explanations are deleted from the introductions, it would seem
that questions should precede the readings in order to aid the process of
inquiry.
The degree to which the editor's introductions should explain cultural
material also needs further investigation. The teacher felt that the intro-
ductions "gave away" too much and thus hurt the process of inquiry. Fifty-
six per cent of the students, on the other hand, felt that the introductions
were 'useful" or "very useful" as an aid to understanding the readings.
Shorter selections such as "Portrait of a Turkish Family" and "Bedouin
Boyhood," should be deleted and longer, more substantive selections be found
to replace them. The selection "Going to School" should also be deleted for
lack of positive support coupled with relatively high negative ratings by the
students
.
As recommended by the teacher, exercises relating the concepts in the
readings to the students' own lives either should be added at the end of each
reading or should be included in a teacher's manual.
A large number of students mentioned how well they liked the light-weight
form of the materials. These light-weight materials are easier to take home
and thus may be more likely to be read. The light-weight form should be
retained.
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Rg corniTi0 n cl 3. t l o n s for* tltlG FlltHilTG
The immediate need is for further testing of the existing materials
(Units I and II) in the schools. There are two major questions which further
testing in the schools would help clarify. The first relates to the intro-
ductions. The teacher who worked with the materials in Fairfield, Connecticut
felt that the introductions were too explicit and this made it more difficult
for the teacher to teach by the inquiry method. His recommendation was that
the introductions be more factual and historical and explain less of the
cultural themes embodied in the selections. Further testing would demonstrate
whether students needed such introductions, due to the strangeness of the
culture being studied, and whether or not the teachers themselves needed addi-
tional information to teach the units. A possible solution would be to include
the cultural explanations in the Teacher's Manual, leaving the selections to be
analyzed without aid from the introductions. However, it is not at all certain
that the teachers will read the Teacher's Manual, and it might be safer to
leave the material in the introductions. Further testing would give more infor-
mation on this matter.
A second major subject for further research involves the decision as to
whether or not questions should accompany the reading selections, and, if so,
whether they should precede or follow the selections. One possibility would be
to put the cultural explanations in a Teacher's Manual while making the intro-
ductions factual. The students could then be primed for inquiry by leading
questions preceding the readings.
In any case, there is a definite need for a Teacher's Manual to accompany
the units developed. This manual should give the cultural and historical back-
ground for each reading selection, list the major themes of each selection,
provide alternate teaching strategies for each lesson and list audio-visual
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materials to supplement the topic under study, m genera l they j.n l, manual should
be constructed so as to eive H-,* uteacher as many options as possible in teach-
ing the lesson.
On the basis of further testing of Units I and II, a third unit should be
developed concerning Colonialism, Nationals. and Revolution in the Middle East
This unit would explore the relationship between colonialism and the rise of
Nationalism, and discuss the revolutionary movements and the drive for unity
within the Arab world a , ,
• uch unit would be the natural next step to complete
a three unit course of study on the culture of the modern Middle East.
Perhaps as an adjunct to the discussion of nationalism, a look should be
taken at the past glories of the Middle East. As mentioned in Chapter II, a
great many textbooks never get past these ancient glories. A more useful
approach would be to examine Che golden age of the various cultures in the
Middle East, the Persian, the Turkish, the Arab, in light of the modern world,
p t'cular in relation to the nationalistic feelings present in the Middle
East today. For example, descriptions of ancient Baghdad or Cordova could be
linked to nationalistic speeches by present day Arab leaders who are wont to
point to the glories of the Arab past.
Once all three units were developed, further research would periodically
be required to up-date the material, and to find better reading selections for
some of the concepts studied. For example, in Unit I, the section on Islam is
rather dry and depersonalized and better reading selections are needed. Instead
of explaining the five pillars of Islam, personalized accounts of what it means
to live according to the five pillars are needed. A personalized account of
what it feels like to be on a pilgrimmage to Mecca would be far more effective
than merely describing that it is a duty for every Moslem who can afford it.
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Thus, further research is needed to come up with the best possible reading
selections for each concept studied.
With the eventual development of the three units and the Teacher's
Manual, a thorough testing would be needed with the emphasis on how the three
units hold together as a sequence and the degree to which the Teacher's
Manual aids the teacher in understanding how the units were developed and how
they can be most effectively used. On the basis of such an evaluation, for
example, a final determination could be made as to whether the cultural
explanations belong in the Teacher's Manual, rather than in the introductions
to the reading selections, and whether or not questions preceding the reading
selections should be viewed as a substitute for cultural -explanations in the
introductions
.
With this kind of full-scale evaluation, it is hoped that the primary
source material collected, edited and organized according to cultural concepts
will provide a valuable contribution to the curriculum materials available for
high school students on the Middle East.
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APPENDIX A
Student's Questionnaire on
The Curriculum Materials on the Middle East
Dear Student
,
We are asking you to fill out the attached questionnaire in order to im-
prove the materials on the Middle East you have just used in your classroom.
We know that a lot of curriculum materials used in schools are uninteresting
and boring and do not "work". We would like to develop materials that are
interesting to students and which can help make learning fun. We have tried,
in the Middle Eastern materials you have just used, to teach about the Middle
East from a cultural angle--how do people in the Middle East live and what do
they believe. We would like you to help us determine whether or not you like
these materials and whether you learned from them--whether or not we are on
the right track. Only you can help us determine this, and therefore we ask
you to fill out the attached questionnaire as completely and as honestly as you
can. If you didn't like something, don't be afraid to tell us about it. On
the basis of what you say, these materials will be revised and hopefully will
be improved for the future use of other students.
We thank you for your help and cooperation.
Sincerely,
Robert P. Pearson
National Endowment for the Humanities Project
Center for International Education
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Part I -
feeling
In the following questions we would like
about the materials. Check the line that
you to indicate your
most closely describe
feelings. If you have other comments write in the space bel ow.
general
s your
1. In general how did you feel ahnnt- „
used? the ^lddle Eastern material you have just
I was :
really
turned
on
involved neutral bored--not really
involved turned
off
Comments: Much more than any other readings I've had to read.
2
. After studying the materials on
way of life of the people
the Middle East I feel I understand the
X
strongly agree
agree
sort of
agree ; sort
of disagree
disagree strongly
disagree
Comments
:
I didn^t study it in such depth that I would strongly agree
which is good because I'm not too interested in the M. E.
*
3 . Compared to materials on other cultures I have used
Middle East were
the materials on the
X
better about the
same
worse
Comments
:
4. The material on the Middle East was
X
easy to understand of average
dif f icul ty
hard to understand
Comments: You don't have to spend too much time on it.
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~ 11 " In the foIlowin g questions we would like you to Indicate how you
feel about the readings. Check the one line that cost closely describes how
you feel. If yOU have an explanation you wish to add, please put It in the
"Comments" section.
1. As an aid to understanding the readings, the editor’s introduce ions were
X
very useful useful of average
use
Comments: At least I knew what was going on.
not too
useful
useless
2. I think questions about the readings should
come before the
readings
come after the
readings
X
there should be no
questions
3. The mateiials on the Middle East helped me to understand my own culture
as well as Middle Eastern culture
strongly agree sort of disagree strongly
aS ree agree disagree
Comments: It gave a contrast
4. On the whole
,
the reading selections were
X
too long about right too short
Comments: After a while, I forgot what I read.
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5 . On the average the reading level of the material on the Middle East was
too hard for me* about right for me too easy for me
Comments: * T -p ^ .If any readings were too hard for you, please list themhere (see total list of readings below and on the next page)
6 . After each reading selection listed below, please mark
closely describes how you felt about the selection.
the box which most
Reading Selection J
oka
>
7
" really don't
liked liked neutral disliked disliked remember it
The Man & the Farm x
Portrait of a Turkish
Family (Grandmother) X
A Bedouin Boyhood
(Women's Work) X
Early Childhood
X
Going to a Koranic
School X
The Stream of Days
(Discipline) X
Boarding School (going
off to.
.
.)
X
Separation of Boys &
Girls (Portrait of A
Turkish Family)
X
Traditional Girlhood
village girls)
X
Going to School (girls--
from Persia Is My Heart) X
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Reading Selection
really okay- reallv a i *.
1 ike d liked neutral disliked disliked remolr
The Public Bath-
Hammam X
Courtship (visit of
women to girl) X
«
Watching One '
s
Reputation X
A Jailhouse of My
Own X
Removing the Veil X
Love with a Few Hair 3 X
Separation
X
Comments
:
7. Would you say the materials on the Middle East made you think a lot? Didyou ask yourself or others more questions than usual?
No- that's what is good about it.
8. How did the fact that the materials on the Middle East were in mimeographed
form make you feel? Did you think of them as "special" materials or did you
think of them as less important than a printed book?
It didn
' t matter.
9. What else would you like to say about these materials?
I liked them.
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APPENDIX B
Teacher's Questionnaire on
The Curriculum Materials on the Middle East
Dear Teacher,
We are asking you to fill out the attached questionnaire in order to
improve the materials on the Middle East you have just used in your class-
room. In an effort to promote the development of curriculum materials avail-
able to teachers and students on the Non-Western World, the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities has funded this project. We have tried to make these
materials different in style and in content in the hopes that they would be
easier to teach from and more successful in reaching students. In order to
assess the effectiveness of these materials it was felt necessary that they
be tried out in the classroom. You are a crucial part of this development
process, and your help in filling out this questionnaire will help us modify
the materials according to the experience you have had with them. We thus
ask you to fill out this questionnaire carefully so that alterations can be
made in these materials for future teachers and students who will use them.
We thank you for your help and cooperation.
Sincerely,
Robert P. Pearson
National Endowment for the Humanities Project
Center for International Education
University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Part I
In general the students enjoyed the Middle Eastern materials
about the didn't like didn't like
same as them as much them at all
other
material
Comments; Many people liked them a great deal.
X
a great liked them
deal okay
I found that to teach from the materials on the Middle East was
X
very easy easy average difficult very difficult
Comments
:
3. I would like to teach with these materials again
X
yes no indifferent
Comments: definitely superior materials compared with most others in
market
4. In my classroom discussion I found that the students spent the following
proportions of time ( 25% ; 33%>; 50% etc.) discussing
75%
American
Culture
25%
Middle East
Culture
Comments: my bias
Part II
1. For the average student the reading level (vocabulary, sentence structure,
etc.) of the Middle Eastern materials was
X
too hard hard about
right
easy too easy
Comments: reading level very well geared to secondary students
For the average student the themes and concepts of
Middle East were
the materials on the
easy to comprehend
X
of average difficult to
difficulty comprehend
The reading selections on the Middle East led to a
cussion good classroom dis-
X
most of the time sometimes rarely
The editor s introductions were very helpful in preparing the student
for the reading which followed
X
strongly
agree
agree unsure disagree strongly
disagree
Comments; Introductions give away too much that should be explored in
class
.
I think reading questions should
X
precede the reading follow the reading there should be
no questions
Why?
On the whole the reading selections were
too long about right too short
Comments: Varied in length
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7.
was. For very positive or negative statements, please Srk the r^son Wow.
Reading Selection
very
valuable valuable okay
not
valuable useless
didn
'
t
teach
The Man & the Farm X
'
Portrait of a Turkish
Family (Grandmother) X
too short
A Bedouin Boyhood
(Women's Work) X
Early Childhood X
too short
Going to a Koranic
School X
The Stream of Days
(Discipline) X
Letters on Islam (father
to son)
Boarding School (going
off to.
.
.) X
Separation of Boys &
Girls (Portrait of A
Turkish Family)
X
Traditional Girlhood
(village girls) X
Going to School (girls--
from Persia Is My Heart) X
The Public Bath-Hammam
X
Courtship (visit of women
to girl) X
Watching One's Reputation
X
A Jailhouse of My Own X
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Reading Selection very not didn't
valuable valuable okay valuable useless teach
Bargaining (for
furniture) X
Removing the Veil X
Love with a Few Hairs X
Separation X
Comments: Longer readings have more substance and therefore lend themselves to
better discussions.
Part III
1.
Did your students learn as many facts with these materials as they have with
other materials? How would you describe the kinds of things your students
learned?
"Facts"? Yes. Something about life in the Middle East.
2.
Were your students excited or involved emotionally with these materials?
Were they more involved than usual in classroom discussions?
More than usual.
3.
What were the strongest and weakest parts of these materials? Be as specific
as you can, referring to the list of reading selections in Part II question 7
if necessary.
4.
What kind of additional material is needed to supplement these materials?
Exercises to link readings with student's experiences.
5.
Do you think your students"saw" these materials differently because they
were not bound in book form? Were they aware from the beginning that the
materials were being tried out on them? Do you think they viewed the
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materials as being "special"
classroom materials used?
or as being less important than the usual
No.
6 . Did you in any way feel unprepared to
generated by these materials?
deal with the kinds of questions
No.
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APPENDIX C
Social Studies Superintendent
State Department of Education
(City, State)
Dear Sir:
I am at present working on curriculum materials on the Middle East under a
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. I am trying to collect
primary source materials and develop case studies and role plays which present
Middle Eastern culture from the point of view of Middle Easterners.
It would be useful to me in developing these materials to know if Middle
Eastern cultures are studied in your state and, if so, at what level and for
what length of time. This information will help me determine what my major
focus should be. If you have any state syllabi containing this information, I
would be grateful to you if you could send me one. If not, a short letter
would be most useful.
These materials should be completed by the Fall of '72. We will be happy
to share them with you.
I look forward to receiving any information you can give me on the study
of the Middle East in your state.
Sincerely,
Robert P. Pearson
Research Associate
Center for International Education
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